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Abstract  
 

Trauma.  

This thesis examines the effect of social trauma on representation and epistemology.  

Trauma is considered here to be the catalyst for an evolution of symbolic transactions 

that accommodate lived experience and provide social orientation. I explore the cultural 

transmission of the traumatic ‘invisible’ of human experience, through an analysis of the 

strategies of artists whose works mimic archival forms.   

    

The Archival. 

The first half of the thesis examines philosophical models of the archive as they occur in 

the writings of Foucault and Derrida. Chapter one is an appraisal of Foucault’s model of 

the archive in The Archaeology of Knowledge, as an engine of epistemic regulation. This 

model, with its emphasis on the transaction of discursive positivities is scrutinised 

through the lens of subsequent psychoanalytical critique that affirms the transmissibility 

of ‘non-knowledge’. Chapter two extends this idea, and links it more directly to visual 

photographic practices in an examination of Derrida’s Archive Fever. A dialectical 

relationship of continual conflict is proposed between an external, archontic Archive d’ 

L’Autre, and a psychic archive of memory, trace, experience and embodiment.    

 

Transactions of Darkness. 

The second half of the thesis examines visual practices in the light of these theoretical 

conclusions. The idea of an aesthetics of resistance to an ideologically appropriated 

symbolic order is developed, in which that which cannot be conveyed as representational 

positivity may be carried in ‘darkness’ through counter-Archival strategies. In chapters 

three and four respectively, an examination of works which recontextualise photographs 

taken in proximity to social conflict, by Thomas Hirschhorn and Teresa Margolles are 

taken to exemplify the grammar of these strategies. The implications for the formation of 

future subjectivities of the cultural models provided by such works are developed in the 

conclusion. Counter-Archival procedures are proposed as models for a means of 

reconfiguring hegemonic horizons of meaning.     
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Introduction: The Subject as Traumatic Index: Cosmo Solomon.   
 
 

In his novel The Emigrants, W.G. Sebald describes the fate of a character – Cosmo 

Solomon – whose mental breakdown and eventual death appears to be triggered by his 

exposure to information emerging from the theatres of conflict in the early stages of the 

First World War. Solomon, in terms of his social and geographical position, is far 

removed from the devastation and slaughter. He is the errant only child of one of the 

wealthiest banking families in New York, whose fortune provides their son with an 

unlimited allowance, one that enables him to offset the ennui of his protected existence 

by embarking on extravagant journeys between the world’s most famous casinos. He is a 

figure shielded from the vicissitudes of social experience by accumulated family capital, 

in quantities that enable him to construct a kind of separate, personal, experiential realm.   

 In spite of this economic, physical and psychological distance from the escalating 

conflict, news of it activates a mental crisis from which Solomon does not ultimately 

recover. His decline is described to Sebald’s narrator by a now elderly relative. Speaking 

of the outbreak of war Aunt Fini recounts: 
The more it raged and the more we learned of the devastation, the less Cosmo was able to 
regain a footing in the unchanged daily life of America. He became a stranger to his 
former friends, he abandoned his apartment in New York City, and even out on Long 
Island he soon withdrew entirely to his own quarters and at length to a secluded garden 
house known as the summer villa. Aunt Fini said that one of the Solomon’s old gardeners 
once told her that that in those days Cosmo would often be steeped in melancholy all day, 
and then at night would pace to and fro in the unheated summer villa, groaning softly. 
Wildly agitated he would string out words that bore some relation to the fighting, and as 
he uttered these words of war he would apparently beat his forehead with his hand, as if 
he were vexed at his own incomprehension or were trying to learn what he said by 
heart…he claimed that he could see clearly, in his own head, what was happening in 
Europe: the inferno, the dying, the rotting bodies lying in the sun in the open fields. Once 
he even took to cudgelling the rats he saw running through the trenches. 1    

 

The fate of the fictional Cosmo Solomon evokes the central questions of this thesis, 

which concern the potential of the representation of social conflict to generate vicarious 

experience and affect. We may assume that whatever news of the war Solomon received, 

took the form of newspaper reports accompanied by illustrations and photographs, radio 

broadcasts and news bulletins. Without proximity to the conflict, he nonetheless becomes 

possessed by the trauma of warfare through mediated signals. Subjected only to its 

																																																								
1 Sebald. W.G. 1996. The Emigrants. London. Harvill. pp 95-6. 
 
2 I am drawing here on Lacanian theories of the relation between the symbolic and its referents in 
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representation, he succumbs to symptoms analogous to those that we might now 

recognise as a kind post-traumatic stress.  

 The figure of Solomon seems to possess an almost seismographic sensitivity to 

distant traumatic events that ultimately proves to be unbearable. His sense of self is 

overwhelmed by a trauma he has only experienced representationally. It is as if his 

internalisation of the reports prompts a radical yet coruscating empathy with others 

involved in the conflict, others with whom he has no apparent connection. He is 

destroyed because the signals he receives of the destruction of others appear to bypass 

whatever internal filtering apparatus might under normal circumstances, serve to keep 

this trauma experienced by them at bay.  

 The news of war has a devastating effect on the subjective consistency of 

Solomon, who, prior to his collapse, is emblematic of a particular form of subjectivity; he 

is in many ways a quintessentially Capitalist subject who has created an ostensible world 

apart from the traumatic experience of others. But the inseparability and 

interconnectedness of this cocooned and opulent world; from the realities of the trenches; 

from “the inferno, the dying, the rotting bodies” is made devastatingly clear in Sebald’s 

account; an account which is described in the wider context of the fate of four other 

Jewish characters who are each profoundly and destructively affected, either by a 

traumatic heritage or direct experience of anti-Semitism.                      

 We may speculate that like these other characters in Sebald’s novel, Solomon is 

the bearer of a kind of genealogical trauma, an intergenerational memory of oppression, 

that might in the case of the Solomon family, account for the drive on the part of his 

ancestors to create a protective vault of capital, a defensive bulwark against a social 

sphere that was historically suffused with the experience of pogroms, massacres, 

expulsion and flight.  

 If we regard Solomon – as Sebald seems to expect us to do – as a kind of living 

register of trauma, then it is possible to imagine that what he senses of the conflagration 

of the war activates this buried heritage of generational trauma. We might imagine 

Solomon, as a subject broken by a pincer movement between an internal repository of 

traumatic memory, and events presaging external global cataclysm.  

 If the fate of Cosmo Solomon seems strange in what it implies about the 

destabilising effects of representational transactions, it is perhaps in part because we are 

accustomed to emphasising the virtuality of representation; accustomed to taking ‘as 
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read’ that the image, for instance, is distinct from the reality of the event, at best an 

abstraction or surrogate; or further – that in many representational scenarios the image 

negates access to the thing it represents; or further still, that the symbolic image may 

“murder” cognitive access to its own origins.2  Sebald’s description of Solomon’s decline 

suggests something else – a terrible potentiality of the symbolic representation, wherein 

it may be thought to contain traces of the intensities of the trauma from which it arises, 

and that these traces may give rise to the most debilitating affects among those who 

encounter them.   

 If this is the case – if it is true that representations may carry such destabilising 

traumatic potentiality, then we may ask why is it a potential that so rarely materialises 

into affect? Why daily experiences, taking place within, and founded upon an ever-

thickening layer of representation – some of it from sites of trauma and conflict – do not 

give rise to widespread psychic destabilisation, in the same way that the reports of the 

First World War so radically destabilised Cosmo Solomon.  

 This potentiality is the focus this thesis, which argues that photographic images 

may grant cognitive access to experience in spite of their self-evident virtuality. I seek to 

characterise such photographs, as they are re-used for instance, in the work of Thomas 

Hirschhorn and Theresa Margolles – who provide the main visual focus of this work – as 

bearers of traces which grant access to traumatic intensities, which in turn have the 

potential, not only to generate radical empathy, but to illuminate trauma-inducing social 

structures.3   

 But in the case of the fictional Cosmo Solomon, it is not the social structure but 

the individual subject who is undone by the receipt of this experiential trace of disaster. 

His undoing appears to be the consequence of conflict – between his apparently 

extraordinary subjective openness to the experience of others, and a subjective field that 

is predicated on exactly the opposite; a field of experience generated by an economic 

system that demands alienation from the suffering of others as a precondition of its 

continued existence. Solomon cannot cathartically channel or transmit empathic trauma 

																																																								
2 I am drawing here on Lacanian theories of the relation between the symbolic and its referents in 
which the symbol is taken to be the “murder of the thing”. The implications of this for the 
representation of trauma are explored in detail in chapters three and four.  
  
3 “Radical empathy”. Empathy, throughout the thesis is seen as offering radical potential insofar 
as it suggests forms of subjectivity that radically oppose those expected by what I will 
characterise as an instrumentalised symbolic order of capitalism.   
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within a network of communication that might facilitate such transactions, for such a 

mechanism does not exist at the wider cultural level. Instead he is, as subject, a terminal 

point, a receiver who is psychically short-circuited by the receipt of such signals. This 

thesis explores models of transactions occurring in fine art practice, that are proposed as 

the seeds or prototypes of cultural mechanisms of traumatic transmission.  

 The fictional Solomon, as he is conceived by Sebald, is the occupier of a very 

specific subject position. But as he is exposed to signals of social trauma, another form of 

subjectivity briefly flickers into view, one revealed through the very process of the 

breakdown of his nominal identity. We see, albeit momentarily, a subject whose psychic 

suffering is melded to that of the unknown other, we glimpse an un-boundaried subject 

who seems to feel the pain of others as if he were experiencing it himself. Solomon’s 

status as a self-identifiable subject, is disastrously undermined by his over-identification 

with others.  

 Sebald’s characterisation here raises a fundamental question about the 

construction of subjectivity itself. What model of affected/affective subjectivity is 

suggested by the breakdown and eventual death of Cosmo Solomon? What form of 

subjectivity would need to arise for it to be possible to experience this ostensibly fatal 

identification with the trauma of others – and survive? Such questions alert us to the 

extent to which trauma problematises the notions of identity and subjectivity that are the 

requirements of psychic survival in our particular economic and social field. 

 Identity, or self-identity, insofar as it is recognised according to received 

representational codes, is conceived as a by-product of these codes. It is an identity that 

bears the same relation to the actuality of human subjectivity as the photographic 

documentation of experience has to that experience.  This form of identity, I will argue, 

is a symbolic carapace, generated reflexively in response to the traumatic displacement 

of any deeper ontological sense of selfhood. At best it may offer a defence against 

symbolic introjection, but it is not who we are. 

 Because the function of any representational or symbolic order is precisely to 

order – that is to bring about stasis, to still the flux of perception, and to designate 

phenomena as distinct and separate – so the dominant conception of identity – derived 

from such an order, mirrors its features of stasis, isolation and singularity. Questions 

about the nature of subjectivity explored in this thesis – questions raised by visual 

practice, begin with a rejection of the idea that such received identity may penetrate all 
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the way down to the point where, individuals become fully aligned with the order 

generating these conceptions of subjectivity. Rather the idea of subjectivity suffusing this 

thesis is one which looks to all phenomena that resist symbolic inscription as potential 

catalysts for resistant forms of subjectivity. Trauma is one such phenomenon. 

* 

The first theoretically focused half of this thesis plots a trajectory for this resistant 

subject. Resisting claims – often emanating from Lacanian perspectives, of Foucault’s 

disinterest in the subject as anything other than an occupier of discursive positions, I 

find, in The Archaeology of Knowledge, a resistant subject; one compatible with the 

Lacanian idea of subjectivity itself emerging in realms that cannot be occupied by 

discourse. The implications of this idea of the subject as a resistance to its representation, 

are considered by examining the fate of the subject in the context of social trauma and 

the representation of that trauma.       

 The questions of identity which inform this thesis, and which are implicit in the 

visual practices considered in the second half, suggest a view of identity as an 

experiential sense, a sense made stronger, not by identification with closed-circuits of 

subjective designation, but through processes of extension, recognition and identification 

with others. A common feature of the visual works we will examine, is the suspension of 

symbolic codes that generate identification; a suspension that creates a space of symbolic 

decontamination from which forms of self-representation and self-creating praxis may 

emerge. Such practices of counter-representation, disorder and recombine given elements 

of the representational order, as a means of both illuminating it as an order, and 

problematising its narratives.  

 The thesis is informed by psychoanalytic conception of a kind of counter-

symbolic generator at the heart of the subject – one that is resistant to identity inscription, 

and often activated by the traumatic discrepancy between embodied experience and 

conferred identity. Lacan’s own conceptualisation of the subject proposes a limit to this 

process of conferred identification, a limit marked by the internal Real: 
 The subject in himself in the recalling of his biography - all this goes only to a certain 

limit, which is known as the real.......Here the real is that which always comes back to the 
same place - to the place where the subject in so far as he thinks.....does not meet it. 4 

																																																								
4 Lacan, J.1994. Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis. London. Pengiun. p.49 
In order to differentiate in the rest of the thesis from the Lacanian concept of the real, and more 
commonplace uses of the term, I capitalise the ‘R’. In most translations of Lacan the ‘r’ is not 
capitalised, but because various designations of the real and realism are considered in what 
follows, I differentiate the Lacanian Real in this way for clarity. 
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Of course, in order to engage at all with the symbolic ordering of social experience, (and 

in order to envisage ourselves at all) individuals must conceive of themselves 

symbolically, but when the limit of this self- conception goes unrecognised, then an 

identity infused with the values of the symbolic order is misrecognised as being 

synonymous with the subject. Identity, thus conceived – as whole, unified, centered and 

transparent is rather the reification of the symbolic regime as individual. And as Alain 

Badiou points out as such identity is often the vehicle for “reactionary force”.5 Badiou 

posits identity itself as the force which inhibits inter-subjective communication: 
One could say: my love’s main enemy, the one I must defeat, is not the other, it is myself, 
the myself that prefers identity to difference, that prefers to impose its world against the 
world re-constructed through the filter of difference. 6   

 
The thesis explores the correspondences between representation and identity formation, 

by treating particular instances of representation and counter-representation as analogous 

to contrasting processes of subjectification. In chapters three and four, the potential for 

artistic practice to create perceptual spaces which interrupt flows of information and 

ideology, becomes the focus. I propose that in these spaces, forms of subjectivity that 

resist such hegemonic, symbolic flows may be apprehended. 

 Sebald’s Cosmo Solomon, is both a receiver of signals of unbearable trauma and 

model capitalist subject; he is a fictive manifestation of both the ego-ideal of Capitalism 

and its undoing – he is left in a state of psychic isolation, bereft of any communicative 

apparatus that might enable him to re-transmit the wounding messages he receives, or 

attend to the responses of those who share them in turn.7 In what follows, through the 

																																																																																																																																																																					
 
5 When the context becomes sombre and reactionary, attempts are made to bring identity back on 
the agenda. It can take different forms but it is always identity… The reactionary force is always 
the defence of “our values”, casting us in the mold of worldwide capitalism as the only possible 
identity. The impulse driving reaction is always a crude reference to identity in one form or 
another. Badiou. A. 2009 In Praise of Love. Paris. Flamarrion. pp 97-8   
 
6  Ibid . , p 60 
 
7  In positing this duality in the identity of Cosmo Solomon I am following a Lacanian logic 
whereby, that which we conceive of as our identity is in fact a misrecognition of oneself – as 
whole, unified and identical to the conceiving self. In Lacanian terms identity is the product of 
the desire of a fragmented, inchoate consciousness for this illusive unity. The subject cannot be 
reduced to the ego. Lacan refers to an originary fragmented body-image from which the desire 
for totality and coherence springs, ultimately arriving at ‘the assumption of the armour of an 
alienating identity, which will mark with its rigid structure the subject’s entire mental 
development. (Lacan, J. Ecrits. 1977. London. Routledge. p 4).  
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analysis of specific forms of re-presentational practice that I term ‘counter-Archival’, I 

attempt to conceive of such an apparatus for the communication of traumatic experience. 

A mechanism whereby signals generated within a trauma-inducing social field are 

transmitted through it in ways that both reveal the systemic nature of social trauma, and 

problematise the subjective constructs upon which it is reliant. Underpinning what 

follows is an idea of the traumatic photograph carrying the potential to mirror back at the 

subject an external reality whose illusory coherence is shattered, and in doing so act as a 

reminder of the inchoate, traumatic origins of subjectivity.  The counter-Archival is a 

cultural force confronting epistemic systems that regulate the traumatic intensities borne 

by representation.  

 Drawing on the models developed primarily by Foucault and Derrida I 

characterise these systems collectively, as the Archive. I distinguish this from other 

formulations of the archive, or actual, material archives, through the use of the capitalised 

‘A’.8 The Archive, in the terms of this thesis, is the epistemic apparatus that establishes 

what Devin Fore has called “the hegemonic horizon of meaning”.9 One of the features of 

this is the organisation of knowledge in such a way that the realities of traumatic social 

experience are rendered invisible, even as they are represented. If, as I contend, affective 

traces of such experience can be carried by a photograph, then the purpose of counter-

Archival, activity is the reconfiguration of the structures, contextualising continuities and 

codes that restrain this traumatic potential. In short, counter-Archival practices disrupt the 

epistemic frameworks that constrain disruptive potential.  

  When transmitted beyond the individual, experiential traces that are carried, 

indexically or otherwise, by photographic images, and which offer implicit critique of the 

																																																								
8  The use of the capitalised ‘A’ distinguishes the notion of the archive that emerges specifically 
in this thesis, in order to differentiate it from real, existing archives which are not the direct 
manifestation of power or the theoretical models of others, such as Foucault and Derrida – from 
which the idea of the Archive explored here emerges, yet becomes distinct. This capitalised ‘A’ 
carries an echo of the Lacanian concept of the “big other”, (Autre) of the symbolic order which is 
designated by Lacan by the same ‘A’ sign. The capitalised A denotes only this Archive 
representing the otherness of authority, and it is this function of the Archive which is the central 
concern of this thesis – the archive subverted by counter-Archival practices; the Archive which 
organises and enshrines master signifiers. Lacan describes how this ‘Autre’ is internalised as a 
component of identity in the process of subjectification: “The subject depends on the signifier but 
the signifier is first of all in the field of the other.” Lacan, J. 1994. The Four Fundamental 
Concepts of Psychoanalysis. London. Penguin   	
   
9 Devin Fore in Kluge, A. and Negt, O. 2014. History and Obstinacy. New York. Zone Books. 
p.54 
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social circumstances in which they emerge, might be thought of, in Lacanian terms as 

traces of ‘the Real’ of the social world. Real, that is, in the sense of being as that “hard 

core” of experience, particularly traumatic experience, that resists symbolisation.  

 This resistance to symbolisation occurs at the level of the individual, (as we will 

see later) because its acknowledgement would entail the psychic unravelling of the 

subject, and if this ‘Real’ can be said to exist at the wider social level, and if its 

acknowledgement heralds a similar unravelling of social authority, then the Archive is 

the means by which the experiential Real of Capitalism is repressed by symbolic 

mechanisms, which ensure that those aspects of the social order that are the incompatible 

with human life remain hidden. A residue of this Real, I will argue, is carried by 

photographs emerging from sites of trauma, photographs which are simultaneously both 

symbolic construct and material substrate. The photograph is, in this sense, a 

manifestation of the entanglement of Real and symbolic realms.  

 The representational activity advanced by the artists examined in this thesis, 

suggests a wider cultural model whereby the closures effected around trauma by 

appropriated symbolic mechanisms are strained by strategies of reconfiguration. This 

symbolic straining is an encroachment on the Real. A formula therefore emerges   which 

recognises the interdependence of these elements: the traumatic Real of a social system is 

preserved by the inviolability of its symbolic apparatus. Where there is a degree of faith 

in representation as a singular, conclusive process, and where the truth-claims and 

ostensible finality of singular representational artefacts remain in tact, then the traumatic 

Real of a social order is preserved to exactly that degree.  

 A counter-representation by contrast, as well as providing a critique of other 

representations, also insists upon an account of its own production. The counter-

representation is an event of representational provisionality. The extent to which it 

reveals itself as construct, problematises its own claims to veracity and refutes its own 

closures, is aso the extent to which it becomes a fissure in the representational screen, 

through which the non-representational Real may be apprehended.        

 The argument of this thesis moves towards an idea of representation in which the 

social forces and effects, rendered symbolically invisible by the Archive, (forces which 

together constitute the traumatic real of the social order) are staged in ways – that, since 

they cannot be directly figured – can facilitate collective transactions around the effects 
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of these trauma-inducing social forces.10  I am attempting to conceive of representational 

processes whereby the unbearable trauma borne by Cosmo Solomon becomes a force 

borne collectively via representational transactions. – transactions that carry 

emancipatory potential. 

 

Notions of the Archive in Representational Discourse 

It will be clear from the specific use of terminology above, of my view that those visual 

practices usually designated as ‘archival’, are usually engaged in reconfiguration of the 

Archive, and as such are more accurately described as counter-Archival. This insistence 

on more precise terminology is in recognition of the fact that such practices do not 

confront archives as neutral repositories of information, but as Archives that are 

instrumental in the alignment of thought and knowledge with power. It is no coincidence 

that exhibitions and surveys of these archival practices reveal them as modes of working 

that have an almost total focus on social trauma and conflict. It is social trauma itself that 

prompts the re-evaluation of systems of representation and thought that are precursors of 

its occurrence. My focus in the thesis is on works that deal directly with these systems of 

representation around trauma and conflict, firstly as a means of understanding the 

processes whereby they are neutralised and rendered impotent, and secondly to identify 

the common features of works which attempt to amplify their potency.11   

																																																								
10 These forces cannot be directly figured, precisely because existing mechanisms of 
representation are generated by the same trauma-inducing social forces, and because trauma itself 
has the status of the Real, precisely because it cannot be symbolically communicated. We cannot, 
for instance really experience the destruction of others without having been destroyed.   
 
11 For examples of recent surveys and anthologies of  artistic practices in which the relation of 
archival practices to social conflict, power, oppression and trauma is made clear see:  
Downey. H. (ed) 2015 Dissonant Archives: Contemporary Visual Culture and Contested 
Narratives in the Middle East. New York. IB Tauris.  
Spieker, S. 2008. The Big Archive: Art From Bureaucracy. Massachusetts MIT.  
Merewether, C. 2006 The Archive. London, Whitechapel Documents of Contemporary Art.  
Schaffner. S and Winzen. M. (eds) (1998) Deep Storage: Collecting Storing and Archiving In 
Art. London, Prestell.  
Buchloh B.H.D 1999 Atlas/Archive: in Coles. A. (ed.)The Optic of Walter Benjamin. London. 
Black Dog.  
Holly, M.A. and Smith (eds.) 2008 Obsession, Archive, Encounter -Research In the Visual Arts. 
Michigan. Clark Institute Press. 
Okwui Enwezor. Archive Fever – Uses of the Document in Contemporary Art. Steidl. Gottingen, 
2008  
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 I pursue this Archival construct in some depth, as a means of identifying, and 

making sense of the common aesthetic strategies that disrupt its normative epistemic 

functioning. While it is related to forms of oppositional representation that are common 

to many avant-garde visual practices, the counter-Archival is distinguished by its 

attention to collections of photographic images, artefacts and documents that are by-

products of the moulding of knowledge into alignment with the precepts of 

representational regimes. 

   The linguistic discrepancy in evidence when such practices are referred to as 

‘archival’, rather than ‘counter-Archival’ reinforces a conceptual deficiency which 

diverts from the epistemic potential of such practices. A deficiency which seems to be 

rooted in an imprecise notion of what kind of ‘archive’ these practices address. This 

thesis attempts to substantiate this notion through an analysis of works that confront the 

authorisation of knowledge. These works, through their perverse fragmentary logic and 

ruptures of continuity, manifest the Archive as they wrestle with its invisible operations.  

The impetus for identifying this model arises out of a conviction that the forces that 

orchestrate, manage, contain and mute signals of trauma can be identified; and that this 

identification has the potential to orientate us in social reality.  

* 

In the following chapters I draw upon various texts, artworks and theoretical positions to 

elaborate this idea of the Archive. It may be useful before this, to briefly consider how 

this idea diverges from and aligns with ideas about the critical function of photographs in 

current discourse – discourse that specifically refer to theoretical models of the archive. 

Hal Foster, Ariella Azoulay and John Roberts in particular point towards some form of 

archive as a mechanism of representational control. The direction they have indicated is 

my point of departure. My account differs in that I identify the Archive as the primary 

epistemic mechanism that determines  ideologically confirmatory representations.  

 Hal Foster’s An Archival Impulse is one such point of departure. 12 Foster’s 

reading of the tendency among artists such as Thomas Hirschhorn. Tacita Dean, Douglas 

Gordon and Jimmie Durham characterises it as a probing of, and “errance” from, the 

representational ‘given’. Their grouping together by virtue of their common strategy 

involving the recombination of existing artefacts – as a means of creating new 

frameworks for interpretation and critique, finds a clear rejoinder in the thesis. But when 
																																																								
12 Foster, H, An Archival Impulse, October 110 Fall 2004, pp: 3-22 
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Foster describes “archival” art as being concerned:  “less with absolute origins than with 

obscure traces,” and notes that these artists are often drawn to unfulfilled beginnings or 

incomplete projects – in art and history alike- that might offer points of departure again.” 

He draws attention to a tendency that resists, or counters the representational closures, 

that archontic authority seeks to cement. The works he examines counter the drives of 

representation to close, to fix-terms, and make claims for its own veracity. The work 

Foster describes is a re-ignition of an impulse to continually transcend the archival given. 

Even where such activity leads to re-combinations of material in what are ostensibly 

‘new’ archives, they are created in a way that seeks to prompt cognitive activity that is 

anti-archival; what they “institute” is counter-institutional.  

 Foster identifies this as a rhyzomatic ramification of knowledge, and reminds us 

that all archives have this potential as soon as they are used in a non-passive way by 

human beings.13  I would contend that it is actually the drive of Archival authority to 

stem this ramification that may be more accurately described as an “archival impulse”. In 

this sense the material, ‘actually existing’ archive becomes the site of conflicting acts.  It 

is both a repository of representational authorisation and a site where a ‘feverish’ 

cognitive activity of association and recombination may take place. Because the Archive 

stores evidence of systemic representational abstraction on the part of states, 

organisations and representational regimes of all kinds; because it gathers potentially 

explosive material precisely in order to Archivally ‘treat’ it - then the material archive 

may also be viewed as a kind of arsenal, a repository of incendiary material which the 

activity of its users threatens to ignite.   

So in the terms of this thesis the ‘Archive’ is both the concretion of a deathly impulse to 

stem the flow of representation and enshrine a particular logos, and the site of  

‘impulsive’ counter - action against this enshrinement. I attempt to augment Foster’s 

analysis by substantiating the idea of the archive such practices confront. Without the 

emphasis on the centrality of this critical epistemic function, then ‘archival’ risks 

becoming a catch-all term that loosely describes a genre. 

 

																																																								
13  Ibid. , p  6:  “Perhaps all archives develop in this way, through mutations of connection and 
disconnection, a process that this art also serves to disclose”) In chapter 2 we will consider more 
fully the extent to which even the most authoritarian archives hold promise for this process of 
perpetual counter-archival disclosure.                                
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Ariella Azoulay, in The Civil Contract of Photography proposes a “citizenry of 

photography” based around the transactions that take place in relation to photographs. 

This concept informs the final chapter of the thesis where it is aligned with Griselda 

Pollock and Bracha Ettinger’s concept of “withness”. 14 I also relate Azoulay’s 

“citizenry” to Judith Butler’s theorisation of communities connected by “vulnerability”.15 

In spite of the importance of Azoulay’s works for this thesis – works which traverse the 

boundary between theory and practice, and which I regard as being directly counter-

Archival – the extent of the Archival predetermination of the photographic event, the 

photographer, and the fate of the image is, I feel underestimated in her study.    

 Azoulay’s own critical works effect recontextualisations – sometimes of 

photographs that have hitherto been used as a means of reinforcing or obfuscating power 

– and her emphasis, in The Civil Contract of Photography, on the photograph as a mute 

trace of an event which has the potential to transcend the strictures of an ideologised, 

symbolic informs the final chapter of this thesis.16  But Azoulay’s positioning of 

theoretical and material models of the archive in an apparently binary relationship, leads 

to some inconsistencies in the analysis of the photographic operation in her analysis. 17 

My view is that the archival model elaborated by Derrida – a particular target of 

Azoulay’s critique – clarifies the nature of the phenomenal trace borne by the photograph 

– the trace which is so potentially menacing to the Archival operations of power. A trace 

furthermore, which is carried not just by photographic representations, but by discourse, 

signals and by the symbolic operation itself.  

																																																								
14 Pollock and Ettingers notion of “withness” describes a viewer- experience of the traumatic 
content of art works that is also a conscious postponement of representational closure, in order to 
dwell in the experience of the traumatised other, see: Pollock, G. 2013 After-Affects/After –
Images. Manchester University Press. 
 
15 Butler, J. 2009, Frames of War: When is Life Greivable. London Verso.  
  
16 See particularly: Chapters 3 and 4 The Spectator is Called to Take Part and Emergency Claims 
in: Azoulay, A.2008. The Civil Contract of Photography. New York. Zone Books MIT. pp. 137 – 
215 
    
17 “For the sake of simplicity, let me call these two worlds the abstract archive and the material 
archive. The former shows no trace of the people who created it, nor of those who use it. This 
archive is envisaged as operating by itself, of its own accord as though it were the home of that 
dialectic of preservation and cancellation.” Azoulay, A. in in Downey, A. (ed) 2015 Dissonant 
Archives: Contemporary Visual Culture and Contested Narratives in The Middle East. New York 
I.B.Taurus. p194  
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 Contrary to Azoulay’s suggestion of an opposition between the philosophical and 

material models, I would contend that these realms, are interdependent. Derrida’s model, 

as we will see, focuses on the very phenomenon which prevents all archives from 

becoming abstract entities – the persistence of the experiential trace.  

Derrida’s philosophical model shows how the existing archontic archive strives to render 

experience in the abstract; it is not part of the process of abstraction, but a model of the 

archive which may be applied directly to visual practice to illuminate the way in which 

experience is rendered abstract. Philosophical and material archives are always in 

dialectical contact via a cognitive alternation between embodied experience, and the 

critique of the epistemic control of this experience provided by philosophical models.   

 John Roberts in Photography and Its Violations (2014) – an analysis of the 

potential of photography to approach the truth of social conflict – calls for a “social 

ontology of photography” that exposes the systemic “division, hierarchy and exclusion” 

that are obscured by “social appearances”.18  This thesis may be seen partly as a response 

to this call, but, my approach is one which focuses attention on the mechanisms of 

epistemic control.  Robert’s ethical argument is that the transmission of the evidential 

trace of social injustice and oppression that is carried in the photograph, must be 

prioritised above concerns for the individual photographed subject – that a certain 

violation is the necessary correlative of the exposure of the causes of social trauma. (We 

might say that the ‘violations’ of photography could more accurately be regarded as 

violations of the mechanisms of social violation.)  

  Roberts aligns with Azoulay in envisaging the establishment of communities of 

resistance around “the expansive and irrepressible system of symbolic exchange”. 

He cites her claim that  “The civil contract of photography organises political relations in 

the form of an open and dynamic framework among individuals, without regulation and 

mediation by a sovereign.”  It is through a consideration of the nature of such regulation 

– a regulation that is understated in each of their analyses – that my model of the Archive 

emerges.  

 Roberts signals the need for a “general theory of archivisation” after describing 

forms of mediation that “preformat” the photographic transaction and reduce its message 

to “ a limited and normative set of generic categories: ‘the horrors of war,’ ‘ethnic 

																																																								
18 Roberts, J. 2014. Photography and Its Violations. Columbia University Press. p.2. 
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conflict,’ ‘national identity,’ ‘the community’.19  The reduction (or iconisation) of the 

photograph to a visual sign or a discursive trope, is one of the Archival processes that I 

focus on throughout the thesis. It is a process whereby the experiential, traumatic 

evidence of the suffering of others is rendered un-problematically symbolic, and where 

the imperilled, suffering or destroyed human being depicted in such photographs is 

reduced to a discursive term. It is where Archival processes displace the affective, non-

symbolic aspects of the photographed event with a symbolic positivity, and an incitement 

to understand is replaced by pseudo-knowledge. In the face of this my aim is to consider 

how visual works may attempt to recover traces of this harm from their Archival 

designation, and to regard these traces as catalysts for an analysis of the roots of this 

harm in normative social structures and discourses. 

   Roberts does in fact briefly allude to the centrality of the archive in his 

consideration of Alan Sekula’s notion of the archive-as-apparatus.  Concluding that: “the 

life of the image depended on its ability to resist or defeat (however briefly) the 

inexorable pull of the archive” 20 This ‘inexorability’ is a central theme of the thesis, 

where I hope to establish that Archival regulation is not a surface effect of a particular 

political situation, or the operation of particular signifying regimes, but a generalised 

epistemic process that structures consciousness of social experience in alignment with 

power, and partially constitutes the human, representing-subjects of political regimes. 

 In the face of this Archival mechanism, it cannot be assumed that any photograph 

in itself has the capacity disrupt established conventions of witnessing social trauma in 

such a way that we might somehow be led closer to the events depicted.  Conventions of 

witnessing are themselves Archivally orchestrated: they enable the mediation of 

traumatic events to take place while posing no threat to the social structures that generate 

the events.  My argument is that conventions of witnessing may turn even the most 

horrific photograph into a confirmatory mirror of the social structures that produce the 

horror – a mirror that returns to the witness a gaze codified by exposure to almost a 

century and a half of conditioning by mediation. It is a gaze that looks out at the ground 

of a reality as if it were – to use Roberts’ own term – a reified “abstraction”; an 

abstraction that manifests an ideologically generated symbolic order.  

																																																								
19  Ibid. , p 98 
  
20  Ibid. , p 113 
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  For this abstraction to be punctured the processes of its construction have to be 

exposed, and the photograph, whatever intrinsic traumatic properties it may have, cannot 

do this alone. Its potential in this respect, can only be realised through attention to 

extrinsic, contextualising, discursive apparatus – apparatus that freeze its potentially 

destabilising effects as efficiently and inevitably as the light from a traumatic event is 

frozen in the photograph. This is in no way suggests that such photographs are impotent 

in the face of their Archival orchestration and contextualisation, but rather that as 

singular representations, photographs are shadows of their referents. Shadows cannot 

project directly, transparently or visibly that which they hold, but it is this very property 

that catalyses representational acts.  

Roberts affirms the potential of photographs and photography to exceed what I  

characterise as Archival regulation: 
 what capitalism dislikes about the photographic document is precisely this uncontrollable 

volatility of the photograph, in which even images that are supposedly secure within the 
very heart of the system spill out to be used and reframed by others to defame and 
embarrass the state.  

 
  But what is not included in either Roberts’ or Azoulay’s accounts, is a consideration of 

what it is that may enable photographs to act as counter-signals in this way. What are the 

characteristics of this “re-framing”?  My hope in what follows is to foreground the 

pervasiveness of extrinsic regulation, and the extent to which it determines in advance 

perception of what is photographed.  

 An underestimation of the a-priori force of the Archival operation often goes 

hand-in-hand with an over-estimation of the potential of the individual photographer to 

create photographs with disruptive potency. But a photographer’s gaze is no less coded 

than that of the rest of the population, and the question posed by my analysis of the 

Foucualdian conception of the archive concerns the extent to which those who take and 

see photographs may become more than Archivally constituted, gaze-projecting subjects. 

The images a photographer produces may reflect their own Archival constitution, but 

they also reflect something else. The photographer smuggles into situations of social 

conflict a machine that has no subjectivity, interpellated or otherwise; and it is the 

camera, as mute mechanism, that captures those aspects of reality that even the most 

regulated and doctrinaire photographer may wish to avoid.  

 Susie Linfield emphasises the way photographs capture aspects of a scene that 

evade the projective gaze of the photographer in her analysis of photographs taken by 
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Nazi soldiers and officials, particularly Heinrich Jöst in The Cruel 

Radiance:Photography and Poitical Violence (2010)  where she notes, in her 

descriptions (of images that what were intended to augment the Nazi vision of reality) 

“here is proof positive of the claim that the camera always sees more than the 

photographer […]  Jöst may not have understood what was happening to the Jews, but 

his camera did.” 21The camera of course, like the images it produces is incapable of 

understanding, but it is precisely the imperviousness of that which is captured in these 

shadows, to any understanding; or any of the internalised discourses of power, that 

enables the photograph to become, as an index of undesignated things – a void in 

authorised discourse. Here the suffering of those depicted is not ‘understood’, but is 

rather, a lure for continuing attempts to do so. Furthermore, it is these aspects of reality 

beyond the subjective projections of the photographer, that become the basis of collective 

scrutiny, and acquire the potential to “spill out” beyond the confines of regulatory 

representational discourse. 

 Linfield’s analysis of these Nazi images contrasts here with the perspective of 

John Roberts who places more faith in the discursively disruptive potential of the 

photographic act. This faith is personified in Robert’s analysis by the figure of the 

photographer who can “arrive unannounced” (and by implication un-incorporated into a 

social situation) and who, as a result is able to “disclose what cannot be disclosed”. 22 

The characterisation of the photographer in this way overlooks what Roberts himself 

later recognises, as the “pre-reflective formation of subjects and thus spectators”. My 

contention in what follows, is that we cannot assume that photographers are able to 

exercise a representational will in a way that other subjects are not – as if their own gaze 

is somehow less a projection of their subjective formation than that of other citizens. We 

cannot assume that the individual photographer, through an act of will, or a heightened 

awareness of a ‘decisive moment’, may produce an image that has the power to interrupt 

the discursive flows that regulate our perception of reality.23  

																																																								
21	Linfield, S. 2012. The Cruel Radiance: Photography and Political Violence . University of 
Chicago Press p. 83 
22  Ibid. , p  4 
23  In this sense the ‘decisive moment’ is a neutralised term that implies the photographic action 
of waiting to fix the instant when reality suddenly crystalises in correspondence with the 
authorial projections of the photographer. The ‘indecisive moment’ is a more apt term to describe 
images that evade codes of transmission and reception, and prolong the affective potential of the 
image, before it can be swept up in discourse that seals, determines and weaponises its content.) 
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 Such faith in the agency of the individual photographer is akin to that placed in 

the subject as autonomous generator of discourse – the mythical self-transparent subject 

who is one of the targets of Foucault’s critique in The Archaeology of Knowledge which 

is the focus of chapter one. Foucault’s conception of the archive as the social process 

which regulates discourse and the production of knowledge is augmented by Derrida’s 

concept of arkhē – the site from which authority, law and symbolic order emanate. The 

arkhē is simultaneously an engine of epistemological control, and a site in which traces 

of social experience are preserved; a site where such traces may, through cultural 

processes, be excavated, disinterred and disseminated. Conclusions about the Archival 

idea arising from these first two chapters, are then used as a theoretical framework to 

examine how certain counter-Archival re-presentations of images can radically transform 

their potential effect. This analysis focuses on specific works by Thomas Hirschhorn in 

chapter three, and Teresa Margolles in chapter four. These chapters attempt to identify a 

representational ethic as it is manifested in the precise visual grammar common to 

counter-Archival practices, which draw existing photographs into reconfigured matrices 

where conventions of witnessing are perturbed. .                     

   I place the Archive at the centre of my analysis of the epistemic operation of 

power, not in order to suggest the impotence of photographs in the face of it, but on the 

contrary, to stress the extent to which photographic potency draws the Archival operation 

towards it in the same way that antibodies are drawn to neutralise a viral threat.  The 

Archival operation is a systemic reflex to encode photographs (and other potentially 

disruptive signals) by contextualising them in alignment with particular discourses. The 

Archive itself recognises the traumatic potential of photographs in order to suppress it. 

The ‘recovery’ of a photograph from the Archive necessitates a suspension of the 

discourses that frame it – a suspension of the conceptual framework that constrains the 

traumatic potential of the photograph itself.  

 If we extrapolate Foucault’s characterisation of this discursive framework, we 

may characterise it as a mechanism founded not on the abstract operation of abstract 

power, but as a manifestation of the desire of a particular (mercantile, ruling) class to 

perpetuate their conditions of existence. The Archive as such is neither a neutral abstract 

mechanism for the ordering of knowledge, nor an automaton that has somehow 

developed independent will and momentum. The figure of the Archive presented here 

examines the processes whereby representations fail to mediate experience, such 
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processes are complex, but not mysterious or abstract. Archival processes are the means 

by which the very real drives and desires of a class are maintained through the 

establishment of a hegemonic horizon of meaning.   
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Chapter 1. Foucault’s Archive   
 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Overview: The Archive in Foucault and Derrida. 
	
 

To name a particular type of visual practice “archival” is to suggest a concept of the 

archive which artists involved in these practices work with or against. The nature of this 

concept as it informs the work of many artists, necessarily varies, according to the nature 

and content of the material being recontextualised. But certain strategies are prevalent, 

and this prevalence suggests that a description of common archival strategies – a 

language of modes of recontextualisation – is possible.  An idea of the archive emerges 

in this thesis from visual practices, as much as it emerges from theoretical models. While 

Foucault and Derrida’s thought provides tools for our analysis of the nature, status and 

effect of the photographic components of archival visual works, these reconfigured 

components in turn provide a means of understanding these abstract notions of, for 

instance, the operation of statements within discourse. The Archival concept developed 

here refers to the emergence, order and control of knowledge and is interrogated as part 

of a wider consideration of the visual representation of social trauma. It is an analytical 

tool, which will be used later in the thesis to examine processes of contextualisation that 

position the traumatic image in a particular relationship to other forms of information. I 

argue throughout the thesis, that if the effect of an ostensibly traumatic image is muted, 

then it is muted as a result of an Archival operation occurring at the wider discursive and 

representational level.  

This chapter, and chapter two extrapolate and compare archival concepts as they 

emerge in Foucault’s The Archaeology of Knowledge, and Derrida’s Archive Fever. 

These two texts are central to the concept of representation that underpins the thesis. 

Almost all the texts that deal with the archival concepts and practices used by artists 

referred to in the  introduction, engage in some way with the concept as developed by 

Foucault or Derrida. But none examine schisms and compatibilities in the idea of the 

archive that emerge from their respective models. Attentive to both Foucault’s hostility 

to the creation of false unities, and Derrida’s insistence of the preservation of différance, 
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I do not aim to synthesise these distinct positions but to identify points of 

compatibility.24 While it is clear that the archival idea, as it is developed theoretically, 

informs visual practices, it is less clear how these visual practices themselves contribute 

to discourses concerning the acquisition of knowledge, and the role of representation in 

the constitution of particular forms of subjectivity. In this sense, the thesis also makes 

claims for the discursive potency of visual practices that have come, to be known as 

archival.  I set out to affirm both the status of such practices as modes of discourse, and 

the potential of the visual to intervene in discourses dominated by verbal constructs and 

exchange.  The aim is to avoid an account of archival practices that reduces them to an 

insular aesthetic, a genre or style.  

 Ultimately the writers and artists examined in the thesis are concerned with the 

relationship of knowledge to experience, and the implications of particular forms of this 

relationship for the nature of subjectivity. They are concerned with the fate of human 

beings in the realms of knowledge and representational fields that mediate their 

experience of reality. In the same way, this thesis is concerned with the ethic arising from 

this aesthetic. If we follow the argument – implicit, in both Derrida and Foucault’s 

‘archival’ texts - that the subject is produced through a certain relation to discourse, then 

an analysis of the role of artistic practices which critique and intervene in discourse and 

processes of knowledge production, is also an analysis of how we come to be constituted 

as human beings in particular ways. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
	
24 Différance, as a central theoretical neologism in the work of Derrida, alerts us to the 
consequences of artificial synthesis for the purposes of representational closure. And while 
Archive Fever is not explicitly concerned with the concept, it is written with the aim of 
preserving conceptual différance. This thesis, positioned, as it is against the conceptual closure 
implicit in certain representational orthodoxies, follows Derrida’s use of différance, as that which 
sets out to exceed and disturb the economies of representation. For a concise description of this 
quality of différance by Derrida scholar Christopher Norris, see: Norris. C.1987. Derrida. 
London. Fontana. pp,15-16    
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Part 1.The Archive in The Archaeology of Knowledge 
 

	Knowledge Production	
 

Foucault’s aim in The Archaeology of Knowledge is a demystification of knowledge 

production. He proposes a conceptual framework for the analysis of this process, which 

has at its core the insistence that concepts emerge and become established as knowledge, 

only as a result of their passage through a pre-existing discursive field, one that is 

governed by specific rules.25  “Archaeology” is the term Foucault uses for the analysis of 

this regulatory process – the methodology he proposes. The book is a critique of 

conventional wisdom about the establishment of wisdom – notably the wisdom that 

governs the history of ideas.26 Foucault refers to The Archaeology of Knowledge, as 

“discourse about discourse”, and “an analysis of [existing] analyses.” 27 By seeking the 

discursive rules governing the emergence of ideas, Foucault   conceives of the production 

of knowledge in a way that: 

– Releases it from the hegemony of false unities – which cover material contradictions 

under a veil of false resolution. 

 – Disrupts the flow of discursive continuities – which propel existing concepts past the 

realities of experience.  

– Maps the discursive field – a field that pre-determines the operation and efficacy of the 

statements that will come to constitute knowledge.  

																																																								
25 “It is not the theoretical choice that governs the formulation of the concept; but the choice has 
produced the concept by the mediation of specific rules for the formulation of concepts, and by 
the set of relations that it holds with this level. 
Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge. 6th edn. London. Routledge. p 73:  
 
26 As we will see, for Foucault “archaeology” is a rejection of the discursive unifying process 
that governs the history of ideas. If the history of ideas produces a unified abstraction of reality 
by erasing discursive contradictions, then archaeology operates in a directly contrary way, it 
reveals the reality of discontinuity by drawing attention to the constructed nature of false 
discursive unities. Foucault is explicit in his rejection of this synthesising process, noting that 
archaeology is: “… an abandonment of the history of ideas, a systematic rejection of its 
postulates and procedures, an attempt to practice quite a different history of what men have said. 
That some people do not recognise in this experience the history of their childhood, that they 
mourn its passing, and continue to invoke, in an age that is no longer made for it, the great shade 
of former times.” Ibid. , pp 136-7  
 
27 Ibid , p 205 
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Foucault wishes to reveal the extent of the linguistically constructed nature of historical 

thought, and simultaneously expose the myths that treat knowledge production as a direct 

manifestation of subjective experience. The Archaeology of Knowledge is an 

interrogation of the formation of discourse, which has the ultimate aim of ridding thought 

of the comfort of its own perceived originality: 

	 	
	 We will ask [discourses] where they came from, towards what historical destination 

they are heading without being aware of it, what naivety binds them to the conditions 
that makes them possible, and what metaphysical enclosure encloses their rudimentary 
positivism.28    

 

Foucault proposes here, an epistemology that identifies the structures and systems 

governing the production of knowledge, and which refutes the idea of the transparent, 

unmediated voice of the subject emerging into discourse. Toward the end of the book, in 

dialogue with an imaginary interlocutor, and with reference to literary manifestations of 

subjective experience, Foucault defends a methodology based on the premise that 

discursive rules determine the effectiveness of the speech of individuals: 

	
We must now admit that one formalises deductive discourses…one describes not so 
much the history of a soul. Not so much a project of existence, as the architecture of a 
philosophical system… we have to tolerate those analyses that that link literary oeuvres 
not to the lived experiences of the individual, but to the structures of the language…the 
essential task [of the Archaeology] was to free the history of thought from its subjection 
to transcendence. 29 

	
For Foucault, the voice, statements and speech articulating the experience of individuals 

cannot evade or transcend the discursive systems into which they emerge – systems 

which position speech acts in relation to others; determine their relative significance; 

promote or relegate them according to pre-existing, (and by implication ideologically 

																																																								
28 Ibid. , p 202 
 
29 Ibid , p 202-3  
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inflected) rules, codes and values.30 In short, the subject’s conception of, and response to 

experience, is, mediated by discursive processes. 31 

		
The Archive, The Statement and the Law of What Can Be Said 
 
The archive is the name Foucault gives to the operation of discursive systems: “It is the 

general system of the formation and transformation of statements.” 32 The statement, for 

Foucault, is a linguistic event which always has a dual character – on the one hand what 

we might call its potential, which lies in the uniqueness of its enunciation, and the 

idiosyncrasy of the experience that the enunciation has the potential to carry, as a signal 

to others. On the other hand the statement is always linguistically pre-conditioned by 

discursive rules: 33 
 Generally speaking, one can say that a sequence of linguistic elements is a statement 

only if it is immersed in an enunciative field, in which it then appears as a unique 
element…The statement is not the direct projection on to the plane of language of a 
particular situation or group of representations. It is not simply a manipulation by a 
speaking subject of a number of elements and linguistic rules. At the very outset from 
the very root, the statement is divided up into an enunciative field in which it has a place 
and a status, which arranges for its possible relations with the past, and which opens up a 
possible future. 34 

																																																								
 
30 Direct discussion of the operation of ideology is notable by its absence from The Archaeology 
of Knowledge. Foucault describes how ideology may operate unseen in the formation of 
discourses, but he avoids any reference, until the very end of the book to political questions - 
which he pointedly does not engage with.   
 
31 The extent of this predetermination of the enunciative potential of the subject, and indeed the 
predetermination of subjectivity, is the basis of the critique of Foucault emerging from Lacanian 
psychoanalytical theory, particularly as articulated by Joan Copjec who, while regarding 
Foucault’s analysis of the relation between power and knowledge as a necessary corrective to the 
naiveties of the history of ideas, nonetheless aligns them with a reductive historicist determinism. 
The discussion of the extent of the predetermination of enunciation emerging from the field of 
experience is a crucial question for the visual representation of trauma. That is, the question of 
whether pre-existing epistemic structures must be transcended if a communication of trauma is to 
take place.  
See Copjec. J. (1994) Read My Desire. Lacan Against the Historicists. Massachusetts. MIT. pp 
6-18  
 
32  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.144   
 
33 Later in the thesis I will argue that it is possible for a photograph, in spite of the fact that it is 
not a linguistic signal, to be regarded as a statement. Albeit one that creates a discursive site in 
which the conflict between language and experience is staged.  
    
34 Ibid. , p. 99  
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The “archive”, is the mechanism that registers and orchestrates discourse, enabling a 

statement to gain ‘positivity’ – that is, to be recognised as a statement and to circulate as 

a communicable unit of knowledge. The archive orders according to discursive rules, 

that which is said, and that which may be said. It filters the emergence of statements in 

discourse and determines the conditions of this emergence:35 

 Instead of seeing, on the great mythical book of history, lines of words that transform 
into visible characters, thoughts that were formed in some other time and place, we 
have in the density of discursive practices, systems that establish statements as events 
(with their own conditions and domain of appearance) and things (with their own 
possibility and field of use) They are all systems of statements that I propose to call 
archive. 36 

				
Foucault describes how knowledge itself  – and consequently history and representation 

– are not simply symbolic emanations of experience, which appear directly or naturally 

into communication networks. Rather such emanations of experience, in the form of 

enunciations and statements, enter a regulatory field composed of those previous 

linguistic operations that have gained a positive status – “the historical a priori” - which 

determines the status and efficacy of statements in the discursive realm. If we may think 

of this historical a priori” as a web-like circuitry that statements enter as they emerge 

from the realm of experience, then the archive is the organising engine of this process, 

and archaeology is the analysis of the operation of this archive. 

	 If we read Foucault’s descriptions of this epistemic process through his more 

explicit analysis of social phenomena in other works, as we will in what follows, then the 

aspect of the archive that functions as an effect of power becomes clear. The archive 

transforms knowledge into forms compatible with pre-existing discourses, discourses 

whose chances of survival are enhanced according to their degree of compatibility with 

the social and political order. This order determines the nature of the discourse that 

subsequently exercises hegemony over thought, and although the archive is a repository 

																																																																																																																																																																					
  
35 Foucault defines positivities as the pre-existing discursive situations that allow an idea to 
become, (and to be judged as) knowledge: “…that on the basis of which coherent, (or incoherent) 
propositions are built up, more or less exact descriptions developed, verifications carried out, 
theories deployed. They form the precondition of what is later revealed and which later functions 
as an item of knowledge or an illusion, an, an accepted truth or an exposed error, a definitive 
acquisition or an obstacle surmounted…”  Ibid. , p.182 
 
36 Ibid. , p.128  
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of statements, archival control of discourse may serve to cleave experience from 

knowledge.  In discussing economic discourse for instance, Foucault notes that while it 

may appear purified and natural, it is always a product of material social conditions: 

There is not (or at least not as far as the historical description whose possibility we are 
tracing here is concerned) a sort of ideal discourse that is both ultimate and timeless, 
and which choices, extrinsic in origin have perverted, disturbed, suppressed or thrust 
towards a possibly distant future… There is no natural taxonomy that has been 
exact…there is no economy of exchange and use that has been true without the 
preferences and illusions of a mercantile bourgeoisie.37 

 
Discourse may appear as an autonomous realm, but it emanates from real conditions, 

simultaneously disguising its origins in these conditions. Foucault’s archaeological 

description of discourses “tries to show how the autonomy of discourse and its specificity 

nevertheless do not give it the status of pure ideality and total historical independence.” 
38 

Actual and Theoretical Archives	
 

Some of the most trenchant criticism of Foucault’s epistemology comes from 

psychoanalytical perspectives, and I will consider the critique of Foucault offered by 

these later in this chapter. But in at least one respect the concept of the Foucauldian 

archive may be said to augment psychoanalytic views of the establishment, enshrinement 

and transaction of knowledge – that is, in its relation to the idea of the symbolic order. If 

one considers the Foucauldian archive as an ordering process that results, at any one 

time, in the establishment of a paradigmatic field of knowledge which has the potential to 

shape social behaviour and subjectivity, then perhaps we may conceive of the idea of this 

archive, as it appears in Foucault, as that which orders the symbolic order.  

 An alignment of these two concepts provides a means of evading a conception of 

knowledge, suffused as it is by power  – as a static, simulacral veil that simply covers the 

actuality of phenomena. Because Foucault’s notion of the archive lays emphasis on 

processes, matrices, causality and interdependence – on the fluid and contingent 

processes underlying the construction of knowledge; upon knowledge as an ordering, 

rather than terminal order; as system rather than screen; then the potential of intervention 

																																																								
37 Ibid. , p. 69-70.   
 
38 Ibid. , p.164 
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in the process of knowledge-formation is foregrounded. A fatalistic conception of the 

omnipotence of a symbolic order as a simple emanation of power is avoided. 

 Foucault’s concept of the archive enables us to conceive of the archival operation 

as it is manifested in specific archives  – as the regulation of the totality of speech, 

writing discourse, and ultimately knowledge. The analysis of particular archival 

operations in – and in response to, actual existing archives may reveal the wider archival 

operation identified by Foucault. But the archive is never, for Foucault a figure for the 

neutral, accumulation of historical knowledge:   
	 Between the language that defines the system of constructing possible sentences, and the 

corpus that passively collects the words that are spoken, the archive defines a particular 
level…that of a practice that causes a multiplicity of statements to emerge as so many 
regular events, as so many things to be dealt with and manipulated. It does not have the 
weight of tradition, and it does not constitute the library of all libraries outside time and 
place.  39 

	
This concept of the archive as process, rather than institution facilitates the consideration 

of diverse bodies of information that are subject to these processes, as manifestations of 

the archive – bodies of information, that is, that may not traditionally be considered to be 

archives. In the analysis of visual material in subsequent chapters, diverse artefacts from 

different fields of representation; media imagery, photojournalistic documents, 

autobiographical accounts, museum information and archives created by artists will all be 

considered in terms of their relationship to this wider archival notion.  

For all the positivity of the statements it orchestrates: the coalescence of these 

statements into concepts; the organisation of these concepts into knowledge, and the 

reification of knowledge in social structures which determine the conditions of 

experience – in spite of these concrete properties, the archive still possesses a spectral 

quality.40 It reifies power, but it is also a figure without its own weight or substance -–the 

invisible force of an ideologically-shaped epistemic process.  It bears the same relation to 

actual archives that, elsewhere we might discern in the relation between Foucault’s 

concept of the Panopticon and actually existing prisons. And in the same way that 

Foucault distances his conception of the Panopticon from either real places or their 

imaginary equivalents: “the Panopticon must not be understood as a dream building; it is 

																																																								
39 Ibid. , p. 130.  
   
40 A spectral quality we will consider further in the analysis of Derrida’s conception of the 
archive.  
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the diagram of a mechanism of power reduced to its ideal form.”41  So we may conceive 

of the archive too, as a mechanism whose ideological operation organises the transaction 

of knowledge, in the same way that the Panopticon reinforces the gaze of power. The 

archive, operating as a mechanism of power in the control of language: 

 
 designates for every verbal performance (extraordinary or banal, unique in its own kind 

or endlessly repeated) the set of conditions in which the enunciative function operates, 
and which guarantees and defines its existence.42			

	
 

The Archival Regulation of Discourse.  

The archive is therefore Foucault’s conceptualisation of the system that designates and 

orders these “performances”, and The Archaeology of Knowledge calls for systematic 

analyses of the systems by which knowledge and paradigms arise. As we have noted, it 

sets out, to undermine the idea that the translation of experience into thought is a natural 

process: 
	We must oust those forms and obscure forces by which we usually link the discourse of 
one man to with that of another; they must be driven out from the darkness in which they 
reign. And instead of according them unqualified spontaneous value, we must accept, in the 
name of methodological rigour, that in the first instance they concern only a population of 
dispersed events.43	

		
The archive is the mechanism by which these dispersed discourses about reality are 

linked, and Foucault’s archival concept refutes the idea of any inevitable, organic 

correspondence between these events and a shared, cultural conception of this reality.44  

Foucault’s model of an archival mechanism therefore, provides an explanation of the gulf 

between the phenomenal, organic experience of reality, and the hegemonic representation 

of it. In this model, the archival operation interposes an ideologically conditioned 

conception of reality between experience and knowledge. Foucault is explicit about the 

motive behind his conceptualisation – it is a challenge to any residual assumptions there 

																																																								
41 Foucault. M. Discipline and Punish.(1995). New York. Vintage.   
 
42  Ibid. , p.130.  
  
43  Ibid. , p. 22.  
 
44 The dispersed and unlinked quality of these discourses in this initial emergence from the field 
of experience - in this “first instance” of their occurrence, is the state of knowledge, prior to its 
systematisation, a state, I will argue, that is targeted by counter-archival practices.    
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may be in the history of ideas, that what human beings come to think is necessarily a 

natural response to their experience. 

He notes, however, that the effect of this analysis of the “facts of discourse” 

offers critical potential, in that: “by freeing them of all the groupings that purport to be 

natural, immediate, universal entities, one is able to describe other unities, but this time 

by means of a group of controlled decisions.”	45		In other words, exposure of the existing 

controlling mechanisms of discourse is the first precondition of taking control of this 

discourse – and of generating new discourses that reflect social experience. The first step 

towards the dissolution of dominant, discursive regimes is the identification of the extent 

of their power, and the internal reach of this power in subjectivity and consciousness.  

	   This model of the archive responds to the regulation of knowledge, in which 

control masquerades as the transparency of unmediated thought. It is a formulation 

which is alert to any underestimation of the extent to which the structures, that 

simultaneously mediate and allow communication to take place, may be controlled. 

Foucault’s conception of archival regulation calls for an examination of the 

determination of these structures by the social order from which they arise: 
		 what we have called discursive practice… must not be confused with the expressive 

operation by which an individual formulates an idea, a desire, and image; nor with the 
rational activity that may operate in a system of inference, nor with the ‘competence’ of a 
speaking subject when he constructs grammatical sentences: it is a body of anonymous 
historical rules, always determined in time and space that have defined a given period, and 
for a given social, economic geographical or linguistic area, the condition of operation of 
the enunciative function.46  	

 
This “discursive practice” establishes codes of communication stretching back into the 

immemorial past – which Foucault designates as the “historical a priori” . It is this a 

priori which transforms speech from an indeterminate act into the positivity of 

transactions, which in turn come to order and define experience. It is not ‘speaking’ 

individuals, but the discursive system that confers positive value on what is said, and for 

Foucault, the discourse of individuals occurs: 
 in a web of which they are not the masters, of which they cannot see the whole… and 

of whose breadth they have a very inadequate idea - all these various figures and 
individuals do not communicate solely by the logical succession of propositions they 
advance, nor by the recurrence of themes, nor by the obstinacy of a meaning 
transmitted, forgotten and rediscovered; they communicate by the form of positivity of 

																																																								
45 Ibid. ,  p.29 
    
46 Ibid. , p117  
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their discourse, or more exactly […] this form of positivity defines a field in which 
formal identities, thematic continuities, translations of concepts, and polemical 
interchanges may be deployed. Thus positivity plays the role of what might be called a 
historical a priori.” 47 

	
As a way of grasping the communicative and ideological implications of this, we might 

try to imagine forms of transaction that evade the discursive systems described by 

Foucault – to imagine a cultural signal arising directly at the level of experience – an 

enunciation which is communicated directly to others as a means of sharing information 

about the world; a form of direct experiential transaction.	48   
	
Utopian Signal. 

Such a notional signal may have the effect, for instance, of registering danger, and act as 

an organically arising alert of species-imperilment. We might imagine this, through 

repeated transaction, developing into a call for evasive action, first at the biological, 

organic level, but eventually with the potential to evolve into a system of direct social 

orientation, leading ultimately to forms of communication that were evolutionarily 

beneficial.  

This imaginary system of signification would arise, first at the bodily, then at the 

cognitive and cultural levels, registering the destructive effects of certain forms of action 

upon the environment, (in the broadest sense) and perhaps the incompatibility of certain 

forms of social order with the maintenance of environmental conditions compatible with 

thriving organic life. By indulging momentarily in this vision of an alternative to archival 

regulation, the political and ideological function of the archive becomes clearer. The 

archival process, arising at the level of the social order, and as a by-product of it, ensures 

such experiential signals are regulated in a way that ensures the social order is not 

threatened by the lessons of social experience – even those lessons, signalled from the 

realm of experience, which suggest that this order is incompatible with human existence. 

Thus the ideologically appropriated archive suppresses order-threatening signals.  

																																																								
47 Ibid. , p126-7.  
  
48 Such signals – direct emanations of experience –do of course exist, in the form, for instance, 
of pre-linguistic responses to pleasure or pain. For the subject of this thesis - the transaction of 
trauma – the nature of the relation between these ur-signals, and the cultural transaction of pain 
and imperilment is a crucial question which we will examine later.  
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 Extrapolating Foucault’s conception of the archive in relation to the governance of such 

signals, we might conceive of the archive, as the regulatory engine of discourse that 

prescribes the descriptive limits of statements, ensuring ultimately that it is the discursive 

system itself that conditions our experience of phenomena; in the sense that phenomena 

only become visible as the objects we ‘know’ once they have been granted positivity, and 

enter into circulation within the discursive system. Our approach, response and treatment 

of such phenomena, our praxis around them, is retroactively conditioned by the archival 

designation of what we know of them. In this scenario, not only does discourse make 

phenomena apprehensible, (and if we do not apprehend phenomena, how do we conceive 

of or experience them?) to all intents and purposes, discourse makes phenomena.49  
		
The Designation of Experience.   
		
If the retroactive reach of the archival process designates what we can think of as 

experience in the first place, in effect constituting experience, then a consideration of 

pre-discursive responses to experience is notably absent from Foucault’s notion of the 

archive.50 But in the transformation of responses into statements, discursive rules either 

confer or do not confer – value upon these pre-discursive responses, which Foucault 

describes as enunciations arising from experience. In this schema we must take these 

enunciations to possess the latent potential of discourse. 51   
		By way of illustration, to develop the thesis that phenomena and experiences, are 

discursively constituted, that discourse, to all intents and purposes, retroactively creates 
																																																								
49 In her critique of Foucault, from a Lacanian position, Joan Copjec provides a defence of this 
linguistic position, inherited from Structuralism, from which, she argues, Foucault mistakenly 
turns away, and in which: “ something cannot be claimed to exist unless it can first be stated in 
language  -[it] is no mere tautology: it is a materialist argument parallel to the rule of science 
which states that no object can be legitimately posited unless one can also specify the technical 
means of locating it. The existence of a thing materially depends on its being articulated in 
language, for only in this case can it be said to have an objective – that is to say, a verifiable 
existence, one that can be debated by others”  
Copjec. J. (1994) Read My Desire. Lacan Against the Historicists. London. MIT. pp. 7-8 
 
50 This, as will see in the next chapter is one of the key differences between Foucault’s archival 
concerns and the psychoanalytically probing concerns of Derrida. 
  
51 Also, with an eye on our subsequent discussion of Derrida’s archive, we may flag up here the 
problems raised in Foucault’s epistemology by this disregard of any transition between the 
discursive and pre-discursive realms. The porosity of these realms is the focus of much of the 
counter-Archival practice considered later in the thesis. 
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the phenomena it describes.  Foucault refers to the designation of mental illness 

considered in The Birth of the Clinic: 
		 Mental illness was constituted by all that was said in the statements that named it, 

divided it up, described it, traced its developments, indicated its various correlations, 
judged it, and possibly gave it speech, by articulating in its name, discourses that were 
to be taken as its own.52  	

		
This raises the question of what remains of the phenomena of mental illness beyond its 

discursive constitution. To imagine such a remainder, is also to draw attention to the 

divide between the discursively constituted phenomena of mental illness, and “the 

individual and social experience that may be called madness”. 53 And, by implication – 

the discursively constituted phenomena of sanity, which establishes the criteria of what is 

not ‘sane’.54	A matrix of pre-existing codes enables the discursive constitution of 

phenomena; makes them ‘visible’; identifies, names, categorises and differentiates them; 

and thus enables them to enter discourse and become objects of representation, as 

Foucault notes, in this example:  	

 
 The unity of discourses on madness would not be based on upon the existence of the 

object ‘madness’, or the constitution of a single horizon of objectivity; it would be the 
interplay of the rules that make possible the appearance of objects within a given period 
of time. 55   

																																																								
52  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge. p. 32 
 
53 Foucault. M. 1987. Madness and Civilisation. London. Tavistock.  
The phenomena of sanity (“non-madness”, “sovereign reason”) that Foucault famously 
elaborated in Madness and Civilisation, that occurs in, and as a result of, the very distance 
between traumatic social experience and its representation as a discursive phenomena, becomes a 
foundational bedrock of a particular social order.  One that in turn generates it own self 
preserving, normalising discourses. One side effect of this – of special relevance for later 
chapters of this thesis – is that the trauma for instance of ‘mental illness’ is compounded by the 
failure of social discourse to account for the effects of social experience. The discursive excision 
of the non-normative, serves to simultaneously compound trauma and preserve norms.  This 
process though is not terminal. The compounding of trauma, also gives rise to symptomatic 
cultural processes that evade discursive regulation. These practices include those I call counter-
Archival.   In short, the discursive/representational translation of social trauma into forms 
compatible with the social order is the essence of the archival function, but it is also what gives 
rise, in the work of the artists under consideration, to a counter- Archival ethic. The absence of a 
positive symbolic figure of trauma gives rise to compensatory symbolic activity.    
 
54 For a powerful analysis of the role of photography in the establishment of norms and the 
designation of illness, see chapter 2: Photography and Hysteria in: Baer. U. 2005 Spectral 
Evidence. The Photography of Trauma. Cambridge Mass. MIT.  In which Ulrich Baer develops 
an idea of the designation of experience in relation to the iconography of hysteria. pp. 25 - 61  
 
55  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 32   
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For Foucault, phenomena become discursively, and the methodological task proposed in 

The Archaeology of Knowledge is to expose this discursive reification, a task which:		
consists in no longer treating discourses as groups of signs (signifying elements referring 
to contents or representations) but as practices that systematically form the objects of 
which they speak – Of course discourses are composed of signs; but what they do is 
more than use these signs to designate things. It is this more that renders them 
irreducible to the language and to speech. It is this more that we must reveal and 
describe. 56   

	
The shadow cast by Foucault’s study then, points us to that, in the realm of  “things”, 

which cannot be reduced to language. And so questions arise about the extent to which 

this “more” can be described through the positivities of language and speech. 57  It is this 

emphasis upon positivities (and the implications of this emphasis) for Foucault’s wider 

epistemology, which is challenged by psychoanalytic thinkers, and we examine below 

the strains placed on Foucauldian epistemology in the light of such psychoanalytical 

thought. 58  

Nonetheless, the counter-Archival potential of a theory of the discursive 

designation of things as a critical methodology, must also be recognised. If groups of 

signs that comprise discourses do not merely refer to, but create the ground of experience 

– if reality can be discursively ordered, then there exists the potential for it to be 

discursively re-ordered – for counter-discourses to re-shape our relation to phenomena, 

and for this re-shaped relation to impact, in turn, upon social phenomena. Although how 

such discourses may emerge, if they are, a priori suffused with the positivity of the 

discursive regime, is a central concern in the criticism of Foucault’s ‘episteme’.     

  Foucault is however, insistent that his concern in The Archaeology of Knowledge 

is with this positivity of discourse, which “defines a limited space of communication” 

																																																								
56 Ibid. , p.49  
    
57 The extent to which Foucault lays emphasis on this is reiterated in his discussion of the role of 
the historical a priori, in the designation of “the reality for statements”. That is: “An a priori not 
of truths that might never be said, or really given to experience; but a the a priori of a history that 
is given, since, since it is that of the things actually said.”  Ibid. ,p. 127. 
 
58 For such critiques of Foucault’s ‘episteme’ from psychoanalytically informed philosophical 
perspectives see:   
Copjec. J. (1994) Read My Desire. Lacan Against the Historicists. London. MIT. 
Žižek. S. 2007. The Invisible Remainder. London. Verso pp106-7 
Žižek. S.1994. The Sublime Object of Ideology. London Verso. p. 175 
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and this space, where discourses meet, is not one of free exchange or dialectical 

development leading to the natural evolution of thought. It is governed by the structure of 

the discursive a priori. By implication the shadow of this a priori, – the dark-realm 

beyond discourse that can only be assumed to exist; which has no positive charge; is not 

subject to the discursive process and therefore has no discursive reality, and which, in 

this schema, is archived out of knowledge – poses particular problems for any theory of 

representation.   

We might conceive of this as a kind of semiotic dark-matter – the un-named  

obverse of positivity – and as with such invisible matter, its existence may be predicted, 

intuited and calculated, but it remains discursively invisible, and at the symbolic level it 

does not ‘exist’. At most it is a void in discourse, reliant upon some means beyond 

discursive positivity for evidence of its existence. As the thesis continues, I will argue 

that this very negativity, this ‘darkness’ in discourse plays a discursive role, in both the 

transaction of trauma we are concerned with, and in the constitution of the subject. 59  

For Foucault, archival structures encode in advance the discursive potential of the 

emergent statement, and Foucault’s emphasis on this is as process rather than end, and 

like all processes it is subject to interruption. As we will see below, conscious 

interruption of existing discursive movement is a key characteristic of Foucault’s 

“archaeological” analysis. In the Archaeology of Knowledge and in the counter-Archival 

practices analysed in later chapters, the interruption of discourse becomes a precondition 

for the emergence of new statements and novel thought. 

	
Foucault’s Faith: Discursive Positivity. 
	
Though, in Foucault’s model, their appearance is rare, new and original statements do 

arise, and these statements, as he notes, possess a potential, which can in fact threaten 

																																																								
59 Pre-empting later consideration of the effect of psychoanalytical thought upon this idea of the 
archive; these symbolically excluded phenomena are what I will refer to as the real of the social 
order, and more specifically, the real of Capitalism. Whatever these excluded phenomena may 
be, and however invisible they remain, it is their traumatic impact, and the overwhelming of the 
symbolic apparatus of individuals that announces their existence.  At the social and political level 
this invisible real is also important as a means of understanding how we continue to apprehend 
and be affected by those whose life- experience is archived out of discourse. Judith Butler’s 
concept of the “grievability”, or otherwise of individuals correlates to this – in that it produces 
the default designation of the selectively unsymbolised, as the ‘other’ of grievable humanity.  
See: Butler. J. 2009. Frames of War. London. Verso  
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and transform the dense orders of discourse that produce them. His description of such 

statements identifies: 
 the density of the accumulation in which they are caught up and which nevertheless they 

never cease to modify, to disturb, to overthrow, and sometimes to destroy.	60	
		
For such disruptive statements to arise, conditions must exist which prevent the 

solidification of discourse into simple predetermination. The first of these conditions is, 

for Foucault, inherent in the potential of discourse itself. In short, the potential for 

discursively constructed phenomena to be discursively deconstructed. The “rules of 

formation” mean that:	
 One cannot speak of anything at any time; it is not easy to say something new, it is not enough 

for us to open our eyes, to pay attention or to be aware, for new objects to suddenly light up 
and emerge out of the ground. But this difficulty is not a negative one; it should not be 
attached to some obstacle whose power appears to be, exclusively to blind, to hinder, to 
prevent discovery, to conceal the purity of the evidence or the dumb obstinacy of the things 
themselves; the object does not await in limbo the order that will free it…it does not pre-exist 
itself, held back by some obstacle at the first edges of light. It exists under the positive 
conditions of a complex group of relations.	61	

	
For Foucault, the whole cognitive enterprise of human beings is founded upon the 

transformation of emergent speech into discursive positivity. Phenomena, existing 

autonomously of language may only be conjectured, and for Foucault they can only enter 

consciousness as discursive constructs, and this is the basis of the liberating potential for 

the counter- discourse of his archaeology.  It would not be possible, for instance to 

discursively deconstruct, comprehend and oppose the social phenomena that bring about 

warfare, until they are recognised as constructs rather than, say foundational territorial 

rights, innate propensities for war, or universal economic necessity. 62 One does not 

counter the reification of martial discourse, by emphasising a notional pre-discursive 

originary state, a natural pacifist instinct, for instance, but by illuminating the layers of 

discursive positivity that constitute the history of its fabrication as discourse. Positivities 

then, are groupings of statements that come to constitute discourse: 

																																																								
60 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.125  
    
61 Ibid. , p. 45   
 
62 And of course, the ethical dimension of Foucault’s contribution to social philosophy arises 
precisely out of his insistence on the discursive foundations of phenomena that are 
conventionally deemed to be innate or biological, such as madness, criminality and sexuality. 
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 they are that, on the basis of which coherent (or incoherent) propositions are built up, 

more or less exact descriptions developed, verifications carried out, theories deployed. 
They form the precondition of what is later revealed, and which later functions as an 
item of knowledge or an illusion, an accepted truth or an exposed error, a definitive 
acquisition or an obstacle surmounted”	63	

	
Without this emphasis on positivity, oppositional discourse looses efficacy. We cannot 

neglect the positivity of discourse without depriving ourselves of an evolved power of 

cognitive orientation in reality. For Foucault, the orchestration of signifiers and the 

power of an archive founded on the positivity of statements, may only be undermined by 

the exposure of this orchestration in the positive terms of a counter-discourse, not by a 

focus on the roots of the referent in phenomenal reality:  
[a] history of the referent is no doubt possible; and I have no wish at the outset to 
exclude any effort to uncover and free these ‘prediscursive’ experiences from the 
tyranny of the text. But what we are concerned with here is not to neutralise discourse, 
to make it a sign of something else, and to pierce through its density in order to reach 
what remains silently anterior to it, but on the contrary to maintain it in its consistency, 
to make it emerge in its own complexity. What in short we wish to do is to dispense 
with ‘things’. To ‘depresentify’ them, to conjure up their rich heavy, immediate 
plenitude, which we usually regard as the primitive law of a discourse that has become 
divorced from it through error, oblivion, illusion, ignorance or the inertia of belief and 
traditions, or even the perhaps unconscious desire not to see and speak. 64 

		
The point, for Foucault, is not to undermine discursive positivity by emphasising its 

artifice and distance from an ungraspable, phenomenal realm.  The point is to describe 

and analyse this very specific context – the layer between phenomena and their verbal 

representation. Only this, I would contend, will enable us to analyse the way in which 

discourse is parasitised and operated as an ideological tool, and, by implication, clear the 

way for the formation of new discursive tools that can counter the appropriation of the 

logos and “the tyranny of the text”. 

This insistence on the constructed nature of the discursive object, its positive 

reification in discourse, would appear to deny the possibility of any recovery of the 

referent buried under these strata. And certainly Foucault, in The Archaeology of 

Knowledge at least appears to associate such a recovery with a nostalgia for origins that 

																																																								
63 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 173 
 
64 Ibid. , p. 42 
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inhibits the formation of radical new discourse.65 But while Foucault draws attention to 

the way in which the rules of discursive formation both define objects and limit 

apprehension of them, the suggestion is that recognition of this limitation and the making 

visible of the archival operation are the first preconditions for the appearance of original 

statements, future constructions and new forms of praxis in relation to discursively 

formed objects. New statements, by definition are founded upon, and are formations of 

positivity, but their appearance relies upon the conceptual ‘arrest’ of hegemonic 

discourses, a process we will now consider.   

	
The Archive and Contradiction 
	
The discursive archival system depends on the creation of illusory unity. The knowledge 

it produces is only apparently coherent and systematic. The archive, founded upon 

discursive rules operates by resolving contradictions arising within discourse itself. In 

this sense, discourse becomes a self-referential mechanism.  It leaves the referent – the 

ground of experience, to which it only ostensibly refers, behind. It does not, in terms of 

its ideological operation, illuminate social contradictions; rather it generates an illusory 

coherence that masks them. Statements – which begin as enunciations arising from social 

experience – are archivally organised, unified and resolved in a field of discursive 

predetermination, which imposes representational order on a phenomenal, experiential 

realm made increasingly incoherent and chaotic by the inconsistencies of the social order 

that produces it.  The discursive operation is then, the erasure of these inconsistencies:  

 
 The history of ideas usually credits the discourse that it analyses with coherence. If it 

happens to notice an irregularity in the use of words, several incompatible propositions, 
a set of meanings that do not adjust to one another, concepts that cannot be 
systematised together, then it regards it as its duty to find, at a deeper level a principle 
of cohesion that organises the discourse and restores it to its hidden unity.	66			

	
We may characterise this apparent resolution of contradiction as a discursive decoy 

ensuring the appearance of resolution, while protecting the structural roots of 

																																																								
65 A nostalgia-for-origins that Jean Baudrillard, describes, following Freud and Lacan as the 
“reality principle”, and which becomes the trigger for an extended philosophical insistence on the 
irrecoverability of the referent.  
See Baudrillard. J. (1993) Symbolic Exchange and Death. London. Sage. 
            
66 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 106 
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contradiction and conflict – that is, in political terms, the stratification of the social order 

in the preservation of power relationships.67 Social contradiction is preserved under a 

mirage of resolution, in an Archival operation that establishes perceptual harmony above 

the conflicted ground of experience.    

		
Archival Coherence and Class-ification 
	
The ideological consequence of the archival process, in which discursive camouflage is 

erected over the reality of social experience, is an assertion of coherence where none 

exists. 68  This unification of  “the population of dispersed events” is the basis for the 

formation of a totalising discourse, which in its directly ideological manifestations may 

be thought of an epistemic regime. The implications of this, for the formation of 

subjectivity are considered in more depth at the end of this chapter, but we may note here 

that one consequence of this ordering of the conditions of discourse, and the resultant 

abstraction of experience, is the production of forms of subjectivity that are reconciled to 

irreconcilable social contradictions. 	

While Foucault pointedly does not elaborate the political implications of the process he 

describes, it is important for our consideration of the representation of social trauma to 

pause here to consider them.   

Where the creation of discursive unity is thwarted, an archival excommunication of the 

troubling signifier takes place. In the global political context, Capitalism discursively 

effaces the fractures in social experience it creates, by symbolically excommunicating to 

a ‘beyond’ (an alterity) those phenomena that cannot be incorporated into its self-

image.69  This entails the corresponding symbolic excommunication of those ‘others’ 

																																																								
67 Anticipating the consideration of visual representation that follows, we might add that 
contradictions are only ‘resolved’ discursively in the same mythic way that representational 
‘closure’ is possible.  
68 A crucial question arises here: how in the light of this camouflage is our attention drawn to 
events arising at the surface of experience - to the existence of pre-discursive enunciations made 
in response to this experience. The denial of the significance of these enunciations, in Foucault’s 
discourse – enunciations that, prior to their systematisation into seamless unifying discourse, 
emanate from the fissures and contradictions of social experience – reinforces their repression in 
the archive.  As we will see later, it is precisely the traumatic, non-discursive quality of these 
enunciations that imbues them with a radical potential for symbolic subversion.   
69 Slavoj Žižek’s reiteration of Frederic Jameson’s famous comment on ideologically imposed 
limits on imagination and language, is a reminder of the extremes of this process of effacement:  
Žižek’s address to the Occupy Wall Street demonstration in 2011:  
See: https://vimeo.com/30367180   
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whose incompatibility with capitalist designation of humanity, places them beyond the 

pale of the human. As Capitalism creates, for instance irreconcilable realms of social 

experience (classes), it designates this experience as the product of a natural order, while 

simultaneously classifying as economic and political ‘others’, those who fail to align 

with, and thrive in globalised industrial processes. This designation might be thought of 

as a kind of symbolic ‘selection’, at the centre of which lies the Archive, ordering 

information about knowledge and life, around an economic imperative.  

The result is the creation of a representational hinterland of alterity, continually 

perpetuated in a cycle of representation and reification. In this political context 

homogenising discourse establishes the measure for the designation of otherness, and 

promotes global capitalist social relations as the only means by which mythic unity may 

be maintained, and these ‘others’ brought into the symbolic fold. In short, the Archival 

operation of capitalism is class-ification based on the preservation of the contradictions 

(the class experience) it creates.  The creation of classes subsequently generates further 

discursive mechanisms that naturalise this process. The production of social 

contradiction simultaneously produces discursive unity over and above experiential 

chasms created by the political order. The Archive ‘makes’ the world in the idealised 

image of relations around its material substructure. 

	
 Classificatory Trauma 
	
Foucault’s analysis of discursive unities, and their masking of fundamental 

contradictions, correlates with the cultural history of exclusion and incorporation that 

underpins his wider social philosophy. In one sense, Foucault’s oeuvre rests upon this 

analysis of discursive designation and classification, and the exclusions and 

incorporations that result as modernity constructs its episteme.  For thinkers who develop 

Foucault’s analysis of the role of classification in the analysis of the establishment of 

laws and norms, a range of such designations prove to be fundamental in the 

establishment of their theses. Foucault famously develops histories of the classification 

of criminality, insanity, and sexuality, which are drawn upon for instance, by Judith 

Butler, in her account of the designation of gender norms. Her subsequent analysis of 

forms of “governmentality” leads her to an examination of the role of the designation of 
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the other in conflict, and the exclusion from the episteme of those who are not designated 

as subjects. 70    
 The reification of these classificatory processes, their structuring role in social 

systems and the relationships they engender is a concern in chapters 3 and 4, where a 

particular focus will be the way in which they are seen as manifestations of the trauma-

inducing nature of the fundamental schism between symbolic representation and 

experienced reality. The role of designation and classification – the role of archival 

processes – not just in the management of the representation of traumatic signals, but in 

the creation and compounding of traumatic experience itself, is a fundamental concern in 

what follows – the trauma of representation itself.   

	
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
70 Butler. J. (2008) Gender Trouble. London Routledge. Pp. , 93 -100. And (2004) 
Precarious Life. The Powers of Mourning and Violence.  London Verso. pp xxxi –xxxiii    
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Part 2: Archaeological Analysis 

 
 
Epistemic Flow and Suspension 
	
The establishment of discursive unities is part of the totalising function of discourse, 

which Foucault’s archaeological methodology sets out to deconstruct: 
 If there is a paradox in archaeology, it is not that it increases differences, but that it 

refuses to reduce them - thus inverting the usual values. For the history of ideas the 
appearance of differences indicates an error, or a trap; instead of examining it, the 
clever historian must try to reduce it; to try to find beneath it a smaller difference, and 
beneath that an even smaller one, and so on until he reaches an ideal limit, the non- 
difference of perfect continuity. 71   

 
 Foucault’s archaeology works in the opposite direction – towards the exposure of 

discontinuities and difference, and the scrutiny of inconsistencies. In its mining of the 

interstices and its identification of the seams exposing the suturing of discourses, 

archaeology reveals contradiction. He wishes to generate forms of description that do 

not cohere, for instance, into either homogenising historicism or overarching 

scientific or ideological concepts: 72 
	the horizon of archaeology, therefore, is not a ‘science’, rationality, a mentality, a 
culture; it is a tangle of interpositivities whose limits and points of intersection cannot 
be in a single operation. Archaeology is a comparative analysis that is not intended to 
reduce the diversity of discourses, and to outline the unity that must totalise them, but is 
intended to divide up their diversity into different figures. Archaeological comparison 
does not have a unifying, but a diversifying effect. 73	

	
The emphasis throughout The Archaeology of Knowledge is upon the description of the 

archival systematisation of thought, and the sequentiality imposed upon thought by the 

history of ideas. The effect of this is to create what we might term an epistemic flow, one 

in which knowledge, as an autonomous discursive realm, appears to pass glacially over 

																																																								
71  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.171  
   
72  In later chapters of the thesis I align this epistemic operation, with that of the orthodoxies of 
representation.  That is, that representation, particularly photographic representation, and the 
conception of the photograph as representation is culturally contextualised in a way that draws it 
in to the homogenising function of discourse. Counter-Archival processes are aligned with 
Foucault’s archaeological method in a number of ways, and a disinterment of the photograph 
from its embedding in textual discourse is one of these.    
 
73  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.159. 
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the realm of experience, apparently absorbing and erasing the aporias, contradictions and 

discontinuities that characterise the social order and experience of it.  Against this, 

Foucault characterises the archaeological process as a strategy for a kind of analytical 

freezing: “Archaeology… seems to treat history in order to freeze it” 74 This freezing of 

the flow of historicist thought enables the discursive forcing of relations between the 

“population of dispersed events” to be made visible, and by implication, it also enables 

the rationale and ideological motivation for particular discursive constructions to become 

apparent. 75  

The suspension of the epistemic flow enables closer scrutiny of that which has 

hitherto appeared as the inexorable evolution of thought. This archaeological freezing has 

the paradoxical effect of focussing critical attention upon monolithic discourses, with the 

effect that a kind of cognitive thaw occurs, a dissolution that enables statements to be 

recovered from the glacial flow and identified as “irruptions” that were once pre-

discursive “dispersed events” – enunciations; voices emanating from the ground of 

experience:  

		
 We must renounce all those themes whose function is to ensure the infinite continuity 

of discourse and its secret presence to itself in the interplay of constantly recurring 
absence. We must be ready to receive every moment of discourse in its sudden 
irruption. 76 

																																																								
74  Ibid. , p. 166 : Foucault’ use of the word treatment here is a reminder of Maurice Blanchot’s 
use of the term in his aphoristic and fragmentary account of the problems posed for knowledge 
by the Holocaust: “The disaster is related to forgetfulness, forgetfulness without memory, the 
motionless retreat of what has not been treated…”  For Blanchot, the failure of representation 
and consciousness to “treat” such an event is synonymous with a kind of epistemic disaster. It 
marks the failure of collective cognition. The resulting cultural oblivion compounds the social/ 
ontological effects of the initial horror by consigning it to a region of repression where it lies 
latent and immanent. For Foucault, as we will see archaeological analysis freezes the flow of 
discourse in order to treat it.  
See: Blanchot. M: 1995 The Writing of the Disaster. Bison. Nebraska.  p.3 
 
75 There is a cognitive paradox implicit in this, which is central to the relationship between 
thought and representation with which this thesis is concerned. The very stilling of the flow of 
information, and the introspection it enables, activates a cognitive process of flow. And, at the 
representational level – as Victor Burgin notes in his analysis of the ‘stilling’ strategies of Chris 
Marker – the given narrative flow that structures cultural products like film, rarely forms our 
point of imaginary identification with them. This identification occurs rather in moments of 
“Bergsonian durée” – brought about by a suspension of narrative flow. Neither can we escape the 
parallels between archaeological freezing, photographic stilling and the counter-Archival 
attentions to these stilled phenomena that are the focus of the second half of the thesis.     
See: Burgin.M. 2010 The Remembered Film. London. Reaktion. pp. 96-8  
 
76 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 25.  
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The implicit ideological function of Foucault’s archaeology is, therefore to reveal the 

trajectory of the unit of thought within the discursive formation, a revelation that brings 

to light both the enunciation and the social process of its incorporation – the use to which 

it is put in the archive.  Locating this incorporation of the enunciative unit of discourse 

brings to light its ossification, the subsuming of its potential effects into the totalising 

logic of discourse. 77 This is the precondition for of a kind of epistemic disinterment that 

activates the radical potential of the statement. 78    

The discursive continuum absorbs, silences and obscures the potential of these 

‘impurities’ arising from the human experience of events, which would pollute the 

ideality and cohesion of discourse. If discursive flow purifies knowledge of experience 

then the function of archaeology is to disinter these potentially viral impurities from the 

self-preserving advance of discourse.79 Against the epistemic flow, which fossilises 

thought, Foucault proposes “motionless thought”    
   

In this ‘world of ideas’ which is in itself so untrustworthy, in which apparently the most 
stable figures disappear so quickly, but in which so many irregularities occur that are 
later accorded definitive status, in which the future always anticipates itself, whereas the 
past is constantly shifting, is not archaeology valid as a sort of motionless thought? 80    

	
 This idea of motionless thought – a cognitive obstinacy in the face of discursive flow – 

is important for Foucault as a precondition for a kind of ‘epistemic suspension’. He 

characterises archaeological analysis as:  

	
																																																																																																																																																																					
  
77 A subsumption that is analogous, in the text-image relationship, to the Barthesian reduction of 
the potential of the visual signifier to textual logic.   
  
78	We are moving here towards the consideration of the photograph as a specific type of 
“statement”, one that cannot be reduced to symbolic transactions. 
				
79 A material symbol, a precursor to this type of discursive disinterment occurs around the figure 
of the fossil, Walter Benjamin’s conception of cultural forms that are preserved as mere hollowed 
out traces in the strata of history. Forms, which nonetheless, according to Adorno, may speak: 
“… The petrified, frozen, or obsolete inventory of cultural fragments spoke to him 
(Benjamin)…as fossils or plants in the herbarium to the collector.”  
Adorno, cited in Buck- Morss. S. (1989) The Dialectics of Seeing. Massachusetts. MIT Press. 
 
80 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 166.  - The clear parallels between 
“motionless thought”, the photographic process and its affects will be considered in later 
chapters. 
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… a suspension of temporal successions – or to be more precise, of the calendar of 
formulations. But this suspension is intended precisely to reveal the relations that 
characterise the temporality of discursive formulations, and articulate them in series 
whose intersection in no way precludes analysis.	81		

	
But this analysis does not, of course try to put an end to the epistemic process, or the 

enterprise of critical formulation; the stasis suggested is a temporary refusal of the given 

that provides a space for cognitive reorientation. Neither does archaeology, as 

“motionless-thought” do away with analysis of the temporality of discursive formations: 

	
 Archaeology does not set out to treat as simultaneous what is given and successive; it 

does not try to freeze time and to substitute for its flux of events correlations that 
outline a motionless figure. What it suspends is the theme that succession is an 
absolute; a primary, indissociable sequence to which discourse is subjected by the law 
of its finitude.	82	

	
The epistemic suspension effected by archaeology opposes the archival neutralisation of 

contradiction. It attempts to counteract the homogenising process that allows, in 

ideological terms, the formation of the totalising master-discourse. In representational 

terms, this master-discourse relies on the illusion of transparency – the illusion of 

correspondence with the phenomena it ostensibly represents. Archaeology, by contrast 

reveals epistemic discrepancies between discourse and experience. It exposes the 

constructed nature of discursive formations that would otherwise appear to be natural and 

inevitable.  It is therefore a counter-Archival discourse. The term we will apply to critical 

and visual practices which problematise the flow of information that constitutes our 

conception of reality, through a subversion of Archival strategies.   

If Foucault’s archaeology aims to bring about an epistemic suspension, then the counter- 

Archival practices of visual artists attempt a representational suspension; one that 

interrupts the flow of confirmatory representation.  It is a suspension that, importantly 

also operates in the very gaps in signification that are, revealed by archaeological 

analysis. 

	
Prior to the A Priori 

The archive is, as we have seen, the engine of regulatory discourse, collating events as 

they emerge from the field of experience, it is the system that confers enunciability to 
																																																								
81 Ibid. , p. 167 
 
82 Ibid. , p. 169   
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this experience – in effect determining what can be said. It is notable that in order to 

describe this system Foucault must, (while never interrogating it) make repeated 

reference to that which is systematised, before it is systematised. This inevitably raises 

the spectre of a pre-discursive enunciation; the un-archived realm from which statements 

“escape” prior to their archivisation. It also raises questions about the fate of statements 

once they have been archived out of discursive relevance: 

	
 The archive is not that which, despite its immediate escape safeguards the event of the 

statement and preserves for future memories its status as an escapee: it is that which at 
the very root of the statement – event, and in that which embodies it, defines at the 
outset the system of its enunciability. Nor is the archive that which collects the dust of 
statements that have become inert once more and which make possible the miracle of 
their resurrection; it is that which defines the mode of occurrence of the statement-
thing; it is the system of its functioning.83 

		
This reference to a realm from which statements “escape”, a realm that is neither 

discursive or archival, is an example of the shadow cast over The Archaeology of 

Knowledge, by that which has not become knowledge, a shadow deepened by Foucault’s 

insistent focus on the narrow space of the discursive realm which for him is the means by 

which, through communicative interactions, the world is apprehended.  

	 This “statement-thing” for instance is, for Foucault, the pre-discursive ‘state’ of 

the statement - what we might think of as its ur-form as enunciation. And like all aspects 

of the pre-discursive in Foucault, its nature and origin are not examined, precisely 

because, it is anterior to discourse. But these “statement-things” along with the pre-

discursive “ground of things” become, by default, integral to Foucault’s archival concept.  

They are still more significant for the concept of the counter-Archival, which this thesis 

is attempting to build; and as we move closer to this in the next chapter, we will consider 

the extent to which it is possible for such “statement things” to become the basis of 

discursive transactions; the operation of the obverse of positivity within the Archive, its 

invisible, silent and dark features.  

	
	

	
	
	
	

																																																								
83 Ibid. , p. 129   
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Part Three: Shadow Archive 
	
 
Archival Invisibility and Ideology  
	
Conventionally the term “archive” suggests a static storage system or repository – a 

surrogate memory bank of the social order. But Foucault’s concept concerns a more 

dynamic operation. “Archive”, like the term ‘representation’ we will examine later, is a 

process rather than a culmination. By naming this process archive, Foucault registers the 

deceptive duality of its function – a duality that we will consider in relation to 

representational processes. In order to function as a process of social ordering, the 

archive must appear to be a static institution – a site where discourse is concluded, where 

knowledge has arrived and is accumulated, and where thinking-as-process acquires its 

terminal authority as what has been thought. In order, to maintain this authority, the 

archive’s function as processor, regulator and transformer of authorised discourse into 

ostensible knowledge, must remain invisible. The partiality, artifice and contingency of 

its operations must be hidden under the appearance of archival institution.  

 The invisibility of this contingency of the archive – as the orchestrator of 

discourse through which we conceive our relationship to reality – mirrors in some ways 

familiar Marxist conceptions of ideological processes, which can only operate effectively 

by virtue of their invisibility.84  Such conceptions maintain that the revelation of systems 

of communication – the prostheses of vested interest, must remain invisible if the 

“ontological consistency” of the social order they serve is to remain in tact. 85                                                                                                                            
 Their invisibility, as systems that maintain existing social structures, rather than 

as a naturally occurring field of communication, is a precondition of their operation as 

ideology. Visibility would entail for ideology, the loss of its operational efficacy and the 

archival process, as constitutive of what may be thought, is similarly invisible: 

																																																								
84 For an account of this invisible aspect of ideology, see for instance Žižek. S. 1994. The 
Sublime Object of Ideology. London. Verso. p21 
For Žižek, ideology operates through the misrecognition of reality as non- ideological: “Ideology 
is not simply a ‘false consciousness’, an illusory representation of reality, it is rather this reality 
itself which is already to be conceived as ‘ideological’ –‘ideological’ is a social reality whose 
very existence implies the non-knowledge of its participants as to its essence.” From the Marxist, 
Lacanian perspective of Žižek. Ideology operates as a kind of ‘blind real’ within capitalism, and 
we will consider the operation of this blindness in discourse toward the end of this chapter.   
 
85 Ibid. , p. 21 
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	 It is not possible for us to describe our own archive, since it is from within these rules 
that we speak, since it is that which gives to what we can say – and to itself the object of 
our discourse – its modes of appearance, its forms of existence and coexistence, its 
systems of accumulation, historicity and disappearance. The archive cannot be 
described in its totality; and in its presence it is unavoidable. 86 

		
The archive is not, however another name for ideology. Ideology, in Foucault’s model is 

one discursive practice among others, which may, in its interaction with other practices 

come to constitute a discursive formation. Foucault avoids any extended reference to 

ideology or politics in The Archaeology of Knowledge, though the implication is that 

they both may provide the impetus for, and characteristics of, particular discursive 

formations.87 The implication in The Archaeology of Knowledge is not that the archive is 

synonymous with ideology, but that the meta-system of discursive organisation may be a 

form of ideological orchestration.88 
  When the archive materialises and becomes visible, it does so as institution, as 

the reified figure of an illusion – that of a naturally occurring repository of knowledge, 

historical memory, tradition and law. It remains invisible as a socially and ideologically 

responsive selection mechanism, which privileges certain discourses and forms of 

knowledge. Its process and its function – the statutory organisation of discourse, is 

hidden under this appearance of institutional stasis, it is the figure of representational 

authority that disguises the process whereby it acquires authority. The archival process is 

not then, that of the preservation and storage of statements, but nor is it simply that 

																																																								
86  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.130.   
 
87 Foucault is cautious about the propensity of discourses around “ideology” to become, in 
themselves - totalising. He aims instead for a form of discursive analysis that resists what he 
regards as the over-determined associations of ideology, and employs the term discursive 
formations: “ –thus avoiding words that are already over laden with conditions and 
consequences, and in any case inadequate to the task of designation such a dispersion, such as 
‘science’, ‘ideology’, ‘theory’…”   Dispersion for Foucault is the potential of particular themes 
within discourse to avoid absorption into a totalising discourse, and to act, once dispersed, as 
catalysts for unregulated forms of discourse. See Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of 
Knowledge. p.35-8.   
 
88 Foucault uses the example of the operation of ideology in scientific discourse to develop this 
point: “In short the question of ideology that is asked of science is not the question of situations 
or practices that it reflects more or less consciously; nor is it the question of the possible use or 
misuse to which it could be put; it is the question of [ideology’s] existence as a discursive 
practice and of its functioning among other practices.”  Ibid. , p.185 
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which accounts for suppression of discourses, the archive is also that which brings about 

the oblivion of things said:   
	 By [archive] I do not mean the sum of all the texts that a culture has kept upon its 

person attesting to its own past, or as evidence of a continuing identity; nor do I mean 
the institutions which in a given society make it possible to record and preserve these 
discourses that one wishes to remember and keep in circulation. On the contrary, it is 
rather the reason why so many things, said by so many men for so long, have not 
emerged in accordance with the same laws of thought or the same set of 
circumstances.89   

	
The archival process accounts for the fate of statements, their positioning in discourse, 

their promotion, relegation or oblivion. If a discursive statement, according to Foucault’s 

model, may be archivally deprived of positivity, if it may be excised from discourse, then 

the status of such excised statements presents an epistemological problem which is 

comparable to that which is also posed by ‘pre-discursive’ statements considered earlier.   

We have already noted the absence in The Archaeology of Knowledge, of 

consideration of the origin or fate of statements before they enter, or after they leave this 

archival system. But Foucault’s repeated invocation, of the origin and fate of disappeared 

and ‘never-formed’ statements suggests a deferred significance. Cannot a excised 

statement, for instance – even in Foucault’s archive of positivity, provide a register of its 

own removal, leaving a scar that betrays this excision? Can an iteration, which has not 

been archivally granted positivity enter discourse as a negative trace, – a trail of darkness 

within positive discourse? 

I am suggesting with these questions that the Archive simultaneously reveals that 

which it suppresses, and this idea will form the basis of later considerations of the 

possibility of a counter-Archive in which “things said” that have failed or ceased to be 

crystalised as discursive positivities, may aggregate instead into realm of suppressed and 

expelled enunciations – a realm of memory operating at a level anterior to discourse, 

where the archivally repressed forms a reservoir of pre-discursive signals that have not 

gained positive currency.       

The status of statements anterior to discourse arises with particular urgency in 

relation to the analysis of the representation of social trauma in visual practices. These 

practices, operate in a non-linguistic realm. But this realm carries an address to language, 

discourse and the positivity of discourse – an address which, because it is not verbal, is 

																																																								
89 Ibid. , p.129  
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not totally formed by discursive positivity. One of the salient characteristics of trauma, 

for instance, is the crisis it prompts in the capacity of language, and other 

representational means – to communicate it. Both the visual and the traumatic, challenge 

the primacy of the positivity of discourse, by raising the possibility of enunciations that 

may contribute to orientating discourses, which are neither verbal nor positive.   

	
Archival Sleep and Death 

In his description of the conventional treatment of discourses, Foucault describes their 

consignment into what might be thought of as a kind of holding- archive. He also makes 

clear that the function of the alternative analysis he is proposing (archaeological analysis) 

is not to reanimate ‘fossils’ consigned within discourse, but to describe those processes 

that led to this consignment. A consignment that effectively neutralises some discourses 

so that they cease to be relevant and can no longer generate discursive effects. Foucault, 

in his description of this analytical process, draws attention to the operations that place 

some discourses into this suspended animation: 

 
 The function of enunciative analysis is not to awaken texts from their present 

sleep…on the contrary its function is to follow them through their sleep, or rather to 
take up the related themes of sleep, oblivion and lost causes, and to discover what 
mode of existence may characterise statements, independently of their enunciation, in 
the density of time in which they are preserved, in which they are reactivated and used, 
in which they are also – but this was not their original destiny –forgotten, and possibly 
even destroyed.90			

	
Foucault’s concern here, is with those factors, extrinsic to texts, which cause them to be 

rendered discursively impotent, it is a concern with the particular contextualisation of 

statements and texts which ensures that even as they are preserved, they do not generate 

effects. The suggestion here is that once it enters this “sleep” of the archive, the unit of 

communication (the statement – the text) may be formally preserved - yet effectively 

destroyed. It is preserved at the formal level - as a constitutive component of the archive  

– but its affective power is, at least temporarily neutralised.91       

																																																								
90 Ibid. , p.123 
 
91 The nature of this affective power will be considered later in the thesis, drawing upon its 
relationship to trauma as theorised by Griselda Pollock, and the ‘archival’ designation of 
affective information in situations of social trauma will be examined through Judith Butler’s 
concept of “grievability”. See: Pollock. G. (2013) After Affects. Manchester University Press.  
And Butler. J. (2004) Precarious Life. The Powers of Mourning and Violence, London. Verso.     
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Two potential fates, both of which bring about the neutralisation of statements are 

suggested here which complicate the archival model.  We can characterise these fates as 

a relation between ‘sleep’ and ‘death’. The sleep of the statement ensures it remains as a 

neutralised component of the archive, a dormant confirmatory sign, the discursive 

equivalent of the studium in Barthes’ model of photographic representation.  But beyond 

this, Foucault also notes a kind of persistence of statements in the archive, even after they 

have undergone a kind of death, even after they have been effectively destroyed. This 

persistence he characterises as rémenance. 92     
 Rémenance denotes a potentiality, which statements acquire, even when they 

have, through the archival operation, become voids in the field of positivity - a 

potentiality that arises by virtue of their embedded relation to the rest of the discursive 

field, so that even the destruction of a statement leaves a background trace.93  As 

Foucault describes it: “oblivion and destruction are only the zero degree of this 

rémenance. And against the background that it constitutes, the operations of memory can 

be deployed.”	94  

 Here Foucault draws attention to the discursive effect of the void in the field of 

positivity brought about by the destruction of statements.  Despite his ambivalent attitude 

towards psychoanalysis, (as another discourse which he regards as being prone to 

totalisation,) it is hard to ignore the correspondence between Foucault’s characterisation 

																																																								
92 In English “remanence” particularly in scientific discourse denotes a persistent remainder for 
example, of the magnetism that remains in an object “after the removal of the magnetising field”. 
(OED 1993) The archival, potential of what remains is central to the discussion of visual 
strategies of ‘removal’, and the presentation of ‘remnants’ that follow, but for the moment it is 
enough to note that the effect of rémenance is totally dependent on absence. 
 
93 An apparent residual structuralism may be attributed to Foucault’s conceptualisation of the 
way in which his discursive matrix - is changed by the appearance and disappearance of 
statements. But Foucault, in the Archaeology of Knowledge clearly aligns Structuralism with 
those universalising discourses which establish continuities and transform the specific into the 
generic and which absorb potentially disruptive phenomena into totalising schemes.  : 
“Archaeology is a non-structuralist analysis of structures which, rather than seeking conceptual 
coherence, seeks out the fault- lines and discrepancies in the simulacral construction of 
knowledge.” Foucault 1991.pp 199-201 
 
94 Ibid. , p. 123.   
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of this function of the void in the archival operation, and Lacan’s conceptualisation of 

such voids in the symbolic order. 95 

	
Death to Death!  Archival Persistence   

For Lacan the positive charge of symbolic communication arises from the transaction of 

that which has become ‘phenomenally’ negative, because the symbol, in the symbolic 

realm, arises only as a result of the abstraction in language that marks the effective death 

in form of the signified. 96 For Foucault - in an unintentional correspondence with Lacan 

- the death of a positive signifier (the statement) also results in a signification-through-

absence in “the operation of memory”.   

 If we pursue further this alignment of Foucault’s archival concept and the 

Lacanian accounts of the symbolic order, a question about symbolic exchange recurs 

which is significant for consideration of Archival processes - particularly as these 

processes are revealed by the counter-Archival practices considered in later chapters of 

the thesis.  This question concerns the epistemic role of negative symbolic elements:  

when, in the Foucauldian terms considered above, a positive statement is excised from 

the archive, a paradoxical conversion seems to take place between these ‘dead’ symbolic 

features, and the ‘living’ engagement of consciousness with them.  

																																																								
95 For an account of Foucault’s ambivalent relationship to psychoanalysis see:  Macy. M. (1994) 
The Lives of Michel Foucault. London. Vintage. pp 222-223. 
While, in The Archaeology of Knowledge Foucault clearly rejects, for instance the notion of a 
transcendental subjectivity he associates with psychology, (See Foucault 1991 p.55) he concedes 
that the notion of the subject, for instance emerging in The Archaeology of Knowledge may be 
associated with the decentering of such subjectivity appearing in psychoanalytical thinking: 
 Ibid. pp.13 and 207) . 
 
96 For more on the ‘deathly’ aspect of the symbolic in psychoanalytic theory in Lacan. See Hook. 
D. Of Symbolic Mortification and ‘Undead Life’: Slavoj Žižek on the Death Drive in 
Psychoanalysis and History. Edinburgh University Press: “the death drive in Lacan’s hands has 
been de-literalised; Lacan’s notion involves death in form (the mortification of the symbolic, 
rather than in content as relating to issues of mortality, the demise of the organic, the biological 
etc.) Later in the same article, Hook cites the Lacanian commentator Adrian Johnson’s 
formulation of this deathly aspect of symbolic substitution:  “Insofar as the denaturalization of 
nature brought about the sociocultural overwriting of vital being involves the colonisation of the 
living (i.e. the organic body) by the dead (i.e. the symbolic order), one could say …that human 
life is lived under the dominance of a lifeless set of cadaverizing signifiers”. We will return to 
this feature of the Death Drive when discussing Derrida’s idea of the “anarchive” in the next 
chapter.  I am grateful to Dr Suzanne Lloyd for drawing my attention to Hook’s work on this 
subject.  
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 On the one hand, the dead symbol stands in for the living signified, displacing 

experience in the imaginary conception of it. But paradoxically when this symbol is 

erased from the archive, it activates the living imaginary search for the lost symbolic 

object. The death (symbolic excision) of the dead symbol - animates the living, desiring 

search for its restitution.   

 In this way, it is possible, to excavate in the discourse of the Archaeology of 

Knowledge, connective threads linking Foucault’s description of discursive elements 

before and after they have taken their place in discourse - with the effect of the void in 

the symbolic field that is central to Lacanian psychoanalytical epistemology. Where, for 

Lacan, symbolic processes occur via the transaction of dead signs of living signifiers, the 

production of a void in the symbolic field acquires a perversely animating role. It 

activates the imaginary activity of the subject, who is left with no other option than to 

imagine what was once there. As we will see later, it is this imaginary activity – this 

envisaging of absent information and experience, that is the target of the counter-

Archival practices we will examine. As we consider Foucault’s archaeological strategies 

in more depth below, we will have an opportunity to consider further the extent to which 

his advocacy of a kind of ‘epistemic suspension’ is in effect, a void- creating strategy in 

the field of discourse.97   

  Despite the emphasis in the Archaeology of Knowledge on the positivity of 

discourse, this discourse remains haunted in a number of ways by its opposite  –by ur-

statements, suspended statements, and the undifferentiated ground of things from which 

they emerge. In short by what Joan Copjec, in her critique of Foucault’s “panopticism” 

refers to as “nonknowledge”. For Copjec this is what allows the subject to resist a kind of 

totalitarian inscription. She contrasts this nonknowledge to Foucault’s emphasis on 

positivity, which in her view leads to a determinative, self-fulfilling belief in discursive 

omnipotence :  

	

																																																								
97  In Slavoj Žižek’s interpretation of subjective activity within the symbolic order, it is the 
symbolic order itself, rather than voids produced within it, which sets up this desire for the 
experience beyond symbolic death:  “…it is the very mediation of the Symbolic order that 
transforms the organic instinct into unquenchable longing… In other words, this ‘pure life’ 
beyond death… is it not the product of symbolization, so that symbolization engenders the 
surplus that escapes it? ”  Žižek. S. (2005) A Hair of the Dog That Bit You. In Butler. R. (ed.) 
Interrogating The Real. London: Continuum. Cited in Hook D (2016) Ibid. 
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 Nonknowledge or invisibility is not registered as the wavering and negotiations 
between two certainties, two meanings or positions, but as the undermining of every 
certainty, the incompleteness of every meaning and position. Incapable of articulating 
this more radical understanding of nonknowledge, the panoptic argument is ultimately 
resistant to resistance, unable to conceive of a discourse that would refuse rather than 
refuel power. 98 

	
Consideration of this relationship between Foucault’s model of the archive, and Lacan’s 

conception of the symbolic order, informs in later chapters, our analysis of examples of 

artistic practice which are self-consciously counter-Archival.  For instance, while some 

of these practices assemble images – photographic statements, which may positively 

depict phenomena, and although they re-order and recombine representations belonging 

to symbolic discourse, their overall effect is not produced by the transmission of 

representational positivity.  

 We might detect in such practices an inversion of media processes that enable the 

circulation of information and images which ostensibly ‘show’ (representational 

positivity) social contradictions, yet which are contextualised or framed in such a way 

that their appearance does not disrupt the smooth functioning of the social order 

generating these contradictions. Where such traditional media operates at the level of 

representational positivity to veil social contradiction, counter–Archival practices mine 

the interstices, gaps, voids and suspensions in positive representations in order to reveal 

contradiction.     

 
Suspension. Silence and The Symbolic Order. 
 	
Foucault is suggesting with his archaeological method, the suspension of the very 

positivities that form the existing discursive order, an order which he must, in part, as we 

have noted, define with reference to what it is “not”: 
 We are studying statements at the limit that separates them from what is not said, in the 

occurrence that allows them to emerge to the exclusion of all others. Our task is not to 
give voice to the silence that surrounds them, nor to rediscover all that in them and 
beside them had remained silent, or had been reduced to silence. 99 

	
The limit which divides what is said and what is not – this “silence” of the unsaid- points 

us to a kind of negative background ‘noise’ in Foucault’s conception of discourse, which 

																																																								
98 Copjec. J. (1994) Read My Desire. Lacan Against the Historicists. London. MIT. p18 
 
99 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 119.  
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he gestures towards each time the positive identity of a discursive feature is assigned; the 

statement is dependent for its identity as statement, on what “beside” it – on what is 

posited in mute relation to it. And so, a pre-discursive state of statements is evoked 

whenever the suspension of discursive unities is suggested. A suspension that enables us 

to imagine, for instance, that statements were once unregulated enunciations in a pre-

discursive realm from which they “emerge”.  

 Foucault uses the phrase “primal soil” to denote this pre-discursive realm that he 

is (insistently) not concerned to explore. A designation that is, perhaps a reminder of his 

antipathy to psychoanalytical emphasis on the unconscious realms of subjectivity. But a 

designation that unexpectedly, aligns him with Lacan, who, with reference to the 

symbolic order, claims that whatever is beyond it is a totally heterogeneous realm, 

impervious to and disconnected from language. This is the famous Lacanian Real, the 

pre-symbolic, of which, with regard to its relation to the symbolic Lacan writes:  “we 

find it absolutely impossible to conceive of what preceded it other than by symbols.” 100 

Both Foucault and Lacan regard a search for describable origins in the “primal soil” 

beyond language, symbols and discourse, as futile. But this is not to say that however 

impervious to language each of these pre-discursive realms may be, that they do not exert 

influence upon the symbolic.   

 For example in Madness and Civilisation, the target of Foucault’s epistemic 

suspension is the discourse of “mental illness”, which walls- up the experience of 

madness behind the archival designation of ‘reason’. The purpose of his suspension is to 

analyse, neither the experience of madness, nor its language – (what the ‘mad’ might 

have been able to tell us has, in Foucault’s view been long since eradicated by a kind of 

symbolic extermination.) The aim of Madness and Civilisation is rather to examine the 

process whereby the experience of madness is consigned to “silence”. Once the discourse 

that enables the hegemonic designation of mental illness is suspended: 						

	
 Then, and only then can we determine the realm in which the man of madness and the 

man of reason, moving apart, are not yet disjunct; and in a very crude language, 
antedating that of science, begin the dialogue of their breach, testifying in a fugitive 
way that they still speak to each other. Here madness and non-madness, reason and 
non- reason are inextricably involved: inseparable at the moment when they do not yet 

																																																								
100 Lacan cited in Evans. D. (1996) An Introductory Dictionary of Lacanian Psychoanalysis. 
London. Routledge 
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exist, and existing for each other, in relation to each other, in the exchange which 
separates them.101 

	
In this scenario, what cannot be known, ‘speaks’ to language - exerting the influence of 

rémenance upon what remains – upon the hegemonic discourse that has displaced what 

once existed. This “silence” bears some of the characteristics of the order of the Real, as 

formulated by Lacan - a realm whose primary characteristic is its distinction from, and 

incompatibility with the symbolic order of speech, language and discourse.   

 For both Foucault and Lacan the experiential realm is structured by this symbolic 

one, as it displaces it and condemns it to silence. And yet a suspension of the established 

discourse that carries our own contemporary episteme enables us to recognise that our 

knowledge, for instance of madness:  “has been established on the basis of such a 

silence”- the silencing, archival suppression and consignment to oblivion of: 

	
 …all those stammered, imperfect words without fixed syntax in which the exchange 
between madness and reason was made. 102 

	
Foucault acknowledges here, the possibility of an exchange that is not the exchange of 

discourse, but an effect upon discourse of the pre-discursive. And it is this impact of 

silence upon the positivities of discourse – the effect of the real upon a symbolic that is 

impervious to it, that underpins the exploration of the representation of trauma in the 

following chapters of this thesis; where my concern is with the representation of 

experiences, occurring in the experiential realm, that exceed both the capacity of the 

internalised symbolic order to figure them, and the capacity of the external symbolic 

order to transmit them. And in the concept of the archive I am pursuing here, I argue that 

it is to traumatic pre-discursive emanations that we must return if we are to recognise and 

utilise potential modes of communication that are infused with actual experience, rather 

than a version of this experience authorised by dominant discourses of power.   

	
 

 

 

 
																																																								
101  Foucault. M.1987. Madness and Civilization. London Tavistock. p. xii 
 
102  Ibid p. xii 
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Traumatic Silence and Speech 

Experiences of trauma are defined as such, by the strain they place upon symbolic 

apparatus.103 Trauma registers the limits of the symbolic – a traumatising experience 

registers, at the bodily level, an event that the symbolic cannot account for, and the 

traumatic symptom, compounded by the failure of the symbolic to account for it, can, in 

psychoanalytical practice, only be treated symbolically.  

 Psychoanalytic practice, for instance, enables the traumatised subject to restore 

ontological consistency through the development and internalisation of a symbolic 

narrative that accounts for the experience and their relation to it. So while both Foucault 

and Lacan argue for the autonomy – of the discursive and symbolic realms respectively – 

from the field of experience, and while their epistemologies insist on the autonomy of 

these realms from the real and experiential. The practice and praxis inferred by their 

theory, entails the establishment of a relation between symbolic means, and 

unsymbolised experience. It is this relation between ‘silent’ experience and 

symbolisation which the second half of this thesis explores. 

	 Foucault, by imagining the words of the mad, cast into oblivion by the discursive 

operation of the archive, alerts us, in Madness and Civilisation; not to the words 

themselves, nor to the experience they might have described; but the fate of these words; 

so that it is possible to claim that the lost voices of the mad to some extent drive the 

“archaeological” study that is Madness and Civilisation. The voices will never be 

recovered, but what they can no longer tell  – their absence from the symbolic-discursive 

order, nonetheless influences our thought and speech, and our attempts to apprehend 

what was lost. The close relation between “madness” and trauma; the role of trauma in 

the constitution of mental illness; its destructive disruption of the internalised symbolic 

order of individuals, and the compounding of the original trauma by the absence of 

symbolic affirmation in wider culture, allows us to reach a parallel conclusion about the 

																																																								
103 I take this definition of the epistemic effect of social trauma from the Lacanian perspective of 
Slavoj Žižek:  “ …does the concept of trauma not designate precisely the unthinkable point at 
which the ontic intrusion gets so excessively powerful that it shatters the very ontological horizon 
which provides the co-ordinates within which reality is disclosed to us? This is why the traumatic 
encounter entails a “loss of reality” which has to be understood in the strong philosophical sense 
of the loss of the ontological horizon – in trauma we are momentarily exposed to the ‘raw” ontic 
thing not yet covered/screened by the ontological horizon. This is of course, what happens when 
we witness something like the Holocaust: the eclipse of the world itself.”  Žižek. S. 2008. In 
Defense of Lost Causes. London. Verso. p 146. 
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‘voice’ of trauma – that it is the absent driver behind the representational strategies of the 

counter-Archival practices that engage with social conflict.  

	 Foucault’s characterisation of the way in which the discourse of “mental illness” 

displaces the experience of madness as a cultural signal, also provides an example which 

reinforces our conception of the archive as the ordering mechanism of the symbolic. 

Writing of the limit of what, in the experience of madness, may be amenable to 

knowledge; he describes the establishment of the “merciless language of non-madness… 

[which] has been permanently established in the realm of truth.” 104 This is the 

establishment of a discourse that fatally seals off knowledge of an experience, in order to 

normalise a particular form of subjectivity. The Real of the experience of madness is 

sealed behind the dominant symbolic account of it – which is archivally enshrined as 

truth. It is in this way that the Archive itself defends the heterogeneity of the real and the 

symbolic. 

 The alignment of the discursive and the symbolic discussed above, augments an 

idea of the archive as a symbolic ordering mechanism that reinforces dissociation of the 

linguistic and symbolic from the real of experience. It mediates all experience, 

symbolically ensuring that such experience is continually represented in alignment with 

the symbolic supports of power. 105 The model of representational critique suggested by 

the suspension of discourses described above, aligns Foucault’s ‘archaeological’ 

fracturing of discursive unities with traumatic disturbances that fracture the coherence of 

the symbolic order: 106  

																																																								
104  Foucault. M.1987. Madness and Civilization. London Tavistock. p.   xi 
 
105 This reduction of experience to discourse, in turn casts more light on the role of counter-
Archival practices that arise in proximity to social trauma. These practices insistently focus upon 
the photographic image, and attempt, as we will see, to free this image from its linguistic 
supports. This is an insistence on the possibility of visual transactions that may exceed their 
symbolic regulation by texts. The function of the counter - Archive is to disrupt the symbolic 
regulation of experience.            
 
106 In subsequent chapters we will consider in more detail the implications of such epistemic 
concerns for counter -Archival forms of representation which deal with images isolated from the 
discursive field in which they had hitherto circulated, and other forms of presentation which 
purposely interrupt and create voids in this field - Voids that act as gaps between symbolic 
positivities and which effect a suspension which I contend is comparable to that described in the 
epistemological realm by Foucault.  
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	 the systematic erasure of all given unities enables us, first of all to restore to the 
statement the specificity of its occurrence, and to show that discontinuity is one those 
great accidents that create cracks, not only in the geology of history, but also in the 
simple fact of the statement; it emerges in its historical irruption; what we try to 
examine is the incision that it makes, that irreducible-and often very tiny emergence. 
107 

	
These disturbances – cracks in apparent, totalising unity – correspond to trauma-induced 

voids in symbolic transactions, which alert us to the existence of a ‘beyond’ of positive 

symbolisation, a beyond that can be aligned with the Lacanian real.  

 Foucault’s archaeology exposes “cracks” that reveal evidence of the way in 

which the discursive order is structured, and the process whereby particular ideas attain 

their position in discursive hierarchies.  This raises questions about why certain ideas and 

enunciations from the field of experience are not conferred with positivity – why certain 

responses to experience are archivally suppressed – and find no mirror in the discursive 

field.  What experiences or phenomena are these voids, gaps and inconsistencies failing 

to represent; what is the reason for this failure, why are they not amenable to symbolic 

designation?	

 As we move toward the conclusion of this chapter we will test the idea that these 

voids, corresponding to the category of the Real, alert us to the very features of the 

archivally orchestrated political order which must be omitted from symbolic transactions 

if this political order is to survive, and propose that the suppressed Real of capitalism, is 

the generator of archival processes - the generator of systemic representations that 

obfuscate its experiential actuality.  

 

Trace 

The pre-discursive is always characterised in the Archaeology of Knowledge as the mute 

antithesis of discourse, a mythic nether-land, a site of fascination or mourning for lost 

origins, but one which offers no potential for communication or praxis. The emphasis is 

placed, on the contrary, on the way in which discourses, infused by previous discourses, 

inform and influence praxis, rather than on the potential for experience to enter 

discourse. This emphasis on the one-way sealing of the experiential and discursive 

realms characterises discourse as a closed circulatory system. Foucault’s model of 

discourse with its emphasis on positivity makes his episteme susceptible to 

																																																								
107 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 28.   
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characterisation as impervious to experience. However, at the end of the Archaeology of 

Knowledge, Foucault curiously inverts the terms of the search for traces of experience in 

discourse. In a refutation of any nostalgic mourning for the lost origins of discourse, he 

suggests that however appropriated, however diverted from its experiential roots it may 

be, the archive is in fact an archive of traces: he asks:  “Is not discourse in its most 

profound determination, a trace?” 108  
	 Even when the function of the archive, in its most authoritarian form, is to bleed 

statements of experience and circulate their husks as a perverted shadow play of reality, 

what is circulated is still a trace. And, we might add, forensically analysed traces may 

still lead to a cognitive reconstruction that enables us to imaginatively dwell in the scene 

of experience. Even in the totalitarian mode of its existence, where the social order 

generating the discourse faces existential threat, and where ideologically commandeered 

discourse becomes increasingly impervious to the very social phenomena it represents; 

discourse is still a trace of the experience it has symbolically excised. 

		 At these extremes, even in its autonomous, experience-denying operations, 

discourse must resemble its referent ever more closely, while simultaneously parasitising 

it and effecting an authoritarian symbolic substitution. While appearing to grant 

cognitive access to phenomena, discourse circulates signs so thick with symbolic 

accretion that they appear to go all the way down, and become indistinguishable from the 

referent. Even here, such signs are still mimetic traces of experience, albeit ossified traces 

– resembling ever more faithfully that which they only appear to represent.   Discourse in 

this way, becomes a trace that covers its traces – the representation that covers its 

referent with claims to its own veracity.	109  

	 In The Archaeology of Knowledge there is an oscillation between the imperative 

not to fetishise the trace and dwell in its ineffability; and the acknowledgement that even 

that which has ceased to be a positivity – that which is effectively removed from the 

archive leaves such a trace.  In Derrida’s model of the archive, which I consider in the 

next chapter, the trace resists representation and incorporation into discourse, yet 

																																																								
108  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 210.  
  
109  It is possible to characterise discourse, and the archival operation that orchestrates it, as an 
epistemic conflict over truth that is fought in the territory between experience and its 
representation. This thesis is an examination of practices which , in a mirroring of this epistemic 
conflict, attempt to make this trace of unsymbolised experience appear.  
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operates within it, in a way that contrasts with the neglect of the phenomenal trace in The 

Archaeology of Knowledge, where, for Foucault, all that is phenomenal and pre-

discursive is a void to be traversed.  

 The concept of the counter- Archival proposed by this thesis, is led by the idea 

that an alienated and dissociated discursive regime may be transformed by establishing 

symbolic means which register, if only by drawing attention to its absence, the real of 

experience, so that, in the illumination of their voids, the substance of lost phenomenal 

experience is registered. From this perspective, this trace, this rémenance, has the 

potential to invest the discursive order with the real of experience. Not as a positive, 

symbolic feature of discourse, but as a void carried within it, visible only as invisibility, 

as the gap in positivity carried along in its flow.   

 

Halt! Before the Real. 

 

If, for Foucault, the positive field of discourse is all that archaeology may excavate, it is 

not only because discourse forecloses all that existed before it.110  But because, as a 

consequence of this, he conceives of the consciousness of subjects as being archivally 

constructed.111  A line is drawn in the Archaeology of Knowledge, from which Foucault 

decries the search for a lost origin of pure communication buried beyond the border of 

discursive pre-history.  However, the consequence of a full retreat from this margin 

would be resignation to the complete separation of language from experience, and the 

shoring up of the realms of virtuality.  The epistemic danger of retreat would entail a 

symbolic dissociation in which the apprehension of experience is simply entombed 

behind proliferating layers of discursive positivity.  But rather than this full retreat, 

Foucault signals – albeit from the safety of the terra firma of constructed thought – 

																																																								
110 For the similarity between this discursive foreclosure of the phenomenal; and the 
impossibility of the real in its resistance to the symbolic in Lacan, see Dylan Evans concise 
account of the Lacanian real: “The real is impossible because it is impossible to imagine, 
impossible to integrate into the symbolic order, and impossible to attain in any way. It is this 
character of impossibility and of resistance to symbolisation which lends the real its essentially 
traumatic character.” 
Evans D. 1996. An Introductory Dictionary of Lacanian Psychoanalysis. London. Routledge  
  
111 In this too we find an echo of the function of the Lacanian symbolic, in which, that which we 
perceive to be human, is in fact a symbolic effect: “Man speaks, then, but it is because the 
symbol has made him man”.  Lacan. J. 1992. Ecrits. A Selection. London. Routledge.  
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toward the limit of its archivisation. He halts and gestures towards “murmurs”,  

“obscurity”  “darkness” and the ineffable “grey light” of non- discursive noise. 112  He 

halts before the terra incognita of the Real. The problem with this position is that – from 

the other direction – the Real does not stop at discourse, but rather exerts a counterforce 

upon it, drawing signification towards it in a manner that is analogous in cosmological 

terms, to the gravitational pull of the invisible singularity of a black-hole upon the 

visible, positively charged matter in proximity to it. In short, while we cannot know this 

Real, neither can we ignore its role in the formation of the very positivities we use to 

signify it as Real. 

 Foucault repeatedly reminds us of his antipathy, to the phenomenal and 

“psychological”. 113 The recurrence of his reminders that his archaeology stands in 

opposition to these, are made as if in response to an invisible interlocutor who insistently, 

off stage so to speak, questions the fate of experience anterior to discourse. From an 

analytical perspective, Foucault appears to be discursively repressing what is already 

repressed in discourse – that is the nonknowledge of Copjec, the trace of experience 

gathered and accumulated in non-cognitive ways. His avoidance of the phenomenal field 

has the effect of making it loom ever larger.  

 The idea of counter-representation in this thesis is formed at the point where 

Foucault’s model of the epistemology of power enshrined in the archive, collides with 

models that explore the impact of the phenomenal and experiential upon 

epistemology.114  The thesis follows, for instance, the methodological position of Judith 

																																																								
112 For these qualities of non-discursive: “murmurs”, “obscurity”  “darkness” and “grey light” 
see  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  pp. 129, 22 and 48.     
 
113  Foucault describes the role of individual psychology in the generation of discourse as a mere 
effect: “The psychological halo of a formulation is controlled from afar by the arrangement of the 
enunciative field”. He also warns against the treatment of archaeology as “…as a search for the 
origin, for formal a prioris, for founding acts, in short as a sort of historical phenomenology […] 
when, on the contrary, its aim is to free history from the grip of phenomenology…”   
Ibid. , pp. 98 and 203 
 
114 The existence of a priori discursive rules and systems theorised by Foucault suggests a level 
of predetermination of that which may be said. The emphasis Foucault places on this, and the 
extent to which this determination would inhibit the emergence of a counter-discourse, is a 
fundamental question raised by readings of Foucault from psychoanalytical perspectives. The 
perceived determinism of Foucault’s position arises, from the apparent abandonment of the 
phenomenal as a discursive force, a force embraced by more recent commentators, particularly 
Copjec, who look to models established in psychoanalytic theory as a means of envisaging a 
radical epistemology 
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Butler in arguing for a dialogical rather than oppositional relationship between 

Foucault’s theory of power and psychoanalytic theory, between the phenomenal and the 

discursive.115  I propose that forms of communication are possible through the 

membrane between experience and discourse, a membrane which Foucault himself 

acknowledges, even as he dismisses its significance for the Archaeology.   

 Next we consider the extent to which traumatic experience, reveals this 

membrane – trauma, as wound; as a scar upon the symbolic; as rupture in the consistency 

of the logos which places a cognitive demand upon the discursive/symbolic orders. If 

trauma, as an irruption of experience into the symbolic order destabilises it, it also 

simultaneously demands a symbolic acknowledgement of the trauma.116 

		
Traumatic Discourse. 

The realm anterior to discourse can, of course, only be conceived of discursively, but it 

becomes increasingly and intrusively manifest, apprehended in situations of experiential 

escalation which discourses fail to encapsulate.  It is marked by the cognitive collapse of 

the orientating symbolic universe of the subject, and those cultural crises in 

representation, where experience exceeds the ability of discourse to authorise it; and 

where social structures, norms and social contracts cease to function.  In short – the mute 

experiential obverse of linguistic, discursive positivity manifests itself most directly in 

situations of social trauma.   

																																																																																																																																																																					
 
115 Butler comments on the ‘psychoanalytical’ turn that has informed her conception of the 
construction of subjectivity since the first publication of Gender Trouble in her preface to the 
1999 reprint:   ‘The usual effort to polarise the theory of the psyche from the theory of power 
seems to me to be counterproductive, for part of what is so oppressive about social forms of 
gender, is the psychic difficulties they produce.  Butler. J. 2007. Gender Trouble. London. 
Routledge. xxvi   
 
116 Cathy Caruth, in Unclaimed Experience, develops the Freudian conception of trauma as an 
unconscious wound which demands assimilation into consciousness. This thesis follows Caruth’s 
theorisation of witnessing as a discourse between knowledge and what Joan Copjec calls 
nonknowledge. In fact the thesis proposes this alternation, and the contribution of visual art to it, 
as a form of discourse. “If traumatic experience. As Freud indicates suggestively, is an 
experience that is not fully assimilated as it occurs, then these texts […] ask what it means to 
transmit and to theorise around a crisis that is marked, not only by simple knowledge, but by the 
ways it simultaneously defies and demands our witness.”  
See: Caruth. C. 1996. Unclaimed Experience. Trauma Narrative and History. Baltimore. John 
Hopkins University Press  
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 In traumatic social situations, what might be termed ‘predictive’ discursive 

formations are strained  – the capacity of existing discourse and language to 

communicate experience that exceeds them is tested, and it is at this point, that, issues of 

unrepresentability and incommunicability arise. Such issues are often characterised as 

symptomatic of crises of representation, but such crises themselves serve to problematise 

and expose, not representation per se, but the relation between the discursively formed 

representational order, and phenomenal experience arising in the social relations 

mediated by it. 117 Trauma as such, is the event that marks a kind of hypertrophy of the 

phenomenal  – a bursting-through of experiential excess, and the overwhelming of the 

discursive laws and structures that mediate this experience.  Trauma marks a violent 

‘return’ of the phenomenal, a return that reveals and disturbs the constructed, and 

ideologically-determined character of mediating discourse.  

 This revelatory aspect of trauma is part of its representational potential. In 

revealing the limited capacity of discursive systems to represent threatening aspects of 

human experience, trauma places a demand upon these systems. It reveals the gap 

separating the positivity of discourse from the undifferentiated “ground of things” a 

ground which traumatic events themselves have made seismically unstable. The demand 

trauma places upon discourse, is that it transform into forms that make sense of this   

experiential ground.   

 Trauma then, may be seen as an event that breaks the “web” of discourse, short- 

circuiting flows of transmission and inhibiting the communication of socially 

confirmatory signals. Trauma itself effects the kind of suspension that Foucault proposes 

as a precondition of the archaeological analysis of discourse.  Of course Foucault’s 

suspension arises within discourse as a conscious act, but it is difficult to imagine how 

this consciousness is acquired unless it is triggered by some discrepancy in the 

relationship between the discursive and experiential – between the world of signs and the 

realm of things – a discrepancy that leads to a cognitive disjunction whereby the 

incapacities of the representational order become evident. Trauma provides this evidence.     

  Knowledge (as exemplified by Foucault’s own writing) is obviously not merely a 

closed circuit of reiterative symbolic exchange, mirroring established discursive patterns 

and regulated by systems that filter all contradiction. If this were the case then new 
																																																								
117 For a potent refutation of the idea of unrepresentability, see: Didi-Huberman, G. (2012) 
Images in Spite of All. University of Chicago.  
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knowledge could not emerge. 118 And central to this thesis, is the idea that this ‘obverse 

of positivity’ this symbolic absence, which trauma makes manifest, is actually a catalyst 

of new discursive or representational acts.  

 This “realm of things”, this “primal soil” anterior to discourse, is also the 

substrate from which discourse emerges – albeit, a ground that is foreclosed in a 

retrospective action by discourse itself.  Positive discursive value is granted to statements 

as the condition of their entry into communicative systems, and the visual practices 

which are the focus of this thesis, obsessively interrogate the positivity of received 

semiotic and symbolic information as a means of transcending it.  These forms of 

counter- Archival theory and practice emerging in proximity to traumatic events, do not 

always contain direct ‘positive’ documentary representations of these events, but they 

frequently make use of existing imagery drawn from the archival orders of the society in 

which the events occur.  

 We will describe and analyse the strategies of presentation used in such practices 

in later chapters, but it is worth noting here that the obsessive and repetitive use, of what 

I will refer to – following the Foucauldian designation, as photographic statements  – 

suggests a visual interrogation of this symbolic discursive positivity – as if it were 

possible, by fostering concentrated perceptual attention through strategies of 

recontextualisation; textual separation; isolation, repletion, reiteration and repetition – to 

bypass the encoded photographic surface so as to cognitively dwell in what it fails to 

show – the experience itself.	119		

	
 

																																																								
118 Although the model of the Archive that emerges from this thesis is one of an engine of 
symbolic authority that organises knowledge in precisely this way, so that knowledge appears to 
be extensive, but is in fact ideologically locked into this closed-circuitry. 
  
119 An example of this relationship between trauma, repetition and reiteration occurs in the work 
of Artur Zmijewski. Although his work can only be loosely described as counter- Archival, 
because he does not use existing documents, Zmijewski’s work often relies on forms of re-
presentation, leading to a re-interrogation of ‘given’ discursive means of responding to social 
trauma. As Joanna Mytkowska notes – the intention to reveal: “A testimony greater than words, 
stronger than any text […] the history that lives in people and can flow from them as a cry, terror, 
weeping, a sigh, or recurring horror and grief” – is re-staged in his work as “the recreation of 
history; its recall once again.” 
Mytkowska. J. (2005) Too-True Scenarios. in Artur Zmijewski. If It Only Happened Once It’s as 
if it Never Happened. Exhibition Catalogue Zacheta National Gallery of Art Warsaw.  p.15.   
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Part Four : The Subject of Trauma  	
	
	
The	Subject	in	The	Field	of	Discourse	
	
 I wanted not to exclude the problem of the subject, but to define the positions and 

functions that the subject could occupy in the diversity of discourse.  
          – Foucault. 120 
		
The subject is a kind of negative presence in the Archaeology of Knowledge, who only 

attains positive identity by occupying positions and transmitting signals within discourse.  

For Foucault the subject is designated as a discursive entity, and whatever the subject 

may be beyond such discursive positivity remains beyond the focus of the book. It is the 

limit imposed on the subject by discourse that Foucault is concerned with, and the book 

is pervaded by a suspicion of any claim for a subject who transcends discourse, and any 

model of subjectivity that fails to question the extent to which the subject is discursively 

determined. 

	
 it is neither by recourse to a transcendental subject, nor by recourse to psychological 

subjectivity that the regulation of its enunciations should be defined. 121     
	
This is not to say that there is no subject existing independently of discourse, and nor 

does Foucault claim there is no “psychological” subject, but rather, that as they enter and 

become part of the discursive field, the field conditions their appearance as subjects, and 

determines the limit of their praxis. We know of subjects in the representational field 

only by virtue of their appearance in it.  In fact, Foucault’s focus is the assumed agency 

of the subject – its mythic status as originator in the field of knowledge, as the 

embodiment of  ‘identity’. All these founding principles of subjectivity, and of the 

knowledge possessed by the subject are under attack, as Foucault interrogates the extent 

to which the thought and praxis of the subject is either restricted or guaranteed by 

discourse.122   

																																																								
120 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.  200.   
 
121 Ibid , p. 55. 
   
122 The paradox of the pre-designation of subjective knowledge in Foucault is – to risk a 
‘Rumsfeldism’ – that knowledge is not primarily what we know: “…there is no knowledge 
without a particular discursive practice; and any discursive practice may be defined by the 
knowledge that it forms.”  Ibid. , p.200.   
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		 If we were to characterise the enlightenment theorisation of the subject’s relation 

to discourse – the residue of which is the real target of Foucault’s critique – in more 

directly political terms, then it is a relation of mutual reinforcement leading to the 

establishment of sovereign subjects collectively defending a merely notional truth. Here 

‘truth’ becomes a kind of amniotic fluid in which subjects are suspended and protected in 

the assumption that we are what we have in fact only discursively become.  	

 The crystallisation of discourse in knowledge produces a mythic community of 

subjects who ‘know’ – who are the personification of discursive practice insofar as it aligns 

with the desires of the dominant social group. This personification is sustained by a 

paradigmatic known; a position adopted and shared by actual subjects. The effect of this is 

on the one hand, to produce a community of subjects aligned with the dominant discursive 

order, and on the other, to advance discourse in the name of the closure brought about in 

order to secure this mythic ‘knowledge’. This is the process underlying production of 

sovereign subjectivity, where contingent ‘knowledge’ becomes paradigmatic truth. A truth 

reinforced by the transactions of those whose subjective ‘becoming’ arises out of the 

perception of their interests as aligned with the existing social order, and for whom 

discourse freezes into static ‘knowledge’.123 
		 The discursive operations, which attend political systems, provide protection for 

the sovereign subject, and Foucault describes the way in which the unreflexive history of 

thought, with its insistence on establishing continuities, maintains this subjectivity: 

	
If the history of thought could remain the locus of uninterrupted continuities, if it could 
endlessly forge connections that no analysis could undo without abstraction, if it could 
weave, around everything that men say and do, obscure synthesis that anticipate for 
him, prepare him and lead him endlessly toward his future, it would provide a 
privileged shelter for the sovereignty of consciousness. Continuous history is the 
indispensible correlative of the founding function of the subject. 124 

	
Foucault is not concerned with what subjects may contribute to discourse as a 

consequence of some notional volition, or by a mythical autonomously generated 

cognition. In the Archaeology of Knowledge, consideration of the subject is pointedly 

																																																								
123  In later chapters we will see the parallel between this and the representational processes 
founded on these discursive operations, and the alignment of these practices with Foucault’s 
archaeology 
 
124 Ibid , p. p12 
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confined to their location and operation within discourse. In terms of what they may 

contribute to discourse, the subject is not the fountainhead of discursive knowledge, but 

an entity constrained by it: 

 The analysis of statements then operates without reference to a cogito. It does not pose 
the question of the speaking subject, who reveals or conceals himself in what he says, 
who, in speaking, exercises his sovereign freedom, or who, without realising it subjects 
himself to constraints of which he is only dimly aware. 125 

		
The emphasis in The Archaeology of Knowledge is on the extent to which the subject is 

an instrument of language. Foucault is at pains to dissociate the statements made by the 

subject from the identity of the subject. He foregrounds what we might call the ‘archival 

scene’ in which speech and knowledge are alienated; the scene where speech and 

discourse can be revealed as practices that occur separately from the experience of the 

subject: 

		
 So the subject of the statement should not be regarded identical with the author of the 

formulation-either in substance or in function. He is not in fact the cause, origin or 
starting point of the phenomenon or of the written or spoken articulation of the 
sentence…  126 

	
What the subject may say is determined by an enunciative field in which they occupy a 

subject position that is not identical to subjectivity. And so the subject becomes “ a 

particular function” who is: 

	
 not necessarily the same from one statement to another, in so far as it [the subject in 

discourse] is an empty function that can be filled by virtually any individual when he 
formulates the statement, and in so far as one and the same individual may occupy in 
turn, in the same series of statements, different propositions and assume the role of 
different subjects.	127	

		
What the subject may be when not occupying particular subject positions is a question 

Foucault does not address, even as he disentangles individuals from identification with 

their discursive statements. He is explicit that the subject does not generate discourse, but 

neither, he implies, is the subject simply produced by it, rather what is described is a 

subject who mutates as they personify positions within discourse. The subject occupying 

																																																								
125 Ibid , p. 122.   
 
126 Ibid , p. 95 
 
127 Ibid , p. 93 
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particular positions within discourse may be attributed with speech, “but what he says is 

not said from anywhere. It is necessarily caught up in the play of exteriority” 128 

Questions about the nature of this position from which the subject speaks are taken up 

more recent thinkers. And such questions will inform our subsequent consideration – of 

the effects on the production of subjectivity – of signals emanating from counter-archival 

practices – signals that arise from the gaps and discontinuities in the positivities of 

discourse.129  
 As we have seen, Foucault’s project in The Archaeology of Knowledge is one of 

discontinuity, a discontinuity we will later align with counter-Archival practices. 

Fractures in the epistemic field become, in the hands of later thinkers, the place where 

non-aligned subjectivity might emerge, where subjectivity is formed in a discursive field 

of interruption and fragmentation, and where unitary forms of thought – because they do 

not correspond to an experience of interruption and fragmentation – are revealed as 

incompatible with the task of psychic orientation.   

 The Archive, through its orchestration of discourse, not only affirms the logic of 

the social order, but also transforms the discourse of this order into the logic whereby we 

conceive of social reality.130 We may extrapolate from this a cyclical closed circuit  

where, on the one hand, the discursive order generates the conditions for a sheltering of 

sovereign subjectivity; the subject in turn is instrumental in transmitting discourses under 

the auspices of a protective archive. These discourses become a kind of protective 

prosthesis that ensures the self-fulfilling conception of history, which in turn ensures the 

																																																								
128 Ibid , p.122.   
 
129 Questions regarding for instance; the status of  “originary self- presence” of the speaking 
subject who, according to Mladan Dolar vocalises symbolic language but cannot be reduced to it. 
Or regarding the subject-thing proposed by Hito Steyerl, who refuses the “subjection” of 
subjectivity, and the symbolic signals that produce it. These accounts explore questions about 
what the potential praxis of such subjectivity may be. What circumstances, beyond discourse 
predispose (or force) particular subjects to articulate particular statements and act in particular 
ways? 
 See Dolar. M. 2006. A Voice and Nothing More. Massachusetts. MIT p 38 
and Steyerl. H. 2009. A Thing Like You and Me in The Wretched of the Screen. Sternberg Press. 
Pp 46-60  
 
130 The function of the counter –Archival, and the discourse it suggests, becomes then, the 
disruption of this alignment. It operates in a directly inverse way. If the Archive creates false 
order above a chaotic, experiential realm; then the counter-archival uses fragmentary and 
disruptive strategies to expose the chaos, conflict and contingency below it.   
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consistency of a particular form of subjectivity. In this cyclical scenario the Archive 

shelters the subject, and the subject reciprocally constructs the future archive. The 

archive protects the subject, in what Foucault describes as “a place of tranquilised 

sleep”.131 The transactions of the subject augment and insure the archive, and the subject 

remains aligned –centred, within the archive. This explains the resistance of Archival 

thought to critique, and the role of this resistance in the preservation of a particular 

conception of the subject.132 

 In more ideological terms – the reflexive cultural response of a political order - to 

the epistemic threat posed by intellectual subversion, is the provision of a conception of 

history that secures a capitalist form of subjectivity in the present, by tracing its roots to 

pre-capitalist order. In this schema, Capitalism appears as an emanation of human 

subjectivity and organic systems of thought, rather than subjectivity and thought 

appearing as by-products of Capitalism  . 

  The primacy of a certain form of subjectivity is thus discursively essentialised – 

and from it the social order is then assumed to spring. Capitalism retroactively creates a 

conception of history, humanity and humans that has always been – at least latently, 

capitalist. Hence the difficulty whereby we may “describe our own archive” through the 

use of given logic, or to imagine, by utilising cognitive tools provided by a particular 

order  – a beyond of that order.  

	 We are describing an order that designates, through division, classification and 

the establishment of normative standards, whole categories of experience – phenomena 

that “are not intrinsic, autochthonthous and universally recognizable characteristics”. 133   

It Archivally orchestrates experience, and perception of experience; in ways that sustain 
																																																								
131  Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.15.  
   
132 “In various forms, this theme has played a constant role since the nineteenth century: to 
preserve against all the decenterings the sovereignty of the subject and the twin figures of 
anthropology and humanism. Against the decentering operated by Marx – by the historical 
analysis of the relations of production, economic determinations and the class struggle – it gave 
place, towards the end of the nineteenth century, to the search for a total history in which all the 
differences of a society might be reduced to a single form, to the organisation of a world view, to 
the establishment of a system of values, to a coherent type of civilisation. To the decentering 
operated by Neitzschean genealogy, it opposed the search for an original foundation that would 
make rationality the telos of mankind, and link the whole history of thought to the preservation of 
this rationality” Ibid. , p.12-13.  
 
133 Ibid , p.15. 
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its own image, and projects via a “retrospective hypothesis” this order back in to history 

so that it appears as a natural.  The archival function is, therefore the protection of this 

tradition of ‘knowledge’ in which sovereign subjects may continue to emerge.  

Thus sheltered by the archive, the centred, sovereign subject appears as a transmitter, a 

node in the field of discourse through which discourse passes more or less smoothly.   

	 It is the ‘smoothness’ or otherwise of this transaction, and a consideration of the 

factors that may facilitate or inhibit transactions that secure the unity of the discursive 

field, that is a central question when trying to conceive of how a consciousness, or a 

cultural force might emerge that has the potential to pose an epistemic threat to this 

discursive order. What circumstances bring about recognition of one’s inscription – a 

recognition that must in-itself be a marker of the limit of this inscription?  

Recognition, of the extent to which one is an archival subject is, first and foremost, 

evidence that archivisation is incomplete, and that at its limit, a part of the subject 

remains for whom the discrepancy between experience and the authorised Archival 

account of it becomes visible.  

 This discrepancy becomes increasingly palpable of course, in experiential 

conditions where this residual subject is imperilled, and where the language that explains 

the subject’s relation to these imperilling conditions ceases to be plausible. Where it 

becomes clear that the social order, the ground of experience it generates, and the 

representational apparatus it produces, are incompatible with the survival of this subject. 

When the domination of a particular discursive order is weakened because its symbols 

and statements diverge from the phenomenal dimension of social experience. In short - it 

is trauma that awakens the subject from “tranquilised sleep”.  

		
Foucault, as we have seen, is at pains to disconnect the subject from authorship. 134 

Prompting through this disconnection, an interrogation of the extent to which speech, 

language and knowledge might be said to be our own. It is this characterisation of the 

subject as ‘position’, as a transmitter of a discourse who is not identical to what may 

appear to be his or her discursive identity, which paradoxically opens the way for 

conceptions of the subject as a non- discursive entity. That is; the point identified by 

																																																								
134 But Foucault is equally at pains to note that this disconnection is not total, he characterises, 
for instance the author of literature as a divided voice assuming varied positions, as a gap 
between the “voices” he writes and his own position, and implies that this gap is a feature of all 
discourse:  “Yet this ‘gap is not confined to literature alone.”  Ibid. , p.93.)  
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Foucault of non-identity between the subject and their discursive agency; the gap 

between the subject and their statements, becomes in the model of subjectivity proposed 

by Foucault’s more recent interlocutors, the very place of subjectivity.   

	 The emphasis in such (psychoanalytically influenced) theory is upon a subject 

who emerges as a gap in this positivity of speech, who figures as that which is not 

interpolated by discourse, and who appears as a void in its own knowledge, so it is 

possible for example, for Alain Badiou in his consideration of the subject in Lacan, at the 

conclusion of Being and Event, to conceive of this subject as a “transcendent” void, in its 

own constitution by discursive networks - as a void in the given positivity of knowledge. 

This subject is, in Badiou’s terms: 

		
 Transcendent‘ because the subject cannot coincide with the line of identification 

proposed to it by this certitude. The subject is rather the latter’s empty waste. 135  
 
This view of the emergence of the subject, contra Foucault, as a resistance to linguistic 

determination, is further elaborated by Joan Copjec, also with reference to Lacan: 

	 	
	 He will thus define the subject, not as an effect contained within language but as a 

surplus product of it, the excess that language appears to cut off. Lacan will say in 
short, that it is this missing part – this additional nothing – that causes the subject; the 
subject is created ex-nihilo. 136  

	
 Judith Butler, in turn, melds the Foucauldian view of the subject’s emergence in 

discourse, with one that problematises Foucault’s emphasis on determination-by- 

positivity. So that for Butler, Foucault’s subversion of the illusory agency of the subject 

within existing discourses, and the mythic status of the subject as author, are by 

implication, preconditions for the emergence of another counter-discourse, governed by 

what – beyond existing hegemonic discourses and their designation of thought – it is 

possible to think. Butler, on the one hand offers a Foucauldian account of the 

discursively produced subject:  

	
At the most intimate levels, we are social; we are comported towards a “you”; we are 
outside ourselves, constituted in cultural norms that precede and exceed us, given over 
to a set of cultural norms and a field of power that condition us absolutely. 

	

																																																								
135 Badiou. A. 2005. Being and Event. London. Continuum. p. 432. 
  
136 Copjec. J. (1994) Read My Desire. Lacan Against the Historicists. London. MIT. p 53 
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But on the other, oppositional subjectivity emerges for Butler, as a result of a 

disorientation from this conditioning field, in fact as a kind of “self-discontinuity” in 

relation to it: “… the human comes into being, again and again, as that which we have 

yet to know.” 137 

	
The	Subject	as	Unbearable	Lack	in	Discourse	
	
On the final pages of The Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault evokes a figure who is 

resistant to recognition of the extent to which his discursive identity is not his own:    

	
	 How unbearable it is, in view of how much of himself everyone wishes to put, thinks 

he is putting of ‘himself’ into his discourse, when he speaks, how unbearable it is to cut 
up, analyse, combine, rearrange all these texts, that have now returned from silence 
without ever the transfigured face of the author returning.138 

		
This figure is the discursively constructed subject, whose consistency is imperilled by the 

description of its construction, and for whom this description is “unbearable”. With good 

reason – an awareness of the extent to which one is thinking from a position that is not 

one’s own, implies an effacement of identity itself. If the thinking subject is a mere 

operation of discourse, and is, in Judith Butler’s terms “absolutely” conditioned by it 

then self-identity, agency and autonomy – all those traditional components of 

subjectivity are imperilled. Such a subject has no choice except to rail against the 

removal of designated, archival identity, and ask “what will become of me now that what 

I have become is revealed as the effect of language?” What remains beyond this ‘given’ 

of identity?  

	
And so at the close of The Archaeology of Knowledge, as the discursive supports of 

subjectivity are exposed, and as the individuals whose identity relies on these structures 

are placed at the threshold of disappearance, a shadowy presence becomes visible just at 

the moment of its effacement. Whatever may become of these denuded subjects appears 

here in negative form. They are the indirect addressees of Foucault – their presence 

signalled by an “unease” at the removal of the authorship of their own lives as well as :  

	

																																																								
137 Butler. J. (2004) Precarious Life. The Powers of Mourning and Violence, London. Verso 
 
138 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p. 210.   
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 their history, their economics, their social practices, the language they speak, the 
mythology of their ancestors, even the stories that they were told in their 
childhood…139 				

	
Full of fear at the loss of social and philosophical constructs, and menaced by Foucault’s 

characterisation of “the great transcendental history of the Occident”, as a support for 

sovereign subjectivity, these figures – discursively ‘made’ subjects – experience as 

“unbearable” the thought of their own absence in discourse. And in this unbearable state, 

in this peculiarly experiential way – a non-discursive subject (an “I” who tries to 

conceive of an identity without discourse) is intuited as the thinking trace of the subject 

within discourse which asks: Who am I if not my discursive constitution?     

					 This figure, the personification of mourning at the message of their own negation, 

the figure who asks “what remains” is in more recent formulations of this question, by 

thinkers such as Alain Badiou and Slavoj Žižek, is identified precisely as the subject. 

The subject is “what remains”  – as a product of this very negation of mythic positivity – 

as the consciousness that recognises and thinks beyond its own symbolic constitution. In 

Žižek’s terms: 
 if we subtract all the richness of the different modes of subjectification, all the fullness 

of experience present in the way the individuals are living their subject positions, what 
remains is an empty place which was filled out with this richness; this original void, 
this lack of symbolic structure, is the subject, the subject of the signifier.” 140 

		
The implication is that subjectivity only emerges (from a vantage point within discourse) 

via the identification and acknowledgment of one’s own discursive constitution. The 

precondition of becoming a subject is that we are disabused of a belief in the 

correspondence of given discourse with our identity. That is, the thought of the extent to 

which my thought is not my own, is the founding act of subjectivity.	141 	

																																																								
139 Ibid, p. 210.   
 
140 Žižek. S. 1989. The Sublime Object of Ideology. London. Verso. p175 
 
141 Bruno Bosteels, for instance, in his description of Lacan’s impact on the philosophy of Alain 
Badiou, describes a kind of symbolic self-divestiture that accompanies the emergence of the 
subject beyond discourse in psychoanalysis: “Only by thus being robbed of the last guarantee 
behind all imaginary ideals and symbolic mandates can the subject work through his or her own 
fantasies and come to terms with the fact that such fantasies are actually screens that hide (not 
another, truer or fuller reality but rather) a substantial void”.  
Bruno Bosteels in Badiou. A. 2011. Wittgenstein’s Anti- Philosophy. London. Verso.   
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Foucault’s thoughts at the end of The Archaeology of Knowledge are a reminder of 

another threshold earlier in the book, between the introduction and first chapter. Here 

Foucault, writing in the first person, describes his intention to create in the Archaeology a 

labyrinth within discourse into which he may disappear, lose the attributes of identity 

inscribed in him by power, and “appear at last to eyes that I will never have to meet 

again.”	142	

 His archaeological strategy with its exposure and disruption of the archival 

regulation of knowledge, and its potential for the creation of a counter-discourse, is seen 

as a means of subjective transformation reincarnation in which all sovereign subjectivity 

may be lost, including that of Foucault himself:  	
	 I am no doubt not the only one to write in order to have no face. Do not ask me who I 

am, and do not ask me to remain the same: Leave it to our bureaucrats and our police to 
see that our papers are in order. At least spare us their morality when we write. 143 

	
And so here, just before the first, and last words of The Archaeology of Knowledge, 

Foucault evokes a new, emerging subject who, in the face of the pre-destinations of the 

historical a priori, is not born of hegemonic discourse. 

 Foucault does not dwell here on the nature of the subject beyond its function in 

the field of discourse, and his scepticism about the idea of the subject as anything more 

than a construct is voiced elsewhere. 144 But a figure of the subject does emerge, almost 

by default, when we splice Foucault’s earlier characterisation of the individual as a 

“somatic singularity”, with the figure evoked in The Archaeology of Knowledge of the 

cognitive void into which disciplinary power is projected ‘subjectively’. It is precisely 

the resistance to discourse offered by the “somatic” nature of the human that more recent, 

psychoanalytically inspired thinkers have identified as the basis of what we might call 

the discursively- resistant subject.  The void where Foucault believes power has 

positioned the mythic subject is in fact full – occupied by a sensate experiencing human, 
																																																								
142 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge. p17  
   
143 Ibid , p. 17 
 
144 “We cannot say that the individual pre-exists the subject function, the projection of a psyche, 
or the normalising agency…[It] is only insofar as the somatic singularity became the bearer of 
the subject – function through disciplinary mechanisms that the individual appeared within a 
political system.   Foucault. M. (2006). Psychiatric Power: Lectures at the College de France 
1973-1974. Cited in:  Hook. D. 2007. Foucault and the Analytics of Power. Basingstoke. 
Palgrave Macmillan. Pp.31-2 
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whose receipt of discursive signals does not correspond to the experience of their body in 

the reified discursive field of the social. If, as we have suggested above, the archive 

engineers a mythic, purely perceptual consistency, then it is the “somatic” experience 

that interrupts this. And it is in this sensate interruption of the external signal that the 

subject of trauma emerges.      

 

The Ur-Subject of Trauma   

	
The subject exists only insofar as that which perturbs 

comes to put its own order on another place. 
 

                                                         Alain Badiou 145 
	
When The Archaeology of Knowledge is considered in the critical light of the scrutiny of 

Foucault’s interlocutors. A conception of the subject clearly emerges, a fugitive figure 

who is not simply born of hegemonic discourse; nor centred within a discursive regime; 

nor made visible by a politically appropriated symbolic order – a subject as a bearer of 

traumatic potential.  

 This spectral figure is a kind of ur-subject, a non-discursive, apprehending (but 

not symbolically conceiving) entity, embodied and sensate before it is conscious – a 

vessel for subjectivity, (but not, of course an empty vessel). A singular node in the field 

of discourse, symbolically empty but somatically full.  It is the potential resistance of this 

ur-subject to Archival construction, the extent to which its bodily experience generates an 

imperviousness to the subjectification of a- priori discourse, that makes it such a 

significant figure in our consideration of Archival inscription. 146 

 This ur-subject is always and continually exposed at the sensory level to a world 

experienced - not as discourse, but as unsymbolised existence. As such this experience is 

not yet thought, there is no symbolic equivalent to it. This scenario suggests a kind of a 

priori traumatic excommunication. One experiences, but one’s experience cannot be 
																																																								
145 Badiou. A. (2013) Theory of the Subject. London. Bloomsbury. p 261 
 
146 I follow Hook’s, differentiation here between “subjectification … being accorded a subject 
position, and subjectivization … assuming and personalising such a position”. As he notes, the 
terminology used to describe the discursive formation of the subject varies across the theoretical 
field - Butler and Žižek use subjectivation. See: Hook. D. 2007. Foucault and the Analytics of 
Power.  p 31. Also, this “extent”, this archivally resistant “part” is an important object of 
Derrida’s attention, which we will consider in the next chapter.   
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thought in a way that might enable the transformation of experience into a signal that can 

be communicated. This traumatic absence at the subjective level, of a language that 

allows the transaction of experience; is, I would contend, a consequence of the evolution 

of the discursive order in correspondence with the operation of power in the social field. 

If it is not possible for individuals to conceive of social experience as traumatic, then it 

follows that traumatic effects and psychic deformations inflicted by social experience are 

normalised in the protection of what we might – appropriating the Lacanian term – call 

the blind Real of Capitalism – an ideologically reinforced cordon around symbolisation, 

that prevents the seepage of experience into the transactions that maintain power.  

 The creation of discursive operations that enable this communication would 

necessitate the transformation of the Archive, in ways that would ultimately lead to the 

transformation of the social order, in ways that were determined by traumatic human 

experience. This would be a reversal of the existing Archival relationship, where the 

representation of traumatic experience is transformed and abstracted in ways that ensure 

the survival of the social order. 

 The ur-subject of discourse is a potentiality, a catalyst for this transformation. 

Rather than conceiving of it as a kind of un-evolved stage of subjectivity – an infantile 

stage whose development will be superseded by consciousness – the ur-subject is the 

somatic remainder in the discursive construction of the conscious subject. It’s presence is 

felt in the perpetual demand that communication aligns with embodied experience; a 

demand always thwarted by the availability of only those externally conceived rules of 

discourse that do not account for interior experience.  The ur-subject is the carrier of 

unsymbolised experience. If it is possible for a subject to appear who is not the product 

of the discursive regime, then it this experience which will account for its characteristics. 

The traumatic absence of this ur-subjective experience from the field of discourse, or 

representation, is a kind of catalytic lack which has the potential to produce, through its 

very absence, the subject which “perturbs” language, discourse and thought; the subject 

of blind unsymbolised experience; – that is, the subject-as-negation of symbolic 

subjective constitution. 147  
																																																								
147 This process, of subjective emergence as a negation of symbolic designation is described by 
Žižek: “the subject cannot find a signifier which would be his own, that he is always saying too 
little or too much; in short something other than what he wanted to say […] the subject of the 
signifier is precisely this lack, this impossibility of finding a signifier which would be ‘its own’: 
the failure of the representation is its positive condition. Žižek. S. 1989. The Sublime Object of 
Ideology. London. Verso. p175 
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Such a subject, emerging infused with this non-symbolic experience would be the self-

realisation, of what is not discursively given – that is, the self- apprehension of that part 

of them which is absent from the discursive field. This is a conception of subjectivity, 

which begins with the apprehension of symbolic absence, and with the drive to 

communicate through discourse, experience that does not yet register within it.  

 

The visual works analysed later in this thesis, might be thought of as communicative acts 

on behalf of this latent and shared ur-subjectivity. They problematise received visual 

signifiers in a drive to create a discursive counter-realm in which transactions of trauma  

may take place. Trauma, in this sense, is the perpetual demand placed upon the symbolic 

order; that embodied experience of the social is accommodated within it. It is the demand 

that that the symbolic order evolves to encompass experience.                     

 The fate of statements, their efficacy and effect depends on the strength and hold 

of the discursive order, and the alignment of statements with experience of it. But this 

order is itself weakened when the enunciative field it generates is seen to diverge from 

the reality of bodily experience – when the somatic palpability of this reality is 

intensified, and when the process of archival abstraction fails to keep pace with the 

experiential. 148 In short, as trauma intensifies, so the degree of divergence between 

experience and representation becomes increasingly apparent. This is not of course to say 

that trauma – by its nature an imperilment of the individual subject – has any potential 

whatsoever for the individual. But rather, that from the worst that can happen to 

individuals an ethic is demanded of culture, a call for the collective analysis of the 

archival abstraction of their trauma.  

 Strategies which disrupt, fragment, suspend and problematise given discourses, 

and which have often been central to modernist cultural practices, are, in the works 

																																																																																																																																																																					
    
148 I use “abstraction” here as a rejoinder to its use, in Marxist terms by John Roberts, in his 
recent work on photography and power –where it refers to the overlaying on actual material 
conditions of the abstract laws and codes of Capitalism.  
See: Roberts. J. (2014) Photography and Its Violations. New York Columbia University Press 
We may note also that this is abstraction – paradoxically – as a reification of materially 
originating abstractions; one palpably real consequence of which is, for instance, the symbolic 
excision of realms of experience that must be discursively suppressed in the maintenance of 
power. Such abstraction accompanies the excommunication from the symbolic archive of 
particular subject-identities – a precondition for atrocity, that most extreme form of social 
trauma, consideration of which will inform later examples in the thesis.  
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considered later, applied directly to manifestations of responses to the photographic 

archive. I characterise these ‘enunciations’ as evidence of the ur-subjective apprehension 

of the insufficiencies of the symbolic order.  In such practices, signals emanating from 

the discursively ‘given’ (‘photographic statements’) are ‘taken’ from discourses about the 

social experience of trauma, and stress-tested in the laboratories of counter-archival 

practice; as a means of producing fractures in discursive unity; fractures through which 

what is not represented may be apprehended, and become the catalyst for new 

discourses. 
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Chapter 2. Derrida’s Archive.   
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 

  
 

Part 1. The Archival Notion. 
 

 Archival Conflict 
 
 Our examination of the archival in Foucault focussed on an external epistemological 

operation. A model strained by its scrutiny under the light of subsequent theory – theory 

which lays emphasis on the critical potential of psychoanalysis, and the formulation of an 

idea of the subject which occurs within it. Derrida’s Archive Fever: A Freudian 

Impression, makes no reference to the Foucauldian Archive, but nonetheless it would be 

difficult to conceive of a situation in which Archive Fever was not, at some level, a 

psychoanalytically inspired address to Foucault’s theory of the archival written some 

twenty-seven years earlier.149   

It is also important to note that Archive Fever does not speak only of one 

archive. The ‘archival’ for Derrida is the interaction of a number of processes, the most 

significant of which is the action of the various manifestations of external archives, upon 

a notional archive of the psyche.  Derrida’s reflection upon the nature of the epistemic 

archive is, as the title of the book makes clear, saturated with psychoanalytical thought, 

and the key distinction between Foucault and Derrida’s archival conception, is the 

latter’s concern with this inter-relationship of external and ‘interior’ archives.   

																																																								
	 149  Such an address, from Derrida to Foucault, must be seen in the context of their mutual 

antipathy for one another’s thought. From Derrida’s accusation that the residual structuralism 
informing Foucault’s Histoire de la Folie risks a kind of conceptual “totalitarianism”, and 
Foucault’s suspicion of the whole enterprise of deconstruction as “the reduction of discursive 
practices to textual traces”. David Macey – in his biography of Foucault elaborates these schisms 
– which stem from opposing interpretations and applications of the Cartesian cogito. To some 
extent the structure of this thesis reflects this schism. The previous chapter establishes a 
structural, Foucauldian, idea of the archive, which is in subjected in this chapter to a Derridean 
deconstruction. Of course Derrida in turn breathes a Freudian perspective into the archival notion 
in his exploration of the fate of the subject of archival inscription. I try to amplify this with 
reference to conceptions of subjectivity that stem from Lacanian thought – conceptions which 
problematise the straightforward conceptions of inscription by external Archival forces. 

 See Macy. M.1993.The Lives Of Michel Foucault. Vintage. London. Pages 144-5 and 237-8 
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In his account of the status of the external archive, Derrida differentiates 

between two key terms, the arkhē and the archontic: and although there is a marked 

porosity between these terms, Derrida designates arkhē as an originary archive; a 

repository of embodied social memory which precedes – but is subsequently entangled 

with – an idea of the archive as the seat of law and commandment. This latter is the 

archontic archive, which administers the nomological function. It is where memory is 

systematised, infused with belief systems, and given the status of law. Derrida is, explicit 

about the impact of psychoanalysis on the description of the effects of this archontic 

archive: 
 no one has illuminated better than Freud what we have called the archontic principle of 

the archive, which in itself proposes not the originary arkhē but the nomological arkhē of 
the law, of institution, of domiciliation of filiation. No one has analysed, that is also to 
say deconstructed, the authority of the archontic archive better than he. 150   

 
    The significance of this distinction, is that it suggests an expropriation of a certain 

form of archival social memory by authority, a suggestion that in turn evokes a notional 

archive existing prior to this state, one not yet in the service of authority; an originary 

archive that has not yet become a mechanism to support the belief systems that underpin 

social order. Conversely Derrida’s distinction between the arkhē and the archontic 

archive also suggests, a potential for a directly democratic re-appropriation of the 

archive, in which the status of the archon is not always that of an alienated authority. The 

originary arkhē is not, in this account, predestined to become or remain the apparatus of 

symbolic authority, even though it exists, in the first instance as a means of symbolic 

transaction. : 
 

 The archontic is at best the takeover of the archive by the brothers. The equality and 
liberty of the brothers. A certain, still vivacious idea of democracy. 151     

      
The counter - Archival practices examined in this thesis are viewed in the light of this, as 

visual semiotic experiments towards this “takeover of the archive”. We should note here, 

however that whatever the nature of such a takeover, the extent to which it may be 

described in terms of a democratic epistemology, is dependent on its alignment with 

Derrida’s own emphasis on epistemic processes rather than ends. Opposed to archival 

closure is a continual “demand” – for the ongoing examination of every piece of 
																																																								
150  Derrida. J. 1995. Archive Fever: a Freudian Impression. University of Chicago Press. p 95) 
 
151  Ibid.   
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knowledge that has entered the archive. This is a model of knowledge as a disinterment 

from the tomb of the ‘known’ rather than an accumulated acquisition. It is knowledge as 

an act rather than conclusions formed after the event. This emphasis is a crucial 

component of Derrida’s epistemology, one which resists an archivisation of thought that 

assigns it for instance, to the ‘cannon’, where an idea becomes terminal; where its 

representational potential is frozen into a singular representation – ripe for appropriation 

by discourses that transform it into such singularity; where in short, it looses its 

revolutionary property because it is transformed from demand into ostensible knowledge.  

         Derrida’s notorious exhaustive interrogation of texts for instance, is a strategic 

animation of their archival fixity. We see this in his analysis of Marx, in his attempt to 

wrestle revolutionary thought away from its foreclosure towards the “permanent 

revolution” of a continual demand. 152 I align Derrida’s resistance to the self-

conceptualisation of power – power disguised as the source of knowledge – with the 

continual representational process characteristic of the counter-Archival, which resists 

the foreclosure of thought resulting from the operation of the archontic Archive.  

Derrida is therefore explicit that Archive Fever is not an attempt to form a canonical 

concept of the archive, but to problematise the concept, (indeed to problematise 

conceptualisation itself) and the role of the archive in the de-termination of thought: 

 
  To the rigour of the concept I am opposing here the vagueness of open imprecision, the 

 relative indetermination of such a notion. 153   
 

  Implicit in this opposition of concept and notion – which is characteristic of 

Derrida’s entire philosophical approach – is a wariness of the extent to which concepts 

may in themselves, be products and agents of the Archival operation in the service of 

power, in the wider field of representation and epistemology. One characteristic of the 

Archival, is its determination and consignment of thought to apparent precision, a state 
																																																								
152  This characteristic refusal of closure is considered in the light of Marx’s revolutionary 
politics in Specters of Marx where, citing Blanchot, Derrida refers to the necessity of evading 
conceptual closure within the text under scrutiny:  “… it can only be possible, it must even 
remain a can-be or maybe in order to remain a demand. Otherwise it would become presence 
again, that is substance, existence, essence, permanence, and not at all the excessive demand or 
urgency that Blanchot speaks of so correctly [justement]. The “permanent revolution” supposes 
the rupture of that which links permanence to substantial presence, and more generally to all 
onto-logy:”   
Derrida. J. 1994 Specters of Marx. London Routledge. p33 

 
153 Derrida. J. 1995. p 55  
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which archivally annexes all that is ostensibly imprecise, mutable and heterogeneous 

within the concept – in the drive to produce what Foucault would call “discursive 

unities.”    

  In what follows, I apply this epistemological point to representation, in the pursuit 

of a notion of representation which confronts the concept of the singular representation 

as a repository of truth; which confronts it with the notion of representation as perpetual 

catalysing signal.  

  Also implicit in Archive Fever is a notion of the concept as an enunciation from 

experience, torn between signal and symbol; where every concept is torn between the 

symbolic certainty and fixity required for it to be cognitively and communicatively 

useful, and the contrary demand for recognition of the experience it represents – 

experience that is suppressed – in order that the concept may function as symbolic 

communication. These two forces at work within any concept, are applied by Derrida to 

the archival: 
 I consider (this notion) to be the possibility and the very future of the concept, to be the 

very concept of the future, if there is such a thing and if, as I believe then the idea of the 
archive depends on it […] there are essential reasons for which a concept in the process 
of being formed always remains inadequate relative to what it ought to be, divided and 
disjointed between two forces.154   

 
 These two forces, which divide the concept, are also those around which the contrary 

representational operations of the Archival and the counter-Archival revolve. On the one 

hand the fixing imperative of the symbolic order, and on the other, the demand for the 

recovery of that, in human experience, which has been abstracted in the archival process 

of symbolic substitution.  If the concept is divided in this way, then may we also speak, 

as we apply these ideas to photography in subsequent chapters, of the photograph as 

being a similarly divided unit of representation, one that is always caught between a 

drive to transform it into a concept or a symbol, and the manifest call of its referent, 

which directs us towards its own phenomenal reality. A reality which counter-Archival 

strategies attempt to release from distantiating layers of concept. 

   Derrida’s notion of the archival is a reflection of the way in which the formation 

of concepts is problematised by psychoanalysis, which is always in search of the impulse 

behind the concept, including, for Derrida, the concept of the archive. This results in a 

																																																								
154  Ibid  p.29   
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‘cleaving’ of concepts, which in psychoanalytical thought, are always resistant to their 

own symbolic closure: 
 The thesis would first say this: all the Freudian theses are cleft, divided, contradictory, 

as are the concepts, beginning with that of the archive. Thus it is for every concept: 
always dislocating itself because it is never one with itself. It is the same with the thesis 
that posits and arranges the concepts, the history of concepts, their formation as much as 
their archivisation. 155   

   
 Impression and Trace 

     
The “Impression” of Derrida’s title, is a reminder of the idea of rémenance in the 

Archaeology of Knowledge, whereby statements excised from the archive leave a trace-

as-void in the network from which they are removed. In a similar effect of rémenance, all 

concepts, for Derrida, retain an impression of their origin in experience. In the process 

whereby experience is turned into symbol, the dead symbol bears a trace of its living 

referent. We will return to this in our consideration of the function of the death-drive 

within the archive later in this chapter, while noting again here, the psychoanalytically 

derived idea, that whatever is erased, suppressed or annihilated in the process of 

conceptualisation, symbolisation or archivisation, activates the desire for a compensatory 

representation. 156    

 Here again, the analogy between this and the photographic trace is clear. The 

photograph, before all conceptualisation, and prior to all symbolic transactions, is a trace 

of an event. The archival operation may transform this event into a symbolic unit that 

aligns, for instance with other authorised versions of events. Nonetheless, the referent 

(even before it becomes a referent) in its state as an event, persists as an indexical trace; 

as an event that is neither  symbol, concept or discursive function. The photograph is a 

trace of an event which, lacking these positive qualities, draws cognitive processes 

toward itself. The counter-Archival, as we will see, intensifies and prolongs such 

processes through the suspension of ideologically infused conceptual closure around 

these traces.                                                                                                                      

																																																								
155  Ibid  p.84 
  
156   With reference to that particular ‘archive’ which is the impression made upon knowledge by 
Freudian psychoanalytic thought, Derrida emphasises the archival persistence of the event, in this 
case the event of psychoanalysis itself :  “If one is under the impression that it is possible not to 
take this [Freudian Impression] into account, forgetting it, effacing it, crossing it out, or objecting 
to it, one has already confirmed, we could even say countersigned (thus archived) a “repression” 
or a “suppression”. Derrida. ibid p. 31 
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The alternation in thought, between conceptual fixity and the call of that which is 

abstracted by the process of conceptualisation, is what gives the effort of psychic 

orientation its feverish quality. This is at the root of Derrida’s notion of the archive as an 

ecstatic, alternation between the enshrinement and dissolution of its own stability. 157 A 

concept is in this sense an archival product, but the Derridean concept of the archive is 

resistant to conceptual reduction precisely because it registers its own cleft nature, and 

consequently illuminates and challenges the process of epistemic reduction. Derrida 

relates this epistemic instability to Freud’s thought: 
  each time the word unheimlich appears in Freud’s text […] one can localise an 

uncontrollable undecidability in the axiomatics, the epistemology, the logic, the order of 
the discourse and of the thetic or theoretic statements; and the same is true, in just as 
significant a way of Heidegger. 158 

 
 In this example, it is because the concept of the unheimlich attempts to encompass a 

phenomenon that is itself destabilising to logic, that the limits of the logic used to frame 

the concept become evident. It is this conceptual instability Derrida introduces to the 

concept of the archive. That is, into his conceptualisation of a figure which ought to 

suggest epistemic stability through the authorisation of knowledge, Derrida instead 

introduces as the archival characteristic, a feverish movement between symbolic fixing 

and conceptual instability. His notion of the archive is reliant upon this perpetual process 

– the oscillation between epistemic instability and the desire to order, control and fix the 

apprehension of experience.  
 
 Archival Truth: An Archive of Cries 
 
 This alternation between the symbolic registration of phenomena, and phenomena 

themselves, is for Derrida closely associated with an idea of  “material truth”. This truth 

is not however, a matter of ‘establishing’ facts, but of the perpetuation of the truth-

seeking act, an act of cognitive alternation between archivally enshrined ‘truth’ and the 

archivally transgressive interrogation of it. This epistemic process, through which 

Derrida defends the whole Freudian enterprise as “materially true”, is true precisely in 

the sense that it does not conclude, because it is an action – a continual process of truth-

																																																								
157	“Every archive…is at once institutive and conservative. Revolutionary and traditional.”  
ibid p 7  
		
158  ibid. p 46.  
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seeking. The Archival function, by contrast, is the authorisation of the corpus of 

information; the codification which arrests truth-seeking at the point where information 

aligns with the truth claims of representational authority.159    

   Here the implication of this archival function for social and political experience 

becomes clearer. The Archive, as we have suggested in the previous chapter, is the 

mechanism which appropriates and codifies the signals emanating from experience - 

signals which may, in the first instance, appear only as ‘cries’ or warnings from the 

imperilled body; warnings which can be muted by symbolic transformation. Were such 

cries of the imperilled body to enter circulatory systems in a properly transmissive way, 

they would have the potential to imperil in turn, the political order – the order 

administering the experience that causes the body to cry out.  

  Archival truth is not the recovery of frozen experiences or phenomena in order 

that they may be re-experienced in some way. Rather it is a truth-seeking cognitive and 

imaginary search, activated by the trace-impression left by things and events as they are 

transformed into symbols. It is attention to the source of the cry, to the bodily or psychic 

experience that produces it; and it is attention to the reasons for the Archival suppression 

of this cry. Truth for Derrida is the obverse of the fossilisation of experience into 

meaning, and his concept recalls Walter Benjamin’s axiom that: “Truth resists being 

projected into the realm of knowledge” 160   

  

																																																								
159  We may equate this archival processing of the facticity of events and experience – which 
aligns the representation of events with the desires of the archons of the Archive  – with the 
industrial processing of raw material into commodities. The industrial complex transforms raw 
materials into commodities which circulate within a global economy that in turn reproduces a 
social order dependent upon these commodities. A cycle of economic dependence depends upon 
the processing of ‘meaningless’ matter into forms dictated by symbolically produced desires. 
The Archive functions in an analogous way in relation to the facticity of events and phenomena. 
In the same way that matter is transformed into commodities, events are archivally transformed 
into symbolic products that support the social structure under whose auspices the archive 
functions.  
The ‘truth’ of human experience contained in the symbolic realm of the archive can of course, 
only be communicated by symbolic means. Such experience occurs within a symbolically formed 
social world, built upon a material base, a world that may, of course, only be conceived 
symbolically. The matrix of symbols and symbolically produced phenomena, exerts its effects 
and produces experience against that which is irreducible to the symbolic  – the materiality of the 
human organism encountering the materiality of the world. Albeit in a symbolically constructed 
situation, made up of symbolically inspired, yet nonetheless real objects, such as weapons.  

 
160  Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Trauerspiel. cited by Susan Sontag in Sontag. S. 
1996. Under the Sign of Saturn. London. Vintage. p. 130. 
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The Fossilised Trace. 
 

 If we accept Foucault’s theorisation, of discourse as a “trace”, then the fixing and 

preservation of discursive traces may be seen as characteristic of the archive; and as we 

have already seen, even excision leaves such a trace. Some of these preserved traces are 

sacralised to augment power, and become instrumental in the exercise of authority and 

law within the archaic archive that Derrida designates as arkhē. At the same time, 

suppressed, repressed and apparently forgotten traces remain present in the archive, but 

these traces, that have the potential to tell stories other than those authorised by power, 

may also be recovered from the archive. Derrida’s discussion of this recovery of the trace 

of experience in Archive Fever, is explicitly archaeological (though without reference to 

Foucault) in tone and methodology. It ‘excavates’ a text of Freud’s, which in turn uses 

Wilhelm Jensen’s 1902 novel Gradiva, (whose protagonist is an archaeologist) to 

provide an analogy for the recovery of buried unconscious desire.  

 In this constellation of archaeological analogies Derrida reminds us of another 

fictive scenario in which Freud conceives of the recovery of experience in memory as the 

excavation of “a stratified ruined site” in which the uncovered stones “speak” (“saxa 

loquuntur!”) 161  But as Eric Prenowitz – Derrida’s translator notes in his afterword, this 

recovery may only occur as a result of a concentrated conscious process, a “toil”, that 

incidentally shares some of the characteristics of Foucauldian archaeology, in the sense 

that the archival trace must still, of course be discursively interpreted: 

   
 So these stones, archives yielding “undreamed of information about the events of the 

remote past” can hardly be taken for pure arkhē: if the archaeological discoveries are 
“self explanatory” it is only insofar as they reflect a prodigious amount of archival toil, 
and not at all because the events they record could “talk” without archivisation. 162   
 

If archival material may only be recovered through an ‘archaeological’ activity, so the  

recovery of individual or social memory is not the act of snatching from the soil, in 

crystalline form, some externalised embodiment of the original experience, but a 

projection – activated by the encounter with traces in the mute substrate – of 

accumulated, embodied, experiential knowledge, a knowledge distilled so that it becomes 

																																																								
161  Ibid  p. 94  
   
162  Eric Prenowitz in Derrida. 1995 ibid p. 110   
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the basis of cognitive acts of the imaginary. These acts counterpose the archival 

impression with another – that is the impression, made upon the body and psyche – of 

lived experience. Here the empirical archive of experiential traces confronts the external 

archive of authority. The resulting feverish oscillation is a response to a lack 

apprehended within authorised symbolic plenitude – a lack that calls forth speech. As 

Prenowitz puts it “these stones are archives, and everyone knows that archives do not 

speak…only the living answer.” 163 

  If we dwell on this metaphor further, we can begin to envisage the impulse that 

underlies the counter-Archival act of witnessing. The “living” look to Derrida’s “stones”  

– stones which are freed through excavation from the archaeological matrix in which 

they have been compressed – for evidence of lived traces. If the matrix itself is the 

archive, and the relics that are unearthed from it are traces. Then until they are 

uncovered, the traces remain impressed in the matrixial field, buried (‘earthed’) and in 

stasis. As ‘unearthed’ traces they have the potential to charge the demand for 

confirmatory symbolisation of living experience. Traces evoke the very thing that is 

lacking from them – the thing that has ‘left’ traces.  

  This desire for the recovery of experience is the driver of any act of memory 

prompted by an encounter with any authorised memorial site, any arrangement of earth 

and stones; the ruinous monument or temple, the historical battlefield or the factory, 

mine or torture-chamber or prison turned museum. It is only when – in our encounter 

with authorised sites of memory, we demand more than they may symbolise, and where 

this demand exceeds the ‘given’ of symbolic authorisation, that we begin the search for 

the living events that took place there. Something has happened for instance, in the site 

of atrocity, and the traces left there may activate the imaginary search that exceeds the 

authorised representation provided to establish symbolic memory of it.   

 A photograph is such a repository of traces within a physical substrate. The 

photographic process mirrors the archaeological/discursive one. Impressions of living 

experience – are embedded in its surface; in the same way that traces of living 

experience, are encoded and contained within a discursive system. The key operation of 

the counter- Archival is the disruption of this ‘containing’ context in a 

recontextualisation that brings attention to the contingency of the fixing of meaning – 

photographic or otherwise. The dialectical duality of the of the archive becomes apparent 
																																																								
163 Ibid.   
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here; the repressive ‘containing’ function of the discursive matrix which authorises 

meaning, is also the very force that leads to preservation of traces in a potentially 

communicable form. In relation to the Archivisation of social trauma, these traces have, 

the potential to trigger desiring acts of speech and interpretation which seek out that 

which is lost in the processes of  authorised representation. The Archive protects that 

which it ought to destroy: evidence of experience that contradicts its own authorisations.     

 Where this process is seen in relation to the actual Archivisation of the memory 

of social trauma, then it is clear that what is preserved, for instance, in official and state- 

sanctioned archives, war memorials and ceremonial commemoration: is a symbolic 

account of trauma that serves the purpose of stemming it, and supplanting it with 

symbolic transactions that operate in the service of a social order that remains invested in 

it.  Invested, for instance, in trauma-production through warfare. But the Archive – 

whatever symbolic petrification of trauma may take place within it – remains a repository 

for traces of that trauma. Trauma is not preserved there, it is expunged; but its removal 

leaves a trace that catalyses cognitive efforts for its recovery.  

 The cognitive, imaginary activity of those exposed to these traces of trauma – 

exposed to the very phenomena that is missing – is a search for the lived experience of 

trauma. If this search is empathetic, then it is an empathy produced by the existence of 

traces of signals, from one imperilled, harmed or destroyed body, to another living 

‘attentive’ body of the receiver of the signal. At the organic level this is the distress 

signal, the cry of the imperilled to fellow beings, which, if it is received, produces 

empathetic affect.164 But as we have noted, the transmission of this signal must first 

break through the containing, contextual matrix of the archive. And for this to happen an 

activity must first take place, which re-orders the archive; and disrupt archival narratives. 

 

 

 

																																																								
164		I follow Jill Bennett’s description of empathy, derived as she notes from her engagement with ideas 
developed by Dominick LaCapra and Kaja Silverman. LaCapra proposes a:  “concept of empathetic 
unsettlement to describe the aesthetic experience of simultaneously feeling for another and becoming 
aware of a distinction between ones own perceptions and the experience of the other.” Silverman 
similarly conceives of empathy as “heteropathic identification”, a form of encounter predicated on an 
openness to a mode of existence or experience beyond what is know as the self.”  
See: Bennett, J. 2005. Empathic Vision: Affect, Trauma and Contemporary Art. California. 
Stanford University Press. pp. 8-9 
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Under Vesuvius 
 

  Among the “stratified” ruins in Freud’s allegories of unconscious traces – substrates 

which are excavated in turn by Derrida – we are returned to the preserved human ruins of 

Pompeii, under the shadow of Vesuvius, from where Derrida by chance finds himself 

writing the final pages of Archive Fever, and where Jensen’s fictional archaeologist 

Hanold encounters the spirit-trace of Gradiva, the figure of the walking woman he 

becomes obsessed after seeing a depiction in a bas-relief. The setting of the novel and the 

traces of human beings remaining there provide another analogy of the way in which the 

act of imaginary disinterment depends upon the existence of an archival substrate; the 

dead material from which lived experience may be recalled, and which we are equating 

here, with the symbolic order – an inorganic substrate which preserves traces of the 

experience it erases.   

  We may see a metaphor for this in the famous ‘corpses’ at Pompeii, which are, in 

fact wax-filled casts made from hollows in compacted ash that once were occupied by 

individuals who perished in the volcanic eruption, and whose corpses in turn, have 

perished over time. This semblance, this solidified trace could not exist without the strata 

of ash which buries, destroys and preserves traces of destruction.165 The ash substrate 

that kills, is also that which preserves evidence of suffering and death. The ash killed, 

and its depth protected the voids left by the dead, from erosion and decay. The figures 

visible today, made from these voids, embody a process which mirrors that of symbolic 

substitution, which creates a dead likeness of that which it supplants.   

  What we apprehend today of these once organic living entities, we do by virtue of 

an imaginary filling of a void – a ‘pouring’ of ‘envisaging’ into the place of the missing 

human.  The void is what remains after the excision of a person, who, although they may 

be rendered as symbolic and emblematic as the plaster cast of Gradiva, which decorates 

Freud’s study; they also bear traces of a living human particularity. We apprehend them 

as once living – and as once suffering death – only by virtue of an imaginary act upon a 

trace preserved in an archival substrate. For Derrida there is no living archival act 

																																																								
165		See: Ciro Nappo, Salvatore: Pompeii: Its Discovery and Preservation. At Website BBC 
History.	http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/romans/pompeii_rediscovery_01.shtml  . Accessed 
18/11/16. 
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without this dead substrate, which we will continue to align here with the symbolic order 

itself.   

The Matter of the Spectral Archive. 
 

 In his description of the archival substrate, Derrida repeatedly employs Freud’s own 

analogies of the preservation, recording and recovery of unconscious traces, which stress 

the physical palpability of the substrate upon which these indexical traces are imprinted. 

The essential materiality underlying each archival analogy, from the “mystic writing 

pad”, to the ash of Vesuvius, means that the archive is not conceived of without some 

physical manifestation defining its properties.166 The archival is distinguished from the 

symbolic by this manifest nature, an inscription on the physical surface of a document, a 

trace left amid stony ruins; the ruins themselves, a footprint in ash, and, we may add – in 

advance of our discussion in later chapters – the trace left by experience of social 

realities upon the body, and psyche printed in turn on the photographic substrate.  

  For Derrida archive, from the beginning is always integral to a physical, material 

substrate. In plotting the earliest, archaic etymological traces of the term he notes the 

alignment of symbolic law and its physical location in the archive: 

 
  Its only meaning comes to it from the Greek arkheion: initially a house, a domicile, an 

address, the residence of the superior magistrates, the archons, those who commanded. 
 
 The originary archive is represented in Archive Fever as the locus of command, which is 

a private house where official documents are held, but it also a place of consignation, and 

a filter. Only privileged authorised documents are consigned there, and this “power of 

consignation” is a key archival function:  
 By consignation we do not only mean, in the ordinary sense of the word, the act of 

assigning residence or entrusting so as to put into reserve (to consign, to deposit) in a 
place and on a substrate, but here the act of consigning through gathering together 
signs… Consignation aims to co-ordinate a single corpus, in a system or a synchrony in 
which all the elements articulate the unity of an ideal configuration. In an archive there 
should not be any absolute dissociation. Any heterogeneity or secret which could separate 
or partition, in an absolute manner. The archontic principle of the archive is also a 
principle of consignation, that is, of gathering together. 167   

   

																																																								
166		The “Mystic Writing Pad”. Is Freud’s famous analogy of the unconscious trace which is left 
behind after conscious memory of it has been erased. Freud, S. A Note Upon the Mystic Writing 
Pad. From General Psychological Theory, Chapter XIII.1925. Pdf at 
http://home.uchicago.edu/~awinter/mystic.pdf 	 at University of Chicago accessed 03.11.16 

 
167  Derrida 1995. p 4 
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 This “ideal configuration” is a significant feature of Derrida’s  archival notion. If we 

trace in this “ideal” the synchronous configuration of ideas into an ideological unity, then 

the idea of the Archive as an ideological mechanism – a mechanism which transforms the 

symbolic into ideology – becomes clearer. The role of the Archive in the relation 

between material existence and idea emerges here. If ancient social formations were 

formed around the transformation of that matter, then the conflict of interest around the 

nature of these social relationships is expressed in signals emanating from this experience 

– symbolic transactions. 

  The Archive then, as the locus and repository of signals and transactions as they 

become enshrined in law and custom, is not a neutral space apart from these conflicts. 

Rather it is a place and a mechanism, created by those dominant in the relationship, as a 

regulatory store-house of signals that legitimise their position of domination – through a 

process of unification and synchrony that produces an ostensible ideality.   

  Here, early in Derrida’s description of the origins of the archontic Archive of 

authority and command, we find echoes of the process described by Foucault for the 

production of discursive unities. The clearest correspondences between Derrida and 

Foucault come in these descriptions of the function of the external archive of authority. 

But Derrida is also concerned to establish a relation between the material and what he 

terms the “spectral” manifestations of this authority, first of all by stressing the 

significance of their physical location and their connection to embodied power:  
 

 The archons are first of all the documents guardians. They do not only ensure the physical 
security of what is deposited, and of the substrate. They are also awarded the hermeneutic 
right and competence. They have the power to interpret the archives. Entrusted to such 
archons, these documents in effect speak the law: they recall the law and call on or 
impose the law. To be guarded thus, in the jurisdiction of this speaking the law, they 
needed at once a guardian and a localization. Even in their guardianship or their 
hermeneutic tradition, the archives could do neither without substrate nor without 
residence. 168       

 
 It is worth dwelling on this relation between the materiality – the place of this archaic 

archive, and the ineffability of the law it houses, first of all in order to conceive of how 

jussive force is materialised in it.  The Archive as place, as locus, is a physical 

manifestation of the abstraction of material social relationships. It is the place for 

instance, where authority can be present, where it can point to itself and assert that it is 

																																																								
168  ibid p.2 
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‘real’. But this gesture has the quality of a double deception: when contingent social 

relations are enshrined in law, it is the very contingency of their emergence which is 

disguised. Law or regulatory codes abstract specific material social relations in a process 

that gives them the structural force of universal law. This law, which emerges as a means 

of preserving particular social relations is instated as inevitable, essential, natural and 

eternal  – by virtue of its abstraction and detachment from the specific circumstances in 

which social relations arise. When this law becomes manifest as material Archive, its 

appearance seems to prove that it is something other than a purely symbolic 

legitimisation of a political order.   

  The Archive, in this archontic sense is the concretion of specific social 

relationships, masquerading as universal law. This Archival masquerade disguises the 

fact that in Derrida’s view “there is no meta- archive”.169 That is there is no finite 

repository of law or knowledge, even though the archive as a metaphysical institution 

must, as we noted in the previous chapter, appear as such. All enunciations from the field 

of social experience which account for this experience, in ways for instance that 

problematise the tenets of the social order, must, as a function of the regulation of 

knowledge and memory,  be incorporated in the archive in a neutralised form – this is 

precisely the continuous archontic mechanism of the Archive. The physical archive – the 

archival substrate – is the localised materialisation and institution of general symbolic 

authority. This materialisation of a spectral force is characteristic of the fluctuation 

between material and symbolic realms in Derrida’s account of the archive. In Derrida’s 

description, as it lays down the conditions of law thought and action, the archive takes on 

a further Foucauldian aspect:  

 the structure of the archive is spectral – it is spectral a priori: neither present nor absent 
“in the flesh”, neither visible nor invisible, a trace always referring to another whose eyes 
can never be met , no more than those of Hamlet’s father, thanks to the possibility of a 
visor. 170 Also the spectral motif stages this dissembling fission from which the archontic 

																																																								
169  ibid p.67 

  
170 Lacanian analysis, with its alertness to the unconscious correspondences of language, would 

 perhaps seize upon the Foucauldian echoes of Derrida’s terminology here. The Foucault, whom, in The 
Archaeology of Knowledge desires to lose himself in the labyrinth of a discourse that evades the a priori, 
and “appear at last to eyes that I will never have to meet again”. Is Derrida himself encountering, in this 
discourse, the demands of a spectral, Foucault; the usurped father, the structures of whose “totalitarian” 
rule he has challenged.   
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principle and the concept of the archive, and the concept in general suffer, from the 
principle on.” 171   

 
  The Archive structures, in advance (a priori) material experience. It is manifest as 

institution, but is spectrally structured. The archive is a symbolic apparatus, which by 

virtue of the laws and codes it orchestrates, determines the physical nature of reality. It 

materialises the archontic aspect of all institutions, guaranteeing their authority by 

manifesting as history and tradition. The apparent realness of the Archive is the 

manifestation of a symbolic ghost. But this manifestation persuades us that the authority, 

which structures experience and inscribes symbolic code upon the psyche and body,   

corresponds to some eternal universal structuring principle; where in fact it is a by-

product of the pragmatics of power enshrined as natural order.   These symbolic, 

archontic processes can be aligned with Foucault’s theorization of the archive 

specifically, and disciplinary power generally.  

  Specifically, there is an echo of Foucault when Derrida equates this spectral 

archive with the a priori, as an abstract discursive force that pre-empts and sets the 

conditions for experience. Generally – and this will lead us beyond Foucault’s archival 

idea to another model of internalised authority – Derrida equates this a priori with a 

spectral manifestation, in an analogy with the appearance of the paternal ghost in Hamlet.  

This spectral half-perceived vision is for Derrida the personification of a command, of an 

injunction. What is manifested in the specter is an internalised symbolic law, a law given 

voice as ‘ghost’.172 The injunction to Hamlet emanates from a manifestation of paternal 

law; its voice is heard, its presence is ‘marked’, but it remains unseen; characteristics that 

evoke another all seeing, invisible, figure of symbolic authority. One which resides at the 

centre of Foucault’s most famous model of disciplinary control  – the internalised 

(imagined) presence of the surveying jailor of the panoptic prison, whose invisible gaze – 

presumed to be emanating from the core of the carceral structure – ensures a priori 

obedience.  Derrida elaborates on this a priori injunction in Specters of Marx: 
																																																								

 171  Ibid. p. 84-5   
 

172   In Lacanian terms this ghost is the externalised injunction of the “Name of the Father”- the 
internalised nomological voice of law and authority, which in psychoanalytical thought is 
paternalised. For Lacan, cited by Stavrakakis: “ It is in the name of the father that we must 
recognize the support of the symbolic function which, from the dawn of history, has identified his 
person with the figure of the law.” Or, as Stavrakakis describes it: “ a primary signifier which 
supports the whole matrix of signification”. See Stavrakakis. S. 1999 Lacan and the Political. 
Routledge. London. p.31 
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This spectral someone other looks at us, we feel ourselves being looked at by it, outside 
of any synchrony, even before and beyond any look on our part, according to an absolute 
anteriority (which may be on the order of a generation, of more than one generation and 
asymmetry, according to an absolutely unmasterable disproportion. Here anachrony 
makes the law. To feel ourselves seen by a look which it will always be impossible to 
cross, that is the visor effect on the basis of which we inherit from the law. Since we do 
not see the one who sees us and makes the law, who delivers the injunction […] since we 
do not see the one who orders “swear,” we cannot identify it in all certainty, we must fall 
back on its voice. The one who says “I am thy father’s spirit” can only be taken at his 
word” 173   

 
 The generational transmission of this injunctive look, suggests a relation to both 

Foucault’s discursive a priori, and the internalised panoptic gaze. It is a “look” that is 

Archivally maintained by, and which itself maintains, the order in which we dwell. A 

look which suggests a Medusa-like gaze, which petrifies individual will in accordance 

with the edict emanating from the archive of generational authority. This is the 

transmission from the external, archontic Archive, to the internal archive of the psyche; 

carried by both the voice which projects words as commands, and a gaze that emanates 

from an invisible source.  

   What gives the panoptic operation disciplinary efficacy, and palpability is not its 

appearance – its manifestation as a structure embodying power like, for instance a radial 

prison, but rather its dematerialisation; the acquisition of invisibility that allows it to 

become internalised. This dissembling “visor- effect” is also an essential feature of 

Archival inscription. Actual archives may ‘appear’ as external repositories, preserving 

social memory, even as such memory is constantly transformed by hidden archival 

operations, into forms that preserve only power relations. 

 Panoptic prisons and existing archives are each physical manifestations of this 

spectral force. If we follow the oscillating relation between material and spectral forces 

in Derrida’s analogy, we might see the physical, material panoptical prison, as the ghost 

of the gaze; the materialised specter of structural, disciplinary force. In the same way, the 

Archive, materialised in institutions is the manifestation of the invisible force that carries 

words of command, classification and order.  

 

																																																								
173  Derrida. J. 1994 Specters of Marx. London. Routledge. p 7 
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This actual Archive, in whatever form it appears, is the materialisation of the spectral 

logos. 174  

This analogy aligns with Marx’s own dialectical cycle of reification, in its movement 

between the spectral and the material. For Marx, ideological signals, which reflect the 

desires of the dominant class, are materialised and enshrined, in social relations and the 

material structures and phenomena of production. These structures in turn generate and 

multiply signals in a cycle of self-perpetuation that characterises the process of symbolic 

inscription under Capitalism. Real social relations generate material phenomena that, in 

turn, produce symbolic effects. These symbolic effects in turn, lay the ground for the 

interpolation of individuals into the social realities of capitalism.  

  In Derrida, ‘the spectral’ is an archival property that reifies force, but also 

potential liberation. This is elaborated in his ideas of the spectral developed more 

explicitly, around the same period in Specters of Marx.  Here, attention to the specter 

takes on an explicitly ethical dimension, when it is aligned to responsibility. That is, to a 

response to the archived trace of the experience and suffering of others.  As in Archive 

Fever, Derrida invokes the appearance of the ghost in Hamlet, an appearance which he 

emphasises is a call for justice as much as it is a command in ‘The Name of the Father’. 

Derrida relates this call – in a passage I will cite at length – in directly political terms, to 

the role of temporality and memory in the pursuit of social justice:  

 It is necessary to speak of the ghost, indeed to the ghost and with it, from the moment 
when no ethics, no politics, whether revolutionary of not, seems possible and thinkable 
and just that does not recognize in its principle the respect for those others who are no 
longer or for those others who are not yet there, presently living. No justice […] seems 
possible or thinkable without the principle of some responsibility, beyond all living 
present, within that which disjoins the living present, before the ghosts of those who are 
not yet born or who are already dead, be they victims of wars, political or other kinds of 
violence, nationalist, racist colonialist, sexist, or other kinds of exterminations, victims of 
the oppressions of capitalist imperialism or any other forms of totalitarianism. Without 
this non-contempraneity with itself of the living present, without that which secretly 
unhinges it, without this responsibility and this respect for justice concerning those who 
are not there, of those who are not yet present and living, what sense would there be to 
ask the question “where?” “where tomorrow?” “whither?” 175   

																																																								
174  For instance, media – as a form of knowledge production – is Archival in this sense. It 
manifests, as institution, symbolic law is internalised by proprietors, editors and workers, who in 
turn externalise and manifest this law as cultural product. These cultural products in turn 
contribute to an accumulating archive of ostensible knowledge, which is in turn internalised. 
The extent of Archivisation involved in this is process may be measured by the degree of 
correspondence to symbolic orthodoxy, (against lived experience) of the media product.  

   
 175  Derrida 1994  p xix 
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 The ethical dimension of this vision from the past, arises as a result of its simultaneous 

projection into the future. The ethical implications of this model of memory depend on 

the extent to which the response they solicit, to events of the past, is conditioned by the 

suffering (the trauma) of others. Their haunting of the present, is a spectral memory of 

harm upon the material body, and all ethical thought of the future is dependent on 

attention – in the present – to the voice of these non-present “others”. Derrida’s reflection 

on the ethics of memory here is a reminder that the archontic Archive is host to other 

kinds of spectral subjects, who haunt it with subversive force. Voices of victims for 

instance, are not preserved in any straightforward way in a notional, idealised counter-

Archive, there is no existing repository for the transaction of justice where the voices of 

the dead may reach us reach us without the neutralising mediation for instance, of the 

power that killed them. There is no counter-Archive, only counter-Archival acts against 

the Archive.   

  This relation, between the Archive and the counter-Archival is analogous to the 

relation between symbolic order and unsymbolised experience in the transmission of 

trauma. The voice from the past of the harmed body may reach us as a pre-linguistic cry, 

evoking a primal empathy or alert, only because it is preserved within an archival 

(symbolic) substrate. But this substrate is always open to infestation by a power that 

contextualises it within its own alibi. If it is to become the basis of thought and praxis of 

justice the ‘cry’ must be re-contextualized in a way that prevents its concretion into 

forms that may be allied with the symbolic closures of power. Such counter-Archival 

contextualisation releases the ‘cry’ from the grip of the symbolic justification of the 

events that led to it.  

  Derrida’s archival notion suggests a memory as persistent as matter. It may be 

destroyed in its contingent temporary form, but always has the potential to rematerialise, 

borne by physical or psychic traces, in some other form elsewhere, at some future 

time.176 Where future justice, and the future itself is concerned, the dialectic between 

spectral figures of archontic authority and victim, may be thought of as symbolic 

																																																								
176  It is notable that in many examples of visual counter-Archival practice, the work is, or is part 
of an oeuvre, that enacts a direct, real intervention into everyday experience as part of its 
strategy. For instance the work of Theresa Margolles. Walid Raad, and Thomas Hirschhorn has 
manifested in direct relation to situations of social conflict so that the archival enclosure of the 
gallery space is perturbed, by works which address events occurring in sites of urban conflict 
beyond it.      
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warfare, as a war within the Archives in which acts of imagining otherwise, take on the 

character of real interventions.  

  The connection between these various amalgams of material and spectral, the 

photographic realm, and contexts of photographic archivisation, is clear. The photograph 

of a harmed or destroyed human being for instance, however apparently virtual it may be, 

always has its origin in a material event. It is always an impression, an effect of light 

upon a material substrate. Emanating from this, activated by the look of the viewer, is an 

anachronic, temporally disjointed signal from the dead.177  The photograph of a victim 

freezes their harm as an injunction to attend to it. It holds the victim’s trauma in a kind of 

cryogenic suspension which awaits the epistemic technics that allow it to be released and 

acquire a discursive agency that can virally infect the discourses of power.   

  The trauma photograph is, for this reason suspended in a contextualising  

substrate – in the same way that radioactive material may be preserved in layers of  

protective material. This mediation is Archival. The Archive ‘decommissions’ the trauma 

– signal. It buries it, not in order to preserve it for posterity, but to remove it from the 

world so that it’s signalling potential will deteriorate to the point where it no longer 

presents the threat of discursive contamination. 178  

  

																																																								
 
177  The correspondence between the photographic image of an individual and ‘death’ is a notion 
that lies at the centre of much photographic practice, notably that of Christian Boltanski, who 
frequently remarks on the fact that the photographic freezes a likeness so that subsequent changes 
in the lives of photographed people represent a change their identity; consequently such a 
photograph is always a photograph of a dead person.  See for instance: Gumpert, L. 1994. 
Christian Boltanski. Paris. Flammarion. pp 80-83 

 
178 Sometimes the Archivisation of the signal is direct, immediate and obvious. At the time of 
writing the traumatic signals emanating form the annihilation of a United Nations relief convoy 
in Syria by Russian aircraft, are undergoing the archival mediating controlled by the Russian 
military which wavers between denial and ignorance. By the time of reading, the signals will no 
doubt have lost their atrocious potency, and they may safely enter state discourse accompanied 
by an official apology or some other means of discursively neutralising the event. The signals 
themselves form part of a mediated stream of information, a stream of accumulating self-
cancelling atrocity reports from a war zone, a chaotic mediation which is itself a scrambled form 
of Archivisation – the consignment of atrocity to oblivion by a frenzied accumulation of 
information. The counter- Archival process in response to this would entail a return to the event 
in the future, to rake through ashes, recover symbolic traces of the dead which have been 
compacted by archival mass-mediation, and present them beyond the reach of this neutralising 
flow of data. At other times trauma-signals, such as those archived by the Turkish state about the 
Armenian genocide, which are discussed later, may be consigned to secret state archives 
indefinitely.  
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 Persistence, Trace and Artifacts   

 Archives established precisely as a means of authoritarian control, as a by-product of 

genocidal processes, can be mined after the event, in the name justice.179 This is the case 

even in historical situations where scrupulous attention is paid to the destruction of the 

incriminating archive, the physical traces of atrocity, and the annihilation of witnesses. In 

the destruction of the trace, the trace of destruction remains.   

  The gap in the archive, the redaction, the digital trace of the deleted file, the 

corpses removed from mass graves and incinerated, the image of the disappeared in the 

memory of their families; all are traces which have the potential to become the subject of 

transactions between attentive witnesses, as latent signals from which, a counter-memory 

of atrocity may be developed. 180  

  The trace-bearing materiality of the artefact carries the potential to resist the 

archontic imposition of meaning upon it. But for resistance to occur the artifact has to be 

freed from the discursive, matrix in which it is locked. The artefact as signifier remains 

mute, until it is subjected to the contested speech of signification. In the midst of this the 

mute ‘thing’ always remains – resistant to the conflict of signification. But it is this 

material status of the artefact, its trace-bearing potential, the material fact of its 

phenomenal presence during an event, that means the experience it bears witness to can 

be returned to again and again in the search for evidence that corresponds with our 

embodied experience against the imposition of a hegemonic account that denies it. While 

the object, (the artefact, the thing, the photograph) with its trace-bearing substrate 

remains, or while the traces left by its removal from the world remain; then there also 

remains the possibility for the recovery of what Derrida describes as the material truth; 

																																																								
179  For instance, During the genocidal campaign of the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia the 
scrupulous archival documentation of prisoners immediately after their arrest and just prior to 
their execution in the S21 prison, has become the basis for the foundation of a new archive .  
See http://www.killingfieldsmuseum.com	And, famously, much of the evidence used in the 
Nuremberg Trials was based on the establishment of a legal archive drawn together from those 
Nazi documents – administrative and bureaucratic – which survived after the war - documents 
which have since been duplicated and disseminated to archives internationally. In the perverse 
application of bureaucratic logic and the rationalisation of social psychosis evident in such 
archival protocols, the perpetrators signal by these acts of Archivisation, their impunity to any 
other ethic than the one they enforce. They signal their own subjective Archivisation 	
 
180 As an example of the persistence of the trace of destruction – we might recall the Nazis 
failure to destroy evidence of annihilation by exhuming and burning corpses that had already 
been buried in mass graves at Treblinka. See Webb, C. 2014 The Treblinka Death Camp: 
History, Biographies, Remembrance. Stuttgart Ibidem Press  p. 78   
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the search among material traces for that which corresponds to our embodied experience 

of the world beyond authorised symbolic accounts.     

 This propensity of the of the artefact to mean, and to change its meaning when 

illuminated by symbolic projections should not, lead us to conclude that the artefact as 

referent is some kind of arbitrary variable which transforms under the gaze of whoever 

apprehends it, and that referentiality is itself a myth. It is actually the resistance offered  

to symbolisation by the artefact-as-thing; by its mute materiality, that prevents this.  

The remanence of the object, its capacity to be the object of shifting symbolic accounts 

and interpretations, is also the very property that offers resistance to hegemonic accounts 

of reality. The mute presence of an artefact and the fact that it possesses a residual 

thingness,  is the catalyst for the operation of material truth-seeking that arises when its 

signification is contested. When it is animated by truth- seeking acts, based on 

experience of reality, informed by the ethic of responsibility outlined by Derrida above. 

  Georges Didi- Huberman, in his discussion of Derrida’s archival idea, elaborates 

on this idea of the encounter with the archival artefact. In a rejoinder with the work of 

Arlette Farge, he describes the resistance of the artefact to the attribution of singular 

meaning: 
 You only have to visit a documentation depository once to understand that an archive 

does not give memory that fixed meaning, that set-image... It is always-tirelessly – a 
“history under construction whose outcome is never entirely perceptible.” Why is that? 
Because each discovery emerges from it like a breach in the history conceived, a 
provisionally indescribable singularity that the researcher will attempt to weave into the 
fabric of everything he or she already knows, in order to produce, if possible, a rethought 
history of the event in question “the archive breaks ready made images.181  

 
 In the light of the fact that Didi-Huberman and Arlette Farge are describing the action of 

the researcher in the archive, it is perhaps more accurate to claim that it is this activity 

within the archive, that binds together the traces of lived experience borne by the 

artefacts housed there, and the embodied experience of the researcher. It is the way the 

trace of experience embodied by the artefact activates the imaginary search of the 

researcher, whose truth-seeking activity emerges from a cross- referencing of the 

imagined experience of the other with the embodied memory of their own experience. It 

is only this concatenation of experiential events that “breaks” the symbolic fixity of the 

archival image.  

																																																								
181 Arlette Farge, cited in Didi-Huberman, G. (2012) Images In Spite of All. University of 
Chicago Press. p. 98 
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  The photograph is an artefact in this exact sense.  Only when the photograph is 

regarded as mere signifier, as a mere statement, or as mere discursive currency can it be 

archived in a way that enables it to correspond to a particular regime of signification. The 

Archivisation of the photograph, as we will see, is exactly this process; the attempt to 

bury the signifying potential of the material facts of the image under a thickening layer of 

pre-coded signifiers; a symbolic operation which forms a death-mask over the experience 

impressed upon the photographic material, resulting in the insistent repetition of the same 

code: the endless captioning of the trace of experience held in the substrate of the 

photograph, by a directive of how it ought to be perceived.    

      In the same way that an image cannot be fixed – tethered to one meaning 

attributed to it by a particular representational order – neither can it really die. The 

signifying potential of an image accrues even when the image is erased; the redacted, 

censored image signifies, if nothing else, the exasperation and fear of an archontic 

regime; the burned, or otherwise destroyed image or artefact becomes an index of the 

vulnerability of power. Each time a signifying regime destroys an image, its own 

susceptibility to  destruction becomes more visible.   

  The image cannot in itself be a bearer of the truth of that which it represents. But 

the very fact that some images are destroyed or cast into archival oblivion, signifies, by 

the same token, that something must have been present in the image that was impervious 

to its reduction to a dominant logos, and which offered potential for the communication 

of this unregulatable trace. The material properties of the photograph, coupled with its 

reproductive potential, ensure that the photograph cannot become the corpse of 

signification, even though it can be a measure of the need of a particular representational 

order to kill its signifying potential. The photograph cannot act as a mercenary symbolic 

variable, because it always contains this inassimilable, element which the counter-

Archival strategies we will examine in later chapters aims to expose. The murder of the 

signalling potential of the image can only be attempted. It may be enslaved to a 

linguistic, discursive regimen, but even here it will carry subversive potential. The 

attempt to empty it of signification, cleave it from referentiality, or encapsulate it in 

authorised signification, will always point back to the symbolic processes which attempt 

to neutralise it. From the ash of every incinerated representation, the memory of fire 

emerges. Knowledge of a burned image can evoke a collective imagining of what was 

burned, and illuminate the motives of those who burned it. The sealed Archive preserves 
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state secrets, but in doing so it illuminates a void in the social symbolic that attracts and 

activates a desiring search bearing the potential to expose them.  

 

 It is this very mute, symbolically “lacking” property of the archive, the artefact or the 

representation which allows it to ‘speak’. 182  

 For example: Armenian artist Hrair Sarkissian’s istory project (2010)  reveals the 

dialectic between experience and the sealed archival document. The works in istory are 

photographs of Istanbul archives relating to the Armenian genocide of 1914-18. 

Specifically the experience of his grandparents who were forced to flee Eastern Anatollia 

in 1915. Sarkissian conducted research into these events, research strictly limited by the 

denial of archival access to records relating to them. This very limitation and denial, 

along with the photographic representation of the archives becomes the subject of the 

work. The work exemplifies an “archival impulse”, to represent. And as viewers 

dwelling on Sarkissian’s ostensibly mute photographs of prohibited archival information, 

we are simultaneously made aware, through the contextualizing strategies of Sarkissian, 

of the existence of the layers of experience to which we are denied access. The 

photographs are an injunction to acts of imaginary signification toward that which they 

cannot access; the event lies irrevocably beyond their experiential reach, but social 

memory of it persists. 183  The evidence, locked in the archive relates to the experience of 

victims of genocide, but Sarkissian’s photographs foreground the experience of archival 

denial.184 We become contemporary witnesses of the denial of access to the archive, and 

																																																								
182 In this the process of archivisation mirrors that of symbolisation itself as described in the 
Lacanian theory of identity formation described, for instance by Yannis Stavrakakis, who when 
describing the emergence of the subject claims: “the failure of its own symbolic self-
representation is the condition of possibility or the emergence of the subject of the signifier, for 
representation in general” The catalyst for the desire for completion, (identification) at the root of 
representation is the basis of truth-seeking acts. See: Stavrakakis. Y. 1999 Lacan and the 
Political. Routledge. London.  P. 29  

 
183 Sarkassian’s work is a representational act in a war over memory, It confronts for instance, 
Hitler’s certainty that the mass extermination of races, would be forgotten in a world where 
memory is controlled by the victors		 “Who, after all, speaks to-day of the annihilation of the 
Armenians?”  See:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hitler%27s_Obersalzberg_Speech#The_Armenian_quote 
Sarkassian counters such a drive to oblivion with cultural signals. Hitler’s anarchival insistence 
on the possibility of the annihilation of memory shows the urgency of Derrida’s ethical idea of 
responsibility referred to earlier.      
     

	 184	See Hrair Sarkissian’s website http://hrairsarkissian.com/work/istory/ 
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in a reminder of Derrida’s equation of democracy with access to the archive, we are 

subjected, as viewers, to a very direct experience of political control.  

 
 
Hrair Sarkissian. From istory. 2010  
 

 The denial of access to the records of genocide is the incitement for a self- 

representational activity which involves imagining what evidence of atrocity may be 

interred in the archives, while simultaneously being exposed, as a viewer, to the barrier- 

image of an Archival regime controlling knowledge of atrocity. 185  While Sarkissian’s 

																																																								
	185	Neil Cummings has queried the way notions of passive spectatorship are supported by the 
term “viewer”: “It's the opposite of knowing or doing, it’s a state without any power of 
intervention. No agency. Being a spectator means being passive, and it had dominated education, 
even creative education, and exhibitionary practice, for much of our recent history.” In this case – 
particularly with regard to the psychic action in the face of that which we cannot see and the 
embodied affect demanded by the forms of experience we consider later, the term “user”, as 
employed by T.J. Clarke may be seen as a provisional corrective.	But where Griselda Pollock 
considers the ethics of responsiveness involved in seeing representations the suffering of others, 
she uses the term “witness”. See Cummings. N. More Things Can Happen at: 
http://www.neilcummings.com/content/more-things-can-happen-0  	
– and Clark, TJ. Picasso and Tragedy. In London Review of Books. 17 August 2017. p. 33. 
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work represents a real archive, it also enacts Derrida’s notion of archive fever – which 

begins with the condition of lack and loss, and drives the   desire to recover what is not 

given; what is Archivally repressed, surpressed or excised: 

 It is to burn with a passion. It is never to rest interminably, from searching for the archive 
right where it slips away. It is to run after the archive, even if there’s too much of it, right 
where something in it anarchives itself. It is to have a compulsive, repetitive and nostalgic 
desire for the archive, an irrepressible desire to return to the origin, a homesickness, a 
nostalgia for the return to the most archaic place of absolute commencement. No desire, 
no passion, no drive, no compulsion, indeed no repetition, no “mal-de” can arise for a 
person who is not already, in one way or another, en mal d’archive.186 

 
 Archive fever is in this sense, the yearning to restore to consciousness and memory, 

experience that has been archivally ‘contained’. It is activated by the desire to recall 

being, and to negate the absence or lack of being in the symbolic. It is a negation of the 

archive, not just as a real institution, but also, I would argue – as a mechanism of the 

symbolic order. Archive fever  is an oscillation between destruction and institution, it is 

the simultaneous impulse to negate the archive (as institutionalised, internalised 

symbolic), and to mine it, as a repository of the traces of being. Archive fever pursues a 

lack instituted by the deathly supplanting of experience that is the process of 

symbolisation, to which we will return presently.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																																																																																																																																					
	

186		Derrida 1995. p  91 
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Part 2. The Subject Disturbs the Archive 
 

 The Subject of Archivisation. 
 

 The Archive itself prompts feverish counter-Archival acts of transcendence, and these 

acts strain the coercive logic enshrined by the archive.  One such counter-archival act is 

Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi’s Freud’s Moses: Judaism Terminable and Interminable, - the 

trigger for Derrida’s own archival excavation in Archive Fever. Derrida describes the 

final chapter of Yerushalmi’s book, which explores the relationship between 

psychoanalysis and Judaism. A chapter which, in Derrida’s view, makes a remarkable 

break from the conventions of history and scholarship to which Yerushalmi has adhered 

up to this point. Yerushalmi stages a fictive interrogation of Freud ,by way of “a sort of 

open letter”. With Yerushalmi directly addressing Freud as an interlocutor. We may see 

in Yerushalemi’s strategy a correspondence with the discursive “suspension” described 

by Foucault. Derrida describes this sudden shift in Yerushalmi’s approach: 
 Up to this point, in any case up to the opening of this fictive monologue, Yerushalmi had 

measured his discourse- for the bulk of what, in theory, was shown and demonstrated – 
on the classical norms of knowledge or scholarship, and of epistemology which dominate 
in every scientific community: here the objectivity of the historian, of the archivist, of the 
sociologist, of the philologist, the reference to stable themes and concepts, the relative 
exteriority in relation to the object, particularly in relation to an archive determined as 
already given, in the past or in any case only incomplete, determinable and thus 
terminable as future present, domination of the constative over the performative etc. 187 

 
 What is enacted here, according to Derrida is the auto-disruption of Yerushalmi’s own 

internalised archival epistemology – a disruption of the discursive stability of his own 

scholarship, and his own archontic position. Yerushalmi concludes his analysis of Freud, 

by revealing his own subject-position in the account: that is  – he no longer “presents 

himself as a historian who claims to hold himself deliberately exterior to his object” 188   

This sudden self- reflexive act illuminates and problematises the very methodology he 

has used up to this point. Yerushalmi exposes the agency of an archival subject, within 

his ostensibly objective construction, suspends epistemic/academic norms in order to 

																																																								
187   Ibid p  51  
  
188   Ibid. , p 53 
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appear as a quasi-fictive presence, within his own discourse.  Derrida describes the 

implication of this suspension: 
 In a stroke he suspends all the axiomatic assurances, norms and rules which had served 

him until now in organising the scientific work, notably historiographic criticism and in 
particular its relationship to the known and unknown archive. The very order of 
knowledge, at least of classical knowledge is suspended. At issue here is another concept 
of the future, to which we will return. 189   

 
This shaking of the epistemic order heralds a “concept of the future”; A glimmer of 

future thought in which the exposure of the framework upon which thought depends, 

provides the scaffolding for imaginary flight – flight which enables the thinker to obtain 

perceptual distance from the formation of their own knowledge, and in so doing envisage 

thought which is not “given”. The contingent archival strictures, which pre-determine 

what might be thought, become visible as strictures emanating from positions of power in 

the archival enshrinement of social practices. 

  Derrida’s account of Yerushalmi’s “suspension” of his own archontic position of 

authority, at once reveals the operation of the subjective in archival law and regulation, 

and opens the way for a concept of the archive where subject/object positions become 

unstable. It concerns both the inscription of the archive upon the subject, and the archive 

itself as a subjectively constituted authority. 190 When a historian such as Yerushalmi 

ceases to hold himself “exterior to the object” the act illuminates the presence of the 

human in the archive, and also the potential for human agency in its transformation. 191   

 Derrida equates this appearance of the human within the archive, with the archivally 

disruptive effect of psychoanalysis, one which refutes the possibility of the objective 

subject, and pre-supposes unconscious drives behind the unfolding of history. 192 For 

Derrida, Psychoanalysis:   
  claims to transform the very status of the historian’s object, the structure of the archive, 

the concept of “historical truth”, indeed of science in general, the methods of deciphering 

																																																								
189  Derrida 1995. p 52 
 
190  An Archive whose structure and codes, as we have noted in our analysis of The Archaeology of 
Knowledge  are a product of the desires and drives of powerful subjects, that is of the class overseeing 
knowledge production. 
  
191 Derrida 1995. p. 69  
   
192 “Nothing is more troubled and troubling today than the concept archived in this word “archive”. 
What is more probable, on the one hand, and more clear, is that psychoanalysis is not without 
responsibility in this trouble.” Derrida 1995. p 101   
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the archive, the implication of their subject in the space he claims to objectivise, and 
notably the topology of all the internal/external partitions that structure the subject and 
make of him a place for archives in relation to which no objectivization is pure…nor is 
truth rigorously possible, which is to say complete and terminable.” 193 

  
 He evokes a state of unstable porous exchange between the archive and the subject, who  

 is archivised from the outside by the archive, and whose desires and drives are 

externalised within the archive.  A subject is implied by this, who amid this continual 

process of exchange, is also never “complete and terminable” in relation to their identity; 

a subject whose consciousness of their own archival determination is also the measure of 

a potential to evade it. This is a form of subjectivity conscious of its own operation in the 

archive, and the operation of the archive within them - as a form of inscription. This is 

the full significance of Derrida’s famous assertion on the relationship between the 

archive and democracy: 

 There is no political power without control of the archive, if not of memory. Effective 
democratization can always be measured by this essential criterion: the participation in 
and the access to the archive, its constitution and interpretation.” 194   

 
 Democratic access to the archive in this sense cannot simply mean an increased control 

over the way knowledge is authorised, but also increased knowledge of the extent to 

which one is archivally constituted as a subject. Knowledge, of one’s archival subjection, 

is a precondition for autonomy.  

 

The Subject Beyond the Archive   
 
Derrida, referring specifically to the question of Judaism as social memory beyond its 

archival enshrinement, suggests a form of memory that is independent of the archontic 

Archive. In his elaboration of this idea, Derrida begins with Yerushalmi’s distinction 

between “Judaism” and “Jewishness” : 

 Yerushalmi clearly marks that if Judaism is terminable, Jewishness is interminable. It can 
survive as a heritage, which is to say, in a sense, not without archive, even if this archive 
should remain without substrate and without actuality. 195 

 
 Derrida evokes another type of archive here, a notional archive beyond heritage in the 

traditional sense; a heritage which is preserved in an archive without substrate, that is, in 
																																																								
193 Ibid. , p.54 
 

 194  Ibid. , p.4    
 

195  Ibid. , p.72 
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a spectral, immaterial archive that is independent of symbolic codification, in this case, 

independent of theology. The controversial suggestion here is that something of a 

specific Jewish experience may be preserved without the symbolic support of Judaism. 

The implications of this for a wider notion of the archive are profound, and raise further 

questions about the survival of memory. How may a “heritage” persist among a 

community of people beyond the authorised symbolic transactions that create their 

cultural identity? 

  To explore this we will to return to our figure of the ur-subject; before any form 

identity or identification arises, the ur-subject exists and remains, as a sensate 

experiencing entity; as a bodily and psychic index of the impressions made upon it by 

reality.196  Before ‘it’ acquires any form of identity (including the identity that enables its 

designation by a gendered pronoun) it is a body registering, for better and worse, the 

action of the world – including the ideologically constructed world – upon it.  

 
An Archive of Embodied Trauma  
 
The body bears traces of experience, it psychically registers physical experience. In the 

case we are considering the experience that occurs as a consequence of the human 

individual’s perceived and designated Jewishness, but which, at the level of the body, at 

the level of the ur-subject, beyond identity and identification – is also independent of this 

designation.  But this is not the archive that Derrida points to. Rather, he points us to an 

archive without substrate (without even bodily substrate), which, has no physical 

“actuality” in itself, yet which must arise out of common transactions of the experiences 

of the body. A body which exists in, and can only be conceived of via, the particular 

cultural and ideological matrices it is exposed to – matrices that determine the nature of 

its experience. The archive Derrida alludes to arises from the collective transaction of 

this experience of the body. It is a meta-physical archive that arises directly at the level 

of the physical. It is the archive of a people that identify as Jews, and who are persecuted 

																																																								
196  In his account of the symbolic formation of subjectivity in the Mirror Stage, Yannis 
Stavrakakis describes this pre-symbolic, pre-subjective human as “an inchoate collection of 
desires”  
See Stavrakakis Y. 1999. Lacan and the Political. London. Routledge. p18 
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in extremis for this identification, but it is an archive distinct from the archive of 

Judaism.197   

 

 
 
 

 It is an archive of internalised trauma; a repository of individual embodied experience 

which generates transactions that have the potential to create commonality, while 

evading the separations of identity. 

 Judith Butler proposes a similar commonality that is based – not on norms of 

individuated or collective identity – but on the bodily vulnerability and precarity of 

human beings. She equates the operation of identity-designation with a “framing” that 

determines our capacity to identify and identify with others. The failure to identify in 

such a way, marks for Butler, the beginning of a process of symbolic ‘othering’, that lies 
																																																								
197	The photograph above shows a Jewish man in Lodz. Poland, probably from 1939 being shorn 
of his beard by a German Soldier. Here cultural, religious identification is confronted with a 
violent symbolic act of desecration, the desecration of an embodied cultural marker.   

 I am grateful to historian Chris Webb for access to, and permission to use this photograph from 
his extensive archive of photographs from the Holocaust. Some of these appear on The Holocaust 
Research Project Website  http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/images/index.html  and 
others, such as the one used here, formed the basis of the exhibition Normalising Holocaust, at 
the Pheonix Gallery Teesside University, Middlesbrough, which I curated in January 2016.       
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at the root of further social conflict, and intensifies the suffering of those who are 

excluded from the frame of those designated via this process, as fully human – those 

whose lives are not thereby apprehended as “grievable”: 

 The “frames” that work to differentiate the lives we can apprehend from those we cannot 
[…] not only organize visual experience but also generate specific ontologies of the 
subject. Subjects are constituted through norms which, in their reiteration, produce and 
shift the terms through which subjects are recognized. These normative conditions for the 
production of the subject produce an historically contingent ontology, such that our very 
capacity to discern and name the “being” of the subject is dependent on norms that 
facilitate a recognition.” 198    

 
 This “framing” aligns with our concept of the Archive in that it is instrumental in giving 

the appearance of natural law to what are in fact transient, ideologically operational 

designations. But where this contingency reveals the artifice of the “framing’ 

designation, it also reveals the instability of the notion of identity itself. Butler, like 

Derrida, also invokes the specter, in this case to describe the figure who emerges beyond 

the operation of this archival identity-framing: 
 When those frames that govern the relative and differential recognisability of life come 

apart – as part of the very mechanism of their circulation – it becomes possible to 
apprehend something about what or who is living but has not been generally “recognized” 
as a life. What is this specter that gnaws at the norms of recognition, an intensified figure 
vacillating as its inside and its outside. As inside it must be expelled to purify the norm; 
as outside, it threatens to undo the boundaries that limn the self. In either case, it figures 
the collapsibility of the norm; in other words, it is a sign that the norm functions precisely 
by way of managing the prospect of its undoing, an undoing that inheres in its doings.” 
199  

  If we apply this, to Derrida and Yerushalmi’s consideration of “Jewishness”: then we 

see that the imaginary figure of the Jew haunting for instance, anti-Semitic paranoia, 

menaces the ontology of the non-Jew, precisely by their designation as impossible to 

assimilate. In this sense the spectral “Jew” exists only as a means of reinforcing the 

imaginary substantiality, the ontological consistency of the non-Jew. This spectral 

subject beyond identity “who is living but has not been ‘recognized’ as a life” becomes, 

for Butler the basis of a politics beyond identity politics, where the basis of an 

oppositional collectivity is a shared experience of imperilment and vulnerability that we 

also see in the immaterial transactions of Derrida’s conception of an archive “without 

substrate”.   

																																																								
  

 198 Butler, J. 2009. Frames of War. When is Life Grievable. London. Verso. p 5 
 
199  Ibid. , p. 12 
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Part 3. Death Drive and Anarchive 

 
The Demand Of Archive Fever 

 
 Archive Fever is the exploration of a whole complex of processes whereby distinct 

archival features - if not distinct archives - interact. Derrida is exploring the interaction of 

the unconscious archive with the social archive of memory, and the symbolic, archival 

regulation of this process.  

  The psychoanalytically theorised archive of the psyche, which preserves traces of 

experience that may not be amenable to memory, is engaged in an interminable address 

to this archive of memory. This is an address arising from the apprehension that what is 

remembered is not the event, not the thing that has left the trace. The archive of memory, 

in this sense replaces the archive of the archaic origin of the event  – with signs. 200 

Archive fever is a destructive pressure for the dissolution of given memory, fuelled by 

the impossible hope that it will lead to the attainment of the phenomena that symbolic 

memory stands in for. It is a destructiveness that may be conceived of by examining the 

position of the Archive in relation to the symbolic order and the counter-force of the 

death-drive.  

  Archival processes occur in a social/historical context where acts of memory 

occur under the auspices of a symbolic order which provides the language of memory 

itself. A symbolic order which, as we have seen, is subject to the appropriation and 

control by power. Symbolic substitution is of course an inevitability, it is the foundation 

of communication and identity; the symbol is a substitute, and symbolic communication 

is dependent on this substitution. But if we assume that symbolic communication has the 

function of orientating us in a constantly transforming evental reality, then it follows that 

the symbolic language of transactions requires some relation to these events for such an 
																																																								

	 200	W.G. Sebald’s novel The Emigrants is introduced with an epigram that may seem, in 
aphoristic form, to be an extreme and melancholic formulation of this process “and the last 
remnants, memory destroys”. Suggesting that, even where traces of experience may remain in the 
unconscious, the symbolic substitution effected by memory itself erases them – it turns traces 
into symbols. Nonetheless, a relation still exists between the phenomenal and symbolic realm. 
The symbolic rushes to displace the phenomenal, in the same way that air fills a vacuum. Even 
when we reverse the common-sense assumption that the symbolic derives from the “primal soil” 
of unsymbolised experience, and claim that experience only “becomes” once it is symbolically 
constituted, even then a relation still exists. Even where the symbolic ‘makes’ of the real a 
heterogeneous realm, ‘making’ and even ‘destroying’ only proves the attachment of the symbolic 
and discursive to the undifferentiated ground of phenomena. 

 See: Sebald, S. 1997 The Emigrants. London Harvill Press. p1   
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orientation, in new realities to take place, and that these transactions must evolve to 

accommodate such transformation. 

  If so then we may think of archive fever as the demand placed upon the social 

symbolic, the demand that it evolve in order to function as this orientating mechanism; to 

keep symbolic pace with events, to ensure that the development of thought is not frozen 

as a relic in a reality whose circumstances have outpaced it. But the operation of power is 

a self-preserving appropriation, an infestation of this process, which prevents symbolic 

transactions from keeping pace with events, with the result that the truth of experience is 

abstracted, obscured or erased.  

  The impulse described above, the feverish interrogation of the archive of 

memory, is conducted against – yet under the auspices of – the archive of the symbolic 

order. This “archontic principle” has the function of a psychic and social apparatus that 

regulates access to the memory of events – the experiential roots of psychic and social 

states – and by implication regulates the imagining of a future founded upon their 

recognition. 201  

  The counter-Archival, by contrast, is an operation of memory in which we seek to 

forget that, in memory itself, which we are given. It is the desire to restore original 

experience to consciousness and memory; the desire to remember being and to negate the 

absence, brought about by symbolic substitution. Archive fever, in its most radical forms, 

is for Derrida, the desire to overcome the given of memory at all costs, even to the point 

of the destruction of memory itself, because memory is always framed by, and a framing 

of the given. The counter-Archival impulse is the desire to destroy the name of 

experience given by the “nomological” archive.202  If the Archive itself is analogous to 

the “cadaverizing” regime of the symbolic order, and if the symbolic is governed by the 

death drive; then the counter-Archival is a fevered response to symbolic death: 
 There would indeed be no archive desire without the radical finitude, without the 

possibility of a forgetfulness which does not limit itself to repression. Above all, and this 

																																																								
201 Derrida 1995. p. 95 
 
202  Derrida notes the alignment of this nomological archive, with the institution of thought and its 
regulation through law, and its opposition to primary states of experience in nature: “ And when one 
says nomological arkhē, one says nomos, one says the law, but also thesis or themis. The law of 
institution (nomos, thesis, or themis) is the thesis. Thesis and themis are sometimes, not always, in 
tension with the originary physis, with what one translates commonly as “nature”.  
Derrida 1995  p. 81 
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is the most serious, beyond or within this simple limit called finitude, there is no archive 
fever without the threat of this death drive, this aggression and destruction drive. 203          

 
A Subject Born of Death.   
 

 Derrida echoes Lacan in his insistence on the centrality of the death-drive in Freudian 

thought, and the role of destruction and oblivion in the institution of memory.204 The 

oscillation between the establishment of memory and the forces of forgetting are 

important features towards an understanding of an Archival conception of representation, 

and the nature of the counter-Archival. Derrida asserts the co-existence of the archive of 

memory and the “anarchive” of oblivion; an anarchive which he associates with the 

death- drive. In order to illuminate the relevance of this anarchive for our idea of the 

counter-Archival it is necessary to note the trajectory of the idea of the death drive in 

Freud and Lacan, before considering the form in which it arrives in Derrida’s conception 

of the archive. 

    Freud’s earliest reflections on the death-instinct, characterise it as the result of a 

residual, organismic desire for self-destruction, occurring as soon as organic life 

emerges; an impulse, in the face of the vicissitudes of organic experience, to return to an 

inorganic state. 205 A desire intensified in human beings, we might assume, by the violent 

interruption of post-natal experience in the pre-natal state of oceanic bliss. In his search 

for the origins of this drive, Freud is led back to this “ immeasurably remote time” and 

what might be thought of as a primal archival event; the point where experience leaves 

its impression upon the earliest life forms. As his theory develops, Freud – through a 

mixture of analogy and psycho-biological conjecture – locates the origin of the death-

drive in an evolutionary process whereby the fundamental traumas of experience in the 

natural world lead to the evolution of inorganic, protective carapaces, whereby: 

 

																																																								
203  Ibid. , p. 19 
  
204  By noting this “echo” I do not suggest that there is any acknowledgement in Derrida’s text, of 
Lacan’s development of the Freudian idea.  
 
205   “It seems then, that an instinct is an urge inherent in organic life to restore an earlier state of things 
which the living entity has been obliged to abandon under the pressure of external disturbing forces; 
that it is a kind of organic elasticity, or to put it another way, the expression of the inertia inherent in 
organic life.”  See Freud, S. 1991.Lecture 32 Anxiety and Instinctual Life  The Penguin Freud Library, 
Vol.1: Introductory Lectures On Psychoanalysis  p.140 
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 This little fragment of living substance (the organic life form) is suspended in the middle 
of an external world charged with the most powerful energies; and it would be killed by 
the stimulations emanating from these if it were not provided with a protective shield 
against stimuli. It acquires the shield in this way: its outermost surface ceases to have the 
structure proper to living matter, becomes to some degree organic, and thenceforward 
functions as a special envelope or membrane resistant to stimuli. In consequence the 
energies of the external world are able to pass into next underlying layers with only a 
fragment of their original intensity; and these layers can devote themselves behind the 
protective shield to the reception of the amount of stimulus, which would have been 
allowed through it. By its death, the outer layer has saved all the deeper ones from a 
similar fate – unless that is to say, stimuli reach it which are so strong that they break 
through the protective shield. Protection against stimuli is an almost more important 
function for the living organism than the reception of stimuli. 206 

  
 It is clear from this passage from Beyond the Pleasure Principle that Freud regards the 

death of part of the organism as the only means by which such an organism may survive. 

Extending this biological notion into the development of human consciousness, Freud’s 

subsequent theorisation characterises the death-instinct as part of a regulatory 

mechanism, within the human organism, for the maintenance of psychic equilibrium in 

the face of external experiential threats to its integrity. Threats to its integrity are also 

posed by internal organismic drives toward ever- increasing stimulation (eros) which also 

threaten to destroy it. The death-drive (thanatos) appears on different occasions in Freud 

as both the defence against self-destructive consummation and the shield against trauma. 

Whether the threat to organismic and psychic consistency comes from within – a drive 

towards an imperilling excess of pleasure, (or jouissance, to use Lacanian terminology) – 

or from without, in the form of traumatic shocks, in both cases, some kind of partial 

death is an essential feature of organic survival.     

  Lacan takes these originary theorisations of the death drive, and transposes them 

from the organic and biological, to the realm of the symbolic. Where in Freud the death-

instinct produces an organismic, armoured shell, in Lacan this becomes a metaphor for 

the symbolic force of language and signification which this subject of consciousness 

employs as a means of differentiating and protecting itself from whatever is extraneous 

to it. That which in Freud is the ossified deadened extremity protecting against the shock 

of experience, becomes for Lacan the symbolic prosthesis which grants the subject 

identity; that which is not of the subject, but which allows the subject to conceive of and 

differentiate itself as subject.  
																																																								

 206 Freud. S. 1984 On Metapsychology: The Theory of Psychoanalysis in Beyond the Pleasure 
Principle, The Ego and the Id and Other Works. The Pelican Freud Library Volume 11 Pp. 298-
299   
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  We might infer that For Freud’s organism the process is analogous to the 

accumulation of scar-tissue over repeatedly traumatised flesh, with the difference that 

living cells die, tissue becomes inorganic and this accretion of the dead aspect of the 

living organism becomes the buffer against experience. For Lacan, at the psychic level, 

this buffer is provided by the symbolic operation in which the traumatic real of 

experience is neutralised. ‘Life’ is transformed into its own symbolisation – its nameless 

animate force into a deathly symbolic substitute. We have noted in the previous chapter 

Lacan’s characterisation of the cadaverous nature of the symbolic realm, but as a means 

of exploring Derrida’s conception of the death-drive as an archival force, it is worth 

dwelling further on how this relates to Lacan’s idea of the death- drive in its ‘evolution’ 

from that of Freud. 

   By locating the death-drive within the symbolic process, Lacan suggests that 

there is a deathly aspect to the symbolising capacity of the subject in this means of self-

cognition, orientation and differentiation from the real. Analogous, at the psychic level, 

to the “shield” which protects Freud’s primitive organic life-form; the symbolic function 

transforms the impressions and sensations of being, into conscious communicable 

language through a process of abstraction.  The internalised symbolic mechanism of 

Lacan offers a similar protection against the psychic trauma of experience. It is a psychic 

reality-filter which abstracts and distantiates the consciousness of the subject from lived 

experience. Living experience is in this way displaced, by elements from the given 

symbolic archive of terms, statements, sentences, grammar discourse and images which 

constitute the symbolic order. 207 The very mechanism that enables us to conceive of our 

identity as discrete subjects, is a deathly part of consciousness split off from organic life.  

It differentiates the human being from the “powerful energies” of the real – from the 

undifferentiated realm of phenomena and experience.  

  It is only, for instance through the act of self-symbolisation that occurs at the 

mirror stage, that human beings may conceive of themselves as being distinct from this 

																																																								
207  This analogy, of a calcification that protects and differentiates the organism is also applicable 
to Freud’s theorisation of the ego-ideal. At the risk of over-loading comparisons from the organic 
world, we might also be reminded of the action of the caddis-fly larva, which finds and 
accumulates materials from its immediate aquatic environments and fashions them into a 
protective carapace. A process that is a useful analogy for the formation of the ego itself, which in 
Lacanian terms is constructed from elements found in the symbolic order, which then become 
misrecognised as part of the self. This misrecognition would be equivalent to mistaking this 
carapace with the larva itself, or, more fantastically - the process whereby the caddis fly larva 
misrecognises its own ‘found’ shell as its organismic ‘self’!   
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undifferentiated Real in which they are immersed. 208 This subjective self-perception – 

the birth of the subject in language – is a process of cognitive abstraction. It is an 

emergence into the symbolic, which, in Lacan’s terms is synonymous with death in the 

experiential realm. 209 This symbolic abstraction protects, differentiates and separates the 

subject “originally an inchoate collection of desires” – a pre-subjective state that may 

remind us of what, in the previous chapter we have termed the ur-subject.  It is an 

abstraction, occurring as the subject enters the matrices of language. The subject of 

language acquires in this abstraction, the requisite differentiation and protection from 

“the turbulent movements the subject feels are animating him.” This process of 

abstraction is deathly in the sense that it ‘removes’ the subject from this ‘animate’ flux.  

  In his pursuit of the political implications of this idea, Yannis Stavrakakis refers 

to the famous Lacanian maxim whereby the word is the “death” or “murder of the thing” 

when he writes of the mortifying effects of the subject’s birth into the symbolic. 210 
 Entering the order of the signifier entails a certain mortification. Insofar as life has 

meaning only within a symbolic universe then life presupposes a continuous death: Media 
Vita, in morte summus. The subject is petrified and alienated exactly in the place where it 
seeks the birth of itself. 211  

  
 The symbolic order is, in this sense, an order of death. The desire to self-conceive, to 

become and remain a subject, distinct and protected from the turbulence of the living 

‘real’, is synchronous with the desire to stem the experiential tide by means of a deathly 

substitution. This process lies at the root of our Archival process, whereas the counter-

Archival is fuelled by the attempt to recover the experiential ‘being’ which symbolic 

processes have usurped. In order to clarify the dialectical nature of this process in more 

directly archival terms – and bearing in mind that our concept of the Archive is one 

which envisages it as the engine for the social production of subjectivity – it is important 
																																																								

 
 208  The imaginary nature of this self-differentiating move is the source of psychic trouble beyond 

the mirror stage, where the discrepancies between the (alter) ego of the subject and their actual 
vulnerable being, exposed to the traumatic turbulence of reality, reveal and undermine the 
symbolic consistency of the subject.   
 
209  Lacan, J. The Mirror Stage as Formative Function of the I. Cited in Stavrakakis. Y. 1999 
Lacan and The Political. London. Routledge.  
 
210 For Lacan “the symbol manifests itself first of all as the murder of the thing, and this death 
constitutes in the subject the eternalisation of his desires” Lacan. J (1977) Ecrits. A Selection. 
London. Routledge. p 104  
 
211  Stavrakakis. Y. (1999) Lacan and the Political. London. Routledge. 
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to clarify how the acquisition of symbolic memory triggers the desire for what is lost in 

the process. Stavrakakis cites Slavoj Žižek in order to describe the implications of the 

process of subjective constitution for wider processes of representation which we are 

designating here as Archival: 
 In short, by means of the Word, the subject finally finds itself, comes to itself…in the 

Word, directly attains itself, posits itself as such. The price for it, however is the 
irrevocable loss the subject’s self-identity: the verbal sign that stands for the subject, that 
is. In which the subject posits itself as self-identical bears a mark of an irreducible 
dissonance; it never fits the subject. 212 

   
 And, as Stavrakakis notes: “The failure of its own symbolic self-representation is the 

condition of possibility for the emergence of the subject of the signifier, for 

representation in general”. The living part of the subject is never simply displaced by a 

symbolic self-conception, but always remains as an excommunicated living entity, driven 

to represent, to itself and others, that within it which is not symbolically recognised. The 

lack of this embodied life in the subject’s own self-conception, and the desire to grasp 

that missing life, is the basis of a representational impulse. 

    

Anarchival Force of The Archive 
 
The kind of death brought about by symbolic eradication – is, for Derrida the anarchival 

force of the archive; it is the symbolic force that eradicates experiential memory, that 

effaces the traces of the embodied in the archive: “namely the possibility of a radical 

perversion, indeed a diabolical death-drive, an aggression or a destruction drive: a drive 

thus of loss.”213  

Because the process described above is not mere substitution – the replacement of the 

experiencing subject by a kind of symbolic avatar.  Because the particular model of 

subjectivity proposed by Lacan, relies on the recognition of the fact that this living, 

experiencing core remains as a displaced part of the subject which is consigned to a non-

symbolic realm –  the realm of the Real. It remains as a living force that cannot be 

incorporated into, or aligned with its representation – it remains as the motor behind the 

																																																								
 
212  Žižek, S.1997 The Abyss of Freedom cited in Stavrakakis 1999 p 29 
   
213  Derrida 1995. p 9 
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drive for an interminable process of self- representation. It is the component of the 

subject which looks to its own symbolic mirror- image and asserts “This ‘I’, is not me”.  

 This remainder cannot manifest itself as self-presence; it cannot appear 

symbolically. It can only become manifest as a disruption of symbolic subjectivity in 

situations where the entire ontological consistency of the subject – that is the relation 

between living kernel and symbolic subjectivity – is under threat; a threat that is 

experienced as psychic trauma. This symbolic formation, the pre-condition of all identity, 

relies upon the overriding of the internal organic realm of being, with elements from the 

external order. We may conceive of this as the symbolic archivisation of the subject.  

  These external elements are not, of course, free-floating components of a 

universal language or discourse. They are constantly evolving and developing in relation 

to – and as by-products of – political power. The subject is always undergoing a process 

of archivisation by linguistic, discursive and symbolic forces that are aligned with social 

power. What resists this, is the unsymbolised ‘remainder’, the organic, bodily, sensory 

aspect of the subject, who speaks, albeit in an inchoate language of cries, when it is 

imperilled. It is this subject-as-remainder who alerts us to the catastrophic nature of a 

politically infused symbolic order which, through its appropriation by political/economic 

order, becomes radically alienated from the human. A symbolic override occurs at both 

the subjective and external levels. Both the Real of the subject and the Real of external 

phenomena are subject to a process of deathly symbolic substitution, and it is this which 

we may characterise as the anarchival drive of the Archive. Archive fever, as we have 

suggested can thus be characterised as an oscillation between anarchival symbolic 

substitution (or Archival institution) and the feverish counter-Archival desire to recover 

that which is lost in the process.  

  Derrida pinpoints the living experience that is threatened by archivisation, and is 

clear about the degree of this archival destruction (destruction in the sense that it is lost to 

memory) of both basic mnemonically retained sensate memory, and the generational 

memory of anamnesis. In a passage which powerfully describes the destructive drive 

underlying archival force, and the extent to which this force encompasses all forms of 

instituted memorialising, he writes : 
But the point must be stressed, this archiviolithic force leaves nothing of its own behind. 
As the death drive is also, according to the most striking words of Freud himself, an 
aggression and a destruction (destruktion) drive, it not only incites forgetfulness, amnesia, 
the annihilation of memory as mnēmē or anamnēsis, but also commands the radical 
effacement, in truth, the eradication of that which can never be reduced to mnēmē or 
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anamnēsis, that is the archive, consignation, the documentary or monumental apparatus as 
hypomnēma mnemotechnical supplement or representative auxiliary or memorandum. 
Because the archive, if this word or this figure can be stabilised so as to take on a 
signification, will never be either memory or anamnesis as spontaneous, alive and internal 
experience. On the contrary the archive takes place at the place of originary and structural 
breakdown of the said memory. 214 

 
 We cannot overlook the word “command” in the above passage. Beyond its archontic 

associations with power, the word reminds us that what we are dealing with in the 

Archive is a drive attached to regulatory authority, and that this drive is part of a 

dialectical process.   Symbolic substitution occurs in the context of social relations which 

harness its effects, to suppress socially destabilising memory-traces of traumatic social 

events which are the consequence of the operation of power. In this way the inevitable 

symbolic function is infused with the values of the social order. The Archive, in this way 

represents the institutionalisation of the death drive, and the more deliberate this process 

becomes, through the institutionalisation of the means of memory- production; then the 

more endangered experiential social memory becomes. That is; when the archive is 

subjected to total symbolic substitution, where this deathly drive emanates from 

institutionalised power then experiential evidence, that contradicts that which the 

Archive institutes, is threatened with anarchival extermination. If the death-drive of the 

individual, or the organism is that which ensures its survival by creating a protective 

shield, then at the level of archontic command, at the social and institutional level – the 

death-drive ensures the survival of the order from which this command issues through 

the creation of a dead symbolic edifice around the traumatic, destabilising sensation it 

generates. This edifice is maintained by archontic Archivisation, which destroys the 

incriminating evidence of social experience through a process of symbolic substitution. 

  The consequence, for the future of memory, of the internalisation of a force 

whose erasure of the experiential trace is amplified by the political control of the archive, 

would be an inevitable disaster in consciousness; were it not for the fact that where the 

archive destroys, the counter-Archival may emerge. As Derrida has described in the 

sections of Archive Fever we have explored above, this archiviolithic drive is only part 

of a process, and it is a process that is countered by another resistant drive.    

 The counter-Archival – acting against this thanatotic force – is a demand of the 

living, that the embodied, the experiential, and most urgently – the traumatic, be restored 

																																																								
214 Ibid, . p.11 
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to consciousness and communication. Even accounts of real death – the death of the 

body, once they are disinterred from the trauma-resistant shell in which they are 

archivally coated – are signals for a future life.  Evidence of how human beings come to 

be destroyed, arms us against future death. But when this evidence, as trauma, is 

surpressed through symbolic petrification, then the lessons of trauma remain unlearned, 

we come closer to (species) death because we are protected from its affect – from its 

potential 
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Part 4. Traumatic Disruption 
 
Of all these traces of experience that Derrida’s archiviolithic archive seeks to destroy, the 

destruction of the trace of trauma is that which has the most disastrous consequences. 215   

 Trauma is the generative event behind such deathly substitutions. Indeed there is a binary 

relationship between trauma and such substitutions. Both the symbolic consistency of the 

individual and the wider social symbolic are threatened by the eruption of that which     

Žižek designates as a “traumatic real” which is always policed by the symbolic. Whether 

trauma takes either of the forms we have described so far; either Freud’s external 

disturbing forces that prompt the urge of the organism to return to an inorganic state; or 

the vicissitudes of the Lacanian “traumatic real”, against which the reality- filter of the 

symbolic is erected; in each case, ‘death’ arises as a defence against trauma. The 

archiviolithic drive of the Archive functions in a similar way, to neutralise living signals 

of a trauma that threaten, not the organism or the subject, but the political order from 

which trauma against the subject issues.  

 
 Natural History of the Archival Suppression of Trauma 
 
 Freud’s description of the traumatic event at the organismic level remains instructive for 

an understanding of its suppression at the subjective and political levels. In Beyond the 

Pleasure Principle, an innate death-instinct is eventually proposed, and the way to it 

proceeds via a description of trauma. 
 We describe as traumatic any excitations from outside which are powerful enough to 

break through the protective shield. It seems to me that the concept of trauma necessarily 

																																																								
 215   Once again I use this term “disastrous” in Maurice Blanchot’s sense, as a disaster in 

consciousness, which has profound consequences for inter-subjective relationships. Blanchot’s 
use of the term in The Writing of The Disaster prefigures aspects of Derrida’s thought on the 
archiviolithic nature of the archive as an obliteration of thought and memory. “The disaster – 
experience no one can undergo – obliterates (while leaving perfectly intact) our relation to the 
world as presence or as absence; it does not thereby free us, however, from this obsession with 
which it burdens us: others.” For Blanchot this disaster is, as we have suggested, interwoven with 
the real disasters such as the Holocaust. There is always in Blanchot a suggestion of cyclical 
interdependence – that the disaster in consciousness brings about a real disaster, and that the 
failure of collective consciousness in the face of this real disaster is the seed of further disastrous 
events. Of course it is easier to grasp Blanchot’s notion of disaster by imposing such a chronology 
upon it. But in fact the disaster is, for Blanchot an ‘immanence’ an ever present threat posed by 
the normalisation and closure around insufficiencies of thought in relation to the other. 

 See: Blanchot. M: 1995 The Writing of the Disaster. Bison. Nebraska. p.120  
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implies a connection of this kind with a breach in the otherwise efficacious barrier against 
stimuli. Such an event as an external trauma is bound to provoke a disturbance on a large 
scale in the functioning of the organism’s energy and to set in motion every possible 
defensive measure. 216 

    
 While acknowledging the perils of transposing, as Freud does here, natural, evolutionary 

and biological scenarios to cultural social and political ones.217 It is nonetheless worth 

speculating, from the vantage of this early Freudian perspective, on what this implies for 

the function of the symbolic.  If we apply these scenarios from nature to the relation 

between individuals, and what we might call the social organism, it is possible to 

conceive of trauma as, on the one hand, the trigger for the inhibition of extensive, living 

drives, and on the other, as we noted in the previous chapter, the trigger for the signal 

that, at the human, social level, alerts others to the consequences of exposure to certain 

stimuli. In such a scenario the subject would arise, by virtue of the symbolic function; as 

a kind of resistance on the part of the inchoate ur-subject, to the flow of killing stimuli 

that is the external real of nature. The subject only arises by virtue of this symbolic 

defensive shield as a response to its exposure to the traumatic continuum of the real.  

  And so, following this line of thought, we may then imagine this same symbolic 

function evolving into another kind of symbolic order; an order which serves as the basis 

of all communication and subjective orientation, including transactions about threatening 

forces beyond the human subjects – actual and potential sources of trauma. Such a 

function – a symbolic arising out of organic experience, would mitigate the threat to 

individuals and groups equally. Part of this imagined symbolic function would be the 

transaction of trauma and its effects.218 

  Of course the immediate problem posed by this fantasy scenario is that, it 

overlooks the fact that any symbolic order is infused from the outset with power 

relations. No neutral, natural, organic symbolic order has ever existed. But rather, as a 

																																																								
 216    Freud. S. 1984 Ibid.,  p301   

 
217 Derrida defends Freud’s theory of memory from accusations that it may serve to promote a 
reductive social biologism, that it may give too much credence to Darwinian and Lamarkian 
evolutionary theories in which Freud was interested. “All that Freud says is that we are receptive 
to an analogy between the two types of trans-generational memory or archive (the memory of an 
ancestral experience or the so-called biologically acquired character) and that we cannot imagine 
one without the other”  Derrida. (1995) 34-35  
     
218	My own “imagining” of such a symbolic function, is activated by observation of counter-
Archival works, which suggest models of traumatic transaction. 
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protective prosthesis of the social order from which it emanates, the symbolic order is 

infused, a priori, with the values of this order.  

  If we conceive of this social order as a very particular complexity, akin to an 

organism, with its own needs and means of survival signalled by a symbolic apparatus 

which is controlled by those whose needs and desires the social order functions to fulfil – 

then it is clear that the symbolic order emanates from a particular relation of human 

beings to material reality, a relation which benefits some of them at the expense of 

others. The symbolic order is infused with the desires of the dominant subjects of the 

social order, the class whose desires are met by the existing political system, and whose 

control of the means of symbolic signification ensures that this remains the case. In the 

realm of law and representation the dominant class are the personification Derrida’s 

archons; the protectors of the symbolic archive whose function in turn, is to protect the 

political organism.  One aspect of this protection, is the production and dissemination of 

signals that erase the traces of trauma from those imperilled by the social order.  The 

traumatised are the bearers of a bodily and psychic counter-archive – the register of 

embodied experience. In this way their individual transmissions enter into a symbolic 

war between self-preserving archonitic desire and evidence of traumatic experience.  

  In the archival economy, this trace of experience becomes the record in collective 

memory, not just of trauma, but also of the extensive and erotic drive of the organism. In 

both cases it is the trace-memory of un-subjectified, carnal part of the organism that 

cannot be symbolically colonised because it resides in a real body. The Archive, on the 

other hand, is the memory-displacement mechanism of the symbolic order. Its function is 

to treat this contrary memory, and to neutralise traumatic signals as a means of 

preventing the very mutation (or evolution) of the social organism, into some other form. 

The symbolic function in this politicised sense, is the petrification of the signals of lived 

experience into a representational shield which protects the political order. The 

symbolic, thus colonised is the creeping mortification of all living signals of trauma. 

  The dialectic of trauma begins with the contradiction between the absolute 

necessity (for organismic and psychic survival) of the transaction of trauma, and the  

organismic impossibility of experiencing the pain of another via symbolic transactions. 

Symbolic communication, reliant as it is upon the positivity of its representations, cannot 

be the basis of transactions of such palpably Real experiences which evade 
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symbolisation; yet this symbolic is confronted at all times by the demand of the 

embodied Real.  

But the impossibility described above, rather than being an alibi for a defeatist 

abnegation of representational activity, invites us to conceive of representation itself in 

terms which avoid the foreclosure, abstraction and reduction of experience. As we have 

established, there can be no positive representation of trauma that can effect a direct 

symbolic transaction; no final account or definitive truth-bearing distillation.  Every 

representational positivity is founded upon the void of that which is left behind in 

signification, and it is this void, carried as a gap in the positivity of discursive 

transactions, that is the catalyst for representation as the living activity of attention.  

The potential of representation resides in whatever is carried in it, as ‘void’, as a trace of 

the Real that resists its petrification as the given of an event. Potential is whatever thwarts 

the symbolic closure of the representation, so that representation may resist the 

termination of its own process, becoming instead the basis for ongoing acts of attention; 

attention to what is lost in the very transformation of the event into a representation. 

 As we will see in subsequent sections of the thesis, counter- Archival practices 

have, as a salient characteristic the refusal to produce new representations. They do not 

produce, for instance, counter-representations which assert truth-telling authority over 

existing ones (and which in turn could be easily subjected to Archival absorption and 

determination). Rather, counter- Archival practices address the closures of representation 

itself. They activate a participatory critique of existing representational norms. This is not 

the production of some assumed superior representational knowledge, but the creation of 

situations where knowledge, as an ongoing attention, may be generated. The counter-

Archival engages directly with the social process of knowledge production, by 

recontextualising statements drawn from this process as a means of interrogating them. 

 

Impossible Realism 

 There is a model of realism suggested by this process, but one that rejects the 

correspondence between representation and reality. Instead it is a realism activated in an 

economy of experiential loss; with an intensification of loss that occurs when symbolic 

processes are appropriated under specific regimes of representation. In Lacanian terms, 

the representational drive may be seen as a projection into the outside world, of the 

process whereby the subject itself is constituted, in the drive to restore an intuited lack in 
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its symbolic identity. That is; identity formation takes place through the acquisition of 

elements given by, and taken from, the symbolic field, elements that never belonged to 

the subject prior to this. Stavrakakis, for instance, suggests that subjective life itself is 

psychic activity centred around the intuition that we are not this symbolic given, an 

intuition that triggers the impossible, perpetual interrogation of what it is, in us, that is 

beyond this given:   
 Lacan argues that the subject is constituted from this paradox: objects with which infants 

identify were never possessed in the first place, and were always radically lost. Yet loss is 
at the heart of language, being, representations, desire and body, and thus the death drive 
– jouissance effects that coalesce around loss – is central to life. 219 

 
  The drive of the subject to represent may be seen as the projection of this jouissance into 

the phenomenal world. In other words, a being (a subject) founded on the intuition of 

lack, (whose ‘desire’ is activated by that which, interior to it, is lost), conducts 

simultaneously an orientating search in the anterior world, the interrogative subjective 

question is:    “What, in this external realm, in whose elements I recognise myself while 

knowing they are not me - is similarly beyond the realm of symbolisation in which I am 

constituted.”   

  The search, in terms of the area of representation we are concerned with in this 

thesis, is conducted around precisely what is not represented in the traumatic image, it is 

a search for the real of bodily trauma. It is an impossible quest in the sense that what is 

sought cannot be found in the image; the image is rather that which frames experiential 

absence. But the act of searching is the process of representation triggered by the real; 

an impossible realism, because the real is designated by its resistance to representation – 

but it is real-seeking, in that it never settles on what is symbolised. It is characterised by 

its non-alignment with the symbolic closure demanded by Archival regimes.  

  When Adorno, in Commitment cites Pascal’s injunction to wakeful attentiveness 

in the face of the representation of the suffering of others: on ne doit plus dormir, “One 

must no longer sleep”, we grasp something of the ethic of this impossible realism, and its 

relation to the language of representation. 220  In the face of the representation of social 

trauma, there can be no sleep of attention, whether this be through the normalisation of 

																																																								
219	 Stavrakakis. S. 1999 Lacan and the Political. Routledge. London. p 58	
  
220  Adorno, T. 1962. Commitment. In Harrison, C and Wood, P (eds.) Art In Theory. London. 
Blackwell. pp. 779-783  
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atrocity through its mass-mediation; the archival repression of that which threatens a 

trauma-dependent social order; or the sleep of enforced cognitive closure around an 

image.    

 

The Invisible Carried by the Symbolic 
 

 The process whereby unsymbolisable traumatic experience may be carried within 

symbolic communication is analogous to the role of inference and deduction in scientific 

methods, it corresponds, for instance, to the way the existence of invisible cosmic 

phenomena may be inferred by astronomers, because of their action upon visible 

observable bodies. The history of science, particularly astronomy and physics is one of 

precisely such inference, whereby planets stars, particles and other distant phenomena, 

are known to exist before they are discovered, because of the invisible physical forces 

they exert, and which are made evident by their effect on visible phenomena. Likewise, 

in clinical psychoanalytical practice, repressed, invisible, historic trauma, reveals itself 

only by its symptomatic disruption of the ontology of the subject. That which the 

representational capacities of the subject are incapable of figuring because of the threat 

they pose to subjectivity itself, trauma remains, contained as a kind of darkness.   

 In the same way, social trauma persists in the external archive - the prosthetic 

memory apparatus of the social order, as a similar darkness; as a disruptive negativity 

exerting the force of rémenance upon what is represented, perceivable, and capable of 

being subjected to regulatory normalisation. Trauma, by contrast is archived as dark 

trace. It is communicated, not by virtue of positive representation, but by the transaction 

of absence – by the signalling of the void, the gap in knowledge and knowability around 

certain events. The transaction of nonknowledge; the transaction of darkness. Counter - 

Archival practices are founded on the possibility of such transactions.  

 Žižek marks this recognition of the incapacity of the representation to represent, 

coupled with the insistence on a kind of  symbolic “encircling” – as the basis of an ethic 

of representation: 
The point is not to remember the past trauma as exactly as possible: such 
“documentation” is a priori false, it transforms the trauma into a neutral objective fact, 
whereas the essence of the trauma is precisely that it is too horrible to be remembered, to 
be integrated into our symbolic universe. All we have to do is mark repeatedly the trauma 
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as such in its very “impossibility”, in its non-integrated horror, by means of some 
“empty” symbolic gesture. 221 

 
Yannis Stavrakakis describes the limit of cognition in this process in a sentence, which 

also indicates the key characteristic of the model of representation we are pursuing: 

The closest we can get to that pre-symbolic or non-symbolisable real, is through the 
points of failure of the symbolic, but this again doesn’t provide us with any positive 
description of what the pre-symbolic real ‘really’ is. 222 

 
The counter-Archival is not a search for symbolic resolution, but an illumination of this 

“failure of the symbolic”. It is the exposure of the inconsistencies of a symbolising order 

by the re-presentation of units of its representation. 223   

 

Order is No Longer Assured. 

We are dealing in this process with a complex dialectic. On the one hand there is the 

effect of traumatic events themselves on the symbolic process as described above – an 

effect which weakens the hold of the representational order by exposing the 

discrepancies between it and lived experience. On the other, there is the cultural process 

activated by increased consciousness of these discrepancies. We might think of this latter 

as a traumatisation of the epistemic of which counter-Archival practices are a part. 

Derrida for instance describes such an effect early in Archive Fever, noting the extent to 

which Freud problematises modes of knowledge and communication in Moses and 

Monotheism - a work that is, as Cathy Caruth notes, “one of the first works of trauma” in 

the last century.224  

  Derrida is concerned with the way this work, haunted as it must be by the trauma 

of its time (Nazi persecution of Jews in the 1930’s) – as well as being seminal in the 

description of generational trauma and memory, also represents a critique of knowledge 

and its authorisation: 
																																																								
221  Žižek, S. 2008. For They Know Not What They Do: Enjoyment as a Political Factor. London. 
Verso. pp 272-3. The nature of this emptiness , and the way in which counter-Archival practices 
encircle it, will be explored further in the analysis of visual works. 

 
222  Stavrakakis. Y. (1999) Lacan and the Political. London. Routledge.  p 49   
 
223  The distinction made here between the ‘symbolising order” and the symbolic order is 
intended to distinguish between inevitable process of symbolic substitution, and the appropriation 
of these processes in political power – by the symbolising order. 
 
224 Caruth, C. 1996. Unclaimed Experience. Trauma, Narrative, and History.  Baltimore. Johns 
Hopkins University Press.  
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In works said to be theoretical, what is worthy of this name and what is not? Should one, 
for example take him (Freud) at his word when he presents his Moses as a “historical 
novel” ? In each of these cases, the limits, the borders, and the distinctions have been 
shaken by an earthquake from which no classificational concept and no implementation 
of the archive can be sheltered. Order is no longer assured. 225   

 

The order here, that can no longer be assured is the order established by the 

institutionalisation of the archive of social memory.  

An order, ‘countered’ in traumatic circumstances, by a deconstruction of classificatory 

systems which define the limits of discourses. These deconstructions expose the archival 

classification and authorisation of discourse, and the extent to which such discourses 

emanate from power rather than experience. 

 
 “Order is no longer assured.”  And it is Trauma itself, synonymous with an 

overwhelming of the internalised symbolic order, that may prompt symbolic acts – made 

in relation to trauma, in the wake of trauma or in proximity to it – that disorder and 

expose Archival force.  The case of counter–Archival practice suggests also that the 

generation of an epistemic trauma may in turn be the catalyst for symbolic restructuring, 

a restructuring in which the symbolic itself is infused with trauma, and which enables 

transactions that register rather than repress experience. We will consider how this might 

occur in the following chapter, but in concluding this one, I focus further on the strain 

exerted by trauma on knowledge. 

 

The Ur-chive of Trauma. 

 At the root of this epistemic strain lies that which we might conceive of as a subterranean 

archive of trauma, a psychic archive – the collective repository of experiential signals 

transmitted by traumatised individuals. This archive is, for the most part consigned to the 

realm of subjective experience by its designation as the property and problem of the 

individual experiencing it. This occurs, as we have seen, because the establishment of 

means of its transmission would reveal a power-threatening commonality of trauma as a 

consequence of social experience. In this scenario social experience itself becomes the 

problem, and the laws of the society generating that experience become problematised. 

The transmission of trauma is antithetical to the Archive. 

																																																								
 
225 Derrida 1995. p.5  	
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  But at the same time as the traumatic social event undermines the claims of the 

social symbolic to represent experience to the subject, the confinement of trauma within 

the subject emerges, albeit in inchoate symptomatic ways, in ways which are not 

symbolic, but which nonetheless are signals. Social trauma generates such involuntary 

signals which are as familiar and recognisable as symbolic language, but which cannot 

cohere into symbolism. In fact they menace the coherence of symbolic regularities, and 

the structures of social normality itself.  

  The traumatic archive is a repository of accumulated signals that do not attain the 

status of transmissible knowledge, but which accumulate and multiply, finding no echo 

or legitimacy in the authority of the symbolic archive. Exclamations, cries of grief, 

horror, rage and fear; in trembling, cowering or catatonic states; internalised, repressed, 

post-traumatic symptoms or damage transmitted via the body: through appearance, 

comportment and behaviour of populations, a realm of traumatised experience is 

preserved and communicated.  

  These transactions take place and register at a level beyond that of the Archive, 

and they extend beyond the body of the individual. Transactions arising from events of 

traumatic extremity – from the continuum of systemic trauma and the subjective coercion    

we will consider in chapter four, are the fuel for counter-Archival cultural acts that do not 

have symbolic coherence, and which are not amenable to systematisation. And it is the 

very absence of these qualities which grants them a corrosive potency in the face of the 

authorised versions of experience.  

  In this model of traumatic potential, in which there is there is a symbiotic 

connection of opposition between the Archive, and what we might call the ur-chive of 

trauma; it is not possible for the body to be harmed without a cry making a demand upon 

the Archive for its recognition. Even if we see the Archive as being the apparatus which 

intercepts the cry, the signal of harm registering in the body; and which the body sends to 

other bodies; this interception itself still leaves an imprint in the Archive of social 

memory, however appropriated by power it may be.  

  At the beginning of the counter-Archival process, then, is the event of trauma; an 

event which is symbolically seismic and destabilising to symbolic structures. The 

palpability, the real of bodily harm and imperilment exceed the capacity of the symbolic 

apparatus to contain them, which has the affect of drawing attention to the inadequacies 

of its representations. These inadequacies, in turn become the basis of the desiring search 
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for what is absent from the representation. A search which generates inquisitorial signals,   

directed at the epistemic structures of the symbolic order; the statements, the grammar, 

discourses and their limits etc. And this inquisitorial process continues to traumatise the 

existing symbolic, by perpetuating the initial shocks of the traumatic event.  

 Implicit in all this is a demand, which is the contradiction at the heart of the 

archival dialectic: that the symbolic must somehow register the real of traumatic 

experience. That trauma must virally infuse the Archive, short-circuiting its existing 

transmissions, breaching classificatory boundaries and establishing new routes for the 

transmission of experience which has hitherto been surpressed.  

 Traumatic signals call for a dissolution of symbolic fixity, and this is of course a 

call for the destruction of that which regulates and petrifies knowledge. Because the 

Archive exists as a symbiotic prosthesis serving to perpetuate a particular social order, 

the call of trauma – implicit in counter-archival practices – for an experiential 

transformation of the archive, is in this sense revolutionary; not least because it 

problematises forms of individuation that lie at the heart of the political – symbolic order, 

with its emphasis on identity as the marker of subjectivity.  

 The counter-Archival signal of trauma evades those forms of information that 

imbue the subject with a symbolic value – the classifications and differentiations of race, 

gender and class, for instance.  What remains is a signal that passes under the symbolic 

radar; a transaction between subjects that reveals an embodied commonality. In these 

signals lies the potential for a form of witnessing wherein the signs of historical and 

cultural identity are bypassed; what remains is an apprehension of vulnerable fellow 

beings, imperilled, traumatised or destroyed by a power perpetuated by Archival 

constructions of identity. It is to such signals that we will turn in the next chapter.  
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 Chapter 3. Cordon and Quarantine: Thomas Hirschhorn’s Ur-
Collages and The Incommensurable Banner.  

 
 Overview: Traumatic Potential.  
  
 Trauma is measured by the profound, imperilling strain it places upon individuals and 

systems. Whether it is the human body under torture, the identity and mental consistency 

of the individual directly subjected to warfare, or exposed to it as a witness; or a social 

order – wracked and destabilised by the convulsions of conflict, and atrocity; all may be 

said to be traumatised when they are brought close to destruction or subjected to 

destructive change through the action of some external force. Political structures are also 

imperilled by signals emanating from sites of trauma, and it is the means by which such 

visual signals are Archived that we will now consider  .  

  Trauma, at the psychic level, is an internalised register of destruction, but not a 

sign of absolute destruction; we speak only of the living as traumatised. So while trauma 

embodies the threat of destruction, it also provides evidence of resistance to it. In the 

face, and in the wake of trauma, individuals often survive, often albeit in radically 

changed and harmed ways. Where psychic trauma remains it is as the repetitive  echo of 

imperilling physical or psychological pain. It is “the wound that cries out”, as Cathy 

Caruth describes it.226  But this is a pain that is, borne, at least for a time, by the 

traumatised. Those who bear this destruction however irrevocably damaged they may be, 

are also carriers and transmitters of vital signs from realms of bodily harm and social 

disaster. 

  What is borne in this way is traumatic potential. If we attend to the signal borne 

by the traumatised, it has the potential to act, at the social level, in a similar way to the 

neural signal that registers pain within the body. The traumatic signal is a species-alert 

emanating from the harmed. It arises from the vulnerable body, signalling among other 

things, the failure of certain social structures to protect individuals. Such signals are cries 

to unharmed others – to “the rest” as Primo Levi puts it – to take evasive action.227   

																																																								
226	Caruth, C, 1996. Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative and History. Baltimore, John 
Hopkins Press:  4 
 
227 Primo Levi Cited by Carlo Ginzberg In Probing the Limits of Representation, ed. Saul 
Friedlander. Harvard University Press.1992: 19. 
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 At the level of the individual subject, trauma also possesses the potential to establish a 

direct transaction of evidence of the experience of others towards a collective repository, 

a shared archive (an Ur-chive) of embodied experience.   

 The signals emanating from the bodies of the harmed form the basis of traumatic 

representational transactions, and unless we witness harm first-hand these signals are 

experienced as abstractions which pass through media networks, and are treated by the 

apparatus of communication before they are received. It is often assumed that such 

processes lead to a depletion of their potency and potential, but is this inevitably the 

case? While it is inevitable for instance, that a photographic image will generally have a 

less traumatic effect on the secondary witness than would a direct encounter with the 

event depicted, I argue in this chapter that it is precisely through mediated 

transformations that a signal may gather other forms of affective potential.  

 The absence of proximity – an essential feature of representation – inevitably 

means the loss of sensory and haptic aspects of the direct encounter. 228 The image-

signal is characterised by its abstraction, its virtuality, and its ostensible unreality – but 

this does not mean that every relation to the phenomenal reality of trauma is irrevocably 

lost through its translation into signals. The representational signal of trauma may be 

formed via technological prostheses, but the signals originate from the same source of 

biological vulnerability. The transaction and receipt of representational signals are not 

virtual acts. They emanate from an originary event, which cannot be returned to or 

recreated, but the signals emanating from an event, are abstracted from something; they 

bear the trace of that which they abstract. 

Archivisation of the Image 

In his consideration of Aby Warburg’s theory of the relationship between real, embodied 

experience and its ritualised representation in dramatic tragedy, Philippe-Alain Michaud 

notes the symbiotic relationship between representation and its referent; its origins in 

real, brutal and painful experience: “The world of aesthetic representation came to cover 

this brutality with the veil of appearances, but received its meaning and intensity from 

it.” 229           

																																																								
228	For Jaques Rancière the affective potential of an image depends on its distance from the 
events it depicts, a disentanglement from the sensory that grants the image a “pensive” 
propensity.  
See: Rancière, J. 2009, The Emancipated Spectator London: Verso:107 -132 
		
229 Michaud, P.A. 2004. Aby Warburg and The Image in Motion. New York: Zone: 211.  
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Michaud cites Nietzsche’s conception of tragedy as a cultural form of compensatory 

image-creation that enables us to “glance into the inside and terrors of nature”, and to 

process these terrors through ritualised theatrical forms.230 The image is a veil, but also a 

lure towards that which it covers. The central premise of this thesis is that it is not the 

image, which bars the way to that which lies behind it, but the setting of images within a 

pre-ordained matrix of interpretation. In this matrix, authorising discourses are 

interposed between the viewer, and catalytic traces of experience contained in the image-

signal. The Archival functions here as the systemic preparation of the image for 

presentation in ways that neutralise it, ensuring that its affect aligns with the precepts 

governing the system transmitting the image. Archival processes obfuscate the evidence 

of embodied experience, and serve to mute the traumatic potential of the photographic 

image that transmits evidence of this experience.                                                                        

 Those exposed to extreme social trauma, whose identity and psychic consistency 

are imperilled by what they have experienced or witnessed, who bear this experience as 

harm and as signal, cannot do so alone; it is a burden that often destroys its bearer.231 

The wider ethical premise of this chapter, is that what cannot be borne by the individual 

must be borne by culture; and that the humanity of a culture is measured by this 

collective bearing. The transmission and sharing of traumatic signals is seen as a cultural 

imperative, and the efficacy of a culture, in terms of its capacity to represent and 

recognise the experience of individuals in a social system, may be measured by the 

extent to which its processes take the responsibility for the bearing of trauma from the 

individual, and place it in an arena where collective and open-ended witnessing and 

recognition may take place.  Such processes have the potential to lead to a collective 

scrutiny of the representational means by which a social order symbolically normalises 

extreme trauma. They provide an epistemic model of the way in which the 

representation of trauma-as-signal carries  potential for the transformation of a social 

order – toward forms that are incompatible with the destruction of its citizens.  

  

																																																																																																																																																																					
   
230 Ibid., p210		
		
231 Jill Bennet elaborates an idea of this signal, in Deleuzian terms, as a call for 
acknowledgement of an “encountered sign”. In Bennett, J. Empathic Vision; Affect, Trauma and 
Contemporary Art .California: Stanford, 2005 
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Designation of the Destroyed Body 

 

Thomas Hirschhorn’s recontextualisation of images of what he terms “destroyed human 

bodies” suggests a model of such cultural transactions.232  We will examine the counter-

Archival strategies of Hirschhorn, after briefly considering the processes governing 

representation, which his works confront. The image of the human body destroyed by 

modern munitions is, among other things a signal of the failure of social processes, 

which are ostensibly established for the protection of citizens, it is a measure of the 

failure of a wider political system to fulfil its most basic function.233 Of all the 

representations a political, global order may generate, the image of the destroyed body 

most forcefully and viscerally exposes the inherent contradictions of that system. I have 

agued in the previous chapters that political orders generate reflexive, self-protective 

mechanisms of representation which ensure that this evidence of social experience – 

evidence that could be fatal to their continued operation – is diverted, muted, 

transformed, and neutralised through the process of Archivisation.  

  Archivisation also underpins the process whereby images of unbearable suffering 

are rendered bearable to the communities exposed to them as they enter systems of 

representation. This process of mediation legitimises the traumatic event and authorises 

responses to it. It is a process which, in terms of affect, transforms the potentially 

destabilising and horrific into something normal and understandable. Archivisation 

ensures that the signal from, for instance atrocity, may enter the consciousness of the 

viewer without prompting a radical process of interrogation about the social system in 

which atrocity events are generated.                                                                                             

 Such Archivisation relies on the a priori encoding of the image-signal. As part of 

this process, human beings destroyed in social conflict must be classified and 

designated. This designation frequently takes the form of a textual framing, which 

directs the viewer’s response to the image of the individual depicted in conformity with 

																																																								
232 I take this phrase from Thomas Hirschhorn:  Why is it Important – Today – To show and Look 
at Images of Destroyed Human Bodies? In Critical Laboratory: The Writings of Thomas 
Hirschhorn .Eds. Lisa Lee, Hal Foster. Cambridge Mass. October MIT, 2013: 99-104		
		
233 The term “citizens” is used from this point as an acknowledgement of Ariella Azoulay’s 
conception of a “citizenry of photography” united by the transmission of photographic signals 
that communicate  common experience. See Azoulay, A. 2014. The Civil Contract of 
Photography. New York. Zone Books 
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the aims of the representational authority under whose auspices the image is produced. 

Such framing may also intensify our alertness to signs within the image that enable or 

prevent us from establishing some form of identification with them as either innocent 

victims or the culpable dead. These signs rely on the maintenance of the particular 

formation of our identity and our means of sustaining it through processes of 

identification.                           

  This implies, as Thomas Hirschhorn has noted, that when confronted, under 

normal circumstances, with such images of carnage a process of discrimination is 

triggered which finds us measuring the relative guilt or innocence of the destroyed, in 

accordance with our pre-ordained cultural values. The potential sensory disturbance we 

might experience for instance, when witnessing an image of a mass- grave, is displaced 

by the sense we make as we judge the extent to which those in it are similar or dissimilar 

to us. We become implicated in a process of measurement-by-identification that is 

determined by the contextual framing of the image, and the alignment of this with our 

pre-existing subject-position.  In whatever way it is achieved, the designation of the 

destroyed human being confers  meaning upon destruction, by explaining it, and 

incorporating it into a discourse whose reasoning aligns with that of particular power 

structures.  Archivisation ameliorates the unbearable horror of the image by rationalising 

the destruction it signals. At worst, explanatory text subjugates the image to the point 

where the image becomes merely the prop for a pre-designated idea.                                                                                           

 Perhaps the most incendiary potential such an image may possess arises when it 

is not possible to make immediate sense of the carnage depicted? When we cannot 

establish a relationship to it that integrates it into our existing internal schema of how the 

world ought to be – thus momentarily disrupting our ability to symbolically position 

ourselves in the world. The image-signal in such a sense remains epistemically 

traumatising, so long as it cannot be integrated into the internalised symbolic order that 

provides us with our sense of self. It is this traumatic quality of the signal which is – 

under normal circumstances of mediation – Archivally surpressed. To put it another way: 

the essential feature of representational trauma is the problematisation of identity, insofar 

as that identity aligns with norms sanctioned by the social order. These Archival 

processes, as they operate in relation to images of bodily destruction are undermined in 

the Ur- Collages of Hirschhorn.  
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Part 1: Violent Coexistence: Ur-Collages. 
 
 In the Ur-Collages, Hirschhorn utilizes internet-sourced imagery of bodily destruction . 

In their original form, these photographs from contemporary conflicts are taken, and 

sometimes circulated by witnesses – by those involved as emergency workers, civilians, 

members of the emergency services, activists or even combatants. The images, as they 

appear on the internet, are frequently anonymously circulated, and this anonymity of 

‘authorship’ is emphasized in Hirschhorn’s recontextualisation.     

 In the collages, such images are juxtaposed with ubiquitous mass-media images 

featuring idealised depictions of the body. Usually sourced from fashion magazines, 

these are representative of confirmatory images of consumer-capitalism. Such images 

are both fantastical and phantasmagoric: fantastical in that they serve to impute the 

products and lifestyles they affirm with an eroticism that a commodity cannot in itself 

possess – and phantasmagoric, because such commodity-fetishism suggests an 

unconscious impulse underpinning commodity transactions. The ubiquity of such images 

makes the attempt to infuse commodities with sex almost invisible.  

 Such images – part of a desperate commercial ritual to make a product mean at 

an erotic level – saturate the informational environment to the point where their distance 

from real experience of what they depict, only becomes visible through reconfigurations 

of them that illuminate their implicit codes. But their ‘invisibility’ is not only due to 

informational saturation, but also to the fact that such images are confirmatory signs of a 

partially pre-ordained subjectivity. They align with the ideas of identity and subjectivity 

that must remain prevalent if a social order founded on such commodity fetishism is to 

survive; mediated images appear to be ‘normal’ when they conform to norms of identity 

that have already been internalised as a consequence of exposure to the informational 

field.   

 By the same token, the punctal shock of an image arises a result of its 

misalignment with these norms of identity, when an image becomes disruptively visible, 

or even traumatic, it does so because fails to confirm us in the alignment of our identity 

with our perception of how we believe the world to be. Such images attract the 

contextualising ‘treatment’ of Archivisation. Images akin to the ‘fashion’ images in the 

Ur-Collages dominate the informational field. As far removed from social experience as 

they are, they nonetheless establish a representational studium; a skin of fantasised 

desire over the surface of this experience. 
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1.Thomas Hirschhorn. "Ur- Collage" 125 D, 2008 
Print, cardboard and adhesive tape 
16 5/8 x 16 1/8 inches (42 x 41 cm) 
Courtesy the artist and The Gladstone Gallery, New York   
© Thomas Hirschhorn 
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Thomas Hirschhorn Ur-Collages Installation.  

Foundation PROA Buenos Aires, Argentina. January – February 2011 
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Their positioning, in the Ur- Collages alongside images of horrific destruction is a 

representational equivalent of what I will refer to as the violent coexistence of realms of 

experience. “Violent” refers to the obvious violence represented by bodily destruction, 

and the compounding of this by signals which assert the normality of the violent social 

sphere from where these signals emerge. It is a symbolic violence which asserts the 

normality of structural violence. A violence which Kluge and Negt have characterised as 

“the mute force of economic relations that express their violence indirectly”.234  

 Violent co-existence is the state arising through the structural rendering of 

common human experience as separate. It is also a representational coexistence 

governed by the dependence of one realm of experience, upon another predicated on 

violence and suffering, and is compounded by the representational obscuring of this 

inter-dependence. The realms are kept apart only apparently, (Archivally) through an 

ordering of signals which ensures that there is no empathy-inducing bleed from one 

realm to the other. The symbolic violence that compounds structural violence originates 

in the Archival excision of the experience of suffering from the symbolic order.                                                                

 The ongoing traumatic aspect of this – if we follow psychoanalytical accounts of 

trauma – lies in the compounding of suffering as a result of the failure of its integration 

into any order of representation where it can be recognised and communicated. This 

results in a failure of the assimilation of trauma into consciousness which leaves open 

the psychic wound, caused by the traumatic event, while appearing to heal it. It is a 

failure of symbolic assimilation that amounts to a repression of the event, and which in 

turn leads to what Cathy Caruth describes as “the repetition at the heart of catastrophe – 

the experience that Freud will call ‘traumatic neurosis’ – [which] emerges as the 

unwitting reenactment of an event that one cannot simply leave behind.” 235  

																																																								
234 Ibid., p 479 n7  
	
235  In tracing the significance and trajectory of trauma in Freud’s work, Cathy Caruth, like 
Derrida and Yerushalmi, also cites Freud’s notional account of originary trauma in Jewish 
culture. Freud, in Moses and Monotheism – a work which, as we have seen, makes no claims to 
be an orthodox historical account, locates this originary trauma with the murder of Moses in a 
rebellion, a murder which was then culturally repressed for two generations until “Moses” was 
re-identified with another distinct figure: “The most significant moment in Jewish history is thus, 
according to Freud, not the literal return to freedom, but the repression of a murder and its 
effects.”  As a result of this Freud suggests a fundamental cultural/social schism infusing Jewish 
identity, a dualism: “And all these dualities are necessary consequences of the first: one section 
of the people passed what through what may be properly termed a traumatic experience which 
the other was spared.” (Freud Moses and Monotheism cited in Caruth 1996 p.15)  
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While we must remain circumspect about transposing ideas about individual experience 

to the wider cultural level, there are obvious parallels between the consequences of an 

individual’s failure to assimilate trauma, and the failure of a political system, a state, or a 

culture to collectively assimilate trauma.236  It is not difficult to view the conduct of 

global politics as symptomatic of a repetitive reenactment of “traumatic neurosis” 

proceeding as a consequence of the cultural and representational failure to assimilate 

trauma.         Hirschhorn’s Ur-Collages can at one level be seen as a straightforward 

critique of a blasé cultural dissociation in the face of catastrophe, an assertion of 

disavowal in the midst of destabilising horror – a horror which is routinely muted by its 

mode of representation. But beyond this, the strategies used by Hirschhorn examined in 

this chapter present deeper challenges to such orders of representation, challenges that 

depend on the dismantling of their discursive structures. The coupling in the Ur-

Collages of evidence of such horror, with evidence of the untroubled functioning of the 

system under whose auspices it occurs.237 This general strategy is far from unique, but 

Hirschhorn’s specifically counter-Archival grammar reveals the potential of visual 

language in the critique of hegemonic discursive formations. 238 

 

 

																																																								
236 Judith Butler in Precarious Life provides an account of this repetitive cycle of catastrophe at 
the political level, beginning with the response to the trauma of September 11 2001, a response 
fueled by a mediated orchestration of nationalist forms of identification and othering, and abetted 
the absence of any empathic conception of the vulnerable other in this mediation. Butler. J. 2004: 
6 -16. 
	
237	I identify in Hirschhorn’s collages, not only parallels   between the traumatic dualism at the 
cultural level imagined by Freud (in which both the traumatized and the “spared” form a social 
whole split apart by structural trauma. But also a staging in these collages of what Caruth 
describes – in Freud’s account of Tasso’s story of Tancred and Clorinda – as a “striking 
juxtaposition of the unknowing, injurious repetition and the witness of the crying voice – that 
best represents Freud’s intuition of, and his passionate fascination with, traumatic experiences.” 
In the collages the “crying voice” of the traumatic signal, coexists with the signs of eroticised 
consumption that stoke the ‘normal’ economy. 
	
238 The juxtaposition of extreme social violence with everyday experience has its precedents in, 
for instance; Berthold Brecht’s War Primer see: (Brecht, B. 2017. War Primer . London Verso) 
Martha Rosler’s collage series: House Beautiful: Bringing the War Back Home. (c.1967–72 and 
2004) See www.martharosler.net , and Christian Boltanski’s Signal Series. (c.1993) Which is 
discussed shortly. Similar direct juxtapositions of ‘found’ imagery – of the quotidian, and the 
extremity of conflict, occur in Jean-Luc Godard’s documentary Ici et Ailleurs (Here and 
Elsewhere) 1976. Each of these examples suggests a continuum rather than a separation of 
experience between violence and ostensible normality.   
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‘Motion’ in Montage	

The ‘Ur’ of the title of this series, first of all reveals Hirschhorn’s intention to exploit the 

strategy that has been the staple of collage since its origin, in its most simple form. The 

visual proximity of disparate images in a collage determines the extent to which their 

integrity (their integral code) can remain in tact. As a general rule, when the visual 

distance between images is reduced, the capacity to read the image as a discrete, 

complete and coherent organization of content becomes increasingly difficult. The single 

image, bounded and framed by the space around it, may be read as an autonomous self-

contained statement. But once another image is brought within this perceptual frame, the 

two images must be cross-referenced, their integral codes collide, and whatever sense 

they bore alone is disrupted.239                                                                                                                         

 This short-circuiting promotes a transaction that acts against the ‘completion’ 

fostered by the singular image, in which to be able to perceive one image in relative 

isolation, is in a sense to become enclosed within its parameters and to be, however 

momentarily, subject to the worldview it represents. But to be exposed, simultaneously 

to the contrasting semiotic codes of other images in a montage, means that our 

momentary subjection to a particular worldview is contested. We cannot dwell 

comfortably in the world represented in one image in a constellation, because our 

attention is demanded simultaneously by another in close proximity to it.                                                                

 Our attention, alternating between the two worldviews, is no longer a stationary 

dwelling in the world provided by one image, but an active alternation and comparison 

of difference. In such a situation where the semiotic links between decontextualised 

images may also appear weak, the viewer pursues rather than receives meaning; we are 

prompted into perceptual activity and denied refuge, in the comforting totality the 

singular image.240   

																																																								
239 Georges Didi-Huberman compares the epistemic implications of this minimal juxtaposition, 
in which he sees an echo in the arrangements of Aby Warburg’s plates in the Mnemosyne Atlas, 
to the lectures of Heinrich Wolfflin as far back as the 1890’s: Georges Didi -Huberman in 
Michaud, P.A. 2004, Aby Warburg and the Image in Motion. New York, Zone:12 The epistemic 
effect of such juxtaposition, we might add, is that of ‘animating’ alternating attention between 
two images. 
240 Such weak semiotic links have been described by the filmmaker Harun Farocki as being the 
basis of what he terms “soft montage”.  Which in representational terms, creates “…a 
multifarious space that provokes a host of associative links, and emphatically corroborates our 
role as human (rather than machinic) creative spectators”   Blumenthal-Barby, M. Counter-
Music: Harun Farocki's Theory of a New Image Type.  October. Issue 151. Winter 2015: pp 128-
150 
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Our subject position in such situations, remains extrinsic to the positions provided by 

either of the images; immersed in neither image, we are alerted to the provisional nature 

of the worldviews offered in each. The montage constellation discourages absorption in, 

and adherence to a singular view, and as a viewer one is in perceptual motion between 

worldviews without becoming the subject of either. The montage form disturbs the stasis 

of identification promoted by the singular image. The viewer is in this way animated, 

and in turn animates the still images through this imaginary act, in a manner that is 

reminiscent of Aby Warburg’s intentions in the creation of the Mnemosyne Atlas: “To 

attribute motion to a figure that is not moving, it is necessary to reawaken in oneself a 

series of experienced images following one from the other – not a single image: a loss of 

calm contemplation.” 241  In viewing such arrangements of images, representing as they 

may, distinct cultural and ideological perspectives, the viewer’s consciousness of the 

entire field of representational relativity is heightened, and the contingency of each 

representational statement is fore-grounded. The viewer is placed – through this process 

of association – in the position of an active subject of self-representation.  

 
Totality Atomises – Fragments Cohere.   
 

The two components of Hirschhorn’s Ur-Collages abut and overlap, and the 

simultaneous reading they require, also suggests both a temporal and spatial 

simultaneity. Worlds that are Archivally set apart, collide here; distance is collapsed; the 

designated positions signified by the images are unsettled – and the onus placed upon the 

viewer to discern the relationship between them. Because all the counter-Archival art 

works I am considering rely on such acts of association, it is worth reflecting further on 

what is being associated by viewers of such montages. To do this we need to briefly 

consider the totalising function and effect of hegemonic representation in relation to the 

material conditions of social reality. In particular the schism between experiential 

fragmentation and totalising representation.  

																																																																																																																																																																					
				 
241 Michaud, P.A. 2004. Aby Warburg and The Image in Motion. New York: Zone. p  273  
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UR COLLAGE  Series B XX, 2008 
Cardboard, prints and clear tape 
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Courtesy the artist and Stephen Friedman Gallery, London.  
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Capitalist political order, is founded upon the creation of mythic essential differences 

between human beings, differences are sustained by what we have termed class-

ification. This designation of a hierarchy of classes and types, which forms the basis of 

exploitative social relations, generates the Archival function. In class-ification the 

commonality of human experience is fragmented by economic processes and the 

political orders that grow up around them. Political order enshrines this difference 

materially, and supports it symbolically. The paradoxical feature of this is that orthodox 

contextualisations of images of social reality locate them within a rhetorical matrix that 

presents them as definitive and totalising – totalisations that fragment perception.  

 While countless numbers of such images are produced in a perpetual stream, the 

rhetorical assertion of each one, is that it represents social phenomena it  ‘as they are’, 

thus excluding the many experiences and perspectives that actually occur in the social 

realm from which the image is drawn. In its claims to totality, the singular image 

fragments perception of this realm, splitting from, and abandoning other multitudinous 

experiential realities of this same social realm. But the fragmentary montage functions as 

an inverting mirror of the representational totality proposed by the singular image. By 

exposing fragmentation, by suggesting that images of ostensible radical difference may 

in fact be of the same thing, the montage image solicits from the viewer a process of 

autonomous perceptual linkage. This is a mnemosynic process – a process of association 

among fragments, it involves the mental re-connection of that which is classified-apart 

by authorised representational processes.                                  

 Hal Foster has characterised this mnemosynic impulse as “the will to connect 

what cannot be connected”. Foster notes in An Archival Impulse, (which includes 

references to other works by Hirschhorn) that against the “will to totalize”, such works 

represent “a will to relate”:  
 the art at issue here does not project a lack of logic of affect. On the contrary it assumes 

anomic fragmentation as a condition not only to represent but to work through, and 
proposes new orders of affective association, however partial and provisional. 242   

 

We might add that what “cannot be connected” is only a discursively produced 

‘impossibility’; it is an Archivally conditioned reflex that deters connective, associative 

logic.  

																																																								
242 Foster, H, An Archival Impulse, October 110 Fall 2004: 3-22  
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The image-components of the Ur Collages are snatched from the flow of their respective 

discourses in a reminder of Foucauldian “archaeological” processes, which oppose the 

linearity, which characterises for instance, the history of ideas.243  The connective,  

procedure by contrast, cuts across such discursive flows to reveal connections that may 

otherwise be obscured as they are swept along in the flows. By creating a collision 

between disparate signs from apparently unrelated realms, the collages visualise ruptures 

in the impervious flows of discourse; ruptures which obstruct the flow of ideologically 

inflected logic. In the case of the Ur- Collages, capitalist discourses of consumption – 

carried in a closed-circuit, by fantasy signals of commodity display from the world of 

fashion – are contaminated by statements from arenas of mass-death. Commodity-fetish 

signals that under normal circumstances create a representational closure effective 

enough to even exclude consideration of the human experience of commodity-

production itself, are contaminated by signals, not from another world, but from the 

other side of Archivally cordoned discourse about the same world. Such montage 

practices stage a counter-Archival stripping of authorising totality, their affective power 

lies in an incitement to actively re-establish connections between Archivally cordoned 

realms 

 

 Ur-Collages, Media and Dissensus 

We see the breaching of this cordon of mediation enacted even more directly in Christian 

Boltanski’s Signal. (c1992) A series of ‘found collages’ made by removing the staples 

from copies of a German magazine - (also called Signal) published during the second 

World War. Boltanksi presents the images as they appear on the printed page but with the 

editorial order out of sequence.  He exploits the coincidences arising as a result of the 

practicalities of printing, which result in the unintentional juxtaposition of propagandist 

martial images with anodyne and confirmatory images of, for instance the natural world, 

or fashionable women. Boltanski’s Signals, like Hirschhorn’s Ur-Collages provide a 

model for a critical mnemosynic reading of media. A reading whereby the 

representational cordon established between phenomena is broken by juxtaposition and   

a withholding of information. Thus prompting questions about what it may be that 

connects these signals, beyond whatever has led to their physical ‘factographic’ 

appearance on the same page.                                                                                  .                                                                                                                            
																																																								
243 Foucault. M. (1991) The Archaeology of Knowledge.  p.167-174   
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 Christian Boltanski, Signal, 1992, collage, 43,18 x 58,42 x 2,54 cm,  
 Images: Marian Goodman Gallery, Paris,   
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If we were to read these coincidences of cultural signals from a Freudian position, we 

might insist that their appearance on the page was no mere accident of publication, but 

rather the slip of an ideological unconscious, which presents the material connection 

between such images while serving to obscure its ideological basis.244 Viewed in this 

way, an ideological operation occurs in plain sight, it is not a hidden mechanism, it is 

simply disavowed as an ideological process. In order to discern what Boltanski’s Signal 

or Hirschhorn’s Ur- Collages series might communicate, in this unconscious way, about 

contemporary reality, we are not required to de-code the media images they include (in 

order to reveal the ‘hidden’ operation of Capitalism) we are asked instead to speculate 

about what their connections might be.  Such speculations are autonomous acts of 

representation alternating between ideological signals. 																											  

	 The structural violence characteristic of everyday normality; the gulf between the 

experiences of groups of civilians united by the same economic order, is not simply 

exposed symbolically by Hirschhorn’s juxtapositions, it is manifested through a visceral 

alternation of bodily reactions on the part of the viewer who may consciously connect  

destruction to seduction – while experiencing an echo of both at the sensory, embodied 

level. In this way the Ur-Collages are emblematic of a mode of critical thought 

championed by Jacques Rancière in The Emancipated Spectator, in that they reveal what 

is not hidden!																																																																																																																					 	

	 Rancière resists any theory of the “spectacle” which insists that reality can be 

totally obscured by its mediation: “In the end the hidden secret is nothing but the 

obvious functioning of the machine.”245  For Rancière the eventual consequence of 

insistence, in critical thought, upon the idea of spectacular impenetrability is the 

impossibility of critical differentiation between image and reality, and ultimately the 

																																																								
244   Slavoj Žižek elaborates on this unacknowledged but open “material” manifestation of 
ideology in The Plague of Fantasies by citing the famous X-Files motto “The Truth is Out 
There”: “What we are thus arguing is not simply that ideology also permeates the alleged extra-
ideological strata of everyday life, but that this materialization of ideology in external materiality 
reveals inherent antagonisms which the explicit formulation of ideology cannot afford to 
acknowledge: it is as if an ideological edifice, if it is to function ‘normally’, must obey a kind of  
‘imp of perversity’, and articulate its inherent antagonism in the externality of material 
existence.” Žižeks’s wider point is that ideology functions as a performative disavowal of 
consciousness from what it recognises to be the true state of the social order. But what is 
disavowed is never fully repressed.  
 Žižek, S. 1997. The Plague of Fantasies. London. Verso. p.4 
      
245 Rancière, J. 2009, The Emancipated Spectator London: Verso: 44-5  
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neutralisation of social critique. Rancière asserts the need in critical thought, for 

identification of the fact, for instance, that the media cannot obscure the existence of 

violently co-existing realms.  These realms are openly presented together in Capitalist 

media, and Capitalism’s maintenance of this reality only appears mysterious when its 

capacity to obfuscate is exaggerated, as it is, he asserts, in the theory of the spectacle. 

For Rancière this leads to a self-perpetuating credo, maintained by ‘archons’ of critical 

theory, who maintain their roles as mediators by insisting on the arcane nature of 

mediation. For Rancière this misplaced faith in the omnipotence of the discourse of 

power reinforces its efficacy in obscuring the relation between experience and reality; a 

faith that relies upon a corresponding myth of the credulousness of the general 

population. 246      

  In relation to the Ur-Collages, we must also note that however open and visible 

the mediation of experience may be, it is also Archivally organized. The representation 

of experiential realms is cordoned in order to prevent a perceptual leakage of content 

from one image into another - from one realm into another. 247  In this sense the Archival 

is the organization of clearly visible information in ways that render the relatedness of 

social experience invisible through the open depiction of a common realm – (we are all 

capitalist subjects) – as if this realm were separated. 	

 The Archival idea elaborated in this thesis diverges from spectacular theory in its 

rejection of the latter’s emphasis on the efficacy power’s obfuscations, and the hidden 

nature of social mechanisms; but I would also argue that while Rancière’s assertion that 

capitalism does not hide the reality of the social experience it produces. The Archival 

																																																								
246 Rancière conceives of dissensus as an emancipatory approach: “At the heart of this approach 
is the attempt to uncouple the link between the emancipatory logic of capacity and the critical 
logic of collective inveiglement. To escape the circle is	to start from different presuppositions, 
assumptions that are certainly unreasonable from the perspective of our oligarchic societies and 
the so-called critical logic that is its double. Thus it would be assumed that the incapable are 
capable; that there is no hidden secret of the machine that keeps them trapped in their place. It 
would be assumed that there is no fatal mechanism transforming reality into image; no monstrous 
beast absorbing all desires and energies into its belly; no lost community to be restored. What 
there is are simply scenes of dissensus, capable of surfacing at any time. Ibid., 48 
 	
247 In the Ur-Collages Hirschhorn is careful to position pairs of images so that a visual leakage 
occurs from one to the other. A merge often occurs between these discrete images where a tone, 
colour or shape in one image finds an echo in the one it is paired with. In this way an immediate 
perceptual bleed occurs that mirrors this breaching of the ideological cordon at the sensory level. 
While the collages of John Stezaker are not polemical works, they exploit coincidences of form 
between juxtaposed images in a similar way. 
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operation treats representation so that information that is “out there”, does not become 

part of a collective consciousness that would bring about a common recoil form its 

obscenity, and an interrogation of its systemic roots. We must ask what prevents the 

perception of this clearly visible information, and the answer I contend must reside in the 

representational framework a social order places upon perception, that is – in the 

Archive. The Archive is the epistemic mechanism that establishes what Kluge and Negt 

call the “hegemonic horizon of meaning”.                                                                                                                 

 In his introduction to History and Obstinacy, Devin Fore situates Kluge and 

Negt’s cultural analysis as a continuation of a theory of epistemic reconfiguration: 
 History and Obstinacy calls not for revelation, but for a reconfiguration that would 

demonstrate the motivated connections between seemingly unrelated particularities and 
incidents…Although little effort would be required to induce this simple shift in 
perspective and realize a utopian state that is already here, this shift turns out to be 
virtually impossible, precisely because of its very obviousness. 248  

 

This, notably coincides with Rancière’s own description of the means by which the 

nature of socially reality may be articulated as an act of reconfiguration via dissensus:  
[Dissensus]…means that every situation can be cracked open from the inside, 
reconfigured in a different regime of perception and signification. To reconfigure the 
landscape of what can be seen and what can be thought is to alter the field of the possible 
and the distribution of capacities and incapacities.249 

 
I would contend that this reconfiguration is precisely the function of counter-Archival 

representation. It establishes models of recontextualisation with the possibility that 

viewers are exposed to, and encouraged towards ‘dissensual’ modes of reading; modes 

that – in the case of the Ur-Collages, reveal the structural connection between experiential 

realms that are usually representationally partitioned. 

 

Bodily Effacement and Symbolic Misery 

Hirschhorn’s return to the origins of collage takes the form of an apparently simple 

juxtaposition, but one which, because of the extreme contrast of subject matter demands 

attention to a representational paradox; that the experiential realities of the social order 

generating the images are illuminated by the juxtaposition, even as we acknowledge that 

these realities are not accessible in the images. They are not accessible because the 

traumatic photograph cannot in itself bring us nearer to the reality of the violent death 
																																																								
248 Kluge, A & Negt, O. 2014 History and Obstinacy .Cambridge Mass. Zone, MIT pp 54-5 
249 Rancière. 2009: 49 
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depicted in it . By the same token, the other element of the Ur- Collages depicts a totally 

fictive situation created in photographic-studios. The representational paradox emerging 

here, is that images depicting scenarios we cannot imagine, combined with scenes that do 

not exist, do not inevitably alienate us from the realities of social experience. Even if we 

were to follow the logic of Lacanian symbolic substitution, in which symbolic products 

bar us from access to the real of the phenomena they represent, we still cannot conclude, 

that the image is a barrier to real experience. 

 

 
 

The above image might be taken to be an extreme example of such a barrier. Its subject 

matter is an absent body, the destruction of which leaves a mere trace. We may presume 

the victim is dead but there is no body, and of course the photograph we see is a 

substitution of the event. A substitution which transforms this death into something more 

deathly; stilling motion, excising sensory experience of the scene and reducing it to a 

cleansed surface to be seen in safe, sanitary conditions far removed from the noise, 

stench and carnage of the original scene. These subtractions of the ‘life’ of the scene 

may be compounded further by the contextualisation of the image – it may be captioned 

in such a way that it is reduced to a visual support for a particular discursive position.                       

 The human being whose remains we see, may be classified through this 

procedure in an act of designation that diverts any potential empathic response away 

from the scene of death, in a procedure of Archival framing which further removes us 
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from the scene of the image, transforming the event into a symbol. In this way the 

photographic representation of the event may be thought to transform it into a mere 

accumulation of absences, distances and divisions in a way that is redolent of Claude 

Lanzmann’s view of the effect of archival images: “I have always said that archival 

images are images without imagination. They petrify thought and kill any power of 

evocation”.250 But such a view enshrines photographs themselves as mere symbols. It 

disregards the physical and material fact of their existence and creation, and enshrines a 

kind of self-fulfilling deflection of attention, from the reality of the event from which 

they arise. There is an over-estimation in such a view, of both the power of the symbolic 

to suppress the Real (non-symbolic) aspects of the photograph, and the power of the 

Archive to regulate and control its meaning.                                                                                                                                  

 The ‘archive’, as we have seen, is not the ‘Archive’. The archive as a material 

repository may be ordered along the most authoritarian (Archival) lines, but as soon as a 

human being interacts with the material it holds this order is disturbed. This is precisely 

because this material (and this is especially true of photographic material) cannot be 

reduced to the symbolic status attributed to it, so long as a sensate human is alert to the 

traces of sensory experience it bears. The image of the destroyed body cannot ultimately 

be reduced to a mere symbol, because it is the locus of projections of imagined 

embodied suffering. And though the suffering of those who see it is in no way 

comparable to that of those depicted in the photographs, our bodies, capable of 

experiencing and remembering pain, act as barometers of such experience, enabling us, 

if not to feel or imagine, then at least to intuit our inability to imagine the unbearable 

suffering the photographs depict. In itself the traumatic photograph cannot be just a 

symbol unless it is Archivally rendered so; unless it overlaid with non-photographic 

information that directs our response to it. It is this sensory act of the viewer, amid the 

Archival arrangement of information that is recognised and facilitated by the Ur –

Collages. Even if we were only able to see the photograph as a “petrified” inanimate 

relic of the scene, the associative act prompted by its inclusion in such a minimal 

‘constellation’ animates this relic. 251  

																																																								
250 Claude Lanzmann, cited in Didi – Huberman, G. 2008 Images in Spite of All: Four 
Photographs from Auschwitz. Chicago. University of Chicago Press: 93 
  
251  I use the term “constellation” in recognition of the congruity between the arrangements of 
imagery in counter-Archival practice, and those arrangements of textual fragments which prompt 
cognitive association in the works of Walter Benjamin.     
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Thomas Hirschhorn Ur - Collage A1 2008 40.5 x43 
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The associative act demanded by montage cannot open the door to the original scene, but 

it is nonetheless a real cognitive act; and the interrogative experience in relation to it is 

activated precisely by symbolic subtractions. The subtractions that lead to the 

transformation of the living event into an apparently dead symbolic surrogate are in fact 

essential for the activation of the living associative act. A heuristic action is triggered by 

the recovery of what is lost in the process of symbolisation, and this action is further 

fueled by the anomaly and incongruity of juxtaposition which problematises whatever 

logic the image is originally imbued with. Such counter-Archival reconfigurations are 

intended to incite active investigation of the wider social scenario signaled by the 

collage. The traces of the destroyed body are re-located in this symbolic move, to 

another context, in a process that defamiliarises them, removes them from their 

sheltering matrix, and opens them to living scrutiny.  

 Another way in which the representational strategy of the Ur -Collages uses the 

virtuality of the photographs as a way of making social experience visible, can be seen 

when we consider the contrasting effect of the body in the pairings of photographs.  

 

 
 

In their usual contexts the fashion images saturate the representational field as 

normalising signals - a normalisation that involves the alignment of the subject’s self - 

image with the wider symbolic order. Of course such images do not represent the 

experience of any existing human being - they depict a fantasy performance, and act as 

signs of an intensification of desire that must be normalised in order to solicit 
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consumption. The juxtaposition, in the Ur-Collages of inviolate commodity-augmented 

bodies with the body in pieces, is an interruption of this normalising process.                                                                                   

 The appearance of the destroyed body in the wider field of representation prompts 

Archival action on the part of a representational regime because of the threat it poses to 

the enshrinement of its ‘normality’. Atrocious images are symbolically overcome and 

textually regulated because, as rogue, de-texted signals they challenge normalisation. The 

un-regulated proliferation of signals of destroyed bodies illuminates a social norm - the 

failure of political systems to protect the bodies of citizens.                                                               

 The fashion images in the Ur-Collages, in their usual contexts are units of 

symbolic currency in a representational process of commodification, they are discursive 

instruments; albeit instruments that carry an aesthetic charge that has historically, 

according to Bernard Stiegler “functionalized the affective and aesthetic dimension of the 

individual so as to produce a consumer.” 252 They contribute to the creation of an 

aesthetic climate dissociated from experience, and as a result cannot act as a means of 

symbolically processing this experience. The hegemony of such signals in culture 

produces a symbolic field which cannot mirror experience, and for Stiegler this occurs, at 

least in part, because those who are exposed to such a culture have no role in its creation. 

They are receivers of a preconceived fantasy, rather than participants in the creation of a 

collective culture arising from and registering experience – experience, we might add, 

that includes trauma. For Steigler, this loss of the collective imaginary is at the root of a 

cultural and aesthetic disenfranchisement that leads at the subjective level to “a loss of 

individuation which results from the loss of participation in the production of 

symbols”.253 This state – and the cultural disintegration that ensues as the symbolic 

becomes progressively more alienated from those for whom it ought to be a system of 

orientation – Steigler calls “Symbolic Misery”.      

 The Ur- Collages could be said to mimic the production of this symbolic misery, 

whereby mythic images of desire, which serve to override imaginary activity based on 

experience, are set against disastrous images of destruction that act as signs of a disaster 

of consciousness. Without symbolic support that acknowledges the realities of 

experience, how may human beings conceive of themselves, other than as fragmented 

																																																								
252 Stiegler, B. 2014, Symbolic Misery. Vol 1 The Hyperindustrial Epoch. Cambridge, Polity: 4 
 
253 Ibid.,10 
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inchoate, unidentifiable traces amid the ruins of signification.                                                              

 Where the proliferation of images of a commodity-aestheticised desire is an 

insistence on mythic psychic unity and wholeness, the proliferation of images of the 

destroyed body mirrors an accompanying psychic fragmentation. It becomes a signifier 

of the fate of the psyche in a symbolic order that provides no point of identification, 

because the reality of experience is overridden by myth.  

 

 
Zoriah. Suicide Bombing in Anbar, Iraq.  Used in Ur Collage Rose by Thomas Hirschhorn 
 © Zoriah/www.zoriah.com 

 

This psychic splitting is compounded by the schism between actual experience of social 

reality and the ideological insistence that all is well. If we follow Stiegler, and regard the 

process of subjective constitution as the shaping of identity through exposure to symbolic 

language of all kinds, then the ‘fashion’ images gathered in the Ur-Collages can be seen 

as examples of units of information that make up this process of constitution. Seen in this 

way the ‘constellation’ of each Ur-Collage appears as an equivalent of both social 

experience and its psychic effects. The violence of this process is represented in the act 

of juxtaposition where the fragmented subject is held in place by a ‘model’ of 

subjectivity to which they are expected to conform. Whatever potential subjective 

formation might have been possible is cut to the appropriate shape through exposure to 
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the field of information and the performance of commodified subjectivity transmitted in 

it. A politically appropriated symbolic order provides the template for this operation, and 

the violence against the body depicted in the Ur-Collages is analogous to the psychic 

coercion underpinning symbolic regimes. 

 
 

 
 
 
Thomas Hirschhorn. Ur-Collage Rose, 2008.   
47 x 45 cm. (18.5 x 17.7 in.) 
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Measuring the Gap – The Space of Representation.  

 

In the discussion of the formation of subjectivity in Chapter 2, I followed a Lacanian idea  

that in order to achieve ontological coherence; to be recognized, and, to all intents and 

purposes -– exist as an identifiable subject; the individual must undergo a process of 

alignment and identification within the wider symbolic order. If the dominant political 

order requires a particular form of subjectivity that has little to do with real needs and 

desires and experience, then it must generate a field of representation that establishes a 

mythic subjectivity – based on its own systemic requirements – as the norm. At the level 

of identification, with the symbolic field dominated by authorised models of subjectivity, 

the choice – such as it is – is between identification with this matrix of illusory 

subjectivity, or to have no identifiable form of subjectivity. A situation that presages a 

kind of symbolic excommunication that results in psychic deformation. The de-formed 

human bodies in  Hirschhorn’s collages mirror the process of symbolic deformation 

required to become subject. The Ur-Collages are semiotic equations of subjective 

expropriation, whose terms are either the given identity of economic instrumentalisation, 

or the non-identity of the corpse. 

 

  
Thomas Hirschhorn Ur- Collage Truth no 55, 2012               
Prints, tapes, plastic foil 12.8 x 24.41 in (32.51 x 62 cm) 
Barbara Gladstone Gallery New York 
 

But the collages also enact a ‘bursting-through’ of the realities of atrocity into fictions of 

normalization superimposed upon them. In such a scenario atrocity appears as an 

omnipresent immanence, fueled by structural cruelties and the operation of power, 
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infusing the mental environment with incendiary hatred and fear; always on the verge of 

being ignited. The Ur-Collages, by reconfiguring images of a radically different 

experience of a common global system, illuminate this experience as an invisible 

experiential social Real, 254  A real not compatible with signification, but rather 

apprehended in the gap between representations. One may not ‘see’ this Real, in the gap 

between images, but it can be experienced in a representational scene that activates an 

almost synaptic imaginary leap in order to bridge this gap.  

 Alexander Kluge and Oskar Negt develop a similar idea in relation to Hegel’s 

thesis “that the true essence (Wesen) of any phenomenon is revealed only when it enters 

into a felicitous historical “relation of measure” with other phenomena.” They note that 

for Hegel: “Phenomena arrive at their essence only through a relation of measure.” The 

essential phenomena which structure social experience do not reside in, or become 

manifest in things, but in the relation between them: 
 “like Ariadne, who lives on as celestial pattern created by the relationship between 

individual stars, the connections and constellations themselves are more essential  
philosophically speaking, than the physical substance in which they manifest 
themselves historically, and they endure far longer than the transient and incidental facts 
out of which they are composed.” 255 		

 
The epistemic problem then, becomes the reconfiguring of information in ways that 

allow fundamental relations to become visible. This involves the reconfiguration of the 

‘architecture’ that organises such information, in order to facilitate the recognition of 

intangible connections. The Ur-Collages, for instance do not enable us to ‘see’ the 

structural phenomena in capitalist economies, structures that lead to the coexistence and 

interdependence of profound suffering and commodity fetishism. But by dis-embedding 

the images from their original contexts they prompt unpredictable acts of association 

between two symbolic poles; acts that enable a cognitive measurement between these 

different bodily experiences of the same social phenomenon.                                                              

 While they cannot be predicted, we may speculate about the kind of associations 

that might be made. For instance, in the collages, the decimated body is directly 

associated (by virtue of the proximity of the images) with the apparent normality of the 

body reduced to commodity, which the fashion image signals. As a result both scenes 

																																																								
254 “Real” in a Lacanian sense, later in this chapter we will consider this Real in relation to an 
idea of Ur-Phenomena. 
 
255 Kluge, A & Negt, O. 2014 History and Obstinacy: 56 
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may be measured as symptoms of an experience of bodily reduction. Terrible physical 

trauma bleeds into the fashion image, bodily destruction appears as if it were a symptom 

of the normality such images help to establish.  

 

 

Ur-Collage, Collage - 4, 2008 
Cardboard, prints, tape 
12.4 x 18.5 in (31.5 x 46.99 cm) 
 Gladstone Gallery, New York 
 

We cannot preciseley predict or determine the associations or eventual affects of 

exposure to these collages, but through a momentary dwelling in the void between 

representational positivities, a representational space is created that has the potential to 

generate unauthorised connective acts between social phenomena. The juxtaposition of 

such images in the Ur-Collages effects a representational short-circuiting of the Archival 

mechanism. One function of which, is the maintenance of separation between 

phenomena.  Images of the idealised body, and the body maimed by munitions usually 

flow through discrete discursive channels as if through different realities. But because, in 

Hirschhorn’s collages, these two signifiers are presented on the same representational 

plane, a visual concept is formed which reveals their common origin.   
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The aim of Hirschhorn’s collages is not the authorisation of understanding of the source 

of the violent events depicted, but rather a catalyst for questions about the nature of their 

relation to ostensibly non-violent everyday experience. As Hirschhorn notes:     

What connects the two elements before I have glued them together is that they are both 
images of the existing world surrounding me. They are elements, images of our undivided 
world, of our only world. 256 
 

The collages propose the two radically contrasting images as facets of exactly the same 

thing; an integrated global system that proliferates signals of a phantasmagoric bodily 

ideal as it obliterates the bodies of those designated as others. An insistent, traumatically 

repeated assertion arises out of the formal language of the collages – that the direct 

physical connection of the photographs is a visual equivalent of direct structural 

connections in the real world, and that the propagation of a commodity-driven fantasy 

ideal is structurally connected to the violent destruction of real bodies in war zones.   

 

Representational Cordon 

Alexander Kluge and Oskar Negt provide a further means of evaluating the critical 

potential of what they call image-concepts emerging from this kind of coexistence, when 

they refer to the way in which these critically useful tools generate connective threads 

between realms of experience that are discursively kept apart. They evoke the situation of 

an air raid to develop this idea:  
The conceptual fragment “I want to survive” among occupants in a basement during an 
air raid and the conceptual fragment “obliterate the city, do the job right” in the armada of 
bombers, together with their highly unequal instruments of power, form a single situation, 
a single experience. However, this situation is at the same time a publically legible code 
that in everyday life or in times of so-called peace, discloses a hidden relation of an entire 
society to humanity. This is a single concept.257 
 

This single concept brings together directly related facts of human experience of the 

same situation. Under normal representational circumstances these experiences are   

separated by a representational cordon – a diversion of the signals of experience into 

separate discursive channels, or, in visual terms, a textual or graphically delineated space 

or division such as those revealed and transgressed by Boltanski’s  Signal series. This 

representational cordon is the manifestation in the presentation of information of the 
																																																								
256 Hirschhorn, in Lee L, & Foster, H. 2013: p  295 
 
257 Kluge, A & Negt, O. 2014 History and Obstinacy p.128. 
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Archival classification of all phenomena. The violent coexistence made visible the Ur-

Collages is not therefore, a forcing together of disparate, unrelated elements; but rather 

the removal of a representational cordon that artificially divides aspects of the same 

experience.  

 The wider operation of an Archivally appropriated symbolic order ensures that 

there is no signifying bleed between the experience of the powerful and the powerless. 

The representational cordon serves to dissociate those who are in fact directly connected 

in a relationship of violent coexistence. The cordon also ensures that we, as viewers do 

not begin to consider the extent to which we are connected to the events depicted. It 

asserts the otherness of what is represented, and consigns the depicted event to a distant 

realm. Cordoning is an Archival effect which renders invisible the connective thread of 

global networks that directly implicate my social experience and my bodily activity (or 

inactivity) to the destruction of the body in such a photograph.	Paradoxically, the brutal 

cut necessary to bring about the act of juxtaposition in the Ur-Collages renders these 

threads visible. 

 In his analysis of David Simon’s The Wire, Slavoj Žižek refers to the title of this 

series in a way that is analogous to this cordon.258 Simon himself describes the ‘wire’ of 

the title as “an almost imaginary, but inviolate boundary between the two Americas.” 

This figure is the cordon dividing - in the case of The Wire - realms of class experience 

in a relation of similarly violent coexistence. Žižek refers to Frederic Jameson’s 

description of this cleaving of experience:  
“Here in absolute geographical propinquity, two whole cultures exist without contact and 
without interaction, even without any knowledge of each other: like Harlem or the rest of 
Manhattan, like the West Bank and the Israeli cities that, once part of it, are now still a 
few miles away.” 259  
 

Both Jameson and Žižek point to the role of this separating mechanism as a means of 

obscuring the fundamental relation of division structuring all Capitalist social experience. 

The realities of this experience are also the Capitalist Real (in the Lacanian sense) insofar 

as they cannot effectively be represented by the cultural apparatus of Capitalism without 

systemic self-condemnation. As Žižek notes in relation to the social schism depicted by 

																																																								
258 Zizek, S. 2012 The Year of Dreaming Dangerously. London Verso: 92-3 
 
259 Jameson, F.2010 Realism and Utopia in The Wire. In Criticism, 52:3–4 pp.359-72 cited 
above.   
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The Wire: “The two cultures are separated in the basic manner of their relating to the 

real: one stands for the horror of addiction and consumption, while in the other reality is 

carefully screened”.260 In relation to the Ur-Collages, the two realms of experience that 

Hirschhorn forces together are the horror of martial destruction and the normal 

functioning of a commodity economy of which the fashion image is emblematic.  

  

A Visual Grammar Against Cognitive Closure 

 

A verbal description of the Ur- Collages runs the risk of over-emphasising their 

didacticism. But while didacticism is a feature of many examples of such détournement, 

it is worth analysing how it is evaded in the specifically counter-Archival grammar of 

Hirschhorn’s arrangement. As Jacques Rancière has noted, with reference to Rosler’s 

Bringing the War Back Home, there is always the danger that such a representational 

trope, sooner or later may establish an authorising discourse of its own; once its 

defamiliarising methods become familiar, so its aesthetic contributes to the establishment 

of representational norms. 261                                                                                               

 Discursive regularities, and their regulatory effects, are not – as Foucault has 

shown, confined to archontic authority, but may also infuse the discourse of opposition. 

Oppositional discourse reinforces that which it confronts where it uses the same forms 

and grammar. The critical art referred to by Rancière can, at worst, become just another 

confirmatory discursive commodity, which secures its viewers in a mythic sense of 

oppositional belonging; where communities of opposition arise, bound by the same 

‘othering’ identifications as that which they ostensibly oppose.  The danger of this 

occurs, paradoxically when such détournement makes too much sense; when its 

juxtapositions are dominated by verbal language; when the component images are so 

symbolically pre-encoded that the assemblage remains, for all its apparent radicalism, 

semiotically aligned with that which it attempts to oppose. When we bask under the 

comforting light of ideological affirmation provided by any existing discourse, then we 

should also be alert to the shadow of conformity we may be casting.    

																																																								
260 Ibid.,93 
 
261 Rancière, J. 2009. The Emancipated Spectator. London, Verso: 75 
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The Ur- Collages do not make this kind of confirmatory sense; their construction relies 

on a balancing of semantic logic, chance and visual correspondence to produce an effect 

that escapes simple symbolic binaries. The ‘play’ of visual correspondence, the bleed 

between the visual forms of the two elements make ‘sensory’ as much as they make 

sense. Hirschhorn is not, advancing a photojournalistic imperative to provide knowledge 

of the scenes depicted. His strategy is in fact a removal of this provision – a removal of 

the linguistic supplement that usually infuses such images. But it is precisely because of 

the weakness of their semantic sense that the Ur-Collages provide, a disturbing sensory 

experience that exceeds it. As viewers of the Ur-Collages we are exposed to sensory, 

sexualised imagery at exactly the same time as we encounter images of the body made 

grotesque and unrecognisable . A complex sensory event is triggered; if we are seduced 

by the exposed flesh in the fashion images, then a reflexive recoil from the destroyed 

flesh of the dead happens at the same time.  

 This sensory collision is a representational event which transcends 

straightforward, symbolic message-reception.  The traumatic image can be Archivally 

contextualised so that it is rendered epistemically impotent. But conversely, this also 

means that, contextualised with other forms of information, such images have the 

potential to productively contaminate one another’s codes, and in doing so, illuminate the 

traumatic correspondence between phenomena in the social realm.  

 Jacques Rancière, in a Foucauldian echo, has noted that the positioning of the 

“intolerable” image, (which is always contextualised in some way) is “ a matter of 

dispositif of visibility. What is called an image is an element in a system that creates a 

certain sense of reality, a certain common sense.” 262  

The disruptive potential of re-contextualisation occurs when the “common sense” that 

upholds unjust social relation is affected by the deliberate re-combinations of the 

elements in this system. For Rancière, the point of the use of the intolerable image, is not 

to regard it as a sign of reality “and to counter-pose reality to its appearances. It is to 

construct different realities, different from common sense – that is to say different 

spatiotemporal systems, different communities words and things, forms and meanings.” 
263 

																																																								
262 ibid p 102-3 
 
263 Ibid. 
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Thomas Hirschhorn 
Ur-Collage, 2008  
Cardboard, prints, tape (31.5 x 46.99 cm)  
Gladstone Gallery, New York 
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This construction of different spatio-temporal systems is the key act of counter-Archival 

practice. Where Archival representational logic is evaded then it is because an event 

takes place in which the familiar associations between components of a statement are 

disrupted.264 In this sense the Ur-Collages correspond to the effect necessary for the 

creation rather than the reception of understanding; a by-product of the dissociation, 

described by Rancière in The Emancipated Spectator: 
  
    What occurs are processes of dissociation: a break in a relationship between sense and 

sense – between what is seen and what is thought, what is thought and what is felt. Such 
breaks can happen anywhere at any time at any time. But they cannot be calculated. 265   

 

Counter-Archival works such as the Ur- Collages intentionally stage representational 

situations where incalculable breaks in discursive logic may occur. Situations in which “a 

work of representation” conducted by viewers may take place. 266  In short – the removal 

of the semantic cordon created by say, the authorising inscriptio and subscriptio of title 

and caption, activates a process whereby the nature of the connection between 

phenomena is opened to scrutiny. The lack of directive text which usually serves to pre-

establish difference, hierarchy and significance forces an inquisitive, compensatory 

attention onto images and their relationship.  All this encourages a connective reading of 

these apparently distinct experiences, with the result that Kluge and Negt’s “hidden 

relation” may be disclosed. In the procedure described above, cordoning itself is revealed 

as an archontic operation. The cordon ensures that the social force that connects 

phenomena remains invisible.   

  

 

 

																																																								
264 Rancière describes this Archival processing of images of social trauma under normal 
circumstances of representation through their mediation: “For the dominant media by no means 
drowns us in a torrent of images testifying to massacres, massive population transfers and the 
other horrors that go to make up our planet’s present. Quite the reverse, they reduce their number, 
taking good care to select and order them. They eliminate from them anything that might exceed 
the simple superfluous illustration of their meaning. What we see above all in the news on our 
TV screens are the faces of rulers experts and journalists who comment on the images, who tell 
us what they show and what we should make of them.” Ibid,. 96 
	
265 Ibid., 75 
 
266 Ibid., 90 
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Ur-Collages and Ur-Phenomena 

We have noted the way in which the Ur-Collages bring together radically different 

experience of a common global system. Walter Benjamin’s conception of ur-phenomena 

provides a valuable conceptual tool for the consideration of precisely what binds these 

experiences – and the nature of this shared scenario. As Susan Buck-Morss, in her 

analysis of Benjamin’s Arcades Project (Passagenwerk) has shown, the concept of the ur-

phenomena was central to Benjamin’s own approach to text in the development of the 

structure of the Passagenwerk. Benjamin conceived of the project as an epic montage, 

which would incorporate fragmentary quotations. The inter-relation of these would 

generate a “natural history” of the present through a presentation of texts, which revealed 

archetypal features of capitalist production. Early in the development of the work, 

Benjamin considered using actual images of such phenomenon along with these textual 

extracts. The images represented physical manifestations of the phantasmagoric desires 

underpinning economic production. As Buck-Morss notes: 

 

such images were the concrete “small particular moments” in which the ‘total historical 
event” was to be discovered, the perceptible ur-phenomenon (Urphänomen) in which the 
origins of the present can be found” 267 

 

For Benjamin ur-phenomena were “ideal symbols” in which the essences of Capitalist 

productive forces appeared in sensory form. Benjamin’s pre-occupation with this concept 

reached back to his 1925 work The Origins of German Tragic Drama, where he wrote of 

his desire to transfer this concept of archetypal essences occurring in nature, to the 

analysis of cultural products. In Benjamin’s early notes on the montage nature of the 

Arcades Project he notes that the economic facts he seeks to identify are “not abstract 

causal factors, but ur-phenomena”, and the texts and images Benjamin presents are 

emblematic of these. 268 In following this (perhaps coincidental) nomological 

correspondence, between Hirschhorn and Benjamin’s “ur”, can we assume that 

Hirschhorn, through his own montage method, is also presenting an archetypal 

phenomenon that structures contemporary experience? 
 
																																																								
267   Buck-Morss, S.1989. The Dialectics of Seeing: Walter Benjamin and the Arcades 
Project.Cambridge MA. MIT: 71 
 
268 Ibid., 115 
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Dream-Images and Images for Dreaming 

Certainly the collages present commodified desire in the form of what Benjamin would 

call the bourgeois “dream-image” of a commodity-enhanced idealized body; a body 

feverishly animated by desire; a body possessed by possession and consumption. This 

dream-image of consumer capitalism is a dominant representational trope, and the 

hegemonic fantasy-standard, promoted for a particular mode of being. 269 By positioning 

such images on the same representational plane as images of destroyed human bodies, 

the Ur-Collages, suggest the equivalence of these ostensibly polarised representations. 

The destroyed other of the phantasmagoric body acts as an inverting mirror, revealing the 

shadow cast by bodies infested by a desire that is not their own. Benjamin identified such 

a deathly correspondence of phenomena in his 1935 exposé to the Arcades Project, in a 

passage which has a remarkable correspondence to the subject matter of the Ur-Collages: 
 
Fashion stands in opposition to the organic. It couples the living body to the inorganic 
world. To the living it defends the right of the corpse. The fetishism that succumbs to the 
sex-appeal of the inorganic is its vital nerve. The cult of the commodity presses such 
fetishism into its service. 270   

 

The orchestration of the bodies of the fashion models in the Ur-Collages, with their 

contorted, exaggerated postures suggest, in the light of Benjamin’s words, a kind of 

totentanz, a dance that is made explicitly deathly through the brutal juxtaposition of these 

images with photographs of destroyed bodies.      

 Further – the morbid fusion of commodity with corpse evoked by Benjamin, 

corresponds to descriptions of the nature and effect of the commodity itself, which Esther 
																																																								
269	Dreams and dream-images and dream-logic:	The dream- images represented by those in the 
Ur- Collages may be thought of the means by which our unconscious is colonised, as Mark 
Fisher describes it : “…now the fact that capitalism has colonised the dreaming life of the 
population is so taken for granted that it is no longer worthy of comment…”.  Fisher, M. 2009 
Capitalist Realism. London. Zero. p 8  Various kinds of dreams and dreaming recur as motifs in 
this chapter, and it may help to differentiate two of them before they appear. The term “dream-
image” used with reference to the fashion photographs in the Ur-Collages draws on its use by 
Benjamin in the Arcades project to describe the function of the commodity form, as that which 
solicits and channels desire in ways that conform to an imposed economic imperative. For 
Benjamin, however such dream-images also contain a latent signal attesting to a more 
fundamental pre-commodified desire that lies at the root of utopian longing. However, it is their 
status as images that coral desire that is my main concern here. This dream- image must be 
distinguished from dream- logic, the jump-cut associative imaginary recombination of elements 
which disrupts archontic logic and which is the logic of montage itself. See Michaud, P.A., 2004: 
157-8  
			
270  Walter Benjamin,1999. The Arcades Project.Cambridge. MA. Harvard Belknap: 8 
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Leslie describes as a deathly displacement of the living force of all things. With reference 

to Adorno and Horkheimer’s Dialectic of Enlightenment she concludes that: “Animistic 

belief systems enliven the entire world. Industrial belief systems de-animate, reify, 

deaden that which was considered living, … and turn it into dead objects” 271 But as 

Leslie notes, this deadening is accompanied by the animating counter-force of the 

commodity: “commodity fetishism – arrives when exchange value dictates production, 

turning souls or living acting beings into things. At the same time, it is animistic, for it 

gives souls to things, as it takes them from humans.” 272                                                                                            

 The orchestration of comportment; of writhing, strutting, and pouting evoke – in 

the Ur-Collage ‘fashion’ photographs – exactly this deathly animation-by-commodity. It 

is an effect intensified by the grotesque visual bleed that occurs between the montaged 

pairs of images; the echo of posture and gesture from corpse to model; the visual 

coincidences that serve to rupture the cordon that conventionally separates them – all 

these effects add to the impression that the collages manifest an ur-phenomena of 

commodified death – death by commodification – as an essential feature of the global 

political process.  

 
 

Thomas Hirschhorn Ur Collage. Truth. No. 11. Gladstone Gallery, New York 

																																																								
271  Leslie, E. 2013. Derelicts: Thought Worms From the Wreckage, London: Unkant:  140 
 
272 Ibid. 
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 Part 2: The Symbolic Quarantine of The Incommensurable Banner    
 

Measuring With the Body 

The Incommensurable Banner, consists of a large number of internet-sourced color 

photocopies of images of destroyed human bodies arranged on a sheet of fabric, four 

meters high and eighteen meters long, stretched across a wall of exhibition space. The 

‘banner’, which appears to be only partially unfurled, suggests a continuous stream of 

images. The only visible text takes the form of the twice-repeated, hand-painted words 

“The Incommensurable”. While the work is a two-dimensional array of images, it also 

constructed in such a way that a witnessing-space is formed. When it was exhibited as 

part of Memory of Fire, the Brighton Photo-Biennial in 2008, curated by Julian 

Stallabrass, its spatial aspect was emphasised because the work was placed behind a 

curved metal and Perspex screen, which divided the gallery space, and obscured its 

disturbing imagery from wider public view.  

 

 
1. Thomas Hirschhorn. The Incommensurable Banner 
Fabric, spray paint, printed materials, plastic, adhesive tape; 158 x 709 inches.273 

																																																								
273	All photographs of The Incommensurable Banner are from Julian Stallabras’ documentation 
of the work when it was shown at the Fabrica Gallery, Brighton as part of Memory of Fire: 
Images of War and the War of Images, Brighton Photo Biennial, 2008.see: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/slowkodachrome/  Last accessed May 13 2017 
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While Hirschhorn frequently integrates spatial dividing techniques in his more overtly 

architectural sculptural work, the Incommensurable Banner is a more straightforwardly 

two-dimensional piece, but one that requires physical interaction. The movement of the 

viewer’s body across its span is necessary because of the large scale of the banner, and 

the varying sizes of the images; some of which can only be viewed by moving in closer. 

This  necessitates a shifting movement back- and-forth, an animate, embodied viewing 

experience. The movement of viewers prompted by the display relies on autonomous 

decision-making because there is no obvious, sequential narrative determining the order 

in which the images are viewed.                                                                                                 

 A form of active, associative viewing is staged – achieved by the isolation of the 

images from the flow of discourse that might usually influence and determine our 

response to them.  A symbolic ‘quarantine’ is established, dependent on what Ulrich 

Baer, has called a “strategic isolation” of photographs from their original discursive 

contexts.274 The quarantine space is clear of such ‘infectious’ discourse, and holds the 

potential for decontamination from it. An apparently straightforward move – the removal 

of explanatory text and information – has significant implications for the way in which 

we conceive of those represented in the images. Hirschhorn’s de-captioning amounts to 

the removal of the linguistic means through which we apprehend and conceive of both 

the body and the other.   

 The work relies on a series of informational subtractions that trigger 

compensatory action on the part of the viewer. For example; we may only identify the 

dead in the images, by searching for visual clues to their identity. We are not informed 

who they are, so is not possible to make the usual categorical pre-judgments about the 

individuals we see, and our relation to them. To compensate for this lack in the provision 

of identification, we must look very closely to establish our own. This requires a close 

scrutiny of images which – because of their visceral nature – prompts the demand that we 

come to some understanding of how and why the human beings shown in them come to 

be thus harmed. We may try to orientate ourselves in this process of identification by 

making best-guesses from our particular cultural, national, or political subject-positions. 

																																																																																																																																																																					
	
274	Baer, U. 2005. Spectral Evidence: The Photography of Trauma. Cambridge Massachusetts . 
MIT. p180 
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But such understanding is postponed – and uncertainty prolonged, by the withholding of 

information.  

 In the quarantine space established by the banner we are isolated from the flow of 

ostensible knowledge that might quell our desire to understand its horror – information 

that could provide us with cognitive closure; instead we are left open and unknowing. In 

this way a desire for subject-knowledge, a knowledge that secures us in our own identity 

by enabling us to make judgments about the identity of others, is activated and 

immediately thwarted.  We are cut adrift from the processes that both enable 

identification and serve to secure us in identity. While this representational scene is far 

removed from the trauma depicted in the scenes of carnage to which we are exposed, an 

epistemic trauma is activated. 275  

 Bodily destruction is presented without the comforting authorisation of meaning. 

The physical features, clothing and locations visible in the photographs reveal that these 

are the dead from different conflicts. But there is no given identification, instead we must 

identify using non-verbal means. In order to make moral, political or ideological sense of 

this scene where the destroyed body is the only measure, we must resort to our own 

internalised national, racial, political or ethnic identifications, if we are to make 

judgments about the extent to which we may identify with the dead. Responsibility for 

the designation, identification, and categorization of victims falls to the viewer. And this 

process of judgment is staged and illuminated in the space of The Incommensurable 

Banner. Here the extent to which we must rely on internalised mechanisms of 

classification in order to empathise is revealed.    

 Hirschhorn indicates his reasons for disturbing these modes of classification, with 

reference to the name of the work, when he claims that: 
 To classify destroyed human bodies as victim and non- victim is an attempt to make them 

commensurable. The victim syndrome is the syndrome that wants me to give a response, 
an explanation, a reason to the incommensurable and finally to declare who is “the 
innocent.” 276 

																																																								
275	Griselda Pollock, in her reading of Freud’s Moses and Monotheism differentiates between two 
forms of trauma resulting from the original imperiling event, “Trauma can be either positive – 
impelling us to repeat its originary situations in the search for repeated gratifications or negative, 
causing us to bury all traces.” See Pollock, G. 2013 pp 8-9 
That which I term the ‘potential’ of trauma arises out of secondary witnessing of the trauma 
others who, experiencing only the trauma of looking and aesthetically distanced, remain capable 
of searching for the causes of the originary event, and its latency in the present.  
	
276 Hirschhorn in Lee,L. & Foster,H. (Eds), 2013 Critical Laboratory: 103 
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Hirschhorn tries to suspend this attribution of designated identity of the other as the 

measure of affect; this is the ‘incommensurability’ of the work; the thwarting of the 

resort to pre-ordained meaning and measurement in the hope that in this state of 

suspension, we will be left exposed, without conceptual armor, to the proliferation of 

mutilated bodies.     

 Seen in this way, the title - The Incommensurable Banner becomes a call, or a 

question – an incitement rather than an assertion – about the possibility of measurement.   

These photographs of contemporary carnage  – unlike the Ur-Collages, are not shown 

alongside any symbolic counterpoint that can act as a norm of measurement. Instead it is 

the life-experience of visitors to (usually) Western art-institutions which provide this 

embodied counterpoint. As users of The Incommensurable Banner we are the living 

equivalents of the ‘fashion’ images in the Ur-Collages; spectators, far-removed, like 

W.G. Sebald’s Cosmo Solomon, from the scene of conflict; yet called to measure our 

experience against that of the destroyed.  We partake – in a scene where representational 

conclusions are postponed – in acts of representation-through-measurement. Our 

everyday norms and ostensible normality is brought into contact with a flow of global 

carnage without explanation or justification, it is we who are juxtaposed with extremity, 

and our relation to it may only be gauged by embodied measurement.                                                            

 The creation of orders of similarity and difference – of those with whom we have 

some aspect of social experience in common, and ‘other’ others, who are designated as 

being culturally and socially remote is, under normal circumstances, already taken care 

of in a process of ideological framing, and this framing is disrupted in The 

Incommensurable Banner. We cannot discriminate on the basis of our identifications. 

And thwarting of discrimination in the context of imagery of mass-death, is also a 

reminder that discrimination on the basis of socially-constructed identity, is one of the 

basic preconditions of mass-death in atrocity. 

 

The Big Secret of the Archive   

Hirschhorn’s own hostility to authorising discourse is apparent in the manner in which he 

opposes the “truth” manifested in the destroyed body – to the “facts” one may be directed 

to by authorising information: 

The truth I am interested in resists facts, opinions, comments and journalism. Truth 
is irreducible; therefore the images of destroyed human bodies are irreducible and 
resist factuality… The habit of reducing things to facts is a comfortable way to 
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avoid touching truth. Such an acceptance wants to impose on us factual information 
as the measure, instead of seeing and looking with our own eyes. 277   

 

Captions and contextualising text are, for Hirschhorn, a means of screening the truth of 

the image with ‘fact’, and such facts, as authorisations, represent for Hirschhorn the 

imposition of a means of discriminating between the dead and measuring what we might 

term (after Judith Butler) their “grievability”. Hirschhorn problematises the formal 

devices that make meaning of carnage. He sows seeds of doubt about the general 

representational process which seals the Real of carnage behind a logic of symbolic 

justification.     

 This hostility to the contingent and partial nature of the symbolic sense-making 

that legitimises the destruction of others, in the name of “facts” brings us closer to what 

Lacan described as the “big secret of psychoanalysis” the fact that the “big Other” - 

l’Autre – (the representational authority that generates the Archival and gives us the 

capitalized ‘A’ of the Archive) – can provide no guarantee of meaning, or guarantee the 

veracity of its representations. This not just a consequence of the political function of 

Archival authority reflexively manipulating, selecting or repressing information about 

the social world in order to sustain a particular political order, but – from a Lacanian 

perspective – a consequence of the ‘impossibility’ of representation itself. From the 

Lacanian position of Yannis Stavrakakis: 

  
 The field of representation is itself revealed as lacking because it attempts the impossible, 

that is to say, the representation of something ultimately unrepresentable. Representation 
is the representation of a real fullness which is always beyond our grasp. 278  

 

The problem this raises, at the level of politically oppositional representation, is that it    

seems to reinforce claims of unrepresentability  – by asserting the inaccessibility of 

phenomena to cognitive interrogation, and thus undermine faith in the efficacy of 

representational acts. But in fact it offers a radical potential. A potential described by 

Slavoj Žižek when he insists that “the most radical dimension of Lacanian theory 

lies…in realizing that the big ‘Other’ the symbolic order itself is also barre´ – crossed 

out, by a fundamental impossibility, structured around an impossible / traumatic kernel, 

																																																								
277 Hirschhorn in Lee, L. & Foster,H. (Eds), 2013 Critical Laboratory: 58 
278 Stavrakakis, Y. 2002. Lacan and the Political. London. Routledege. P39 
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around a central lack.” Stavrakakis also points to the representational potential of 

Lacan’s focus on this representational lack. 

 

  [For Lacan] The social field is revealed as a discursive field of representation which is 
articulated on the basis of the repression, the exclusion, the reduction of an ultimately 
unrepresentable real; a real which is however resurfacing, making thus visible the 
irreducible failure at the heart of the Other of meaning; ‘there is a fault, hole or loss 
therein [in the Other]. 279 

 

If representation is in this sense impossible – if we cannot give symbolic form to the 

fullness of experience, then neither can a representing authority. Recognition of the 

impossibility of establishing representation, enables us to conceive of a representational 

process taking place in a cultural sphere where signals of conflicting experience are at 

war.  This ‘fault” in the representational logic of the Other (and of the Archive) gives 

rise, (and gives form) to the visual grammar and ordering principles of the counter-

Archival. By staging the failure of Archival meaning-construction – (bearing in mind that 

this “Other of meaning” is analogous to the Archive) – Hirschhorn allows the chaos of 

the real of contemporary conflicts to “resurface” in the cracks he exposes in the seamless 

field of representation. So while we cannot be under any illusion that Hirschhorn is 

showing the reality of conflict, we may argue that by staging a failed archive he makes 

visible the function of Archival representation as repression. If we are then led to 

imagine what kind of Real is repressed in this scenario, then an intuition of this Real may 

seep through the fault-lines of symbolic construction.   

 This resulting intuition is a sense of absence, a heightened awareness that there is 

something – even in these most explicit of images – that we will never grasp, and this 

lack is at the root of the epistemic trauma staged by the counter-Archival; in this case an 

awareness of representational insufficiency coupled with images of unbearable suffering. 

We see, but we cannot know. And this not knowing the horror we have seen has the 

potential to activate a process of knowledge-seeking towards it. A knowledge-seeking 

which, as a collective process may lead us to an interrogation of the precepts of a 

carnage-normalising global order, and our own relation to this order. Symbolic acts, acts 

of representation, cannot be synonymous with the truth of a situation in the way, for 

instance, that a real human body destroyed by a bomb is a register of experiential truth.  

																																																								
279 Ibid. 
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Thomas Hirschhorn. The Incommensurable Banner (detail) 

 

For Lacan, symbolisation is always predicated on loss, an effort – doomed to failure – to 

establish contact with what is beyond us and what is lost to us, in an effort to compensate 

for it. The symbolic process is in part the action of perception, enfolding around that 

which it can never possess; that which in fact symbolisation itself displaces. 

Symbolisation revolves around loss, but as a process of compensation for this loss, 

symbolic acts also propel us toward the Real. For instance, at the most direct and 

experiential level of symbolisation, those who collect the body parts of a human-being 

destroyed by munitions, or tend to the body, cover it in a shroud or take it for burial, are 

physically acting in a way that is a symbolic address to the Real. Their acts confer 

symbolic meaning upon death and physically connect the living to the dead. They are 

embodied acts of symbolisation in the midst of meaningless carnage. And they are 

examples of activity in the midst of the unrepresentable that is suffused with symbolic 

desire; acts which raise questions about the impermeability of the Real and the symbolic 

in Lacanian logic.280 The symbolic act is driven here by what is lost, it is propelled by 

grief; by the occurrence of loss and the consequent experience of lack; and all 

symbolisation for Lacan is predicated on this loss. But – as the product of the desire to 

transcend the distance between what we are, and that Real beyond us which cannot reach 

– symbolisation is still a Real-reaching act.  

																																																								
280  In the next chapter we will question this ostensible impermeability between the symbolic and 
its objects, with reference to Griselda Pollock’s analysis of the work of Bracha Ettinger. 
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Thomas Hirschhorn. The Incommensurable Banner (detail) 

  

 

Restorative and Separatist Representation. 

But such acts of symbolisation differ radically from acts of representation conducted 

under the auspices of symbolic power – which work in the opposite way, to create an 

obfuscating cordon of closure behind which the bodies may not be ‘reached’, where 

bodies may be secretly buried in mass graves, and where responsibility, complicity, or 

even the event of death itself may be denied. Of these two symbolic processes, one 

attempts to restore the gulf between symbolisation and being, the other is separatist and 

attempts to distantiate collective consciousness and social experience. The latter is a 

repression of the former. The first is a drive, an impulse; the second is the political 

control of this drive; a control which manifests itself in the establishment of Archival 

authority and the assertion that its representations already correspond to reality. 

Restorative representational processes, among which I locate counter-Archival practices, 

problematise the truth claims of representational authority by drawing attention to the 

distance between the Real and its representation; they are nonetheless perpetually trying 

to traverse this distance.                                                          
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 We are describing here the symbolic war over actual conditions of existence, 

because while symbolic operations are defined – at least in Lacanian terms –by their 

impermeability to the Real, they also structure, sustain and transform the concrete 

experience of reality. The paradox of the real/symbolic dialectic arises because there is 

no aspect of social experience that is not to some degree symbolically grounded. Even in 

literal terms, the battle-ground – the territory on which the destruction of human bodies 

occurs, is impossible to representationally exhaust as factual, material ground. It is also 

the example par excellence of a symbolically saturated phenomenon, over whose 

contested status human beings die en masse. In the same way the experiential reality of 

the human subjects of the photographs from war zones who populate The 

Incommensurable Banner is, in Lacanian terms, symbolically unrepresentable; but the 

tragic paradox is that a superposed, ideologically inflected, symbolic representation of 

their identity may well have contributed to their death.                                                                                                 

 To apply this idea to the situation represented in The Incommensurable Banner 

leads us to the conclusion that human beings – constituted in a field of representation, 

ideologically identified as subjects within this construct, and destroyed as a result of this 

identification – are destroyed in the name of representational force which is itself based 

on impossible truth-claims. The mythic assertion of the alignment of reality with 

symbolic claims is the first law of force, and the “big secret” of the Archive. This ‘secret’ 

provides the symbolic underpinning of violence against the body of the other. 

 Counter-Archival practices such as Hirschhorn’s strive to expose the Archival 

illusion of conclusive, resolved and substantial meaning, emanating from a symbolic 

order that is founded on the concretion of illusory meaning; they draw attention to the 

constructed and provisional nature of the meaning arising there. The separation of 

Archival truth-claim from experiential truth is exposed, and the way paved, for acts of 

interminable representation which try to register mutable, experiential truth, without 

enshrining it.   

  

Showing, Haunting and the Need To Know.   

The Incommensurable Banner stages the schism between ‘representation’ and 

‘presentation’, a schism rehearsed famously in the difficulties faced by Aby Warburg, in 

the development of the Mnemosyne Atlas and by Walter Benjamin in the Arcades 

project. Referring to the modes of presentation which underpin each of these immense 

projects, Ernst Von Alphen cites Han-Jost Frey’s use of the German term Darstellung, 
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which distinguishes presentation from representation. Darstellung refers to the 

presentation of “that which is without mediation.” For Von Alphen: 

 

Benjamin’s thought thus emerges as in fact anti-representational, geared rather to notions 
of showing, making visible, shining forth (“I have nothing to say, only to show” as 
Benjamin put it in connection with the Arcades Project) and hence to notions of 
immanence, immediacy and embodiment. 281  

  

Adorno was famously unsettled by the decontextualisations of Benjamin’s Arcades 

Project in which fragments of writing are presented “without any accompanying 

contextualisation at all, presented without commentary, surrounded so to speak, with 

silence”,and this interpretative ‘silence’ is characteristic of The Incommensurable 

Banner.282   

 Here the interrogative responses of the viewer take priority over the provision of 

content. What we might subjectively ‘take’ from the array of images may differ radically 

from what, in their usual setting we are ‘given’, or provided with as a verbal supplement 

intended to direct our thought.  But if we do not take from the presentation something 

that might add to our store of symbolic knowledge, then we must ask what it is possible 

to take. Judith Butler indicates what might be taken in such circumstances, in her 

discussion of the evolution of Susan Sontag’s analysis of the ethics of the traumatic 

image. Butler fixes upon a phrase of Sontag’s that is a departure from the “measured 

rationalism” of her previous critique. 283 Sontag’s injunction is “Let the atrocious images 

haunt us.” We considered in chapter 2, the haunting ‘potential’ of the unsymbolised cry; 

and Sontag’s use of this term suggests a similar potential – of a signal which is not fully 

integrated into collective understanding. “Haunt” is an ineffable term; it resists easy 

incorporation into representational narratives, and is used by Sontag, seconded by Butler, 

																																																								
281 Ernst Von Alphen: Archival Obsessssions and Obsessive Archives in Obsession, Archive, 
Encounter - Research In the Visual Arts. Michael Ann Holly, Manquard Smith editors. Clark 
Institute, Michigan 2008. Page 103 
 
282	For an account of Adorno’s unease in the face of Benjamin’s ‘constellation’ strategy, see : 
Prendergast, C. 2000, The Triangle of Representation. Columbia University Press: 103 and 
Benjamin, W. Adorno, T. et al. 1980 Aesthetics and Politics. London Verso: 126-133 
 
283 Butler, J. 2009, Frames of War: When is Life Greivable. London Verso: 96 
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as a resistance to the incorporation of the photograph into such explanatory narratives, 

conceptual schema, and systems of ideological production. 284 

Butler describes the implications of Sontag’s use of the term as an indicator of the latter’s 

shifting position:  

 
  Whereas earlier she diminished the power of the photograph to that of merely 
impressing on us its haunting effects (whereas narrative has the power to make us 
understand), now it seems that some understanding is to be wrought from this very 
haunting. We see the photograph and cannot let go of the image that is transitively 
relayed to us. It brings us close to an understanding of the fragility and mortality of 
human life, the stakes of death in the scene of politics. 285   

 

The traumatic image may, it seems “haunt” what we have hitherto ostensibly 

‘understood’, and this haunting, with its associations of anxiety and the sense of some 

force beyond what we already know exerting pressure upon the conclusions that comfort 

us – may be the traumatic catalyst for a new knowledge; a destabilising force interrupting 

the flow of internalised discursive logic. Such a haunting suggests the mute demand of 

the destroyed, who beckon, directing our attention back to the event of their death, urging 

the living to attend to it in the name of justice.286  If the atrocious image can haunt us 

with a cultural demand, then it is the demand that we return, collectively, to the roots of 

atrocity. Part of the knowledge that will inform justice, and act as a signal against such 

crimes in the future is the knowledge, of how others come to be destroyed as others.                                          

 At one level these images evoke a disaster of identity – a global scene in which 

humans are annihilated in the name of a competing versions of identity. They depict 

																																																								
284 Ibid. , 96 –100. Butler plots this shift from Sontag’s earlier On Photography to her final work 
of photographic theory. See Sontag,S. 2003. Regarding the Pain Of Others. London. Hamish 
Hamilton 
 
285  Ibid., 96 
 
286 With Derrida, we may be reminded of the haunting of Hamlet by his father’s ghost  
HORATIO.  It beckons you to go away with it,                            
As if it some impartment did desire. To you alone.    
MARCELLUS. Look, with what courteous action 
                       It waves you to a more removed ground: 
                       But do not go with it. 
HORATIO. No by no means. 
HAMLET. It will not speak; then I will follow it. 
 
Shakespeare. Hamlet: Act 1 Scene 4. Available online at 
http://www.shakespeareonline.com/plays/hamlet_1_4.1 
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mass –death perpetrated by subjects in defense of a subjectivity characterised by its 

impermeability to other subjects; and they are shown in a space of isolation from 

discourses which engender binary forms of identification. 287 If the dead here have died in 

the name of ideologically-interpolated identity, then Hirschhorn’s suspension of the 

nomological means of identification stymies our ability to thus identify, and abandons us 

on the stony ground of corporeal empathy.  

 Judith Butler draws attention to the violence of the process of such identity 

formation around social norms: “We are at least partially formed through violence. We 

are given genders and social categories against our will, and these categories confer 

intelligibility or recognisability.” 288  Photographic images provide a visual support for 

this violent process of identity formation, and the images in The Incommensurable 

Banner represent the culmination, in situations of conflict, of the concretion of identity 

against the other. If, in conflict, the individuals depicted are destroyed by virtue of the 

fact that their existence as a particular form of identified subject is an obstacle to the 

enshrinement of a particular meaning – a meaning arising from a worldwide system that 

violently imposes upon the body an idea of identity that is compatible with its aims – 

then the representational quarantine of The Incommensurable Banner reverses this 

relation. Meaning in this scenario may only arise from the destroyed body.      

 The images of the dead are dissociated here from their previous narrative uses, 

and granted a second life. It is not that they are put to a second use – rather that their 

usefulness for any particular discourse is suspended. Their afterlife in this space grants 

them a generative potential in what might be thought of as a limbo-state of signification. 

That is, they are released from their original determinants but have yet to be determined 

																																																								
287 Hito Steyerl problematises such interpolation of identity when she elaborates an idea which 
she credits to Elisabeth Lebovici:- both thinkers equate subjectivity with “subjection”. As Steyerl 
puts it: “The subject is always already subjected. Though the position of the subject suggests a 
degree of control, its reality is rather one of being subjected to power relations”.  
See Steyerl, H. 2012. The Wretched of the Screen. Berlin. Sternberg Press: 47-57.  
Alain Badiou’s theory of subjectivity similarly divorces the subject from conventional modes of 
identity, and alerts us to the ease with which identity is adopted as a weapon in the reactionary 
process of the absorption of difference: “When the (political context becomes sombre and 
reactionary, attempts are made to bring identity back on the agenda. It can take different forms, 
but it is always identity. […] The reactionary process is always the defence of ‘our values’, 
casting us in the mould of worldwide capitalism as the only possible identity. The impulse 
driving reaction is always a crude reference to identity in one form or other.” Badiou, A. 2012. In 
Praise of Love. London, Serpent’s Tail: 97-8  
  	
288	Butler, J 2009 Frames of War: 167  
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by some other system of signification. In this limbo, the images, the dead, cease to be 

vessels of existing meaning, instead they haunt, they demand an evolution of meaning 

that is founded on the suffering body.                                                                                                             

 The ‘haunting’ effect of such images is also suggested by Peggy Phelan’s 

analysis of the photographs of torture from Abu Ghraib - which, like the photographs in 

The Incommensurable Banner were taken by those directly involved in the scenes 

depicted – she writes of the performative force of the photographs being reliant upon a 

certain trauma of looking. For Phelan this trauma is exacerbated when we become aware 

that the image “exposes its own opacity. We see the limit of our capacity to see.” 289 That 

is: the limit of what is knowable about the event depicted, the nature and depth of what is 

suffered and the motives and mind-sets of the perpetrators etc. In these “blind-spots” of 

the photographic encounter, Phelan sees a certain performative potential, where the 

existence of the blind spot activates further interrogation of the scenes they depict, and 

the wider social scene from which they come: “Some viewers respond to the exposure of 

these blind spots with violence; some with a more aggressive and displaced will to know; 

some respond with indifferent shrugs.” In the case of the Abu Ghraib images, this 

traumatic awareness of the limit of seeing is exacerbated by the official withholding of 

explanatory information about the image, but it is still a traumatic absence of knowledge 

that intensifies the interrogation of the images. 290                                                                                                                      

 In The Incommensurable Banner Hirschhorn also amplifies this traumatic 

dislocation from the comforts of the explanatory, by banishing information, so that we 

are delayed further in a pre-linguistic scene of traumatic uncertainty in which Phelan’s 

“aggressive and displaced will to know” may be incubated.291   

 

 

																																																								
289 Phelan, P. Atrocity and Action: The Performative Force of the Abu Ghraib Photographs. In 
Batchen, G. et al (eds) 2012. Picturing Atrocity; Photography in Crisis. London Reaktion: 59-61  
 
290  Derrida, referring to the injunction to social justice in more directly political processes, 
marks the relationship between that which remains invisible and the demand placed upon the 
‘haunted’ who are aware of the injunction made by that which  they cannot see: “The specter is 
also, among other things, what one imagines, what one thinks one sees, and which one projects – 
on an imaginary screen where there is nothing to see.”  
Derrida, J. 1994. Specters of Marx, London, Routledge. p 100-101.  
 
291 Phelan in Picturing Atrocity 2012: p 61 
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Iconism 

Hirschhorn, like Phelan, is alert to such risks of obscuring trauma through aestheticised 

sublimity, the aesthetic employed in The Incommensurable Banner is, like the rest of his 

work, de-skilled and raw, and the photographs, as he puts it are “Unprofessional”. 

Underlying Hirschhorn’s aesthetic is an explicit critique of what he calls “iconism”. For 

Hirschhorn, iconism is a process which involves the authorial selection of the image that 

stands, in the eyes of the selector, as a substitute for the whole scene of whatever is 

represented. 292 He refers, by way of example, to the way in which the photograph of the 

military Situation Room in Washington became the iconic image of the killing of Osama 

Bin Laden by navy seals: “I refuse to accept this image as an icon; I refuse its iconism 

and I refuse the fact that this image – and all the other “icons” stand for something other 

than itself. To fight iconism is the reason why looking at images of destroyed bodies is 

important.” 293 

 

 
President Obama and his national security team in the White House Situation Room. Pete Souza 
(White House Photographer) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Situation_Room_(photograph) 
																																																								
292 “Iconism is the habit of ‘selecting’, ‘choosing’ or ‘finding’ the image that ‘stands out’, the 
image that is ‘the important one’ the image that ‘says more’ the image that ‘counts more’ than the 
others; it’s the old classical procedure of favoring and imposing in an authoritarian way, a 
hierarchy.” Thomas Hirschhorn in Lee, L. And Foster, 2010: p 100-101. It is interesting to note 
the Archival character of this selection process. 
  
293 Ibid. 
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Hirschhorn’s hostility to authorial selection raises questions about what it is about a 

particular photograph that makes it amenable to such selection. Selection occurs when 

the content and aesthetic form of an image correspond to a criteria that is already 

discursively determined by a representing authority.  The photograph’s formal properties 

and content may divert attention from the underlying trauma of the social process it 

arises from, and these properties are what grants it a frictionless amenability to 

Archivisation.     

 Archivisation comes from either ‘side’ of the event of representation; when the 

properties of a photograph, conform to a worldview established as the norm, then 

producers of photographs – photographers who are of course not immune to processes of 

normalisation, may produce images which – in order to enter circulation are imbued from 

the outset with properties that make them more likely to be successful in this selection 

process. In this way “iconisation’ occurs as a process of confirmatory reinforcement of 

existing discourses; it shapes the photograph before it has been seen by a viewer – even 

before it has been taken. These are the confirmatory representations that sustain social 

norms. Each property that is ostensibly an intrinsic feature of a photograph: its surface 

qualities, resolution, composition, tonality, and scale etc, are intertwined with the status 

of the image as a discursive statement.                                                                                          

 If we were to regard the photograph as a double screen for imaginary projections, 

then we might imagine that projected from one side of the photograph (as-screen) is the 

light from the event, infusing its surface. On the other side, the side from which we view 

the photograph, is the imprint of the discursive matrix – the projection, emanating from 

the photographer, of internalised social and political views; personal desires and 

preferences that shape the physical and formal properties of the photograph and 

determine what is framed through the viewfinder. The resulting ‘finish’ either lubricates 

and primes the image prior its incorporation into existing discourse, or creates friction 

and resistance to such incorporation.                                     

 The photograph is always this interface between traces of the Real of the event 

and symbolic projections, but the iconic photograph is one where this Real is subdued by 

projection; where, in the case of the photograph of social trauma, the experiential, and 

potentially affective traces of the event are buried under a culturally authorised schema. 

In this sense the transformation of the image from signal to icon is like the cryogenic 

freezing of this photographic interface, the affective potential of the photographed scene 
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remains latent until new contextualisations bring about the attention that thaws this 

symbolic crust and releases the signals of the trauma of the event.                                     

 Where a photograph has come, in Hirschhorn’s terms to “stand for something 

other than itself” it is because it has been discursively processed and contextualised to the 

extent that it becomes a cognitive barrier. A discursive matrix shapes its formation, and 

endows a photograph with a definitive, exclusionary ‘truth’ of that which it depicts. In 

this way a photograph hides what it shows. The iconised image can be asserted as the 

terminal point of the representational process. The iconising ‘finish’ of an atrocity 

photograph creates the visual illusion that the process of representation itself is 

‘finished’, and in this way the image-as-product is primed for entry into a discourse in 

which social trauma can be presented as being already understood.    

 The requirement to avoid this ‘finish’ – with its implicit message that it is 

possible to ‘close the case’ on the event  – is urgent. Didi-Huberman warns of the 

cultural inattention that follows the transformation of the atrocity event when it is 

transformed into an “icon of horror” 294 The process of iconisation turns the image from a 

signal – an emanation from a specific traumatic event; a warning of imperilment – into 

generalised discursive currency that passes into channels of communication without 

prompting Peggy Phelan’s “trauma of looking”.295  Iconisation is the ‘finish’ of the 

image that imbues it with rhetorical sense, priming it for Archival treatment. Thus, 

completed, resolved and ostensibly understood, it prompts what we will later refer to as 

an ataraxic closure.                                                   

 Griselda Pollock describes the implications of the iconised photographs’s implicit 

insistence that there is ‘nothing more to see’, when she argues that certain Holocaust 

photographs are: “promiscuously used to lodge a particular image of the event in cultural 

memory in ways that I suggest, pacify or anesthetize the retrospective viewer producedby 

																																																								
294 Didi-Huberman, Images in Spite of All: Four Images From Auschwitz p34  
 
295 This transformation into generalized currency is related to Barthes action of the studium, 
“The studium is that very wide field of unconcerned desire, of various interest, of inconsequential 
taste: I like / I don't like. The studium is of the order of liking, not of loving; it mobilizes a half 
desire, a demi-volition; it is the same sort of vague, slippery, irresponsible interest one takes in 
the people, the entertainments, the books, the clothes one finds "all right." To recognize 
the studium is inevitably to encounter the photographer's intentions, to enter into harmony with 
[them]”. It is the effect that that removes that punctal barb which causes resistance to its 
incorporation into the flow of discourse.  Barthes, R. 1993 Camera Lucida. London, Vintage 
Classics: p.26 
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mediated cultural rather than personal memory.” 296  Such mediation may be thought of 

as Archivisation, carried out as a function of a kind of political unconscious, in which 

certain images are culturally elevated as being distillations of an event, when in fact they 

are merely the most appropriate means of ensuring the entry of the event into discourse 

without engendering transgressive thinking. If there is ‘nothing more to see’ then by 

implication there is nothing more to be done in the face of the event, because in the same 

way that it is being represented for us – the representing authority, (the authority 

representing citizens) – is also by implication managing any potential social response.  

 

Iconosphere and Criosphere. 

Collectively these iconised images make up what W.J.T Mitchell terms the iconosphere 

– a sphere of representation dominated by images that confirm the precepts of the social 

order even as they show catastrophes originating from these precepts. Mitchell’s analysis 

of the viral spread and multiple recontextualisations of the images of torture from Abu 

Ghraib demonstrate that the iconosphere is always menaced by images which infect 

confirmatory representation. 297 The varied uses of the Abu Ghraib photographs show the 

potential for images of the most extreme inhumanity to be discursively détourned – 

transformed into cries against inhumanity, by acts of discursive recontextualisation. 298                                   

  

																																																								
296 Griselda Pollock in Photographing Atrocity: Becoming Iconic in Batchen, G. et al  2012. 
Picturing Atrocity: p 65 
 
297   Mitchell, WJT. The Abu Ghraib Archive in Holly, MA. & Smith,M. (eds)  2008 What Is 
Research in the Visual Arts: Obsession,Achive Encounter, Williamstown Mass. Sterling and 
Francine Clark Institute: pp 168-182 
 
298 The Abu Ghraib photographs reveal a cycle of violent transaction whereby photographic 
signals are weaponised a process that may be summarized thus:- 

• Iconised photographs are tools in the designation of othering; they transmit signals that 
result in the designation of others as others.  

• In the case of Abu Ghraib, we might imagine that the designation of the torture victim as 
other in the mind of the torturer, might have occurred, at least in part photographically, 
prior to the torture taking place. 

• The resulting photographs of violence inflicted by soldiers on an individual previously 
designated as “other” is then taken and circulated as an icon of domination that supports 
and augments the designation of the victim as less deserving of humanity (less human) 
than their torturer.  

• In this sense the result is not just a photograph of violence, but a photograph as violence; 
a symbolic psy-ops. weapon that acts to pre-other and de-humanise future victims. 

• Catastrophes of empathy (atrocities) have their roots in the precepts confirmed by such 
iconographic imagery.               
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If Mitchell’s “iconosphere” may be thought of as a the matrix of iconised images  

dominating cultural transactions, then the pollution of this sphere by, for instance, the 

dissemination of the Abu Ghraib torture photographs, suggests that the hegemony of the 

iconosphere is resisted by another force; a force which is not easily identifiable because it 

lacks confirmation and symbolic endorsement. In this alternate sphere recontextualisation 

strains the iconised veneer of photographs, offering the possibility that some trace may 

be apprehended beneath the encoded surface. Before they are perceived as symbols, the 

trace of suffering carried by such images might be glimpsed, as an emanation from the 

scene, carrying  a signal to which we might respond, as if to the cry of the victim. We 

might further imagine these cries coalescing – below the radar of the symbolic order – 

into a pre-archival matrix of cries – a criosphere, of signals which resist the iconisation 

that renders them Archivable.299 In this way it is possible to regard Hirschhorn’s 

Incommensurable Banner as a small act in a process of a wider cultural ‘terraforming’ 

which aims ultimately to create a psychic climate conducive to the transaction of trauma. 

  

Iconism and Othering – Who Wields Identity? 

 In The Incommensurable Banner, the wider implications of Hirschhorn’s iconoclasm 

toward the traumatic image become apparent it is a quarantine whose aim is the 

apprehension of bodily destruction without the parentheses of textual authorisation or the 

cultural pre-selection of the image leading us towards a pacific delusion of understanding  

– a delusion bound up with a real need for orientation and control in the midst of signals 

of chaos, destruction and collapse. Ariella Azoulay describes this as the illusion of total 

mastery: “The protocol of iconization is responsible for the illusion that any-one has the 

power of total mastery over that which would be inscribed in a photograph.”  Azoulay 

suggests a direct connection between the process of iconisation and archivisation: 

  
 In every encounter with a photograph in an archive, an iconization protocol is enacted. It 

is that which enables us to file the photograph and extract it. Sometimes photographs 
yield easily to the names and concepts attached to them: other times they remain a dim 
image that does not coagulate into a typical object. 300 

																																																																																																																																																																					
		
299 In climate science the “cryosphere” refers to the frozen realms of the Earth’s surface. The 
notional sphere of cries – the criosphere I imagine here, is one that has the potential to thaw 
glacial forms of symbolisation in which the transaction of trauma remains locked. 
   
300 Azoulay, A. in  in Downey, A. (ed) 2015 Dissonant Archives: Contemporary Visual Culture 
and Contested Narratives in The Middle East. New York I.B.Taurus: 206 
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Here Azoulay is referring to actually existing archives, but it is possible to extend the 

protocol she describes to the process of Archivisation we are concerned with – the 

processing function of a politically appropriated symbolic order.  Azoulay notes the 

double-edged character of this iconisation with regard to the designation of identity; on 

the one hand it has utility in situations of political struggle, and can affirm aspects of a 

citizen’s being which are denied by the representing regime. It can be an assertion of 

common humanity and difference in the face of attempts to suppress and eradicate them. 

On the other hand, wielded by power, it can be the oppressive and reductive designation 

of human beings: 
   it can also violently constitute the photographed person through a category that shapes her 

or him in its image thereby deciding the fate of the photographed person in a way that 
fuses together image concept and reference… 301 

 
The conflict of identification may be characterised as the result of the external 

superimposition of identity, over an internal sense of identity that arises as a result of the 

embodied experience of the individual. At the level of the image, iconisation is the 

process of designation that shapes the individual nomologically against whatever 

evidence of their identity and being remain as traces in the photograph itself, and which 

have the potential to elicit a direct empathic response.  

  

The iconoclasm of The Incommensurable Banner refuses nomolgical forms of 

identification. And while we must be alert to the reductions and abstraction of human 

beings that can be a consequence of anonymity, it is important also to appreciate the 

function of the absent symbol as a driver of the process of empathetic identification, even 

in relation to images arising out of situations where power deliberately attempts to 

deprive human beings of forms of identity that enable them to identify as human. Judith 

Butler, like Mitchell, cites the images of torture at Abu Ghraib as an example of the 

affective potential of images in which a literal effacing of identity has taken place. She 

writes of the redaction of identifying signs made to protect the identity of the tortured; 

and in a passage – which I quote at length – because of its correspondence with the 

potential affect produced by Hirschhorn’s Banner – she writes:   

																																																																																																																																																																					
 
301 Ibid., p.206 
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What we are left with are photos of people who are for the most part faceless and 
nameless. But can we nevertheless say that the obscured face and name function as the 
visual trace – even if it is a lacuna within the visible field – of the very mark of humanity? 
This is a mark, in other words, not registered through a norm, but by the fragments that 
follow in the wake of an abrogation of the normatively human. In other words, the 
humans who were tortured do not readily conform to a visual, corporeal, or socially 
recognizable identity; their occlusion and erasure become the continuing sign of their 
suffering and of their humanity… When the “human” tries to order its instances, a certain 
incommensurability emerges between the norm and the life it seeks to organize. Can we 
name that gap, and ought we to name it? Is this not the scene in which a life is 
apprehended that is not yet ordered by the norms of recognition? 302    

 

For Butler an important notion of human relatedness based on bodily vulnerability arises 

from her consideration of the signals arising from atrocious events, a notion of identity 

based on co-vulnerability. 303 

 Butler’s call to question current categorisations of the subject aligns with 

Hirschhorn’s own notion of incommensurability; his insistence, that there is no ethical 

standard by which we should be able to measure the value of the dead. It opposes both 

the mediation of death in conflict, and the performance of sovereign subjectivity; both of 

which rely on the attribution of degrees of grievability, drawn from a scale that 

determines whose lives are more valuable, (in Butler’s terms more “grievable”) than 

others.  The images arranged on The Incommensurable Banner show the catastrophic 

results of a social process in which human beings are pre-designated as more legitimately 

destroyable than others; a process which nominates others as “others” – that is, as threats 

to recognised, authorised, sovereign forms of identity.                                                                                                                  

 Such processes are supported through the transmission of ‘measuring’ signals in 

which other human beings acquire, in the collective imaginary, identities which pose 

such a threat to an already precarious sense of self, that their destruction presents the only 

possibility of personal, social, cultural and economic security. The rejection of this type 

of categorisation is one radically counter-Archival characteristic of The 

Incommensurable Banner. It is a rejection of systems of grievability – a rejection of the 

Archival regulation of responsiveness to others.    

																																																								
302 Butler, 2009 Frames of War. p 94-5  
 
303 We will consider this “commonality of vulnerability” further later in this chapter and chapter 
4, meanwhile noting that the suspension of nomological identity is a precondition of the forms of 
immixed identification Butler proposes. 
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As witnesses we may become conscious of our implication in this field of representation 

when (and if) we are led to the conclusion that our own identities are forged as a result 

of the same social processes, in the same arena of identity and othering that we see taken 

to extreme conclusions in the photographs of The Incommensurable Banner.   

 This suspension of linguistic operations of identification in the quarantine of The 

Incommensurable Banner establishes a linguistic void – akin to the experimentum lingua 

described by Giorgio Agamben, where the limit of language (as that which names 

experience) is revealed, by signals from experiences that exceed our capacity to describe 

them. This experimentum lingua is not, for Agamben an acceptance of the limits of 

representation, but the source of a potential transcendence of such limits. A 

transcendence, which is the basis of an ethic of communicability and community: “[…] 

only because the experimentum linguae lures him grammarless, into that void and that 

aphonia, do an ethos and a community of any kind become possible.” 304                                                              
  

We will consider the idea of community suggested by the Incommensurable Banner, 

after examining through the story of a psychoanalytic encounter with the body the nature 

of Hirschhorn’s experiment and its own staging of the body  

 

Corpo-real Space. 

The experience viewing images of destroyed human bodies in the space created by The 

Incommensurable Banner contrasts with normal cultural practices of information 

reception in that the corporeality of the experience is intensified, the body, in all its raw 

vulnerability is brutally presented en-masse. We are asked to witness a sea of carnage in 

which we are verbally, intellectually, ideologically – in short symbolically – cut adrift. 

The only sign we may cling to is that of the destroyed body. Such symbolic deprivation 

brings about a drift toward the realm of psychoanalytically theorised Real; a Real whose 

essential characteristic is, as we have seen, its seclusion from the symbolic order. We 

may gain further insight into the effect and potential of being placed in this, de-texted, 

de-familiarised space of images of harmed bodies through an excursus into another 

disturbing encounter with a de-familiarized body, plotted over a century of 

																																																								
304 Agamben, G. 2007. Infancy and History:The Destruction of Experience. London, Verso: p 9 
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psychoanalytical thought, first by Freud, then Lacan and more recently by Slavoj Žižek .                                                                              

 The starting point for this encounter is Freud’s famous self-analysis of his own 

dream of 1895 concerning his clinical treatment of the patient he names Irma. Freud 

dreams that he is examining Irma’s throat; an image of which is graphically described as 

diseased and physiologically abnormal. It is notable that in his own analysis of this 

dream, Freud explains some of Irma’s dream symptoms as projections of concerns about 

his own health. The dream-image of the diseased, vulnerable body becomes a site for 

Freud’s own projections of anxieties about his own.305                                                                                                        
 Lacan returns to this manifestation of Freud’s unconscious when in 1954 he 

analyses Freud’s own articulation of this dream. Which Lacan takes first of all as an 

instance of Freud’s momentary, imaginary perception of the unmediated reality of Irma’s 

body: 

 

 a horrendous discovery…of the flesh one never sees, the foundation of things, the other 
side of the head, of the face… the flesh from which everything exudes, at the very heart 
of the mystery, the flesh in as much as it is suffering, is formless, in as much as its form 
in itself, is something which provokes anxiety.  Specter of anxiety, identification of 
anxiety, the final revelation of you are this – You are this, which is so far from you, this 
which is the ultimate formlessness. 306 

 

Freud’s dream is a momentary apprehension of the real of the body, without the 

symbolic coherence that, in our waking state, consciousness provides. This unregulated 

dream imagery conjures up an estranged, formless and traumatic body. A body of “ 

ultimate formlessness” which evades symbolic conceptualisation. Lacan notes that 

Freud’s vision of this de-formed body is immediately followed by formulation, that is, by 

the self-protective sense-making of analytical language. The initial traumatic absence of 

symbolic coherence is counteracted by a rush to intellectual comprehension and 

cognitive closure. Lacan calls this sense-making “a kind of ataraxia” – a return to 

tranquility brought about by the return of the symbolic function.                                                                                                                                

 This imaginary oscillation between the symbolic and real encounter with the body 

is cited in turn, by Slavoj Žižek in 1994 to emphasize that phenomena (in this case the 

																																																								
305  Freud, S. 1999 The Interpretation of Dreams. Oxford: Oxford University Press: 84-97 
 
306 Lacan, J. 1988 The Seminar of Jacques Lacan: Book I The Ego in Freud’s Theory and in the 
Technique of Psychoanalysis. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 154-5 
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self, the other and the body) can only be encountered in a virtual or symbolic way.307 

The apprehension of the body, unmediated by language and concepts is an encounter that 

places us firmly within the realm of destabilising trauma – destabilising because what we 

apprehend in this way, cannot be aligned with what we think ourselves or others to be. 

The formed sense of ourselves is menaced by the manifestation of the formlessness 

Lacan describes.                                                                                                                                

 For Žižek the psychic distance we keep from the reality of the body by 

conceiving of it symbolically, is necessary if we are maintain any psychic sense of 

identity and consistency. The embodied self thinks itself – and embodied others – 

through such symbolism. The failure of this symbolic conception is traumatically, 

psychically imperiling, and so must be foreclosed. In the face of such threatening 

perceptions of the body, the rush to conceptualization is described by Žižek as a return 

to: “A symbolic bliss which forecloses the view into the abyss of the real.” 308  
 We may equate this “symbolic bliss” to the comfort provided - in the face of a 

chaotic, meaningless and traumatic encounter – by the reality-filter of conventional 

mediation. A filter which protects us from, for instance, the effects of global political 

mechanisms upon the human body; and which prevents the harm visited upon the body 

from being the measure of the efficacy of these mechanisms. This reality-filter is 

suspended by the de-contextualising strategies employed in The Incommensurable 

Banner. It enacts the suspension of the filter that in normal circumstances serves to 

foreclose the view into the abyss and deprives us of the symbolic comfort of sense-

making. The ideological function of mediation is to make prescribed political and 

ideological sense of phenomena. It is this ideologically authorised sense that under 

normal circumstances we are required to make, and which enables us to bear exposure to 

these bodies made strange and de-formed through their destruction, and it is precisely 

this sense-making function that we are deprived of in the space of The Incommensurable 

Banner. The logic of destruction is usually given by the representing authority. The 

requirement to autonomously make sense in the face of trauma is removed by the 

existence of discursive networks which provide explanations for slaughter, and render 

ethically and morally bearable the circumstances in which slaughter occurs.   
																																																								
307 Slavoj Žižek, How to Give a Body a Deadlock in Thinking Bodies.1994.  Flower MacCannell. 
J. &  Zakarin. L. Eds. California: Stanford: 67-8 
	
308	Ibid,. 
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By suspending these discourses, The Incommensurable Banner raises the question of 

what the wider political effects would be, if the discourses that suspend us in “symbolic 

bliss” were in turn suspended. It is therefore possible to regard The Incommensurable 

Banner as the model of an epistemic process which counters forms of contextualisation 

that render trauma tolerable – as a site where the destroyed body itself becomes the 

source of discourse about the production of identity and sociality. 

Immixed Identifications       

In this state of open engagement with the dead, we may share the space with other 

viewers, exposed to this same stemming of the flow of explanatory signals, and the same 

intensified awareness of the “suffering” body.  If there is an embodied response on the 

part of viewers, in this arena of de-texted, public witnessing, then such a response relies 

upon a recognition of a common, visceral vulnerability shared with the dead in the 

images. A zone is created in which human beings experience themselves, as embodied 

and vulnerable, viewing extreme evidence of this vulnerability in photographs of others. 

 If a cultural, representational model is suggested by the Incommensurable Banner 

then it one of a transient space bringing together a human community bound by 

vulnerability. If we were able, upon leaving, to imagine a scenario in which, our capacity 

for discriminatory sense-making capacity did not immediately return, and we were 

somehow immunised against the discourses that explain the destruction of human beings 

in this way. Then perhaps a cultural situation may be glimpsed in which the real of the 

vulnerable body itself can become a measure of the efficacy or failure of social 

processes.                                              

 I am guided towards these conclusions by Judith Butler’s analysis of the potential 

of social formations around grief, loss and, bodily vulnerability. Butler describes “ a 

common human vulnerability, one that emerges with life itself …it precedes the 

formation of the “I”. 309 She describes loss and interdependency as being at the core of 

psychological development; so that the loss of the other (the figure of the mother), 

initially at birth, and then intensified as social relationships intervene in the natal 

relationship, is denied by an ideologically augmented credo of autonomy. For Butler the 

resultant sense of loss and grief, reveals the foundations of human sociality in biological 

and psychological interdependency:  

																																																								
309 Butler, J. 2004 Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence. London,Verso: 31. 
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Given over from the start to the world of others, bearing their imprint, formed within the 
crucible of social life, the body is only later, and with some uncertainty, that to which I 
lay claim as my own… If I build a notion of “autonomy” on the basis of the denial of this 
sphere or a primary and unwilled physical proximity with others, then do I precisely deny 
the social and political conditions of my embodiment in the name of autonomy? 310 

 

This physical, bodily dependence upon others has the potential to be experienced as a 

commonality around situations of loss and imperilment. Butler excavates a matrix of 

identification that relies upon a common bodily experience, rather than a symbolic 

system of externally authorised designation, and she develops this idea of 

interdependence with reference to the vulnerability of the body: “Each of us is 

constituted politically in part by virtue of the social vulnerability of our bodies, attached 

to others, at risk of losing these attachments, exposed to others and at risk of violence by 

virtue of that exposure.” 311       

 Butler is famously associated with the application of Foucauldian conception of 

identity that arises as a consequence of exposure to the flows of ideologically directed 

discourse.312  But her more recent writing, engaging as does with systems of 

representation of ‘others’ in contemporary warfare and U.S. foreign policy, takes into 

account aspects of identity that offer resistance to incorporation in discourse.313 The 

questions posed by Butler about this identification are also posed by Jill Bennett in her 

work on the artistic transaction of trauma, where she speaks of constitutive “flows”: 
 

In what ways are we (all) invested in, even produced out of the “flows” or forces 
(political, cultural, economic, social) in motion across the globe – and how is “active 
evil” constituted though us. 314        

																																																								
310 Butler, J. 2004. Undoing Gender. London, Routledge:  21-2 
311 Butler, Precarious Life p 20 
   
312 In the 1999 preface to Gender Trouble, Butler notes a psychoanalytically inflected 
development of here earlier more directly Foucauldian position. This suggests limits to the 
process of discursive inscription because of the partial resistance of the ‘I’ to symbolic 
incorporation. “I am not outside the language that structures me, but neither am I outside the 
language that makes this ‘I’ possible.” Butler, J. 2007. Gender Trouble. London. Routledge: p. 
xxvi 
 
313 See: Butler 2004 Precarious Life and Frames of War, 2009 
 
314  Bennett, J.2005. Empathic Vision; Affect, Trauma and Contemporary Art. California, 
Stanford: 20.   
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The de-texted, space within The Incommensurable Banner quarantines us from these 

flows. At the same time we are exposed to extreme vulnerability in a confrontation with 

evidence of the “the skin and the flesh” of the unidentified, destroyed body.   However 

necessary a caption, may be for the establishment of knowledge of the situation in which 

destruction takes place, (and for the identification of the dead) it is also a tool of this 

authorising function. As the Archive authorises, legitimises and provides the means of 

measurement, so does the explanatory caption, it becomes a tool granting us the same 

ataraxic comfort provided by Freud’s, linguistic explanations of the imagery in his 

troubling dream.                                                                                                                      

 The re-enforcement of this explanation, when it is directed towards the other, has 

a two-fold effect; it covers the chaotic horror of carnage with a symbolic alibi, and 

overrides the possibility of a relation founded on vulnerability. It mirrors the wider 

representational effect that ensures that the social identification of the other arises from 

difference rather than shared embodied experience.                                                                                

 In short, when the apprehension of others is reduced to a symbolic operation, 

independent of embodied experience, our conception of them becomes dependent upon 

processes that may be appropriated and controlled by political power. The monotonously 

recurring prelude to mass-murder is the reduction of victims to symbolically 

disembodied abstractions. The path to modern genocide is paved by representational 

designation, where we bear more easily, the destruction of human beings who have been 

symbolically pre-designated as radically different. It is easier to accept the destruction of 

such an abstraction – a sign of difference – than the destruction of those whose 

vulnerability is the basis of our identification with them.                                                                                                        

 This latter identification presents a challenge to what Butler refers to as 

identification “in the name of autonomy”. This autonomy arises from processes of 

socialisation that displace and override (what we will consider shortly) as the originary 

state of dependence and fusion with the body of another. The other is figured and defined 

through processes of representation that constantly refresh our conception of ourselves in 

an oppositional relation to others. Ubiquitous symbolic prompts solidify our identity in 

relation to – and autonomously of – them.                                                                             

 This notion of autonomy is problematised in Thomas Hirschhorn’s work in two 

significant ways: first, by staging images of fatal vulnerability - he exposes us to the 

worst that human beings can do to each other  – often in the service of some form of 

notional collective identity. Secondly, by removing the prompts that might allow us to 
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establish such an identification,  we are deprived of the means of reinforcing a linguistic 

construct of our own identity; a form of identity which, as Butler notes, is very often an 

internalisation of sovereign power. A power whose “main aim is the positing of its own 

power” in a cycle of self-preservation. 315 The Incommensurable Banner thus creates a 

model representational space in which this sovereign subjectivity is called into question, 

and an immixed subjectivity based on bodily vulnerability is proposed.		                                                     

 Jill Bennett, exploring the nature of the empathic encounter promoted by artistic 

renderings of trauma, aligns her notion of empathic intersubjectivity with that of Kaja 

Silverman, who in turn proposes a form of “heteropathic identification…a form of 

encounter predicated on an openness to a mode experience or existence beyond what is 

known by the self”. 316 In relation to this “known”, the images in The Incommensurable 

Banner exemplify that which we, the living cannot possibly know – the pain and death of 

the individuals represented there. The point however, is not to know – to acquire this 

impossible knowledge; rather, the point of such identification is the perpetuation of the 

act of searching. Against the foreclosure of autonomous identification, Hirschhorn 

creates a space of witnessing in which it is possible to remain cognitively “open” - in 

Silverman’s terms – to a process of continuing identification. 317 

The aesthetic experience we are examining here is far removed from warfare and the 

discourses which serve it – what Jacques Rancière describes as “the official system of 

information” 318 and this removal is what enables the aesthetic realm to be seen as an 

incubator of affects predicated, not on information, but upon the bodily and the 

experiential. Rancière notes the emancipatory potential of this when he describes the 

aesthetic realm as one which disrupts the controlling influence of discourse on the body 

																																																								
315  Butler, Precarious Life. 93. 
 
316 Bennet, J. 2005 p 9 
 

 317  Griselda Pollock also notes the imperative for the development of new forms of 
identification in the wake of the disastrous failure of other forms: “From colonial and imperial 
racism, to religiously and racially targeted genocides, the solidarity of all that wears a human 
face has been catastrophically exploded”  For Pollock, in common with Judith Butler, the 
discovery of new forms of solidarity is a cultural imperative, an imperative advanced, I would 
contend, in the laboratory forms of traumatic transaction embodied in The Incommensurable 
Banner.  Pollock, G. (2014) After-Affects/After-Images: Trauma and Aesthetic Transformation in 
the Virtual Feminist Museum. Manchester: Manchester University Press: xxx 

  
 318 Rancière Emancipated Spectator p 95  
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itself : “Aesthetic experience has a political effect to the extent that the loss of destination 

it presupposes disrupts the way in which bodies fit their functions and destinations.” This 

discursive fitting of functions and destinations to bodies is part and parcel of the process 

of identification, and for Rancière: 

 
  The aesthetic effect is initially an effect of dis-identification. The aesthetic community is a 

community of dis-identified persons. As such it is political because political 
subjectification proceeds via a process of dis-identification…But there is no measure 
enabling us to classify the dis-identifying effect. 319  

  

The aesthetic space of The Incommensurable Banner stands apart from everyday social 

space which is intersected by discourse, information and images generated by a distant 

representing class whose worldview – interposed into the space of the general 

population, acts against self-generated forms of identification. Hirschhorn’s space is a 

chamber of dis-identification, where we cannot measure our relation to the dead in terms 

already provided for us. A space of active representation is proposed which resists the 

drive of entrenched power to create a cordon around interrogation of its own history, and 

the inseparability of this history from social trauma.320  As such it suggests a model of 

representational space where new forms of identification that can resist catastrophe may 

be imagined. 

 

 

 
																																																								

 319  Ibid., p73 
 
 320 Mike Davis examines the history of such foundational trauma and its relation to natural 

disaster in his Late Victorian Holocausts, where he cites Karl Polyani: 
“[indigenous cultures] are disrupted by the very fact that a market economy is foisted upon an 
entirely differently organized community; labour and land are made into commodities, which 
again is only a short formula for the liquidation of every and any cultural institution in an organic 
society…. Indian masses in the second half of the nineteenth century did not die of hunger 
because they were exploited by Lancashire; they perished in large numbers because the Indian 
village community had been demolished.”  Karl Polyani cited in Davis. M. 2002. Late Victorian 
Holocausts. Verso, London. p10 
 
Argentine philosopher Enrique Dussel also argues that the processes - those of industrial 
modernity itself – are inscribed with, and directed by a “genocidal reason” see Dussel, E. 
Eurocentrism and Modernity in Boundary 2, 20:3. 1993.  pp 65-77 
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Chapter 4.  The Continuum of Catastrophe: Teresa 
Margolles’ Counter-Archives   
 
  
 
 To see more than they could alone, individuals had to align themselves with other 

individuals who would agree to share their visual field with one another. Photography 
reorganised what was accessible to the gaze, in the course of which everyone had to 
renounce his or her right to preserve his or her own, autonomous visual field from external 
forces, but also acquired an obligation to defend the gaze in order to make it available for 
others to enter and intermingle. 

 
Ariella Azoulay. 321 

 
 
Part 1: The Normal 
 
In The Civil Contract of Photography Ariella Azoulay’s conceives of potential processes 

of visual exchange that structure the field of representation so that notions of sovereign 

subjectivity are eroded through the transaction of signals of experience.  Representation 

is characterised as a collective signalling process which has consequences for the notion 

of identity itself. This aligns with the consideration in this thesis, of the extent to which 

identity is in part symbolically constituted: that symbolic transactions take their place in 

consciousness as the means by which self-cognition is enabled. The subject is born of 

this interplay of signals, and identity remains subject to fluctuations in the field of 

signals.  

  I have considered in previous chapters the extent to which the constant mediation 

of these everyday representations contributes to this partial constitution of identity, and 

concluded that identity is neither a fixed state, nor an autonomous singularity somehow 

arising as an emanation of the nature of the individual. The fact that representational 

signals and mechanisms reflexively reinforce social power structures means that a level 

of coercion is involved in the process of identification; the self is to some degree 

Archivally created and to this extent we are not fully ourselves: self-conceiving as we 

are, through symbolic materials arising from outside the self, in a matrix of discourses 

that is far removed from the needs of the individual-as-organism. In fact the notion of the 

																																																								
321 Azoulay, A. The Civil Contract of Photography. p113 
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autonomous individual must itself be regarded as an ideologically inflected and 

collectively produced idea.  

 The idea of the self that arises in this way is predicated upon an idea of the other 

arising synchronously within the same symbolic matrix. In circumstances of ostensible 

social stability and normality, these symbolic identifications of self and other structure 

the relationship between individuals and groups – the identity of the social order is 

dependent upon the maintenance of particular subjective identifications. The 

photographic images that emerge in everyday life signal and reinforce this order.  But 

what happens to these identifications in times of social collapse? When everyday 

experience undermines faith in the capacity of the social order to sustain meaningful life, 

and when the confirmatory representations we make, that previously orientated us in 

relation to others and to the wider social order, no longer seem to correspond to 

experience?   

 This chapter examines the social trauma, resulting in the cultural normalisation of  

mass-death that emerges in one such scenario, and argues that the designations upon 

which otherness is predicated in relatively ‘normal’ social situations may carry the seeds 

of atrocity when that normality collapses. 322  The photographs that record that everyday 

reality before the collapse, also carry latent indexical traces of catastrophe to come, 

which – when viewed retrospectively – may be recognised as alarm signals.                                                            

 The photographs that form the main focus of the following analysis, are of the 

past, but the questions they raise are not historical. In the context of a global situation in 

which, as we have noted, it seems easier to imagine the end of the world that to imagine 

the end of a global order in which these atrocities occur, it becomes critically urgent to 

ask what kind of signals of the present are being recorded in photographs of everyday 

experience now, which may one day turn out to bear the trace of future disasters.          

 We are familiar with the way in which everyday photographs of people – 

incongruous signs of past happiness – flood into disaster zones as appeals for information 

about those who are lost. They are signs of a lost normality arrayed close to scenes of 

																																																								
322 I have previously characterised atrocity as a physical enactment of the internal psychological 
disaster of othering; as the eradication of the traumatic threat posed by the other. “In the disaster, 
the sealing of the subject from the other is complete. It is a process which begins with the 
emergence of the other into the disastrous subject’s simulacral projection of alterity, the other 
appears as a corrosive stain of the Real, a threat to the perfect symbolic consistency of the 
discrete subject.”  Grace, P. 1996. Impossible Realism: The Representation of Atrocity MA 
History and Theory of Modern Art Thesis. Chelsea. Unpublished. 
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devastation.  But in the particular situation I examine in what follows, which 

problematises conceptions of normality and identification, I argue that the message from 

the everyday photograph arrives in the disaster zone from the past, as a sign of the 

disaster’s origins.                                                                 

In this final chapter, which focuses on the counter-Archival works of Teresa Margolles, I 

explore, on the one hand, everyday processes of coercive identity formation as they relate 

to extreme social trauma, and on the other, the potential of resistant systems of 

representation. Modes of representation that recognise that subjects are produced in 

visual fields which, however much they may be mediated by power and Archivally 

controlled, always result in a form of – as Azoulay describes it – ‘intermingling’. It is in 

the recognition of such intermingling that the potential for democratic models of 

subjectivity lies.   

Skin as Index: Ciudad Juárez   
 
Between the external Archive, which organises and overrides the self-representation of 

our experience, and the psychic archive in which impressions of such experiences are 

stored, is the body – where real events that are not yet signals, symbols or memories are 

physically impressed upon us. My starting point in this chapter is an idea of the body as 

the interface between the psyche and the shocks of externality; the body as an archive of 

trauma; a site where traumatic experiences are registered and stored in non-symbolic 

ways. 

 Teresa Margolles’ subject matter, in the works I consider here, is the social 

trauma strafing the lives of the citizens of Ciudad Juárez where she has lived and worked. 

Margolles’ work is conducted at the intersection of the bodily archive with its external 

Archival designation. The bodily archive being the site where traumatic experiences are 

inscribed, and the external Archive as the mechanism which organises this inscription – 

in the minds of citizens, and perhaps even in the minds of the harmed.  

 As we have discussed, the wider effect of this Archival organisation is the 

creation of a blindness to the origins of social trauma within particular social structures. 

Blindness to these origins means that the social order in which the harm occurs is 

exempted form interrogation about its complicity in harm. The harmed body however 

remains a seismograph of the consequences of harm and a repository of signals. The 
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body is both archive and arsenal, in that the evidence it stores has incendiary critical 

potential.    

 The harmed, destroyed body, features heavily in Margolles’ wider oeuvre, which 

reveals the obstinacy of the body – its signifying resistance to the ataraxic and politically 

expedite burying of trauma by media, state, and the regimes of representation that 

emerge from their complicity. Margolles’ work also illuminates individual bodies as 

generators of signals of resistance to the future destruction of other human beings. But in 

order for this illumination to take place, the Archivally organised representation of the 

harmed body must be reconfigured. It is the formal language of this reconfiguration that I 

focus on here. The works of Margolles that have specifically counter-Archival 

characteristics seem at first to be quite different to the works which have brought her 

some notoriety. These more explicitly carnal works – one example of which is discussed 

below – may be characterised as a ritualised gathering and re-presentation of fragments 

and traces of destroyed bodies. Such works are not representational but ‘presentational’ 

they are not photographic, in that they are not ‘images’ produced by the physical 

impression of photons, but they mirror the photographic process in that they are the result 

of bodily remains being impressed upon and absorbed into a material substrate. When 

seen in the context of these corporeal works Margolles’ ‘archival’ processes draw 

attention to the materiality of the photographic process itself, which also begins and ends 

with a material substrate. A bleed occurs between what Hal Foster terms the 

“recalcitrantly material”, and the virtual, symbolic status of photographs, whereby the 

‘virtuality’ of the photograph is problematised.   

 When the corporeal and ‘archival’ aspects of Margolles’ work are considered as 

one continuous body of work, then an alternation of attention is produced between the 

real traumatised body and its representation. When taken as a whole, her work positions 

the imagining viewer at the interface between the real body as an archive of harm and the 

Archival designation of the body as a bearer of received identity. One way in which the 

body might be said to be an archive is through the way in which the may it be said to 

indexically ‘remember’ experience. In the photograph below, by Jerome Sessini, the skin 

is such an index of social experience. The scarred body of the heroin-dependent woman 

in Ciudad Juárez, registers not only a literal bodily trauma – the puncturing and scarring 

of skin through habitual heroin injection – it is also a register of the nature of the social 

order.  
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Jerome Sessini.  Ciudad Juárez . November 18, 2011. 

http://pro.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&VBID=2K1HZO469FDBGE 

 
 
The traumatised body records the trauma-inducing nature of the social order – the social 

order of Juarez, which is in turn a locus of global social forces. Sergio González 

Rodriguez pinpoints this locus when he plots the synchronous rise of the informal, 

criminal Ciudad Juárez economy and the collapse of the formal economy, and the 

subsequent abandonment of its citizen’s economic, political and legal protections:   
 

By the end of the twentieth century Ciudad Juárez encapsulated the hardships of a border 
city. Its rapid demographic growth and lack of infrastructure, services and quality of life 
occurs within an institutional context where informal economies – like contraband and 
goods-piracy, the underground economies of drugs, arms and human trafficking, money 
laundering, extortion, theft, prostitution, and child/teen exploitation were interconnected to 
the formal economy.323  

 
Many accounts of Ciudad Juárez describe it as a breakdown of a social order, but for 

González Rodriguez and other commentators, it is actually a form of order that 

																																																								
323	Rodríguez, Sergio González. 2012 Femicide Machine. Cambridge Mass. Semiotexte. MIT 
Press. p20  
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functions as an integral part of the wider global economy, generating wealth for a few 

of its citizens in a climate that offers no protection to those who fall beyond certain 

designations of usefulness. As such the city of Ciudad Juárez represents a form of 

Capitalism purified of the requirement to attend to the trauma of its citizens. 324     

 In this context, as in all other social contexts, the bodies of citizens collectively 

evidence the nature of the political order in which they exist. The political order creates 

for its citizens, the bodies it needs in order to function in its own particular way. Harm, 

deformation and scars show the body as an indexical register of ideologically 

appropriated symbolic. The body as the ostensible repository of identity and autonomy, 

manifests the effects of the political economic (symbolic) classification of citizens – a 

symbolic classification resulting from real power relationships. While the social is 

symbolically ordered it is of course comprised of and operated by real citizens with real 

bodies that are symbolically classified in various ways. Our social acts also register 

upon the bodies and minds of others, so while we are symbolically, Archivally, 

designated and separated, we are corporeally interdependent.                                                         

 Margolles’ work foregrounds this idea of the body as archive. She is a qualified 

forensic medical scientist, familiar with, and with access to the morgues of Mexico, and 

her work is made in response to the violence and trauma that underpins life there, 

particularly in Ciudad Juárez. The dead who feature in Margolles’ work are often 

victims of this violence, and they are in the work in a very real sense, insofar as the 

work is often made from bodily material.  

 

Corporeal Symbol.  

The work Flag II, for instance, is made from fabric soaked with blood from murder 

scenes in Juarez. Flag II thus becomes a reliquary of cellular matter. It relies for its affect 

on the capacity of this matter to prompt imaginary acts of representation toward the event 

of death, and the social circumstances in which this death takes place. This corporeal 

archive confronts the Archival representational scenario, which serves to manage the 

imaginary apprehension of the dead in Juárez, a management which, as we will see, 

differentiates, distantiates and reduces empathic imaginary potential.                                       
																																																								
324	As Charles Bowden puts it: “Juárez is not some breakdown of the social order. Juárez is the 
new order. And we will adjust to it. And it will be fine.”  
Bowden, C. Murder City. New York Nation Books 2010  
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In Margolles’ Flag (Bandera) series of works, a phenomenal experience is produced that 

implicates the viewer through sensory proximity to corporeal traces. Other works of 

Margolles incorporate the viewer - indeed the term ‘viewer’ is not appropriate for 

sensory encounters where contact and even the act of breathing bring us in to intimate, 

bodily-invasive, proximity to human remains. In some works of Margolles’ for instance, 

the screen of representation that conventionally separates the viewer from the dead is 

punctured; we may sit upon concrete benches infused with water used to wash corpses, 

or breathe vapour from such water as it evaporates upon contact with heated surfaces.  

The encounter with such work is an embodied experience of intimate proximity to the 

bodily material of those who have been violently killed. Of course we need verbal 

prompts to inform us that this material is in fact what we are encountering, and this 

information works in conjunction with the corporeal traces to amplify this encounter. 

 

Teresa Margolles Bandera II. 2009. Fabric Impregnated with blood collected from ‘execution’ 
sites.     

These real remains, of the body saturate, in Bandera II a ‘flag’, which under normal 

circumstances is the paradigmatic symbol of, for instance, state power and national 

identity; the ‘standard’ under which we proclaim allegiance with others. Flag II is 

however a corporeally infused sign which suggests other forms of commonality; an 

identification for instance with communities of the harmed. Flag II is a symbol, but it is 
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also a material substrate bearing traces of the corpo-real. 325 In this sense it is analogous 

to a photograph, and like many other works of Margolles, which meld symbolic forms 

and real bodily traces, it provides a context which foregrounds the corporeal aspects of 

her photographic work, which is the main focus of this chapter.  

 This equation of the photographic and the corporeal is evident in the formal 

organisation of two other works by Magolles which reinforce this reading across from 

the corporeal to the photographic; Il Papeles (2004) and Pesquisas (2016). Each unit of Il 

Papeles is a sheet of watercolour paper painted with the water used to wash individual 

bodies in the morgue in Mexico City where Margolles worked as a volunteer in an 

autopsy facility. The title of the work, which translates as The Papers, suggests a tension 

between the documents required for identification by state authorities, and an embodied 

identity residing in the forensic traces that impregnate the paper. 326  This strained 

relation between authorised and embodied identity becomes apparent in the particular 

configuration of Pesquisas shown below, exhibited some 13 years later, which is a strict 

mirroring of the format of II Papeles, but in the case of the later work, the components 

are photographs of missing women – personal appeals for information from the families 

and friends of the lost, re-photographed from the walls of Juárez and replicated to an 

enlarged, uniform size. 327  

  Prior knowledge of Margolles’ corporeal work allows us to conceive of the 

photographs as if they too were material artefacts that bear mute traces of bodily 

experience, awaiting the animating inquiries of the viewer so that a traumatic ‘voice’ 

may be released.  

																																																								
325 I use Griselda Pollock and Bracha Ettinger’s hyphenation of this term here to empahaise the 
non-symbolic properties of Margolles-work. Corpo-reality in the contexts of each of their 
writings refers most often to pre-natal and pre-symbolic states that relate to forms of subjectivity 
considered later in this chapter. See, for instance: Pollock, G. 2013 After-Affects/After –Images. 
Manchester University Press. 1-29  
	
326	This allusion to official ‘papers’ is a reminder of Foucault’s plea in The Archaeology of 
Knowledge: “Do not ask me who I am and do not ask me to remain the same: leave it to our 
bureaucrats and our police to see that our papers are in order.” 
 Foucault 1977. p 17	

327	Image Credits: Teresa Margolles: Muerte sin fin. Exhibition 24 April 2004 — 15 August 
2004 Museum für Moderne Kunst Frankfurt am Main See Website: http://mmk-
frankfurt.de/en/exhibitions/review/2004/exhibition-details/article/muerte_sin_fin/ 
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Teresa Margolles II Papeles. 2004. Paper Soaked in water used to wash corpses after autopsy. 
   
  
  

 
 
Teresa Margolles. Pesquisas (Inquiries) 2016. Reproduced photographs of missing women of 
Ciudad Juarez. 
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This is a conception that bleeds over into her use of photographs in Recovery of a 

Photographic Archive, which is the main focus of our consideration of Margolles’ work 

below. The work of Margolles that uses bodily materials, acquires meaning not solely 

because we encounter real human remains phenomenally, but also because its 

presentation draws attention to the symbolic structures that usually mediate and sanction 

harm. The question arising from this, is whether or not this is always the case; whether 

the sense we make of the sensory always arises as a result of the tension between what 

we experience with the body, and prior symbolic knowledge we have already 

internalised.  

 Responses to Margolles’ work often emphasise its visceral and shocking nature, 

its direct address to the senses, the encounters it stages with death, and the sense of 

imperilment and contamination it evokes.328  But my own focus is on the production of 

affective meaning; where the body’s exposure to the bodily traces of others 

problematises our own internalised, symbolic conception of the body. Or where, in a 

reverse action, the internalised conception of the body of the other mutes our capacity to 

respond to this body as human. In fact what follows is guided by that conviction that an 

internally Archivised conception of the body of the other is the precondition for atrocity. 

 Where Margolles’ work creates bodily affect, then this affect is reliant on an 

address to what we might regard as in some way opposed to it - the internalised, 

symbolic designation of the body. No visceral experience occurs (of an art work, or of 

the body itself) without this tension between an internalised social conception of the 

body; of what the body ought to be; and a sensory, experiential awareness of the body 

itself.  Meaning cannot arise without this alternation between the sensory and the 

symbolic body, and crises of meaning are precipitated at the individual and social level 

when there is not sufficient correspondence between the two. In such circumstances we 

are unable to make sense of the fate of the body, or to relate our bodily experience – 

particularly traumatic experience – to externally authorised representations of it. This is 

the whole basis of the epistemic trauma that occurs as a consequence of the ideological 

appropriation of the human drive to symbolisation. In Archival representations of the 

																																																								
328	See for Instance: Banwell, J. 2015 Teresa Margolles and the Aesthetics of Death. University 
of Wales Press, and Coulson , A. 2005 Teresa Margolles Exhibition Review. Frieze Online  
https://frieze.com/article/teresa-margolles. Accessed 9 July 2017) I am grateful to Dr Julia 
Banwell of University of Sheffield for her time and correspondence about this aspect of 
Margolles’ aesthetic. 
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body the experiential signals emanating from the real sensory, body are drowned out by 

the verbal, and the symbolic, to the point where how we perceive the body often has 

nothing to do with bodily experience, the body is thus buried under signs.  

 If the body can be thought of as an archive of experience, then it is one that is cut 

through by an internalised Archival notion of the body. If the economic order produces 

the bodies – dead or alive – that it requires for its effective economic operation, then the 

Archival organisation of information and discourse is the means by which Capitalism 

creates and communicates a conception of the body it requires, including harmed and 

destroyed bodies. The internalisation of this conception is a process of symbolic 

overwriting, and were it to be totally successful, then bodily experience, including that of 

violence harm and destruction would be totally Archivally sealed; trauma and its 

potential affect would cease to be an issue. But as we have already seen, it is psychic 

trauma itself that marks the failure of this process of inscription. Trauma is in this sense 

the mute insistence from the body, that what has been experienced at the corporeal level 

be somehow acknowledged symbolically.  

 The meaning and potency of works such as Flag II, does not arise because of the 

sensory shock of the encounter with human remains – or in the conceptual recognition of 

the symbolic gesture of infusing the flag with blood. Meaning here is produced 

affectively, that is, by the staging of a synchronous collision between embodied 

apprehension and symbolisation. This collision results from the pollution of the purified 

symbolic flag with traces of the Real (unsymbolised) destroyed body, a symbol is 

contaminated with the residue of bodily trauma, and the material basis of the symbol is 

revealed. Margolles thus produces a work that is emblematic of the argument guiding us 

to the conclusion of this thesis – that the symbolic is polluted by, and infused with, the 

Real, and that by implication an evolution of the symbolic order is possible so that 

traumatic experiences infuse symbolic exchange and become communicable in ways that 

evade the Archivisations of power. In what remains of this thesis I would like to raise 

and follow this bloodied flag as a metonymic emblem of a potential symbolic order, 

virally contaminated by trauma in precisely this way.   

 The degree to which we conceive of and experience our bodies in ways that seem 

unrelated to their particularity, is the degree to which we are dependent upon the 

symbolic order for a conception of the body, and for our own bodily identity.  This 

conception arises through the internalisation of instrumentalising, lexically framed and 

mediated images of the body, which shape our conception of it and frequently shape the 
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body itself. Virtual signals act upon our bodies, and we may, in turn act in the name of 

this virtuality upon the bodies of others. This is where – as the field of information acts 

upon the body – the Archive becomes traumatically real. The strand of Margolles’ work 

exemplified by Flag II is developed simultaneously with another, which examines the 

role of external  information in shaping conceptions of the body, which we turn to now. 

This photographically based strand of Margolles work exemplifies the way in which the 

external Archive, as the mechanism of a representational regime, coercively impacts 

identity while conditioning the conception of ‘others’.   

 

Normalising Trauma. 

Margolles PM (2010) is a massed presentation of the cover of the newspaper of the same 

name  – PM the daily tabloid of Ciudad Juárez. The newspaper’s main features are daily 

reports of murders, usually arising from the drug economy. The front pages often, 

juxtapose an image of corpse or murder scene with eroticised images of women (an 

Archival echo of Hirschhorn’s Ur Collages).   

 
  

 
 

Cover of PM. (Ciudad Juárez  Daily Tabloid Newspaper)  
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Teresa Margolles. PM 2010 (Detail) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Teresa Margolles  PM 2010  (installation)   
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Margolles’ presentation of these covers suggests a distinctly Archival form; the strict 

regularity of the display mimics a desperate drive to order to the uncontrollable social 

trauma documented by the newspaper’s content. Its repetitiveness mirrors the daily 

repetition of violence, and the reiteration of a very particular designation of that trauma, 

which we consider below. It replicates an informational force-feeding; a drive to 

normalise murder (as a by-product of social breakdown) and particular notion of 

gender; one that is posited here in direct relation to murder. The newspaper front pages, 

assembled en-masse, show the scale and scope of a daily reinforcement of authorised 

versions of both gender and violence.  

 The juxtaposition of images on these front-pages, offers a representation of 

women as icons of sexual gratification as a simultaneous accompaniment to, and 

diversion from the terrors of routinised violence. Each element in such a juxtaposition 

results in an Archival codification of both. The reduction of identity to pornographic 

abstraction seems intended to provide an both an ataraxic distraction from murder, and 

a sexualised gloss upon it. The result is that graphic violence is shown and photo-

journalistic duty is fulfilled, with the bodies of women used as tools in the obfuscation 

of embodied and social suffering. This is the Archival normalisation of social trauma 

via the abstraction of the human in its most direct and commonplace form. The question 

of the semantic role of the images of women in these juxtapositions becomes 

particularly urgent when they are considered in the light of the mass-murder of women 

that has become an infamous aspect of the traumatic order of Ciudad Juárez.  

 Femicide may be thought of as the gendered, collateral by-product of the loss of 

legal and social protection for all citizens, through the domination of the economy by 

warring drug cartels. But the murder of approximately 370 girls and women the 

disappearances of a further 400 women since 1993, suggests a form of violence that 

spreads outward from the arena of drug-related violence, where the rationale for killing 

feeds off its own logic. While the kidnapping, rape and mass-murder of women who 

have no connection to the drug-economy may be related to social collapse, the specific 

targeting of women demands more attention than the designation ‘collateral’ can 

provide. The question I explore in what follows is about the extent to which a particular 

symbolic reduction of women, not only provides the representing authority with an alibi 

for femicide, but how the symbolic reduction itself materialises in the reality of mass- 
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murder. This scenario is part of the focus of González Rodriguez’s Femicide Machine – 

an analysis of the fate of women in the particular emergency-state occurring in Juárez. 

The term ‘femicide’ to describe such murder distinguishes it from murders that may 

take place as a consequence of inter-gang warfare territorial conflict, revenge killings 

and executions. The particular feature of femicide is the targeting of women because, as 

Roxanne Krystalli, from the Humanitarian Evidence Program puts it “they are women.” 

 
 Femicide is about women being targeted for killing because they are women, or because 

they are women in particularly vulnerable situation or context. Femicide is often, but 
not necessarily, about women first being violated sexually and then killed. These crimes 
are different than other crimes both in how they are committed as well as in the 
response given to them by government, law enforcement and civil society. 329 
  

Margolles reconfiguration in PM, of the authorised version of violence in Juárez suggests 

a relationship between homicide, femicide and mass-produced gender-reductive erotics. 

It is this relationship that prompts further exploration in what follows, of the role of 

gender designation in photographic practices that pervade every day life. Her 

reconfiguration makes more directly visible the role of Archivisation in the sustenance of 

perceptions of gender identity that are a precondition of femicide, as characterised above 

by Krystalli.  In most killings of the type reported in PM, the male victims are killed in 

order to enhance the efficacy of the transactions of a narcotic economy.330  The women 

who are victims of murder in Ciudad Juárez pose no obstacle to such transactions. Their 

murders are not governed by the rationale of the drug economy, but by the engendering 

of social, economic and legal powerlessness; the impunity of perpetrators and, I would 

																																																								

329 Roxanne Krystalli, Cited in: Diver, A. Femicide in Juárez is Not a Myth. Texas Observer. 28 
September 2015. (https://www.texasobserver.org/femicide-in-juarez-is-not-a-myth/) Accessed 
10 July 2017. 

		
330	 With regard to the mass deaths occurring in Ciudad Juárez, and the failure of the state to 
intervene to protect citizens against the “Balkanizing of national territory” by drug-cartels  
González Rodríguez indicates a complicity between the state and power-brokers in the drug 
economy: “Rule of law does not exist in Mexico, just as it is absent in Ciudad Juárez. The 
Mexican government refuses to acknowledge this fact despite a 99 per cent rate of impunity from 
prosecution enjoyed by all criminals nation-wide, despite the failure of anti-drug trafficking 
strategies that have only worsened security and strengthened organised crime, and despite the 
increasing number of human –rights violations committed by military and police personnel in the 
course of anti-drug trafficking violations.”  
González Rodríguez,. 2012 p.46  
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contend, by the symbolic disenfranchisement that goes hand-in-hand with forms of 

Archival identity designation.331 

 The mass-murder of women in Ciudad Juárez is symbolically pre-authorised in a 

field of representation which designates women as murder-able because of their 

particular symbolic designation against that of men. The function of the Archive, in the 

terms we have established so far, is to commandeer symbolic transactions, of violence, of 

trauma, of identity. The specific Archivisation of images of women as a supplement to 

violence in the newspaper PM, for instance reinforces a view of the female body that 

legitimises its continuing destruction. It does this by designating it as an embodiment of 

an identity that is superfluous for the normal functioning of the social order. But the 

significant question that arises from this movement of the Archival signal, from symbolic 

currency into real, destructive action, is whether a reversal of such movement from 

symbol to actual, is possible?  Is it possible that is, for counter-Archival reconfigurations 

of representation to create signalling systems that reverse the reduction, abstraction and 

ideological designation of the body? Where Archival cordons are breached, where textual 

frameworks that direct images toward ideologically approved meaning are dismantled, 

can the resulting apprehension of the Real of the body, act as an impediment to further 

acts of destruction? Such a notion of cultural transactions would require something the 

Real of the suffering body to be being transmitted by symbolic means, and it is to this 

question we will turn as we consider Margolles’ address to forms of identity signalled by 

the body, in other vernacular photographic transactions. 
																																																								
331	González  Rodríguez,’s  summary of the state of femicide in Juárez, expressed with 
understated rage, is quoted at length here because it provides a concise account of the nature of 
the atrocity ; referring to the victims he asks: 
 

 “Why were they murdered? For the pleasure of killing women who were poor and defenceless. 
 How many victims have their been?  Of the 400 women and girls killed for various reasons from 

1993 to the present, at least 100 murders were committed in tandem with extreme sexual 
violence. The lack of reliable information from the authorities is part of the problem. 

 Who killed them? Drug traffickers, complicit with individuals who enjoy political and economic 
power. Where and how did the events take place? The victims were abducted from the streets of 
Ciudad Juárez and were taken by force into safe houses where they were raped tortured and 
murdered at stag parties and orgies. The victims bodies were dumped into the desert like garbage, 
tossed onto the streets, on corners  and vacant lots in the city’s urban and suburban zones, and in 
the outskirts of the city. In many cases the victims clothes and identification cards were 
interchanged in a kind of perverse game. Authorities refused to investigate the murders in depth. 
These events imply a misogynistic furore that escalated form an isolated crime to a collective 
ravaging: especially in terms of the “copycat effect,” in which imitators stalk victims and 
replicate the femicide machine’s efficiency. Impunity is the murderers greatest stimulant.” Ibid. , 
p 72 
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Part 2: “When Did It Start and We Didn’t Notice?” 
             

Margolles’ work Recovery Process of a Photographic Archive (Work in Progress) re-

stages images from an archive of photographs by Ciudad Juárez by photographer Luis 

Alvarado. Alvarado documented the life of the city before the onset of the current crisis 

and the corresponding intensification of social trauma. The photographs, which 

Margolles has had developed from Alvarado’s discarded negatives, range from the 

1960’s to the early 1980’s. At the time of writing this archival work has been shown only 

once, in 2012 at the Glasgow Sculpture Studios.332  Margolles digitised a selection of 

photographs from an archive of over 4,000 images, and used them to create a constantly 

changing 3-screen triptych of projections.  

 In the type of counter- Archival move which we have already seen in the work of 

Hirschhorn and Boltanski, juxtapositions and collisions of subject matter are created 

which are read associatively without the assistance of authorising text. The “work in 

progress” of the title suggests an ongoing process of representation, an interminable act 

of interrogation with which visitors are invited to identify.  The subject matter of these 

projected images is diverse, and includes street scenes, local bars, and low-budget 

nightclub entertainments, but there is a notable predominance of images of male 

wrestlers, and women who appear to be bar hostesses, waitresses or dancers. 333   

 The archival images were presented in 2012 in the context of other newly 

commissioned works by Margolles, works which – like those we have considered so far 

– deal explicitly with social violence. Some were made in response to the outbreak of 

riots across the UK during the previous year. In Recovery Process of a Photographic 

Archive, quotidian features of the past become retroactively infused with contemporary 

violence.  
																																																								
332		See Exhibition Information: Teresa Margolles. Glasgow Sculpture Studios. 2012. 
Margolleshttp://www.glasgowsculpturestudios.org/2012/08/03/teresa-margolles-2/ 
 
I am grateful to Louise Briggs at Glasgow Sculpture Studios, and other Curators and Staff for 
information and permission to use the images from both the Installation Recovery Process of a 
Photographic Achive, and the Margolles - Alverardo archive itself. 
 
333  Alvarardo’s images of wrestling  are testimony to the massive popularity of the sport in 
Mexico, particularly the masked Lucha Libre, form in which participants remain anonymous, 
acting out a ritualised violence in the guise of an alter-ego. This cultural manifestation of 
exaggerated masculinity, and its subversions, is explored in the work of a number of Mexican 
artists, notably Lourdes Grobet and Carlos Amorales. 
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In a reconfiguration that withholds verbal directives, and where viewers are consequently 

left to make associations, and where there are no clues about what we should look for, we 

are guided instead by this context of violence – the present violence of Juárez itself, and 

the address to this violence made in Margolles’ wider oeuvre. Social violence merges 

into ostensibly non-violent images, and this gives the comments Margolles makes about 

this archival work a particular resonance:  

 
 They are very important documents for Juarez,” she says. “To see what happened and why.”  

She says she wants to look beyond the obvious. “To see what is in the shadows, the 
message. There must be some answers in the shadows. When did it start and we didn’t 
notice? 334 

 
“When did it start and we didn’t notice?”  is a question about the origins of social 

trauma, and a suggestion that its roots lie somewhere in normal life before the outbreak 

of such trauma. Her question suggests a permeable boundary between what may be 

regarded as social normality, and catastrophe – with the implication that catastrophe may 

hide in the shadows of everyday experience.  

 The location of this work in a context of other works which deal explicitly with 

violence – a work which asks us to look into images of everyday situations in the past – 

suggests a continuum of catastrophe.  Viewers of this work are asked to join Margolles  

–   and interrogate the traces in light and shadows of ‘normal’, pre-femicide social 

experience. We are asked to examine these de-texted traces of normal life and to 

interrogate the realm between normality and atrocity.  

 I am following Margolles’ gesture toward the shadows of normality in what 

follows, in an attempt to find clues to atrocity in these frozen moments of daily life. Are 

there clues to the origins of routinised murder and femicide in the representations of 

men and women that appear in these images? 
 
 

																																																								
334	Teresa Margolles: Interview with Moira Jeffrey. 17 April 2012 . Available at: 
http://www.scotsman.com/…/art/interview-teresa-margolles-artist-1-2234991.   Accessed, 20 
July 2017	
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Teresa Margolles: Recovery Process of a Photographic Archive. 2012 
 
Projections of digitised photographs from the recovered photographic archive of Luis Alverardo. 
Installation Images courtesy of Louise Briggs and Glasgow Sculpture Studios.   
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Teresa Margolles: Recovery Process of a Photographic Archive. 2012. Individual photographs 
from the recovered photographic archive of Luis Alverardo. 
 
Images Above, and on following pages: courtesy of Louise Briggs and Glasgow Sculpture 
Studios. Copyright Teresa Margolles. 
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Perform Against the Gaze. 
 
In Margolles Recovery Process of a Photographic Archive many of the photographs are 

explicitly performative, and here, as everywhere else in circumstances designated as 

normal, men and women perform versions of normalised masculinity and femininity in 

their address to the camera. Although the images Margolles assembles here are very 

different from those on the cover of the PM newspaper, they have in common the fact 

that they are signals of gender that reiterate and reinforce what it is to be either man or 

woman. They have, like all photographs a designatory power that – in mass media 

representations and everyday photographs alike – aligns with the kind of embodied 

identity required by the social order under whose auspices the representations are 

generated. However routine these performances may be, they are externalised signals of 

internalised norms, and they contribute to a general perception of gendered 

differentiation. They are normative identity signals. Such signals do not simply ‘show’ 

others, they are instrumental in the creation of identities that are founded on the 

internalised concept of the ‘other’. Photographs do not just represent others as 

confirmatory images of what these others ought to be; rather – as manifestations of the 

desires of the representing regime – they are signals that augment self-identification, via 

the invasive gaze of the big Other of the Archive (L’Autre de l’Archive) 335 

The photograph of the performer on the following  page, captures this performance of 

gender designation, identification and nomination; and at the same time its 

recontextualisation exposes these processes so it becomes a signal of their limit. 

Margolles’ re-staging (of the staging of identity-inscription) divests the image of verbal 

designations that usually serve to conceptually fix the photographed person within given 

identity. The restaging illuminates the extent to which – even when an individual is 

pinned down by a regulatory gaze through photography and everyday visibility – they 

may still come to personify resistance to this designation. 336 

																																																								
335	For Lacan, for example, identity itself is only possible through the internalisation of material 
provided by the symbolic order: “the desiring human subject is constituted around a centre which 
is the other insofar as it gives the subject his unity.”  
In our terms this symbolic is appropriated and orchestrated by Archival power.       
See: Lacan J. 1993 The Seminars of Jacques Lacan. Book III, The Psychoses. London,Routledge: 
p 39.  
336	Hito Steyerl describes a comparable resistance – a notional transcendence of representational 
subjection – when she proposes acts of identification with non- representational “thing”-like 
aspects of the image. See: Steyerl, H. 2012: A Thing Like You and Me. in The Wretched of the 
Screen. Berlin, Sternberg. Pp 47-59. 
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On one side of this photographic dialectic is a representational coercion – an attempted 

reduction of the photographed subject to a verbal construct of identity. The men who 

look at the woman in the photograph above, are the enforcers of this reduction; bearers of 

a regulatory gaze in which the woman is subjected, that is to say, transformed into a set 

of embodied signs which align her within existing power-relationships. She becomes a 

living sign of a familiar trope of ‘woman’ that can be framed in language. The 

photographic event (which we may presume did not take place in order to critique this 

scene) may be seen as a further fixing of this trope. Seen in its original context it is 

possible to imagine it as a straightforward document of the low-level Juárez 

entertainment scene, or even as a souvenir taken by a customer, which reinforces the 

classificatory gaze.  But the other part of the dialectic of representation staged by 

Margolles, frees the image of this reductive nomination of its subject, because without 

the reinforcement of contextualising text, and when captioned only by association with a 

succession of other images, the stranglehold of designation is loosened. 337    

 By dissociating images like this from their discursive channels, by in effect 

muting them, Margolles focuses attention upon the potential of photographs to evade 

coercive designation.  She acts against their Archivisation as photographic statements; an 

Archivisation which involves the tethering of the image to the truth-claims of a 

representing authority, and the reduction of the potential of the photograph to tell other 

stories. This representational foreclosure is resisted when sites of representation are 

created that not only open up this potential, but which also draw attention to the 

reduction of collective representational processes, to products. Products that is, with only 

one function – to affirm things as they are.  

 Ariella Azoulay, whose analysis of the archival contextualisations of photographs 

undertaken by the Israeli state, is itself a form of counter-Archivisation, describes this in 

relation to the Archivisation of photographs which document the realities of everyday 

experience in this other political state in which extremity is normalised : 
																																																								
337	The idea of subjective designation that informs this thesis, is based on a Lacanian 
conceptualisation, and its subsequent development by Badiou: In Lacan for instance the term is 
used to refer neither to the individual who is discursively identified or identifiable, nor the human 
being to whom this process of identification occurs:  “[by] the term subject…I am not 
designating the living substratum needed by this phenomenon of the subject, nor any sort of 
substance, nor any being possessing knowledge in his pathos, his suffering, whether primal or 
secondary nor even some incarnated logos.” For Lacan as in Badiou later the subject is a 
cognitive process emanating from a living substratum, a substratum that is not the subject but its 
material basis  - what we might call the subjects’ matter. See Lacan, J. 1994.The Four 
Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis. London, Penguin. p 126.	
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 While the claim this is ‘X’  – like this is victory – makes superfluous the renewed look at 

the photograph, and while the scene in the photograph, or in its archive neighbours, 
appears again and again as a repetition of that very same ‘this is X’, as long as none of the 
gaps, mistakes, injustices, lust, lies or pieces of information revealed in the course of time 
do not negate the circular relation between image concept and reference, as long as they 
do not undo their fusion, we as citizens must realize that as we enter the archive a red 
warning light flashes. It indicates that we are facing a non-civil archive. 338 
 

Azoulay’s “non-civil archive” is, in then terms of this thesis exactly the Archive – the 

force that treats all information, whether this information is archivally stored, circulating 

through media or arising out of everyday photographic transactions. The Archive is a 

normalising force that embraces all images by binding them a priori, to discursively 

formed concepts that emanate from power. As Azoulay describes it: “When we say ‘this 

is X,’ we are actually applying a name, category or concept to the photograph. In order to 

do so we first strip the photograph of the plurality inscribed in it…” 339 

 We might add that when we say “this is x” we are also participating in an Archival 

act that involves the reduction of both the multiplicity of potential meanings and the 

deterrence of a collective attention – by communities of citizens who may be guided in 

their response by an embodied, social experience that has the potential to multiply these 

meanings. The space of the counter-Archive can be regarded then, in Azoulay’s 

terminology, as a “civil” space where the democratisation of representation is rehearsed.    

 The recontextualisation of this photograph of the performing woman, reproduced 

above, illuminates the presence of the photographer, who is always a subject partially 

formed by discourse and ideology, and who is always operating in a social context 

governed by it. The result in this situation, is that as we see the woman being subjected to a 

particular gender identification; and as this process of identification is illuminated, we are 

simultaneously led to consider the nature of her potential identity outside of this process. If 

we assume that the photographer’s choice of subject and his framing of it, is partially 

guided by his own identifications in response to the discourses and designations of the 

social order in which he exists, then the resulting photograph may be seen (though only in 

part) as a discursively produced statement, pre-loaded with codes that enable it to slot into 

such discourses, and augment them.   

																																																								
	
338	 Azoulay. In Downey, A. (ed) Dissonant Archives. London. IB. Tauris. p 210. 
	
339	Ibid p 205 
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 We might imagine a situation in which the photographer interrupts one   

performance of a discursively produced identity – the dance, the eroticised display – only 

to solicit another with the prosthetic gaze of the camera. It is a situation where the 

photographic act corresponds to the photographer’s own desires and identifications, and 

the production images of others that align with these desires. The photographer in this 

sense brings to the event a pre-programmed and programming gaze, a gaze which frames 

the scene and the resulting photograph with an invisible pre-captioning. This results in 

the suffusion of the event and the image, with a verbal, ideological construction, as if the 

camera were emitting a ray that coated what it captures with an ideological facade. 

 In such a scenario, the gaze of the photographer seems to effect a gorgon-like 

petrification of the subject, as both photographer and subject act in ways that correspond 

to discursively pre-programmed roles; a closed-circuit symbolic exchange takes place, 

which produces nothing more than a ripple as it is absorbed into a layer of confirmatory 

information. Seen in this way, such regulated exchange makes it difficult to imagine how 

photographic acts may offer any resistance to the reinforcement of authorised identity, 

because the outcome is a photographic abstraction of an event and a person that is 

instantly absorbed into a regulatory flow of signals. Before we can confront this 

difficulty, it is necessary to return to some ideas about how mythic identification occurs.  

 The argument advanced in this thesis, about the potential of a photograph to 

transcend this reflexive Archivisation, hinges on the depth of this identification-effect. 

We have already postulated that the photograph bears a real experiential trace that resists 

its total absorption into systems of signification, and as it is with the photograph, so it is 

with the subject. Identification (the concretion of received subjectivity in the subject) 

penetrates the subject only insofar as it corresponds to subjective experience. Received 

self-symbolisation meets resistance when it comes up against a dissonant (often 

traumatic) experience that the subject harbours subconsciously, that cannot be framed in 

confirmatory, symbolic ways.   

 Symbolic identification is the result of a misplaced faith in received, external 

projections. It is the mis-recognition of a subject designated by the gaze, as the subject . 

The counter-Archival, by re-staging, illuminating and interrupting these processes of 

identification, in ways described in the previous chapter, reveals the fact that 

identification is a surface-effect that can be punctured by strategies that create fissures in 

the truth claims of the image?   
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 The subject colludes in the concretion of identity because it is difficult to 

conceive of oneself otherwise. And so the material, readily provided by the symbolic 

order and its discourses of identity, becomes of necessity, the means by which we think 

of ourselves as something other than a miasma of inchoate drives. Our ontological 

consistency arises via our ability to produce an identity that coheres, and this identity is a 

functional abstraction; a reduction and separation of consciousness from the multiplicity 

of processes and forces that constitute the human. Identity is the harnessing of symbolic 

currency that enables us to conceive of ourselves differentially as a self among others, in 

the field of the Real.  

 In his conception of the “mirror stage”, Lacan evokes a means of self-cognisance 

that acts as a selective, perceptual filter which makes self-perception possible, but only 

by means of reducing the (Real) self to a symbolic image.340  This psychic self-image has 

the effect of stilling “the turbulent movements that the subject feels animating him”. 341  

The performance of identity may be seen as the externalised projection of this 

internalised image, a mirroring which reassures us of our place in the symbolic order, a 

fixing which confirms us in our existence and enables us to project this abstracted self 

into the world. This process, of course, fixes others in the same way, in a cycle of 

symbolic reduction that is the key characteristic of social abstraction.  

 The photographic process, as both performative act and the production of 

artefacts, can be thought of as an intensification of the concretion of this abstraction; a 

reinforcement of subjective misrecognition (méconnaissance) that leads to the symbolic 

abstraction of the self and others. Photographs verify the exchange of identity-

abstractions. They are the currency of the misrecognition of identity, and photographic 

exchanges frequently involve the projection of a desired but impossible unity between 

																																																								
	
340	As Stavrakakis explains: “in Lacan’s view the ego can only be described as a sedimentation 
of idealised images which are internalised during the period Lacan names as the mirror stage. 
Before this phase, the self as such as a unified whole does not exist. In the mirror stage, during 
the period from the sixth to the eighteenth month of the infant’s life, the fragmentation 
experienced by the infant is transformed into an affirmation of its bodily unity through the 
assumption of the image in the mirror. This is how the infant acquires its first sense of unity and 
identity, a spatial imaginary identity.” See Stavrakakis 2002. p. 17. 
 
341 Lacan: The Mirror Stage as a Formative Funtion of the I, cited in Stavarakakis Ibid,  p18) 
Stavrakakis also notes that: “ The ego, the image in which we recognise ourselves, is always an 
alien alter-ego: we are originally an inchoate collection of desires – there you have the true sense 
of the fragmented body”. 
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the image and what it represents. When others are photographed, and when photographs 

of others are viewed, the resulting images are more often than not, vehicles for the 

projection of a self-coherence that no-one can possess. 342  In this way photographs 

augment the production of mythic identity, an identity that, as a condition of its 

occurrence, is self-sealed against the other.   

 Against this, it is the very process of synthesising and self-conceiving (rather than 

the resulting representation) that may be more properly thought of as the real locus of the 

subject. The subject is not the conclusive abstraction that is produced, but the embodied, 

cognitive entity that enacts a process from whose conclusions an adequate picture of the 

subject is always lacking. This synthesising entity is confronted externally by processes 

that, designate and categorise according to rules that have little correspondence with the 

inchoate collection of desires that constitute this subject beyond ego – and everything to 

do with the smooth functioning of the economic order; a functioning which, as we have 

seen, requires certain forms of subjectivity. In the photographic realm of the field of 

identification, the function of the Archive is to reinforce misrecognition of the image as 

the bearer of given identity.  

 And so, returning to the role of the photograph in the petrification of identity, it is 

only this wider Archival mechanism that persuades us to think of a photograph in the 

way described above – as a signal of identity closure and concretion of the normalising 

gaze. What grants the photograph potential beyond this, are those aspects of its creation 

that have nothing to do with discourse, or with discursively produced human subjectivity 

and its regulation.  The features of photography that resist this petrification of identity 

stem from the non-discursive Real of the photographic process; the mechanical 

indifference of the camera in its capacity to arrest light and shadow in space and time. 343 

A capacity to arrest the mute shadows of phenomena is paradoxically the condition for 

the release and continuation of representational activity. Such characteristics may be 

thought of as generators of a kind of shared representational speech, triggers for a 

process of call and response whereby the de-texted image solicits the voice of the viewer 

																																																								
342	It is notable that Margolles’ Recovery Process of a Photographic Archive literalises this 
process of ‘projection’, by restaging the archive as a series of digital projections. 
	
343	Ulrich Baer relates the mute, freezing, stilling characteristics of the traumatic photograph, to 
its potential to “blast” moments “out of time” to become subject to future responses. See: Baer, 
U. 2005 Spectral Evidence . Cambridge Massachusetts M.I.T. p 14		
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in rejoinder; and where products of representation possess efficacy and truth, only as 

catalysts of representational acts.   

  Even though the camera is operated by a human whose being is partially socially 

constituted, and even though it is a mechanism that arises as a result of socially produced 

human desires, the camera looks at and captures both that which it is directed towards, 

and all those features of the scene that escape the control of discourse, ideology and 

identity; including those features of the human beings it surveys, that are not part of their 

discursively produced identity. It is a gaze  – unlike the living gaze of the viewer – that is 

detached from concepts and knows no identity. It captures the reality of the human body, 

performing or failing to perform identity. The camera stills the performative flow, and 

through this temporal freezing of light, enables us to discern the subject beyond their 

performance; beyond the codes that dictate this performance.  

 The invitation – implicit in the presentation of de-texted imagery in counter-

Archival practices – to attend to images of human beings without clues to their identity, 

is also an incitement to search for something that is pre-discursive in this identity. 344  In 

a representational scene that deprives us of text, it is made difficult for us to stem the 

search by attributing identity and re-incorporate the photographed people into our 

conceptual projections, or subsume them in our own symbolic discourses. In the example 

we have considered above, the stripping away of verbal containment releases the image 

of the performing woman, so that it may become a rogue, disruptive, unregulated signal 

bearing multiple meanings and signs of potential identities.  

  Contextualisations such as those of Margolles, enable us to see more clearly 

evidence of the normative process and its limits. The social mechanism through which 

the body of the performer is exposed and displayed, is itself exposed and displayed. An 

interrogative process is activated which breaks the circle of reduction, abstraction and 

																																																								
	
344	“Pre-discursive identity”. By this I mean aspects of subjectivity that alert us to the discursive 
constitution of identity and the discrepancies between this intuited self, and the self that 
apprehends its own constitution. Whatever apprehends this discrepancy  - this “I that is not me” 
is a pre-discursive identity that Slavoj Žižek has identified as the radical final stage of the 
psychoanalytic process, a “symbolic destitution” : “What is at stake in this destitution is the fact 
that the subject no longer presupposes himself as subject; by accomplishing this he annuls, so to 
speak, the effects of the act of formal conversion. In other words he assumes not the existence but 
the nonexistence of the big Other: he accepts the Real in its utter, meaningless idiocy; he keeps 
open the gap between the Real and its symbolisation.” Žižek, S. 1994.The Sublime Object of 
Ideology. London, Verso. pp 230-1. We may note also, that the counter-Archive is structured 
precisely around such gaps in symbolization.    
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identification. We do not know, for instance, the economic circumstances that led the 

woman in this photograph to this particular gender performance, but any suggestion that 

choice is a factor must be measured against the economic imperatives that underpin the 

labour market, and the whole social structure that frames her existence.  

 We view her, isolated and illuminated in the centre of the image, ringed, 

surrounded and framed entirely by men who, more or less disinterestedly witness an 

embodied performance of gender determined and encoded from beyond her own body. 

This ought to be an image of reduction and subjection, but the most striking feature of 

this image is the fact that though she is still – fixed by the gaze of the camera, and 

subject to the gaze of the men drinking “in the shadows” – she is also vividly animate. 

She returns the gaze, confronting her status as gazed upon, her stance as she is 

photographed is a suspension of the clichéd eroticised movements that are the staple of 

the ‘routine’ suggested by her clothing; a routine whose traces are worn into the ground 

like a shadow within the performance enclosure – itself a space that suggests a stall, a 

paddock or a grave.     

 An identity emerges in this image, as it does in all images of individuals 

dissociated from text, that cannot be so easily figured or fixed, and this unfixability 

becomes its salient characteristic. By interrupting the discursive process whereby the 

photograph is turned into part of a self self-sealing mechanism that asserts the truth of its 

own designations, Margolles draws attention to the classificatory operation of the gaze, 

and the role of the photograph in this. In its new reconfiguration the photograph reveals 

the process and artifice involved in this designation. It reveals that representation and the 

classification of identity are processes that are only nominally concluded by the 

imposition of meaning by the representing authority. Through such methods the 

representational process is opened again and made interminable, insofar as it is 

inconclusive and resistant to terms and terminology. Its relation to pre-designated 

concepts of identity is severed. 345      

 

																																																								
345	Ariella Azoulay relates the process I characterise here as “Archival social designation” – the 
reduction of individuals to a sign of identity – to the processes of iconisation we have considered 
in the previous chapter. Azoulay further links this process of identity-formation, augmented by 
photography, to the overwhelming of the image by verbal constructs.  
Azoulay. Dissonant Archives. p. 206 
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Even in the midst of the process whereby women are instrumentalised and reduced to 

sexualised entertainment, the participation by this woman in the photographic act, which 

demands an alignment with, and a display of an imposed gender identity, a signal of the 

limits of the process of subjection is still transmitted. 346 This happens in the specific 

context of Margolles’s work because she reconfigures these images beyond the reach of 

established verbal contexts, and in doing this she also provides a model of attention that 

is transferable to even the most regulatory Archival contexts. 

  The release of such an image from its Archival confines is a reminder that every 

photograph of another is an address, an embodied signal that is, however unconsciously, 

transmitted beyond the photographic situation, even when that that photographic 

situation is part of the process of subjection.347 As Azoulay notes, in her analysis of 

photographs of female Afro-American slaves which were taken with the intention of 

‘proving’ their racial inferiority: 
 it would be a mistake to analyze what our eyes behold as an encounter between the 

woman and the photographer alone, just as it is a mistake to analyze the 
photographic situation only in terms of an oppression whose modes and forms are 
realized completely through the threatening whip of the master. 348 

 
Photographed individuals address future communities – Azoulay’s “citizenry of 

photography” – via the photographic act, and they do this by reflecting the very gaze that 

is directed upon them back beyond those who gaze upon them, including the 

photographer. It is not so much a return of the immediate gaze, as a temporal 

transcendence of the physical situation in which individuals are subjected to this gaze. 

The gaze that ought to be the means of coercing individuals in conformity with the 

																																																								
	
346	Judith Butler’s elaborates a Foucauldian position In The Psychic Life of Power where she 
questions the extent to which the formation of subjectivity without subjugation is possible. See 
Butler, J. 1997. The Secret Life of Power: Theories in Subjection. California. Stanford.   
	
347	If counter-Archival works such as Margolles’ have the potential to draw attention to the 
constitution of subjectivity, then there are significant implications for subjectivity as a whole in 
the dissemination of such messages. Alain Badiou contends for instance, that the precondition of 
subjectivity relies on the realisation that subjectivity as given, is a construct, and that the subject, 
as we will consider below, only emerges through a perturbation of this given.							
	
348	Azoulay. 2014 p 179 
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hegemonic view of what they ‘ought’ to be, carries evidence forward – of that part of 

their identity which resists this reduction – to future viewers of the photograph. 349  

However, in terms of the social catastrophe that arrived in Ciudad Juárez decades after 

this photograph was taken, it also carries a stark “message” of the dangers faced by those 

whose identity does not align with this external construct. It alerts us to the role of 

representational processes and the construction of identity in relation to social violence 

and mass-murder. It is not difficult to imagine that one possible source of this danger 

may arise in the concretion of identity against those perceived as other, in the midst of a 

collapsing social order, where codes of behavior that were hitherto accepted and 

understood, no longer apply, and where, the stability of socially-functioning identity is 

undermined. As Sergio González Rodríguez has noted, the adaptation of women to the 

changing social circumstances of Juárez demanded a relinquishment of traditional female 

gender roles, which produced a corresponding resistance to this change on the part of 

men whose adopted gender-roles were undermined. 350 In such circumstances the 

protection of the identity ‘compact’, by those whose ontological consistency is imperiled 

by changes to its terms – and whose imperiled sense of self sows the seeds of aggression 

– becomes an imperative.  Here an idea of the self that is determined by, and reliant upon 

the precepts of the social order, is aggressively defended in widespread violence, a 

violence normalised by representational mechanisms.    

 Socially constructed identity is menaced, on the one hand by the intuited 

awareness of its own fragility; through a recognition of the discrepancy between the 

coherence of self-image and the incoherence of the subject. And on the other hand by a 

perception of the other who, in changing social circumstances, begins – in the eyes of the 

																																																								
349 In the counter-Archival breaking of the transmissive circuit of knowledge, that occurs when 
photographs are reconfigured, as Margolles does – in ways that remove them from regulatory 
systems of signalling and exchange – photographs gather potential as, what Hal Foster calls 
“promissory notes”. That is, when the coating of authorised meaning is removed, the closure that 
ensures their status as ‘received’ messages is opened, so that photographs recover their 
transmissive incompleteness and are consequently rendered: “…indeterminant like the contents 
of any archive, and often they are presented in this fashion as so many promissory notes for 
further elaboration or enigmatic prompts for future scenarios”  
Foster 2004 p. 4.  
 
We may note further that this “promissory” quality aligns with that of photographic “potential” in 
the terms of this thesis. 
  	
350	González Rodríguez 2012. p34    
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future perpetrator – to exceed the representations of identity that are projected onto them. 

At the same time that self-identification is imperiled, an awareness arises of a seemingly 

coherent ‘other’ subject whose very misrecognised coherence presents a further threat, a 

threat which may ultimately be alleviated by their annihilation.  

 This mis-recognised, menacing other becomes the victim, not because of 

anything they do, but because their existence disrupts what they are expected to 

represent. Individuals and groups come in this way to represent a mythic idea of identity 

as a consequence of the circulation of representations. Margolles, in re-staging 

photographic representations of performed identity in the past, is explicitly asking 

questions of their relation to future violence.  

 If we follow the characterization of femicide made by González Rodriguez and 

Roxanne Krystalli, then the fact that in social circumstances of increasing deprivation 

‘women’ no longer correspond to their designation, yet exist palpably with some 

increased economic autonomy, becoming bearers of an identity that evades masculinist, 

Archivising discourses – then it becomes easier to imagine the horrific reactive 

identification that pre-designates women for victimhood. It is an Archival pre-

designation that abets mass-murder: that normalises femicide, and that that is 

subsequently representationally and legally trivialised by representational authority and 

its mechanisms of mediation.   
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Part 3. Media vita, in morte sumus: Photography and the Archival Dialectic  
 

Beyond our characterisation of a photograph as a means of producing representations that 

fix identity, it is also possible to conceive of the photograph as the site of a dialectical 

process of traumatic identification. For instance, we might imagine, as we did in the 

introduction, the photographed individual as a living seismograph of experience, whose 

body indexically registers the effects of social experience, and whose identity is not a 

static state, but an oscillation between the fixing demand of an appropriated symbolic 

order and the ‘living proof’, provided by experiential knowledge. The photograph, even 

as it is taken and used to designate, can reveal at the same time the infinite discrepancy 

between what one is experientially, and how one is designated symbolically.  

 Bodily experience acts as the measure of the failure of the social system to cater 

for the needs of human beings. Its failures, as we saw in the photograph by Jerome 

Sessini at the beginning of this chapter, are written upon the body. And the failure of 

Archival forces of identification to possess individuals, are evident in images such as 

those of the performers we have considered here. In each case the individual is subjected 

to both a psychological trauma of enforced identification, and the psychic and physical 

threat arising from the consequences of the loss of such identification – a symbolic non-

existence that presages the removal of basic rights.  

 I would contend that this structural trauma is evinced in all photographs – 

however apparently un-traumatic their content – which are taken in geographical or 

temporal proximity to social traumas, and which proceed from the concretion of identity 

against the other. Such photographs act as part of a panoply of designative procedures 

which either confer or deny recognisable identity. The failure to acquire the symbolic 

legitimacy of identity results in symbolic non-existence and social excommunication, and 

all victimisation, including mass-killing and atrocity, is preceded by this symbolic 

excommunication. Victims are pre-designated (othered), as bearers of an identity that is 

incompatible with the requirements of a particular signifying regime. They are the living 

register of the discrepancy between the living being and its Archival designation.   

 We do not know the fate of the performers in the photographs taken by Alvarez 

and recontextualised by Margolles, we do not know if they ever had any connection to 

the victims of the Juarez femicide, but the process of identification acted out in this 

photograph connects her to others who were murdered routinely and en-masse as a 
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consequence of the result of the processes of sexualised identification, aided and abetted 

by normal photographic representation.   

 

We have noted the perils of identification arising out of misplaced belief in the unity of 

the subject and representation. 351 The idea that the representation could embody or 

describe the subject, or that the symbolic could represent the Real, is at the root of the 

central méconnaissance of identity described in Lacanian terms by Stavrakakis, in whose 

terms the subject only really emerges through the recognition that it is not its own 

representation: “The failure of its own symbolic self-representation is the condition for 

the possibility of emergence of the subject of the signifier, for representation in general” 
352 In this sense the subject can never be reduced to a representation, but is rather, a 

representing force attempting to self-conceive. And this subject is constituted as a 

representing force by virtue of the burial of embodied, experiential reality that occurs 

under normal, Archivally orchestrated processes of identification.  

  A dialectical correspondence emerges here between processes of subjectification 

and the two archival forms that are the opposing terms of the argument in this thesis. The 

Archival subject is constituted by a power which issues representations that are regulated 

by power, but in the process of constitution, this symbolically constituted subject looses 

an experiential aspect of being that is then interminably sought. This loss is the driver of 

subjective representational acts. The cultural externalisation of this desiring subjectivity, 

which confronts and interrogates received representations is also the driver of counter-

Archival practices. The Archive forges the representational mirror in which the subject is 

reflected and comes to conceive of themselves. But counter-Archival practices fracture, 

break, and reveal the artifice of the mirror-image; revealing instead, not another image, 

but a void in which the dis-identified subject seeks to apprehend itself via 

representational agency.  

   But while subjects may apprehend themselves as a result of this discrepancy, 

they may only conceive of themselves symbolically – via the very symbolic means that 

separate them from the experiential flow of being. And in terms of the Lacanian concept 

																																																								
351	As a rejoinder to both this, and the Lacanian formulation in footnote 23 above, I suggest	an 
abbreviation of this position: There is no identity, only failed identifications. There are no 
representations, only interminable processes of collective representation. 
	
352	Stavrakakis. 2002. p29. 
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of symbolisation that we have explored in previous chapters, whatever is separated from 

the flow of being is a deathly non-being. Symbolic identification is therefore a form of 

self-representational death. The stability of self-identification comes at the price of 

dissociation from the embodied and experiential.  What promises the transaction of 

experience under a particular symbolic order, is also that which divests this transaction of 

the experiential. 353 In these terms the photograph when regarded as a ‘term’ in the 

process of representation embodies this idea of symbolisation as an immortalising 

mortification that contributes to the fixing of identity while bringing about a schism with 

the embodied, living self. This schism is the primary traumatic identification. 

 In terms of the relationship between the subject and representation, the most 

significant idea emerging from this Lacanian perspective is the impossibility of the 

singular representation becoming a terminal point in the process of representation itself. 

In terms of the photograph, whatever is photographically captured is ‘cleaved’ in the 

same way that Lacan’s notional subject is cleaved. It is torn between its status as 

phenomenal fact whose Real traces are indexically embedded in a material substrate, and 

its role as symbolic currency used for the designation of particular conceptions of reality.  

 But beyond this, if the subject is unrepresentable to itself, it cannot become the 

locus of the foreclosed representation of what is beyond the subject (external reality). 

The (subjective) representations the subject makes are only projections into the world of 

its own desire for order, orientation and tangibility, in the same way that the subject’s 

projections inward are the product of a desire for an illusory stable identity that mirrors 

this.  Alain Badiou holds that the failure of symbolic self-representation, and the 

emergence of the subject that is the result, is a rare occurrence. 354  

																																																								
353	Stavrakakis explains this loss of being that accompanies entry into the symbolic: 
 
 “ This then is the paradoxical role of the signifier: on the one hand, and due to the ‘universality’ 
and objectivity of language the signifier offers to the subject an almost ‘immortal’, stable 
representation, only this representation is incapable of representing, for the same reasons, the 
singularity of the subject, this signified is missing; immortality presupposes the subject’s death; 
the word is the murder of the thing. Entering the order of the signifier entails a certain 
mortification. Insofar as life has meaning only within a symbolic universe then life presupposes a 
continuous death: Media vita, in morte sumus. The subject is petrified and alienated exactly in the 
place where it seeks the birth of itself.”  Stavrakakis. 2002 p. 28	
	
354	  Alain Badiou’s theorization of the subject is a development of this Lacanian idea, and the 
status of the subject as that which perturbs given representations and social circumstances is 
elaborated here: http://www.lacan.com/symptom10a/on-a.html. Accessed 20 July 2017			
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The scarcity of such a subject is due to the fact that symbolically aligned self is the 

guarantor of ontological consistency and psychic stability.  

 The second reason for the scarcity of the subject, brings us back to a 

consideration of processes of Archivisation. The process we have described above is 

necessary for psychic self-cognition, and as a guarantee of identity- stability. But it is 

nonetheless a process of misrecognition which, if a state of psychotic, self-sealed 

detachment from the circumstances of experience is to be avoided, must be tempered by 

an awareness that we are not, as subjects, identical to this self-representation, a self-

representation that is, which is gathered from the material readily provided by the 

politically appropriated symbolic order. 355 It is not in the interests of such order to 

generate subjects who are not aligned with its precepts, and so the imaginary process of 

misrecognition is reflexively promoted, through the machinations of the Archive and the 

promulgation of naïve realism. The result is the establishment of a mythic 

correspondence – between representations emanating from power – and the experience of 

reality. The Archival control of representation aims to ensure that misrecognition – the 

fundamental partiality of representation – goes unrecognised. This archontic 

Archivisation of representation operates as a means of asserting the ‘truth’ of the signals 

it authorises. Wherein the contingency of the image, with its multifarious potential 

meanings, is reduced to a singular truth-claim by its contextualisation within a symbolic 

matrix. The so-called reality it represents is merely the symbolic surrogate of the 

limitless real it obscures.  

 Archivisation fixes identity into the sovereign, essentialist forms required by 

Capitalism, in a negation of the “radical decentering” of identity theorised by Lacan. 356 

Archivisation sutures identity to its representation. Under the authority of the Archive the 

																																																								
355 This reliance for identity upon the material provided by the symbolic order is what Lacan 
refers to as “signifying dependence”:  “Psychoanalysis is neither a Weltanschaung, nor a 
philosophy that claims to provide the key to the universe. It is governed by a particular aim 
which is historically defined by the notion of the subject. It poses this notion in a new way, by 
leading the subject back to his signifying dependence.” Lacan, J.1994. The Four Fundamental 
Concepts of Psychoanalysis. London , Penguin. p.77    
 
356	Stavrakakis identifies Lacan’s theoretical dissolution of the essentialist subject as his most 
politically radical contribution to thought. “…this essentialist subject, the subject of the humanist 
philosophical tradition, the Cartesian subject or even the Marxist reductionist subject, whose 
essence is identified with her or his class interests, is exactly what has to be questioned and has 
been questioned; it cannot be part of the solution because it forms part of the initial problem.” 
Stavrakakis. 2002. p.14 
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photograph is instrumentalised to provide evidence that phenomena exist and are 

immortalised only according to the precepts of the signifying regime. The irony is that 

even as it immortalises reality in its own image, the signifying regime provides 

indisputable evidence of its own archontic control, and prompts further longing for what 

lies beyond its representations. This is the ‘feverish’ archival dialectic, a representational 

conflict in which the demand for recognition of the barred experiential subject emerges 

to confront its representation.  

 
 Open Case: Trauma and the Evolution of Representation    
 
 Margolles resists the consignment of identity and the closures of the self, by 

stilling the flow of discursively produced identity. In a move reminiscent of 

Hirschhorn’s, she dis-identifies the subjects of Alverardo’s photographs, thwarting the 

process of identity attribution. In this way Margolles’ Recovery works counter-

Archivally, encouraging the viewer to look beyond the surface of the image to the social 

processes that lead to the construction of its authorised meaning. In doing so it ruptures 

the alignments necessary for the assertion of identity. 

  Margolles may be seen to be staging a failure of identification. If our own 

identity formation is dependent on the identifications we make of others, then the 

obstruction of this process (of attributing ready-made ideologically aligned identities to 

others) may prompt other non-authorised forms of identification to be envisaged. The 

viewer thus becomes a representing agent analogous to Lacan’s subject of the signifier – 

the subject beyond received identification – identifying with others in ways that do not 

align with, or reinforce ideologically aligned forms of identification.                                                        

 By muting the authorial voice, which speaks over the subjects in the photographs, 

Margolles allows them to speak against the closures of identity. By presenting evidence 

which, when seen in the context of her entire oeuvre, and in what Rebecca Scott Bray has 

called its “crime scene aesthetic” 357 she encourages representational acts against the 

closures demanded by a stasis-enforcing order; an order that, in the case of Juarez, is 

established between local agencies and the state; an order which serves to perpetuate the 

crime scene by closing the representational ‘case’ upon it.   

																																																								
357	See: Scott Bray, R. 2011 Teresa Margolles Crime Scene Aesthetic. South Atlantic Quarterly 
Vol. 110, No 4: pp 933-948. 
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The contingency of photographic meaning is set against representational closure, and if 

there is an emancipatory potential in preserving this contingency then it arises because 

the photographs remain ambiguous.358  The ambiguity of the photograph enables it to 

evade the totalising, reductive gaze, whatever position that gaze may come from. The 

tension produced by the encounter with the photograph in such counter-Archival 

contexts, arises in the conflict between the viewer’s desire to impose sense; to return the 

image to a comforting order, and to close the case against the ethical imperative to 

interrogate the scene until some collective understanding of what gave rise to the 

catastrophe it emerges from, is acquired. 

 This contingency of meaning holds in abeyance a closure of attention, a closure 

that would imply that the scene no longer holds interest, significance or the potential for 

further understanding of the events it depicts. Indeed, far from enabling understanding, 

the rush to meaning that is usually prompted by explanatory captions, is like the 

injunction directed toward potential witnesses by guardians of a crime-scene – “there is 

nothing to see here”. The authorised Archivisation of such an image is akin to the 

closing-off of this crime scene by the creation of a perceptual cordon – a space of 

deterrence – where civilians may witness the scene from a distance, but whose entry into 

it undermines efforts to manage and conclude the investigation.  

 In psychoanalytical terms, any closure in which the causes of trauma  

remain un-addressed amounts to a premature burial of these causes, an interment of 

harmful experience and its relegation to the subconscious. The trace-signal, which should 

catalyse the attempts of the individual to comprehend the nature and origins of the 

trauma is instead buried; removed from the attention of consciousness until new external 

																																																								
358	I argue here for the catalytic properties of this inconclusivity, against claims that the 
photograph operates primarily as a symbolic statement. Where Ariella Azoulay, for instance 
argues that a decontextualised photograph is “handicapped” by its isolation from contextualising 
information, and that “An image is only ever another statement in a regime of statements.” 
(Azoulaly 2014 p 191) I would contend that to regard images in this way overlooks that which is 
irreducible to language in them, and the potential of images to act beyond the precepts of any 
signifying regime. It risks reducing the photograph to its discursive designation, and undermining 
precisely the transmissive potential that is carried in the image. The potential, that is, to transmit 
traumatic affect without substituting it with symbolic language. The photograph, like any other 
image, or any other phenomenon, is nameless thing before it’s content is symbolically 
incorporated, and it is precisely by fixing attention to this mute experiential quality that an 
experience of trauma, beyond authorised, polemical and operational translations of it, may be 
communicated. 
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events disinter it; then, it returns in the guise of destabilsing symptoms. 359  An 

equivalent process is at work in the wider social sphere where there is a drive to 

representational closure and the imposition of false order perpetuate a situation where the 

political causes of social trauma remain in place. 

 The tension produced by counter-Archival practice, is produced by its resistance, 

in the face of social conflict, to a combination of two inter-linked forces that demand 

closure: the need on the part of the individual for identity equilibrium, and the 

requirement of the political system to designate social trauma as an aberration from its 

normal workings. Works such as Recovery Process of a Photographic Archive expose 

representational closure itself as a mythic construct. They suspend resolution and demand 

the continuous re-opening and scrutiny of cold-cases and their social history. 360   

 The disruption of meaning and the suspension of closure characteristic of 

counter-Archival practice, is a reminder that such forms of representation, occurring in 

response to social trauma, are evidence of trauma itself generating very particular forms 

of inchoate and fragmentary representation. The traumatic event is experienced as 

traumatic to the extent that it overpowers the representational capacity of the individual 

exposed to it, to attribute a closure of meaning to it. Ulrich Baer aligns such 

representational strategies to the operation of memory itself when he concludes that: 

“Memory cannot replay an incoherent scene in order to re-examine it as incoherent; it 

either surrenders to the craving for meaning or shatters under the impact of trauma”. 361 

 The individual, in order to avoid the shattering effects of trauma, must find a 

means of granting meaning to the event, but if it is one that fails to acknowledge and 
																																																								
359	The burial of these destabilising symptoms, as theorised by Freud – and their sublimation and 
transformation into cognitive acts toward the understanding of trauma itself, is explored by  
Cathy Caruth in: Caruth, C. Unclaimed Experience. Trauma and the Possibility of History. Yale 
French Studies. (Journal) Literature and the Ethical Questions. No 79. November 1991.  
 
Available online at https://www.jstor.org/stable/2930251?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents. Last 
accessed 26/07/2017 
 
360	 Indeed several works by Margolles, enact this very process of re-opening cases previously 
closed by the Juarez police. In Lote Bravo, for instance. Margolles drove to sites where rape and 
murder took place and collected earth that conceivably bore forensic traces of the victims, she 
then shaped this earth into blocks, reminiscent of grave stones, which, when exhibited were 
accompanied by textual information about the unsolved murders. See: Scott Bray, L. Teresa 
Margolles Crime Scene Aesthetics. South Atlantic Quarterly 110:4 Fall 2011. Duke University 
Press. 
	
361	Ulrich Baer. 2005. p. 170 
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incorporate their experience of it, such meaning will amount to a false closure. The 

meanings provided by forms of representation that issue from power, a power that 

infuses the symbolic order itself – the very means by which we make meaning  – bear no 

relation to the meaning required by citizens to psychically consolidate traumatic events. 

This apparent ‘meaning’ is merely a meaning effect produced by defensive, system-

preserving Archival mechanisms.  It is against the closures implicit in these forms of 

pseudo-meaning that the counter-Archival operates. The counter -Archival generates a 

particular form of inchoate representation that mirrors the traumatic incoherence 

generated by trauma itself. The counter-Archival is characterised by such features as: 

 

• Fracture  

• Repetition 

• Randomness  

• Temporal and narrative disruption  

• Mute, unprocessed recurring visions  

• Imagery dissociated from sense –making language  

• Associative jump-cuts between disparate phenomena  

 

It produces symptomatic forms of traumatic representation that contrasts with the 

representational efforts of individuals, who are driven toward sense-making as a measure 

of sanity. In this way counter- Archival representation is a form of prosthetic memory in 

the face of trauma that allows us to safely conceive of the shattering effects of social 

trauma, while simultaneously keeping the case open on its origins and persistence in 

trauma-generating social structures.  If we are to resolve the destabilising affects of 

trauma and gain ontological equilibrium, symbolic explanations of it must correspond to 

bodily experience. This represents the implicit demand of the body for an evolution of 

the symbolic apparatus that could orientate us in social trauma. It is a demand for a 

symbolic that prioritises the cognitive and experiential requirements of citizens over 

those of the   representing regime.  

 Trauma is an existential alert to the fact that our identity is at odds with our 

embodied being. In problematising identity in this way – and this is the most profound 

implication of traumatic potential  –  trauma calls for new forms of symbolic identity that 

are founded on the exchange of traumatic experience – on forms that do not displace 
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trauma in a symbolic substitution arising from beyond the individual, or ‘resolve’ it via 

the false closures of a representation aligned with Archival power. The symbolic forms I 

envisage, and whose logic is suggested by counter-Archival practices, stage a process 

which thwarts cultural closure through an interminable, collective attention to the 

experience of individual, embodied trauma. 

 Ariella Azoulay’s method of photographic analysis for instance, proposes a 

similar form of interminable attention, she “regards the photograph as a document 

produced during an encounter, and therefore as never fixed and completed.” 362 She 

relates this directly to a notion of the archive in which this temporal continuum is 

emphasised:  

  
 Instead of regarding the archive as an institution that preserves the past as though its 

contents do not directly impact upon us, I propose to see the archive as a shared place, a 
place that enables one to maintain the past incomplete, or to preserve what Walter 
Benjamin referred to as the incompleteness of the past. 363 

 
The counter –Archival works examined in this thesis suggest a means of staging images 

in ways that reveal their incomplete nature, they provide this “shared place”. They 

suggest a reformulation of the Archival order, which has the potential to expose that 

which we are not supposed or expected to see in a photograph whose meaning has 

hitherto been regulated by a panoply of Archival contextualisations and treatments.  They 

enables us to see for instance, in the photographs used by Margolles, the operation of 

patriarchal power and its relation to mass-murder, in images of an ostensible social 

normality.     

 
The Normality-Catastrophe Continuum 
 
The Archive I have described is a mechanism that, organises both our perception of the 

body and our perception of the relationship between the body and identity. Here I follow 

the Butlerian argument that the performance of gender identity for instance, is organised 

by existing discourses. 364  Sergio González Rodríguez points to one such discourse, that 

																																																								
362	Azoulay. 2015 p. 205 
363	Ibid: p. 204 
364	Judith Butler espouses a Foucauldian, genealogy, which problematises these (Archivally) 
designated perceptions of identity:  “A genealogical critique refuses to search for the origins of 
gender, the inner truth of female desire, a genuine or authentic sexual identity that repression has 
kept from view; rather, genealogy investigates the political stakes in designating as an origin and 
cause those identity categories that are the effects of institutions, practices, discourses with 
multiple and diffuse points if origin.” 
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remains entrenched globally and materialises locally as a structural force, to organise, the 

perception of gender in Ciudad Juárez 

  

In Ciudad Juárez, the masculine perception that every woman is merely a sexual  
object results when stereotypes surrounding the “pure woman” –wife and mother–  
are exhausted. A woman who works and has no need for masculine protection becomes 
the antithesis of the “pure woman” fantasy. Once free from financial dependence upon 
male family members– and from a very young age, even following puberty– women are 
identified as dirty; interested in only money, sex, and fun during her leisure time. A circle 
of hatred is closed and violence is unleashed: a situation that moves from the body to 
territory. 365 

 
Implicit in González Rodríguez’s argument is the idea that when forms of identity 

emerge that do not correspond to discursively regulated ones, these new forms pose an 

ontological threat to the existing economic order and its attendant social structure. In 

Juárez an economic order that fed on – and was in turn fed by – entrenched myths of 

masculinity has collapsed. The void thus created has had the dual effect of opening the 

space for an economy dominated by organised crime, and of creating a residual 

subsistence economy in which women must work – and through this work, acquire 

minimal economic autonomy. The mythic discourse of masculinity cannot recognize or 

admit this autonomy. Instead of an evolving conception of “woman” that recognises for 

instance, the self-determination that may result from a pragmatic response to economic 

collapse, the conception that arises is not an affirmation that can accommodate changing 

realities, but rather one that results in a symbolic disenfranchisement. A representational 

denigration takes place that feeds upon and reinforces conceptions of women who are 

without agency.  Because, in this discursive schema they are at once without agency and 

increasingly remote from the masculinist conception of “woman”, living women come to 

occupy the place of a threatening void, of symbolic “exception” in the hegemonic 

conception of them. This void is symptomatic of a wider symbolic disenfranchisement 

that throughout history has been the prelude to the most disastrous consequences for 

those who fall into it.  

In relation to the establishment of essentialising myths of femininity, it can be 

equated with Ariella Azoulay’s development of Georgio Agamben’s conception of the 

																																																																																																																																																																					
Butler, J. 2008. Gender Trouble. London . Routledge. p. xxxi  
	
365 González Rodríguez. 2012. p34				
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political struggle against the designation and reduction of others to a category of bare 

life: 
the stamp of women’s exclusion from the body politic and from the abstract entity called 
“mankind” has been a stain on their belated political inclusion and impaired their status as 
citizens for a long time to come. Thus, even as citizens women are still excepted, more 
easily abandoned than men, more often treated as bare life… Home family and the 
workplace are reclaimed by women, not necessarily and not only as places in which their 
equal rights are to be protected by the state as sites vulnerability, where the transition 
from a decent citizen to an abandoned body may take place rapidly at any moment. 366  

 
What emerges from Azoulay’s description, is evidence of the integral relation between 

economic processes, political agency and symbolic, representational struggle. Both the 

acquisition of the status of “citizen”, and the perceptual reduction of women to “bare 

life” are the results of the interweaving of symbolic and material processes. Systems of 

representation mold social perception, and social perception underpins social action. The 

photographs of Luis Alvarado document the daily entertainment culture of Ciudad 

Juárez, and they are also part of a microcosmic signaling system that transmits gender 

codes and customs that infuse and structure the relationships between men and women. 

In situations of social and economic collapse, where the empathic ties that under stable 

circumstances connect human beings are cut; and where representational systems do not 

evolve to keep pace with changing circumstances, then it is conceivable that the 

discursively maintained identity differences that structure gender relations in ‘normality’ 

become hypertrophied in extremity. The power relationships enacted, for instance as a 

normal functioning of the leisure industry, enter a state of extremis when the 

infrastructure that once held them in place disintegrates, and when impunity becomes the 

norm.      

 
Margolles believes there must be a message “in the shadows”  – the shadows of the 

normality that Luis Alvarado’s photographs document. And I would contend that this 

“message” concerns the way in which social norms of Capitalist subjectivity contain the 

seeds of a relational catastrophe, a catastrophe that bursts forth in situations of economic 

and infrastructural collapse. The message of these photographs, in the reconfigured 

context of Recovery Process of a Photographic Archive, is that power relationships are 

enacted in, and normalised by these photographic performances – power relationships 

that further polarise in situations of social trauma. The social relations that are reinforced 

																																																								
366	Azoulay, A. 2014. p.63 
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by this discrimination – incubated during the ‘normal’ functioning of the social system – 

hatch into an atrocity-relation once the system goes into crisis. It is then that the othering 

of the other – the concretion of identity into signs of otherness, becomes, in the case of 

Juárez, one of the precursors to the of the mass-murder of women by men, and one of the 

conditions that ensures the impunity of the perpetrators.  

Margolles work as a whole may be seen as a ritualistic reconstruction of a societal 

crime-scene; a cognitive space in which in which the fragmentary evidence of social 

trauma can be collectively analysed. The photographs reconfigured in Recovery Process 

of a Photographic Archive, are the enigmatic images that lead back to the pre-history of 

the crime, its locality and the relationship of the locality to the wider societal processes in 

which it arose. Exposed to this changing array of images, we are invited to make 

associative leaps between signals, across the discursive regularities that – under normal 

circumstances – trammel thought and ensure its unperturbed continuum in directions that 

do not trouble the social order in which the crime arises. The resulting arrest of attention 

upon details, is a reminder of the analytical process, in which inconspicuous details are 

attended to as if they might provide clues to a psychic state that arises as result of the 

impact upon the psyche of external events and contexts.  

Steven Spieker, in an examination of links between the Freudian archive and 

archivally based art works, notes Freud’s attitude to the clues that are provided by the 

often fragmentary narratives of his patients: 
to Freud there is no question that any remnant or derivative has a meaning; however that 
meaning cannot be gleaned unless we carefully reconstruct the operations of place or 
territory that produced it in the first place…so psychoanalysis also aims not at the 
meaning of the patients’ words but at the geography of the territory from which they 
stem.367 

 
The photographs used by Margolles are remnants, traces of a social scenario that 

subsequently became a territory of mass-killing and femicide. They signal common 

processes of identity formation and normalisation which, in the case of Juárez, preceded 

and accompanied the transition from a typical urban economy to one of extremity and 

collapse, in which the identifications and differentiations that structured ostensibly 

normal relations, later became features that designated a large number of innocent 

victims who were killed, not as a result of their actions, but as a result of a perception of 

the nature of their being.   

																																																								
367	Spieker, S. 2008. The Big Archive. Cambridge Mass. MIT. p 49 
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When Margolles asks, of the photographs of old Juárez “When did it start and we didn’t 

notice?”  We must answer that it started amid specific discriminatory conditions that are 

constituted as normality, by virtue of their context within a global system. We didn’t 

notice because thus, it seemed normal. Our constitution under the same conditions aligns 

us with them in such a way that the traumatic vicissitudes of our shared normality 

become invisible.  

The counter-Archival, by fracturing the epistemic continuum established by the 

Archive, enables us to see – in the information we are surrounded by – the catastrophic 

aspects of the normal functioning of the social order. These aspects are revealed as   

perverted, insofar as they enable the social order to be predicated on identifications that 

have the capacity to bloom into mass death, atrocity, and in the case of Juárez, femicide.  
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Conclusion: A Subject Beyond Identity 
 
 
The salient feature of counter-Archival practice is the reconfiguration of apparent 

representational positivities, in such a way that authoritarian representational claims are 

undermined. Those features of a photographic image which grant it authority; which 

classify what it represents; reduce those depicted to identifications, and curtail acts of 

representation; are all revealed to be extraneous to the image itself. They are parasitic 

upon the signal, and stunt its signaling potential, transforming it into a terminable 

representation. These symbolic appellations, which harness the meaning of the image, are 

weakened in the counter-Archival site. Here, by contrast, the image is revealed as a 

catalyst for representation where every representational claim is contested – including 

claims made in the service of the designation of the subject. The counter-Archival site is 

a stage in which, through the removal of established discursive terms, a representing 

subject is called upon to engage in interminable representation.  

Because the images we have been considering are set in contexts of proximity to 

social trauma, and because they are images of individuals designated in particular ways, 

this conclusion is an exploration of questions about subjectivity raised by these stripped- 

down signals from the realms of social trauma.  

What kind of subject – who may not be identified by, or reduced to – Archivised 

representation, is communicating via the photograph, signals of a human experience that 

is unrecognised by representational regimes? To what end are such signals transmitted? 

And what potential do these signals have to avert future trauma?  

 The two opposing modes of representation that are the focus of this thesis, mirror 

modes of subjectivity within each individual that are in constant oscillating opposition to 

each other. Archival subjectivity is a shoring up of identity, against the extermination 

that is threatened by its detachment from the symbolic; the Archive of the symbolic 

subject is an internalised symbolic order. The counter-Archival subject, by contrast, is 

the subject of embodied experience; experience that is, which is imprinted upon the body 

and the psyche; experience whose absence from the symbolic archive activates the 

cognitive search for its own recognition and existence.  

 The counter-Archival subject – the Ur-subject we proposed in Chapter 1 – is the 

register and transmitter of experiential signals that demand recognition in the symbolic; 

signals that emerge and intensify in strength and frequency in situations of social trauma. 
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This subject draws upon a history that extends back beyond the formation of identity as 

we conceive of it, at both the individual and social levels. At the individual level, once 

we become aware of the discrepancy between what we experience ourselves to be and 

the externally sanctioned ego-ideal, we are pointed back to a time before our symbolic 

self-conceptualisation. Once our faith in the social constructs that sustain identity is cast 

into doubt, questions follow, about other forms of identification that pre-date these 

constructs. So far we have characterised the counter-Archival as an act of representation 

made against the designations, omissions and redactions of the Archive, but it in order 

for such demands to made, a reserve of experience  – must be postulated, an intuition of 

that unspoken Real which, in Lacanian terms, is supposed to be put to death when we 

enter the symbolic realm. 368 This reserve is the internalised counter-Archive, the Ur-

chive – the index of embodiment in the psyche.  

 Griselda Pollock suggests that at the same time we become symbolically 

acculturated, we also become traumatically acculturated – and that trauma, and the 

compounding of trauma which occurs as a consequence of its absence from symbolic 

transactions, gives rise to a certain collectivity. This collectivity is different to the 

identifications that traditionally bind communities. It has its roots in bodily experience, 

but it is not confined to the body of the individual or the time in which the trauma occurs. 

In considering the transmissibility of trauma, Pollock asks:   

 Whose trauma? Can trauma be transmitted intergenerationally? Is it even generically 
transsubjective? All children absorb many things from their parents through non-
verbal and non-intentional communication. This is acculturation. Latent trauma of 
afflicted parents can, however also be transmitted to the extent that a child’s 
psychological present is pre-occupied by a past s/he never directly experienced, and 
of whose undischarged affects as well as sensorial and imagistic links it may 
become the locus. 369 

																																																								
368	Lacan’s famous formulation: “The symbol is the murder of the thing” we may note here, is an 
enunciation between the place of the symbol to the thing that encroaches upon it. The “thing” 
persists even in the symbolic announcement of its death, It is conceived of and remains; 
ominously troubling the language that murdered it. 
 
369	Pollock. 2013 pp. 9-10. A recent study of the genetic intergenerational transmission of 
trauma, led by Rachel Yehuda at Mount Sinai hospital in New York, indicates a biological 
correlative to the representational transactions under consideration here. If Pollock and Bracha 
Ettinger’s ideas about the formation of co-affective psychic identity depend on the transmission 
from parent to child of non-verbal signals, then this genetic research suggests a parallel 
transmission of traumatic identity formation, occurring at an intergenerational physical level 
prior even to conception.See: http://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/aug/21/study-of-
holocaust-survivors-finds-traumapassed-on-to-childrens-genes 
 
And http://www.biologicalpsychiatryjournal.com/article/S0006-3223(15)00652-6/abstract 
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These questions imply a transmissible affect that is not restricted to individual 

experience, and Pollock draws a conclusion from this scenario that is crucial for the 

theory of representation proposed by this thesis: that the transmission of this 

unrepresentable traumatic affect holds the promise of transactions through which it may 

be brought to light. Transactions that suggest alternative forms of non-symbolic, yet 

equally viable communication, subjectivity and sociality:  
  

 Such transmissibility forms of secondary trauma that can also become more than 
affliction; it offers a means to transform, on the traumatized other’s behalf, those 
traumatic residues. The subject opens itself to a displaced and belated grieving or a 
working through not available to those who suffered the actual traumatic event or to the 
victim at the moment of suffering. 370   

 

 This idea of “transmissibility” suggests a cultural function of the traumatic signal as a 

catalyst for social connectivity that evades symbolic authorisation. These transactions 

offer a means of externalising “traumatic residues” that have hitherto been isolated and 

characterised as the property and responsibility of the individuated subject. The viewing, 

receiving, bearing subject of co-affectivity is opened in this scenario, to signals of pain 

that are not filtered via an authorising socio-symbolic process. (W.G. Sebald’s Cosmo 

Solomon stands for a subject who dies in the absence of any cultural means whereby the 

unbearable trauma he experiences vicariously, may be collectively borne.)   

 Such transactions and the transformations that might result from them, involve 

the freeing of the signal of trauma from its Archival containments so that it might 

function as a cultural alarm signal; a disaster warning. Pollock’s theorisation is a 

reminder of a certain ethic of responsibility, of responsiveness to the trauma of others 

that can follow from reception of such a signal, for the past and future victims. The full 

traumatic potential of such a signal lies both in its capacity to alert us to traumatic 

destruction, and to the necessity of challenging its causes and this traumatic signal is 

radically corrosive to social systems that generate trauma. What role do such signals 

play, in the formation of subjectivity and resistance to symbolic interpellation and 

received identification ?   

 
 

																																																																																																																																																																					
	
370	Pollock. 2013 p.10		
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The Matrixial Subject of Resistance. 
  
 The development of the theory of subjectivity guiding artistic transactions, advanced by 

both Griselda Pollock and Bracha Ettinger, proposes that resistance to symbolic 

designation arises in an awareness of the very ‘cleaving’ of the subject proposed by 

Lacan. A cleaving, as we have noted, between the subject as ‘identity’ and 

undifferentiated ‘being’. But this being, according to both Ettinger and Pollock, is 

steeped in sub-conscious awareness of its pre-symbolic, pre-natal origins. Were this 

subject not traumatically split in this way then we would intuit no misalignment between 

ourselves, and the representations of the world provided by signifying apparatus. We 

would be as un-differentiated from these representations as the infant in its pre-natal 

uterine existence is psychically undifferentiated from its mother.  Discourse would bear 

us in its prescriptions of identity and behavior in a state of symbolic bliss. The fact that it 

does not, is because we are haunted and suffused with an embodied memory of a state of 

becoming prior to our becoming in the symbolic. A state that is, significantly, one of co-

existence: 

 Ettinger theorises this state as matrixial;  a becoming of the human that is shaped, 

not just by symbolic identification, but also by a “non cognitive” awareness, of a 

fundamental, primal dependence; a dependence which corresponds to the formulation of 

subjectivity-in-vulnerability made by Judith Butler which concerned us in the previous 

chapter. Ettinger’s matrixial theory, as advanced by Pollock, also confronts the construct 

of the autonomous self-interested, sovereign subject:          
  

 The matrixial is the mark of the shared manner of all human becoming in prolonged pre-
natality that traumatically – namely non-cognitively shapes postnatal subjectivity, ethics 
and aesthetics with another non-phallic potentiality…by identifying in human subjectivity 
a primordial sense of becoming a humanized being that is from its earliest inklings and 
(aesthetic) sensations, a co-emergence with a co-other in a prolonged but notably late pre-
natal connectivity. 371 

 
The emphasis here is upon originary connectivity, and both Pollock and Ettinger are 

concerned with the fate of this ‘memory’ of co-emergence once the infant is 

subjectivised in the symbolic order. This connectivity is significant for our consideration 

of representational potential because the residual matrixial relation, acts as a bulwark 

against ideological inscription, as an embodied memory of the pre-symbolic realm.  

																																																								
371	Ibid. p. xxiii 
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It carries potential, both for an aesthetic and a communicative order of co-affection. If the 

ideologically-harnessed symbolic produces and supports catastrophic, alienated forms of 

subjectivity through a surrogate matrix of normalising signals – what forms of 

subjectivity  might be advanced in a culture that normalises connectivity through the 

transmission of signals of this “primordial” co-emergence.   

 Jacques Rancière also recognizes, in certain artistic practices, the seeds of 

potential cultural transactions around this subject of vulnerability. In a description that 

evokes the   criosphere postulated in the previous chapter, Rancière describes the 

potential of artistic works, as expressions of vulnerability in the face of global dangers:   
what the artist does is to weave together a new sensory fabric by wrestling precepts and 
affects from the perceptions and affection that make up the fabric of ordinary experience. 
Weaving this new fabric means creating a form of common expression or a form of 
expression of the community – namely, the earth’s song and the cry of humanity.  372  

 
For Pollock and Ettinger, matrixial origins, embodied, material and Real, precede the 

symbolic birth of the ur-subject, a second birth that brings about particular forms of 

cognition, self-cognition, recognition of difference and consequently notions of identity.  

Here we might be tempted to imagine a fully humanising process in which, (albeit via a 

famously traumatic route) the infant ur-subject passes from the uterine bodily matrix into 

the embrace of a virtual symbolic matrix which names, nurtures and orientates the child 

in its own systemic construct of subjectivity, and in a prescribed relation and connection 

to others. The alternative symbolic matrix I am fanatsising here is one where cognitive 

and linguistic transactions would enable the infant to comprehend and act in a social 

world where connectedness to others would be inscribed in symbolic codes. If this 

nascent subject were replete with primary narcissistic “predatory” drives, then the 

introduction into such a symbolic would act as a “drive inhibitor”, and the subject would 

become empathetically acculturated in its relations towards others. But as we know, the 

cultural system we inhabit is the opposite of this; co-affective commonality-in-

vulnerability is overwritten by a social encoding that promotes narcissistic drives and 

myths of subjective autonomy. 373   

																																																								
372	Rancière. J. 2009 The Emancipated Spectator. London Verso p.56  
373 Kluge and Negt develop a conception of this drive inhibitor as part of a symbolic function 
that emerges from labour, that is from the history of human action upon reality: “This specific 
drive inhibitor first enables the beginnings of collective conduct, of society, upon whose 
foundation human labor as a cooperative confrontation with nature becomes possible”  
See: Kluge, A and Negt, O. 2014. History and Obstinacy. Cambridge, Mass. MIT. Zone Books. 
p. 173 	
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The matrixial scene of Ettinger and Pollock is poised in a dialectical conflict with the 

Archive of the appropriated symbolic; an external matrix whose self-preserving 

assertions spring from entrenched power relationships as naturally and unconsciously as 

cries emerge from the bodies of the harmed. Social orders produce the kind of subjects 

they require for systemic self-perpetuation, and in order to do this they must generate 

templates for subjectivity, which overwrite the origins of human beings in their primal 

state of co-emergence.   

 But still the memory persists, of a matrixially-formed, pre-subjective state that 

attests to the porosity of the boundaries between human beings. This memory is not 

conscious and it does not take symbolic form. It may be thought of as an imprint, an 

internal index of commonality that the Capitalist construction of subjectivity must 

Archivally refute. The entry into the symbolic, viewed in the light of this matrixial 

theory, is a passage from co-emergence and connectedness into a representational realm 

of traumatic individuation.   

  Ettinger’s idea of the matrixial offers resistance to the operation of symbolic 

identification, which involves the burial of the perception of commonality in subjectivity. 

Such a symbolic burial is compacted by the promotion of evidence, monotonously 

amplified by ideological representation, that human beings are discrete self-preserving 

organisms, driven by the urge to survive and thrive at the expense of others in the field of 

normalised social experience. The formation of sovereign subjects in such a 

representational field is furthermore presented as evidence of an intrinsically selfish 

biological nature. Against this, Pollock describes the cultural implications of aesthetic 

acts which excavate the primordial matrixial memory theorised by Ettinger: 

  
 through creative articulations in art there is a trace of a traumatic imprint of a yearning for 

reconnection with unknown otherness that was once prenatally encountered in co-
emergence and co-affection. Postnatally, such a traumatic […] longing for withness can 
become an ethical foundation and even be actively made into a politically conscious act 
of human solidarity that itself may have both cultural and subjective effects. 374  

 
In the light of this, and the temporal dislocations which Pollock notes are characteristic 

of trauma and its affective possibilities, memory may be seen not just as residue of the 

past that orientates us in the present, or even as a sensory mechanism that enables us to 

																																																								
	
374	Pollock. 2013. p. xxiv 
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evade danger by being receptive to these embodied experiential alerts. The memory-

signal, when it cuts through the identifications and symbolic representations of reality 

that are Archivally nurtured, has the potential to change consciousness of our relation to 

others.  

 The idea of “withness” proposed by Pollock and Ettinger, when they transpose it 

to the transactions staged by art works, suggests an active form of viewing or witnessing 

in which the barrier between observed and observer becomes porous; where we remain 

open to the signal of trauma, its demands and questions, because of the suspension of 

symbolic closure. We dwell, not in the un-transmissible pain of the other, but in the 

affects produced by its signal; affects which may direct the viewer (as secondary witness) 

to points of recognition from the internal archive of their own experience. Such viewing 

entails a form of responsibility toward the harmed other, whereby the signal is carried or 

borne by the witness. What is enacted in withnessing is a co-existence in the mutuality of 

traumatic experience that transcends the designations of identity.  

 It may be that all viewers of photographic images of others are motivated by co-

affective desire, but such photographs are always, under normal circumstances of 

mediation, set a priori, into a system of subjective designation. The Archive interposes 

classificatory determinations between viewer and the photographed ‘other’ as one aspect 

of the general representational reductivity it administers.   

 Both Pollock and Ariella Azoulay characterise such classificatory mediation as 

“iconisation”, and Azoulaly describes resistance to it as an “iconoclastic protocol”. The 

counter-Archival strategies I have described in this thesis share Azoulay’s aim of 

removing photographic images from the controlling contextualisations of power. 

Azoulay describes how, in her own work with archival photographs that document the 

Israeli occupation of Palestine:   

 
 The photographs began to appear as complex events and the disaster inscribed in them no 

longer appeared as the disaster of only one side, but rather as a regime-made disaster, and 
its victims were no longer voices of a completed past. 375 

 
If the past is no longer completed, and voices of victims no longer consigned to it, then 

we can conceive of such practices as being a reanimation in which we become connected 

to victims through consideration of a shared continuing disaster. A form of “withness” is 

																																																								
375	Azoulay. 2015. p 213  
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sought in such work that might enable us to glimpse beyond Archival cordons, the fact 

that the victims are not remote figures occupying a representational realm apart from our 

own. They are not figures from a concluded past.    

 
Becoming Photograph, Becoming Fictive.    
  
 

 
 
Gilles Peress. Photograph album at the scene of a massacre. Rwanda 1994. From The Silence. 
New York. Scalo. 
 
 
The defining form of the photograph is a freezing and stilling that assists the perception 

of what is represented as concretion and closure. Here the mirroring in representation of 

the forms of subjectivity required by the representing regime becomes clear. One could 

almost imagine photography itself being willed into existence by a socio-economic order 

that required proof that human beings were closed, completed, singular subjects with 

identifiable and classifiable characteristics. Certainly photography was enlisted very 

rapidly after its development into such an Archival taxonomy of the subject; to assist in 

the task of term-inating, in collective consciousness of an idea of the subject as a process 

of continual extensive becoming and development; and the propagation of an idea of the 
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subject that flies in the face of all natural processes. 376 Where else, apart from in the 

administration of identification augmented by representation, can the idea of stasis so 

resolutely adhered to? 377  The kind of subjects required by an economic order that needs 

stable classifications as a guarantee of its efficient organization, are like functioning 

photographs; whose being becomes an abstraction aligned with their function.  

  A frozen construct masquerades as being, and originary, self-representational 

trauma is obscured. With good reason, since the cultural recognition of the fact that we 

are not our constructs would destabilise the whole premise of subjectivity upon which 

class-ification, is based. Recognition of this cleaved subject poses a threat to regimes of 

identification, and so the original trauma of identification is buried, and subsequent 

social traumas are Archivised because of the destabilising effect they have upon the 

authorisation of subjectivity.  

  The atrocity itself is evidence of this disastrous self-sealing of the subject against 

the other, of the displacement of an extensive, subjective co-affectivity, by symbolic 

abstractions of both the self and the other. In the atrocity, victims are perceived as 

menacing, animate abstractions of a sealed identity that is a threat to one’s own, and are 

destroyed as easily as photographs are burned. But representational strategies which 

problematise the process of subjective constitution have the potential to unsettle the 

fiction of the self-sealing autonomy of the subject against the other.    

  

The Fictive Subject Undone by Fiction. 

The dark dénouement of Joshua Oppenheimer’s documentary The Act of Killing is 

emblematic of this potential in relation to atrocity.378   In this scene, Anwar Congo a 

prominent member of a death-squad responsible for hundreds of murders on behalf of the 

Indonesian Government between 1965-6, is forced to break from his self-laudatory 
																																																								
376	For extended reflections on photography called into the service of the ‘classificatory’, see 
Roberts, R. and Isles, C. 1997 In Visible Light: Photography and its Classification in Art Science 
and the Everyday. Exhibition Catalogue. Oxford. Museum of Modern Art.  Also: Baer. U. 2005. 
Photography and Hysteria – Towards a Politics of the Flash in Spectral Evidence: The 
Photography of Trauma. Cambridge, Mass. MIT pp 25-60.		  
	
377	Hito Steyerl has noted the ecstatic, chaotic, wildly animated and traumatic machinations that 
are characteristic of the Capitalist reflex to ensure what might be thought of as the stasis of 
inequality within social relations and Capitalist forms of subjectivity.  
In Steyerl, H. 2017 Duty Free Art: Art in the Age of Planetary Civil War. London, Verso, p 3   
  	
378	Oppeheimer. J. 2012. The Act Of Killing, Documentary. Final Cut For Real, Denmark. 
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descriptions to camera of these killings, when he falls into a fit of convulsive, spasmic 

retching, which prevents him from continuing his account. Prior to this collapse, Congo 

has characterised his victims as mere abstract enemies of the state and “communists”.  

Seemingly co-dependent on this representational reduction, is the cultivation of his own 

self-image as a gangster turned loyal-servant of the state. This self-image is augmented in 

direct, explicit and shocking ways by Indonesian State media, who celebrate the 

achievement of the murder squads in televised interviews in front of cheering studio 

audiences.   

 But in the scene in question, Anwar Congo’s protective self-image appears to be 

overwhelmed by the raw facts of his murderous acts. It is as though his internal reality-

filter, which has up to this point, allowed him to mythologise his role as patriotic law- 

enforcer and protector of the state, ceases to function. He appears, for a moment, to be 

traumatically immersed in the carnage he has perpetrated; as if he has encountered the 

embodied reality of torture and slaughter. This collapse is all the more remarkable 

because it appears to have been brought about by his participation in a very particular 

fictionalising aspect of Oppenheimer’s documentary. 

 It seems that Congo has glimpsed, and unintentionally signalled, this non-

symbolic, experiential truth about his actions, through his participation a series of 

fictional scenarios collaboratively staged by Oppenheimer, with other perpetrators from 

the Indonesian death squads. The acting out of these self-aggrandising fictions, made 

with the ostensible intention of securing the participants within their own state-

sanctioned mythology, appears to have had, however briefly, the opposite effect. 

Congo’s words (and identity constructions) fail him. The normative narrative whereby he 

sustains the consistency of this identity, and its relationship to the political order in which 

this identity has emerged, is arrested by wordless convulsions. 

 The realities of state-sponsored atrocity, the collapse of human relatedness in a 

social context of extreme corruption and normalised violence, is not represented in 

Oppenheimer’s film by a direct, realistic address to the facts, but by the intensified 

orchestration of the processes of self-fictionalising, on the part of the perpetrators, the 

Indonesian state, and its media. Oppenheimer’s approach suggests radical form of 

realism, effected via the intensification of fictive symbolic processes.   

 Oppenheimer seems to establish, within the perpetrator Congo himself, a critical 

space in which the narrator is set apart from his own symbolic self-representation. The 

fictionalised self-mediation of his crimes orchestrated by the director, disrupts the fiction 
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of Congo’s own identity that has hitherto kept him safe from cognition of the monstrous 

reality of his crimes.   

 Although we cannot completely characterise Oppenheimer’s film as a counter-

Archival act, in the terms we have established so far, there is a parallel between his 

strategy and those of the artists we have considered, in that both they and Oppenheimer 

radically reconfigure information that is part of the arsenal used by regimes of  

representation and identification. The major difference is that Oppenheimer reconfigures 

these elements of identification-construction after they have been internalised by his 

subjects, by staging re-enactments of their memories of their participation in torture and 

mass murder.   

 The potency of the scene we have described, derives not from Anwar Congo’s 

brief verbal expression of doubt and empathy that precedes his collapse, but from the 

evidence of an embodied recall that interrupts these sentiments. His tearful symbolic 

enunciation is punctuated by the emergence of buried, un-processed non-verbal affect. It 

is the void, the absence of representational positivity, the darkness carried within his 

communication that brings us as witness-viewers, closer to the horror of atrocity.    

 
Transaction of Darkness. 
  
If they are to become catalysts of affect, the traces of experience contained in 

photographic images first need to be disinterred from the language and codes in which 

they are sealed. Scrutiny and analysis, even of evidence of destruction or the totalitarian 

Archivisation of trauma, may re-animate the trace in the name of an emancipatory future 

knowledge. But the insurance against both the ossification of these traces, and their 

neutralisation, as they are incorporated into the discourse of power, is the maintenance of 

trauma, through attention to the suffering that the traces signal. Attention that is, to 

signals from the body that can be glimpsed only briefly and inconclusively, before the 

ataraxic defense-systems of symbolic closure are triggered. Pain itself, of course cannot 

be transmitted, but once recorded neither can it’s signal be effectively obliterated, 

because it’s burial draws attention to an absence. The absence of experiential pain in a 

representation has the potential to prompt a reaching out of the mind of the observer, so 

long as a catalytic trace of this pain is present.            

 The bright light of positivity that shines when a photographic representation is 

said to be complete, when there is ‘nothing else to see’, casts shadows that hide in their 

darkness, the unresolved, un-represented Real. These shadows harbor the insistence of 
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ongoing trauma that its origins be identified. This dark void is always carried in the 

image against the Archival insistence that it is the representation rather than the witness 

which represents.    

 Against the false enlightenment, the glare of which diverts our gaze from the 

shadow and inhibits the transaction of what may be found there, counter-Archival 

practices direct us back to the darkness. They promote a collective dwelling in relation to 

the traumatic void that has not and can never be finally represented, a dwelling that is in 

effect a dissolution, a collective breaking down of the representational symbolic fixity 

that is the central Archival illusion. 

  

All that is Symbol Melts Into Signal.   

        
This collective ‘breaking down’ relates to a “digestive” process that Griselda Pollock 

identifies in relation to the psychoanalytic process. What remains psychically undigested 

remains traumatic. “Events and assaults that cannot be processed, or ‘digested’ by the 

psychic apparatus are thus considered traumatic; they function as piercing but 

psychological woundings.” 379 But Pollock’s use of the ‘digestion’ metaphor here also 

suggests the start of a kind of cultural assimilation in which the symbolic itself may be 

broken down by traumatic interrogation.  

 Is the attention to the trace of the traumatic carried by the symbol, not also the 

beginning of a narrativisation of hitherto un-approached trauma, a trauma that as part of 

the analytic process must be ‘digested’ if the wounding is to stop?  In what follows I 

suggest that the function of the artistic practices we have considered so far is precisely 

this cultural ‘digestion’, a dissolution, a cognitive melting – not of the symbol, but of the 

boundary between it and the Real – and the release of the trauma it witholds into 

collective forms of attention. Pollock links processes whereby traumatic events may be 

brought to consciousness to both Freudian “working through” and Derridean “writing”. 

Both processes involve a complication of normal discursive transactions, and we may 

infer – in the light of our earlier conclusions – that this complication is necessary because 

these orthodox transactions are borne by the very symbols and values that inhibit the 

recognition of trauma and its causes.  

 The postponement of symbolic closure is, for us, an important feature of this 

‘digestive’ scenario, as postponement is a key feature of the representational scenes 
																																																								
379	Pollock 2013 Ibid p.2	
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created by counter-Archival works. In the analytic scenario described by Pollock, closure 

is kept in abeyance, suspended until a conscious understanding develops within the 

traumatised individual of their relation to it; an understanding that provides a narratable 

explanation of the full significance of the traumatic event, its devastating effects, and its 

nature as the generator of psychic symptoms.380   

 If we apply this scenario to the analysis of representations in the form of images, 

‘digestion’ suggests dissolution of the crystalline, symbolic properties of the image  – 

properties that enable it to become a unit of discourse – by a very particular form of 

interminable attention which Pollock terms “fascinance”.381 A state of attention – to 

which we will return – that is very different from entranced fascination, because of its 

potential commonality and its purposive role in bringing about narrativisation. 382   

  This narrativisation, it must be emphasised cannot be directly applied as a model 

for cultural transactions (even though I am arguing here that the seeds of such a model lie 

in such analytic processes) because in wider cultural terms the attention to traumatic 

social events cannot result in the same re-symbolisation of trauma that is required in the 

																																																								
	
380	Pollock elaborates on the passage from trauma to its narrativisation via Freud’s idea of 
‘working through:  
“Herein lies the confusion at the heart of any discussion linking art, trauma and representation: 
trauma is the radical and irreducible other of representation, the other of the subject and, linked to 
the unsignifiable traumatic Thing, cannot become something. We try to think of it as an effect, a 
condition even a shadow that will never be identical to that which might be its displaced 
narration or transforming representation, both of them always being a passage away from trauma, 
a transformation – a working in Freud’s sense of the psyche as economy; Arbeit (dreamwork, 
mourning work, working through) - into a memory, henceforward into the psychic apparatus. So 
the purpose of art in attempting to engage with trauma is different from the purposes of 
representation, which is very different for the traumatized victim who may well wish to be 
delivered of the unbearable presence of the traumatic by means of a structuring discourse of the 
other through which traumatic experience is recast as painful memory, owned as part of the 
narrative that now secures the subject as the subject of his/her own memory and knowledge in a 
communicative exchange.” Pollock. Ibid. p. 4. 
	
381		Pollock cites Ettinger’s definition of fascinance as “a prolonged and aesthetically affecting 
and learning encounter.” Pollock,  Ibid. p. xxii.  
 	
382	Thematic constraints prevent us from enlarging upon the difference between ‘fascinance’ and 
fascination here, but it is worth noting T.J. Clark’s reminder that what we may call ‘mere’ 
fascination has its etymological Latin root in fascinus: “ fascinus means simply ‘erect penis’.” 
See: Clark, TJ. Picasso and Tragedy. .London Review of Books. 17 August 2017. p. 33.  
Fascination in these terms, is individuated fascination that begins and ends with the desire and 
arousal of the individual. ‘Fascinance’, by contrast, and as we will see, represents a mutualised 
democratisation of attention.   
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narrativising individual analytic scenario. If culture is to bear what the individual cannot, 

if it is to bear witness in any ethical sense beyond a mere reassuring transmission of 

empathy, then the cultural processing of trauma must be an accommodation of and a 

dwelling in its unsymbolisable nature. It is a dwelling and an accommodation that will 

remain interminable until the systemic social origins of trauma are identified and 

transformed. So whereas the analytic situation entails the transformation of individual 

trauma, the cultural transaction of darkness entails the maintenance of the traumatic 

signal, so that the systemic circumstances that produce trauma, are themselves 

transformed. 

 Analysis, Freudian ‘working through’ and Derridean ‘writing’ all recognize the 

insufficiency of these symbolic mechanisms for orientation in traumas occurring in the 

social realities these mechanisms protect. Pollock cites these as she describes the results 

of the digestive process she envisages:   

  
 some kind of representational formation offers deliverance that returns the ‘event’ to the 

subject changed through temporizing and spatializing – all the effects we understand to be 
the effect of what Derrida called ‘writing’.  We benefit therefore from what I name ‘the 
relief of signification’ which manufactures both a distance from the overwhelming 
undigested thingness of trauma as perpetual but unsignified presentness. 383 

    

We also see at the core of this process, a signifying act that confronts the received 

signifier. And it is this that leads me to align this process with wider potential 

representational processes whereby traumatic signifiers – hitherto Archivised by a 

symbolic infused with ideology, are confronted by acts of fascinance, in a process that 

leads to the simultaneous exposure and perceptual dissolving of the symbolic objects 

which keep trauma contained. This involves the breaking down of the symbolic unit 

through prolonged attention, and results in the reconfiguration of this unit as the locus of 

new collective attention to the traumatic signals that are released in the process.  

 The analytic process, followed as a means of orientating individuals in trauma, is 

of course not a cultural but a clinical process, but I would contend that the same 

narrativisation that follows from the symbolic dissolution and reconfiguration in analysis, 

suggests a model for wider cultural processes. It is a model in which the porosity, 

mutability and evolutionary potential of a transmissive order is suggested; an order in 

which the phenomenal is not subjugated to the symbol; it suggests a means of evading a 
																																																								
383	Pollock 2013. p. 3. 
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symbolic, traumatic repression, fueled reflexively by power; and is instead responsive to 

the Real of trauma; the traces, emanations and signals contained in its symbols and 

images;  

If we may imagine a communicative order based on this, it is one in which, to adapt the 

famous Marxian maxim: all that is (dead) symbol, melts into (living) signal. 384   

 

The Photograph as a Site of Fascinance   

 

As both symbol and image, the photograph is at once a unit of communication that 

enables the flow of discourse, and one that potentially derails it; it is an object-symbol 

effecting both the transmission and simultaneous scrambling of code. Once it’s 

discursive effectiveness is suspended through the kind of counter-Archival procedures 

we have been  examining, the photograph becomes a contested site on which received 

meaning is suspended and new potential meanings generated.   

  We have described both the space of The Incommensurable Banner, and that 

created by Teresa Margolles in Recovery of a Photographic Archive, as sites for the 

generation of representations but an important aspect of the creation of such sites is the 

suspension of the verbal ‘direction’ of interpretation; this is a suspension that prompts a 

reliance upon the sensory aspects of the image.  385 

 In such spaces of representation  – the sensory properties of the image are 

amplified and intensified. The result is that the status of the image as predominantly a 

means of signification is challenged, and what is amplified is the potential of the image 

as a generator of affects, in which embodied experience occurs alongside cognitive, 

symbolising activity. Contextualisations that lead to an intensification of this sensory 

																																																								
384	For Marx the consolidation of Capitalist social relations required the dissolution of traditional 
social formations and the ideology dependent upon them. But while the bourgeois revolution led 
to the dissolving of ossified forms of thought, they are displaced by a symbolic order that served 
to legitimate and detract from the naked realities, the ‘bare-life’ of Capitalist social relations. 
This order is simultaneously animate and dead; instantaneously reacting to the emergence of 
systemic social trauma by the deathly ossification of the signals that emerge from its crises. It is 
this ossified symbolic that is confronted by the cultural processes considered in this thesis.   
  	
385 For Jill Bennett “art does not capture and replicate a given subject’s experience of the event 
but draws bodies into sensations not yet experienced. It generates new experiences from an event 
moving outside what is already known or habitual.”  Bennett, J. 2011. Atmospheric Affects: Past 
Events and Present Feeling. In Shona Illingworth. The Watch Man – Balnakiel. London. Film 
and Video Umbrella. p.168.  
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experiential apprehension of photographic images complicate and slow down the 

transmission of their codes; they thwart the closures suggested by both the photographic 

process itself and the discursive reduction of the image to a semiotic term. 386 A space is 

created in which the photograph is opened to the kind of attentive dwelling that Pollock 

characterises as fascinance. 

 For Pollock and Ettinger, fascinance is “a prolonged aesthetically affecting and 

learning encounter.”  That evades the cognitive closure that the iconised image insists 

upon.  Pollock characterises her own analysis of art works as an ‘engagement’ - which 

we might take to be a form of fascinance  – she notes, of her analysis of art works, that it 

is:  
 Not aiming to master meaning or stamp an interpretation on them. I remain with the 

artworks to encounter certain movements or pressures within them that I identify as traces 
of trauma; events or experiences excessive to the capacity of the psyche to ‘digest’ and 
the existing resources of representation to encompass. 387 
  

Implicit in this is a call for the development and extension of “existing resources of 

representation.” In effect – an evolution of the order of representation to accommodate 

transactions of the traumatic Real of social experience. The “excessive” and 

unrepresentable are met with the attention of fascinance in a way that avoids the 

premature symbolic termination of the encounter, the closing of the case we have 

postulated as the function of Archivisation. Pollock further envisages fascinance as that 

which initiates processes of traumatic transmissibility: 

  
 that enable encounters with traumatic moments that can be processed transitively, hence 

be shared, transported or passed to another bearer, be that the artwork or the willing 
partner who comes to meet it. The work becomes a subjectively shared occasion that does 
not forget or obliterate the trauma, but holds fast to its witness. 388 

																																																								
386	 This freeing of the image from verbal constraints can also be brought about by its 
reconfiguration amid text and words. Alfredo Jaar’s  Installation,The Sound of Silence creates a 
space in which Kevin Carter’s famous 1993 photograph of the starving Sudanese infant and the 
waiting vulture, slows down the apprehension of this photograph by staging it in the context of 
film that consists only of words which tell the story of the fate of Kevin Carter himself, and the 
subsequent use and fate of the image and the ownership and rights of the image. Jaar draws 
attention to our own spectatorship through the use of lights that simulate the action of a flash-
gun. The image itself is only glimpsed momentarily. Alfredo Jaar .The Sound of Silence in The 
Garden of Good and Evil. Exhibition. Yorkshire Sculpture Park Oct 2017 – April 2018. Visited 
27.01.2018.	
	
387	Pollock. 2013.p. xxii 
	
388	Pollock. Ibid. p xxiii 
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Because what is encountered in such processes is not a symbolic term – by which I mean 

a unit of discourse which is received as a symbolic readymade that terminates 

apprehension and obscures trauma – and because it is in this respect a lack in the 

symbolic transaction, we may think of it as a transaction of darkness.  ‘Darkness’ in the 

sense that it is the obverse of the light of symbolic positivity where closure is a 

precondition of the symbolised event entering discourse in forms that are treated and 

aligned with the terms of the representing order.  

 

In the spaces of representation we have examined, there is no rush to know or solve, but 

an imperative to experience, to dwell; perhaps to grieve or mourn, but to do so in relation 

to a trace of trauma that is carried, yet remains dark; visible only as an occultation of the 

light of symbolic resolution in the representational field.  It remains un-transformed into 

its symbolic substitute, for such substitutes prompt a scramble for equilibrium in a social 

situation where the source of trauma remains at large. To obey the injunction to return to 

symbolic equilibrium would be tantamount to remaining calm as one is destroyed. In this 

sense, premature symbolisation is a kind of representational disaster, persuading us that 

no further collective attention is necessary to the causes of social trauma. It is a symbolic 

misrecognition that prompts acts of closure and deterrence, against engagement with the 

cause.   

 The transaction of darkness, by contrast entails a ‘holding’, a ‘carrying’, a 

bearing of the unrepresented within representational means. The maintenance of its 

traumatic darkness also ensures that whatever is borne in this way, as a void in the 

symbolic transaction, acts as a magnet for imaginary representational activity. 389 It is 

through such representational acts that the monolithic darkness of the Real of trauma 

may be broken down, through active, collective attention.  

																																																																																																																																																																					
	
389		Witness accounts of trauma frequently draw attention to their own representational 
incapacity. Journalist Colin Smith’s report the aftermath of the Rwandan genocide in 1994 is an 
example where the “silence” created by the effect of witnessing evidence of atrocity marks its 
incommunicability. Yet the communication of this silence is itself an example of the transaction 
of darkness:  “There are many children. There are school classrooms at the mission with the 
lessons still up on the blackboards. We go into the church and find the bodies of children there. 
We drive back to Kigali in silence.”  
 Smith, C. Stand Still as I Slaughter You. Sunday Times. 12 June 1994 
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In such dark un-illuminated states, the trauma carried in these transactions carries a 

potential affective charge characterised by Ulrich Baer  as “undetonated”. The detonation 

of this charge could, for the individual victim of trauma, when it is borne alone, be 

potentially devastating. But borne in cultural transactions its explosive potential may 

become socially transformative. Trauma itself threatens the symbolic comforts that 

render normal the social causes of trauma. The transaction of trauma threatens the 

repressive Archivisation of traumatic memory; an Archivisation which is the 

appropriation of the defence-mechanism that an individual requires for psychic survival. 

It is appropriated from the individual in the service of the defence of the representing 

authority. For Baer, critique of Archivised images of trauma – a critique we may relate to 

the function of fascinance  - thus becomes a cultural re-appropriation of trauma:  

 the historical record must be critically examined, lest the undetonated past remain hidden 
within the comforts of factual knowledge or nostaligic memory. A Benjaminian reading 
can excavate a ‘deep memory’ that, as Lawrence Langer puts it in his analysis of survivor 
testimonies corrodes the comforts of common memory. 390 

 
These “comforts” also serve to obscure the connections between historical events, 

contemporary events, and the implication of individual citizens in these events; citizens 

whose ‘normal’ daily experience is embedded within a matrix of systemic trauma.  

 If we pursue Pollock’s analogy with the Freudian idea of “working through”, then 

it becomes possible to think of the transactions created in counter-Archival practices as  

processes that are the opposite of the provision-reception binary that often characterises 

the representation of trauma. Instead the process envisaged by Pollock is a ‘taking’ by 

the viewer of the signal of experience ‘from’ the traumatised individual, not in the form 

of a symbolic term, but as a shared experience in a representational space, a “transport-

station” in which a new experience is staged. 391 If it is possible to envisage such 

representational spaces as housing models for a process of the transaction of trauma, then 

perhaps we are coming closer to envisioning a cultural process in which such 

transactions become a currency capable of evading ideologically inspired closure and 

reduction? 

  The truth of an event is usually thought to arise at the same time that a definitive 

position can be taken in relation to conclusions arrived at, after examination of evidence. 

																																																								
390	Baer 2005. p. 129 
 
391	Pollock. 2013. p. xxvi 
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But as we have seen, such conclusions are antithetical to the truth of trauma, which, if it 

is to be communicated with any fidelity to the lessons it holds, must arise from collective 

attention to the experiential, dark, non-linguistic traces of it that are carried in language. 

The truths of social trauma would mean little if – however much they were amenable to 

synthesis into an authorised and agreed account – they lost the potential to avert further 

trauma. To conclude the truth-seeking process by premature closure presages a disastrous 

loss of collective attention to its causes.  

 The truth of trauma is transaction, and the potential hidden within its 

unsymbolisable darkness to catalyse interminable collective attention.392 The truth of 

trauma is never arrived at.  It is not a conclusion but a process sparked by the collision of 

narratives. The truth of trauma is not contained by the Archive. It arises in the transaction 

of the affects of experience that are transmitted via cultural apparatus capable of 

receiving and disseminating them. Such a culture would be counter-Archival.   

 

The Perturbing Counter-Archival Subject  
 
As we have seen, a key aspect of counter-Archival reconfiguration involves a 

confrontation with the hegemony of the classificatory logos. It provides a model for 

cultural processes that challenge the ideological captioning of social reality: the 

discursive a-priori that frames and pre-designates social experience and promotes the 

required forms of, for instance, subjectivity.   

 The affective potential I claim for such art works involves a disruption of 

subjectivity. In relation to trauma, this effect and the ethical imperative it carries, can be 

measured by the extent to which it brings about a traumatic disturbance of the subject-
																																																								
392  There is an echo in this of Samuel Becket’s reflection on the relationship between permanent 
desire and perpetual subjective transformation in his 1930 essay on Proust, which presages many 
of the ideas of subjective instability that inform this thesis:  “We are disappointed at the nullity of 
what we are pleased to call ‘attainment’, the principal reason being that what we attain was 
desired by the person we were, not by the person we have become when we attain it. The subject 
which desires a particular object has died, perhaps many times, on the way and ‘For subject B to 
be disappointed by the banality of an object chosen by subject A is as illogical as to expect one’s 
hunger to be dissipated by the spectacle of uncle eating his dinner.” Becket, S. 1931 Proust. p3 
Pdf version available at: 
https//www.scribd.com/document356461592/Beckett- Proust-pdf . 
 
We may also apply this dialectic of impossible attainment to representation, or more accurately to 
the myth of terminable representation. I am grateful to Professor Simon Morris for drawing my 
attention to the correspondence between Beckett’s reflection on attainment, and the mythic 
representational closures critiqued here. 
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position of those who encounter it. Affect, in this sense calls into question habitual, 

externally normalised assumptions, and responses to represented others. If there is a 

traumatic aspect of this aesthetic, then it arises, not with the shocking effects of horrific 

subject matter, so much as the disruption of habitual and encoded thought processes 

through the revelation of their extrinsic origin. It is an aesthetic whose affect resides in 

the ‘traumatisation’ of habitual apprehension, in the problematisation of the very 

symbolic processes through which we conceive of both the outside world - a world that 

increasingly poses a threatening insistence that we understand it – and our own identity.  

 The symbols we receive to build up our conception of the world are neither 

equivalents of it, nor direct emanations from it. 393  Likewise, the individual receiving 

and processing these symbols is not a self-generating entity whose thought and being are 

synonymous. And so the traumatic affect generated by the works we have described is a 

détournement of representational processes that insist on neutral and transparent, 

symbolic transactions free from political and ideological desire.  

 This traumatic affect is in turn a perturbation of the idea of the pure transparent 

subject of discourse. In short, the most radical affect of traumatic transactions lie in their 

capacity to create a recognition of the distance between our self-conception, our 

experiential bodily selves, and represented reality. Perception of the lack of 

correspondence between these phenomena is the generator of socially-transformative 

representational desire. 

  Awareness of the distance between experience and authorised representation is 

the paradoxical precondition for the beginning of a process in which the perceptual 

reduction of this distance may begin. Implicit in the disruption of a mythic transparency 

of perception, and consequently representation, is a call for the evolution of new 

symbolic means – of what Pollock terms “existing resources of representation”.   

 If representation affects the formation of subjects, then such an evolution of 

representation has potential in the formation of future subjects. It is a formation whose 

																																																								
393	   The photograph occupies a very particular position in relation to the symbolic realm, being 
neither fully symbolic nor fully Real. The photographic image is not just a symbol, but the 
shadows captured in it are rendered virtual and fictive in a symbolic operation that jettisons the 
origin of the photograph in the non-symbolic realm, fixing the Real caught in the image as if it 
were merely a prop for language. The photographic image is not an image of an event, but a trace 
from it. But forms of Archivally fixing representation that subjugate the trace to the word, make, 
on the one hand the photograph appear to be a definitive account of the event, and on the other 
hand serve to bar interrogative access to it. 
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difficulty cannot be under-estimated because it involves the transcendence of identity. 

Whatever resistance there may be to the process of subjective interpellation it may only 

begin once interpellation has occurred, because there is no subject without this entry into 

interpellating language, and so the disturbance of this authorised subjectivity must itself 

give rise to deep ontological trauma. Who in their ‘right mind’ willingly problematises 

their own identity?   

 But such psychic trauma is also a measure of the limit of symbolic mis-

alignment. The rising awareness of the discrepancy between experience and the internal 

representations we can make of this experience in situations of social trauma gives rise, 

on the one hand to destructive neuroses at the individual pathological level, but on the 

other hand to an intuition that identity is not who we are. It manifests as a disorientation 

resulting from the failure to fully become a subject aligned with the external matrix of 

subjectivity, the failure to acquire viable identity.   

 Beyond this subjective intuition that one is not the identity one is given, there are 

radical consequences for representation in the claim – central to Freudian thought - that 

“the very centre of the human being was not to be found at the place assigned to it by a 

whole humanist tradition.” 394 Beyond the trauma of dis-identification, beyond this 

floundering disorientation resulting from a decentering of one’s symbolic self-

conception, another potentiality arises through the recognition that identifications can be 

based, not just on discursive constructs, but on co-affectivity around experience, 

vulnerability and harm; on co-affections that that transcend authorised identity.  Both 

psychic suffering, and socio-political struggle provide us with evidence that the human 

subject is not merely a vessel that is easily filled with representations of reality (or indeed 

its own being) that arise from outside it. And often the catalyst for the recognition of the 

discrepancy between identity, experience and representation, is the perturbing traumatic 

event itself. It is the seizure of such catalysing potential, arising from trauma, that drives 

the counter-Archival art works and ideas we have examined.  

 
Foucault Undermines. 

At the start this exploration, we encountered, in The Archaeology of Knowledge, a 

surprising figure, which is Foucault’s cameo identification of himself as a subject who 

wishes to become unrecognisable. This figure seems anomalous to the idea of the subject 

																																																								
394	Lacan, J. 1997 The Freudian Thing in Ecrits, A Selection.  London. Routledge.  p 114  
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who has subsequently become the source of much critique of Foucault’s writings on 

subjectivity. 395 It is a subject who desires, by tunneling through the established matrix of 

discourse, to disrupt the ancient routes of communication and create another labyrinthine 

system in which to dwell, burrow and emerge into the light, having sloughed off old 

contaminating interpellations. Foucault, with his emphasis on the effects of discursive 

positivities, dwelling in the light of such transactions and laying so much emphasis on 

their power, might at first seem to be an unlikely figure to affirm such dark, subterranean 

activity, but if we hold fast to this mole-like image, we can see the undermining effect of 

these excavations upon the discursive structures on which power rests. And the 

compatibility of this disruptive archaeology with the discursive subversions of 

Hirschhorn and Margolles.    

 In the art works we have considered  – in their short-circuiting of representational 

codes, disruptions of narrative flow and refusal of the given designations of the Archive, 

a similar dark tunneling between discursive positivities is enacted, one that that resists 

the ‘epistemisation’ of ideologically loaded discourse, and the misrecognition of 

representation-as-truth. Entering into the laboratories of symbolic exchange staged in 

these works, we are expected to become for a while, similarly burrowing subjects, and to 

forge connections between signs and associations that are (in the Freudian and Derridean 

senses of ‘working –through’ and ‘writing’) the product of our own labour. Such activity 

is also an undermining, a compromising of the channels of communication and a 

perturbation of given epistemology. 

 But in the works we have examined it is not an abstract transaction that is taking 

place. If the attention to traumatic signals can diagetically transform them, so they 

become capable of registering the experiential and transmitting it, then it is possible to 

conceive of the channels formed as linking capillaries through which a pre-symbolic 

matrix is established, one that has the potential to evade the Archivally administered 

matrix, and establish instead a network of phenomenal, haptic, sensory commonalities. 
																																																								
395	My argument aligns here with that of philosopher Amy Allen who rejects what she calls the 
“anti-subjective hypothesis” that is prevalent in more recent criticism of Foucault. For Allen: 
“Foucault’s aim is not to get rid of the concept of subjectivity altogether; instead, he sets aside 
any conception of the subject as constituent in order that he might better understand how the 
subject is constituted in a particular way in this particular cultural and historical milieu.” Allen, A 
(2000) The Anti-Subjective Hypothesis: Michel Foucault And The Death Of The Subject. In The 
Philosophical Forum Volume XXXI, No. 2. Boston, Wiley-Blackwell. Pp 113 -130. 
I am grateful to psychologist Dr Suzanne Lloyd for drawing my attention to Allen’s work on the 
subject in Foucault.   
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This artistic practice refuses the a priori, but it also does not allow its viewers to simply 

accept its refusal. It does not create yet another edifice, (this time of discursive 

opposition), it provides instead sites where new channels may be excavated, where its 

very inconclusivity gestures towards a process of perpetual attention – a perpetual 

process of representation against closure.  

   In considering the affect on the viewer of such associative activity, as they 

produce new formations and disrupt old ones, we must ask how much faith they will be 

able to maintain in the precepts that form their own thought and sense of themselves? We 

may be justified then, in thinking of this counter-Archival activity as the site in which the 

subject’s sense of self is perturbed, but also where they engage, in turn, in a perturbing 

representational activity that aligns with Badiou’s conceptualisation of the subject that 

we cited at the end of the first chapter: 

 
 The subject exists only insofar as that which perturbs comes to put its own order on 
 another place.  
  
Counter-Archival ‘laboratories’ are sites where subjectivities rehearse acts of epistemic 

perturbation ; where the non-knowledge underpinning the truth claims of representation 

are exposed. They are sites where the nature of subjectivity is called into question, and 

where the relation of the subject’s relationship to social trauma is the focus of attention. 

Where subjects may be conceived whose agency begins with the recognition of the fact 

that they are not merely products of the given context. Subjects whose representational 

acts of self-constitution involve apprehending what is missing from their discursively 

attributed identity. Not subjects of positivity, but subjects who self-apprehend as an 

embodiment of lack; subjects of traumatic excommunication from the symbolic matrix 

and whose identity as a consequence dialectically mirrors the processes of continual 

representation described here; subjects of interminable becoming.  

 At the most fundamental level such subjects become as a consequence of a 

traumatic dis-identification, and it is this trauma, exacerbated and reignited in imperiling 

social circumstances, that can activate the subjective interrogation and perturbation of the 

existing political order and it’s Archival projections. We may imagine then, the processes 

of representation staged in counter-Archival works, as manifestations of an interminable 

dialectical struggle between the Archival subject and the Ur-Subject born of, and 

apprehended in trauma.  
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Problematising the status of the self, as a conduit of signals promises to short-circuit, the 

whole matrix of representation. If we are not conduits for the transmission of existing 

discourse, then what are we? This question pre-supposes a radical estrangement that we 

encountered with the desire of Foucault, in chapter one, to “appear at last to eyes that I 

will never have to meet again.” It is a self-alienation that occurs when the subject is 

traumatically derailed from the tracks of a priori discourse, pre-authorised self-narration 

and temporal regulation.  

 The features of counter-Archival artistic activity are also the preconditions for a 

subjective transformation, whereby the subject who apprehends themselves in the mirror 

or representation no longer identifies with a misrecognised, comforting, self-image. The 

poet John Ashberry, toward the end of his poem The Skaters evokes the kind of stilling 

of external forces necessary for the dismantling of this habituated and received 

subjectivity: 
 
The sands are frantic 
In the hourglass. But there is time 
To change, to utterly destroy 
That too familiar image 
Lurking in the glass 
Each morning at the edge of the mirror 396 
 
A subject is evoked here who is disentangled from a normalised self-image. Who is no 

longer a mere, accommodating reflection of the signal from without, of what one is 

expected to be. In the situation described by Ashberry, the subject exposed to the 

vicissitudes of everyday experience and impressions, whose grasp on a tangible image is 

weak, appears intent on the destruction of what they are expected to be. A destruction 

that is the pre-condition of the emergence of the lurking, multifarious self that is not 

mirrored in the glass; the pre-condition of other means of self-recognition and 

representation.397   

																																																								
396	Ashberry, J. 1966 The Skaters. Audio and Text Versions Available at Penn Sound Source, 
University of Pennsylvania Center for Programs in Contemporary Writing.    
http://text-works.org/Texts/Ashbery/JA-Sk_data/JA-Sk_EdN.html)    
  
397	Mark Fisher evokes a similar de-centered form of subjectivity here, a subject who self-
conceives via a rejection of the very language that ostensibly describes their internal life:  
“After all, who is it that can talk of having no inside, of man being rotting matter? Not any 
substantial subject perhaps, but the subject who speaks, the subject that is to say, composed out 
of the undead, discorporate stuff of language. In the very act of announcing its own nullity, the 
subject does not so much engage in performative contradiction, but points to an eradicable 
dualism that results from subjectivity itself.”  
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The works examined in this thesis propose that we become generators of a continual 

representational process, whereby we begin to autonomously figure a relation to external 

reality based on our embodied experience of it. Rather than transmitting a new notion of 

subjectivity, these works jam the Archival machinery of the discursive operation, stilling, 

suspending and disrupting: and providing a quarantine in which autonomous 

representational processes may be incubated – processes that are the most radical of all 

artistic effects.  

   These acts of representation resist the idea of the self as closure. They 

problematise the closures that are synonymous with the binary identification of self and 

other; they provide arenas where the cry, the message of the vulnerable traumatised body 

may be attended to, by a subject who, because they are not fully formed through an 

interpellated self-identification, is traumatically opened to affect. In these spaces the 

body may be apprehended in a co-relation that is the basis for inter-subjective 

transactions; transactions that in turn may influence future subjectivity. These 

transactions are insistent and obstinate: antithetical to a social symbolic that reduces 

those transmitting them to identity. Counter-Archival works such as those by Hirschhorn 

and Margolles, provide spaces of self-representation for dis-identified subjects of a 

traumatic commons.        

 
 
	
	
	
	
		

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																																																																																																																																					
Fisher, M. 2016. The Weird and the Eerie. London, Repeater. p.109.    	
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